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Abstract

Background: Adherence to anticancer medicines is critical for the success of cancer treatments; however, nonadherence remains
challenging, and there is limited evidence of interventions to improve adherence to medicines in patients with cancer.

Objective: This overview of reviews aimed to identify and summarize available reviews of interventions to improve adherence
to oral anticancer medicines in adult cancer survivors.

Methods: A comprehensive search of 7 electronic databases was conducted by 2 reviewers who independently conducted the
study selection, quality assessment using the A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Reviews 2, and data extraction. The
PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) 2020 checklist was adapted to report the results.

Results: A total of 29 reviews were included in the narrative synthesis. The overall quality of the systematic reviews was low.
The 4 main strategies to promote adherence were focused on education, reminders, behavior and monitoring, and multicomponent
approaches. Digital technology–based interventions were reported in most reviews (27/29, 93%). A few interventions applied
theories (10/29, 34%), design frameworks (2/29, 7%), or engaged stakeholders (1/29, 3%) in the development processes. The
effectiveness of interventions was inconsistent between and within reviews. However, interventions using multiple strategies to
promote adherence were more likely to be effective than single-strategy interventions (12/29, 41% reviews). Unidirectional
communication (7/29, 24% reviews) and technology alone (11/29, 38% reviews) were not sufficient to demonstrate improvement
in adherence outcomes. Nurses and pharmacists played a critical role in promoting patient adherence to oral cancer therapies,
especially with the support of digital technologies (7/29, 24% reviews).

Conclusions: Multicomponent interventions are potentially effective in promoting patient adherence to oral anticancer medicines.
The seamless integration of digital solutions with direct clinical contacts is likely to be effective in promoting adherence. Future
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research for developing comprehensive digital adherence interventions should be evidence-based, theory-based, and rigorously
evaluated.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e34833)   doi:10.2196/34833

KEYWORDS

digital; intervention; medication adherence; oncology; oral anticancer; systematic review

Introduction

With the advent of oral anticancer medicines (OACMs) more
than 2 decades ago [1], there has been a gradual shift for cancer
treatments to be increasingly administered at home [2].
Oncology care teams and their patients face new challenges in
ensuring optimal adherence to therapy. Studies have revealed
that the rate of adherence to OACMs varies widely across
cancers, but it can be as low as 16% [3] and often worsens over
time [4]. Medication adherence (MA) is defined as “the extent
to which patients take their medication as recommended by
their health care provider” [5]. Adherence is an important
predictive factor for the success of OACMs [1,6], particularly
when these therapies require patients to take medications
correctly over a long period.

Given the high priority of adherence to OACMs in cancer care,
there have been an increasing number of interventions to address
MA issues, particularly in oral endocrine therapy for breast
cancer [7] and oral medications for hematologic malignancies
[8]. However, published reviews have disclosed that the
evidence for these interventions is limited in both quantity [9]
and quality [2].

In recent years, in an effort to provide more evidence in this
area, there have been quite a few published reviews of adherence
interventions in oncology, especially digital solutions [10-13].
However, these reviews varied in scope, methodology, and
outcome of interest, which could overwhelm decision makers.
This overview of reviews aimed to identify and summarize the
available reviews of interventions to improve adherence to
OACMs in adults with cancer. Overviews are new
methodological approaches that have been used where multiple
reviews already exist on the topic of interest to filter the plethora
of information and provide a framework for clinical decision
makers [14,15].

Methods

Overview
The study protocol was registered in the PROSPERO
(International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews)
database (CRD42021240578) [16]. The PRISMA (Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses)
2020 statement was adapted to report this systematic review of
reviews [17] and is presented in Multimedia Appendix 1 [17].

Search Strategy
A systematic literature search was performed on 7 databases
for all publications up to March 2021: Ovid MEDLINE, Ovid
Embase, CINAHL, PsycINFO, Web of Science, the Cochrane
Database of Systematic Reviews, and the Database of Abstracts

of Reviews of Effects. The Peer Review of Electronic Search
Strategies checklist [18] was used to guide the development of
the search strategy. The electronic search strategy was initially
developed in MEDLINE by a reviewer (THD) and was then
peer-reviewed by a group of experts in relevant fields (KB, MA,
NW, PPJ, and PS) and a librarian to ensure its
comprehensiveness. The search strategy combined controlled
vocabulary and keywords, including synonyms, antonyms, and
acronyms related to adherence, intervention, and cancer, and
was adapted for each database. We did not limit the publication
date but limited the search to the English language, human
studies, and reviews only (refer to Multimedia Appendix 2 for
full search strategies).

In addition to the database search, bibliographies of selected
studies were also hand-searched to identify relevant studies not
detected by the electronic search.

Criteria for Considering Studies for This Review
The studies had to meet all the following criteria to be eligible
for inclusion:

• Population: adults (≥18 years) diagnosed with any type of
cancer undergoing OACMs. Studies on children were
excluded because of the specificity of treatment issues in
this group. Studies in a group of the population that
separately reported results for adults with cancer were also
included;

• Intervention: any type of intervention that included a
component to enhance patient adherence to oncology
treatment;

• Comparator: usual care or active control intervention;
• Outcome: MA compliance or persistence, clinical outcomes,

and quality of life of people with cancer;
• Study type: reviews, including literature review or narrative

review, scoping review, and systematic review.

Study Selection
One reviewer (THD) conducted the searching, deduplication,
and initial screening of titles and abstracts of all studies found.
A second reviewer (ARMF) conducted a random independent
assessment of the identified papers and reviewed the screening
results of the first reviewer. Two reviewers independently
screened all full texts of potentially eligible papers. When
necessary, any differences between the 2 reviewers were
discussed until consensus was reached or resolved by a third
reviewer. Covidence site, operated by Veritas Health Innovation
Ltd [19], was used for data screening, selection, and
management.

Assessment of Methodological Study Quality
The methodological quality of the included systematic reviews
was independently assessed by 2 reviewers (THD and ARMF),
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adapting the A Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Reviews
(AMSTAR) 2, which has demonstrated satisfactory reliability
and construct validity [20]. AMSTAR 2 is a tool used to evaluate
the methodological quality of systematic reviews, which
includes randomized and nonrandomized studies of
interventions, including 10 domains and 16 items or questions.
The answering options were yes, partial yes, or no/no
information (corresponding to low or high risk of bias). We
used the findings from the AMSTAR 2 critical appraisal to
understand the certainty of the evidence base of the systematic
reviews. Disagreements were resolved by discussion.

As AMSTAR 2 does not combine individual item ratings to
create an overall score, the scheme for interpreting weaknesses
detected in critical (7) and noncritical (9) items, proposed by
Shea et al [20], was applied. The overall confidence in the results
of the review was classified as high, moderate, low, or critically
low, according to the number of critical and noncritical
weaknesses identified in the systematic review under appraisal.

Data Extraction and Synthesis
Data were independently extracted by 2 reviewers (THD and
ARMF) in a standardized table (Multimedia Appendix 3), which
was pilot-tested, for 7 random eligible studies, and then, results
were compared and agreed upon. THD extracted data for the
remaining eligible studies, which were then reviewed by ARMF,
with discrepancies resolved through consensus. The
corresponding authors of the included studies were contacted
for further information or clarification, if necessary. The
extracted data included the type of review, research questions,
type of interventions, search strategies, search period limits,

characteristics of included studies, quality assessments, methods
of analyses, and findings. The included reviews were expected
to have high heterogeneity in terms of interventions,
comparators, outcome measures, study populations, and
methodologies. Therefore, statistical pooling through
meta-analysis was not appropriate.

Results

Overview
The results of this review are presented in the following order:
search results, characteristics of included reviews, quality of
systematic reviews, description of interventions, and outcomes
of included reviews by group—scoping, systematic, and
literature reviews. Owing to the heterogeneity of the included
reviews, the findings are presented in a narrative format and
refer to meta-analyses performed by the authors of the included
reviews whenever available.

Search Results
The search strategy identified 2098 unique results from 7
databases, 1 from the reference lists of the included studies, and
1 from the automatic alerts of the databases. Title and abstract
screening identified 51 studies for full-text screening, of which
29 (57%) met the inclusion criteria. Details of the excluded
studies and reasons for exclusion are provided in Multimedia
Appendix 4 [2,7-9,12,21-46]. A high level of concordance was
achieved between the 2 reviewers in the screening process, with
disagreement in only 10% (5/51) of cases. These 5 papers were
discussed by the 2 reviewers, and consensus was achieved. The
selection process is illustrated in the flowchart (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Flow diagram of study selection. CDSR: Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews; DARE: Database of Abstracts and Reviews of Effects.
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Characteristics of the Included Reviews

Study Design and Publication Time
Among the 29 included reviews, 12 (41%) were systematic
reviews [2,7-9,12,21-27], 5 (17%) were scoping reviews
[11,13,47-49], and the remaining 12 (41%) were literature
reviews [10,28,29,50-58]. All 29 reviews were descriptive, with
only 1 (3%) including meta-analyses [25]. All the studies were
published in English. Of these 29 reviews, 25 (86%) were
published between 2014 and 2021 and the remaining 4 (14%)
were published before 2014 [28,50-52]. Although literature
reviews were published throughout the period from 2009 to
2021, the results of all systematic reviews were publicly reported
between 2014 and 2019, and the publication of 5 scoping
reviews began in 2018.

Participants
Most reviews included studies on all types of cancer (22/29,
76%) [2,9-11,13,21,22,24,26-29,47-55,58], followed by breast
cancer (6/29, 21%) [7,12,23,25,56,57], and hematological cancer
(1/29, 3%) [8]. A total of 90% (26/29) reviews
[2,7-13,21,23-29,48-57] examined adherence interventions for
disease-modifying therapies, and 10% (3/29) reviews [22,47,58]
reported adherence interventions for all types of cancer
treatments. In total, 17% (5/29) reviews specifically focused on
women [7,12,23,25,56], 7% (2/29) on adolescents and young
adults [22,58], and 3% (1/29) on socially disadvantaged people
with cancer [26]. The characteristics of the 29 studies included
in this overview are presented in Multimedia Appendix 5.

Aims of the Reviews
Although all 29 reviews aimed to synthesize evidence of
interventions used to promote MA among people with cancer,
6 (21%) narrative reviews also included available literature on
adherence to oral anticancer regimens [2,28,50,52,53,58]. Of
the 5 scoping reviews, 4 (80%) targeted digital adherence
solutions, such as mobile apps [47,49], mobile phone–delivered
interventions [48], and digital interventions in general [11]. Of
the 12 systematic reviews, 6 (50%) focused on examining either
the efficacy [22] or the effectiveness of adherence interventions
[9,12,21,24,25]. Some of the reviews specifically focused on
the type of interventions (eg, nurse-led [51], pharmacist-led
[24], educational [21], and technology-mediated
[10,11,47-49,54,55,57]), specific settings (eg, ambulatory care
setting [21]), and socially disadvantaged groups in the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
countries [26].

Quality of Systematic Reviews
Among the 29 reviews, 12 (41%) were systematic reviews, of
which only 1 (3%) conducted meta-analyses (Multimedia
Appendix 5). Methodological quality was low or critically low
overall, with at least 2 out of 16 AMSTAR 2 appraisal items
[20] not met in all systematic reviews. The quality assessment
of the 7 critical AMSTAR 2 domains is presented in Multimedia
Appendix 6. Only 8% (1/12) systematic reviews from the study
by Arthurs et al [21] received moderate overall confidence
ratings in the reported results, which meant that this systematic
review may provide an accurate summary of the results of the
included studies to address the questions of interest. Moreover,

33% (4/12) and 59% (7/12) of systematic reviews received low
and critically low overall confidence ratings, respectively,
meaning that the summarized results of these studies may be
inaccurate and that the conclusions need to be interpreted
carefully. The best adherence was found for using the
components of the PICO (population, intervention, comparison,
and outcome) framework when describing the search question
and inclusion criteria (item 1) and describing the included
studies in adequate detail (item 8). The item that most reviews
(9/12, 75%) failed to meet was providing a justification for
excluding individual studies (item 7). For the critical domains,
42% (5/12) reviews referred to a review protocol (item 2), and
25% (3/12) reviews provided a list of excluded studies and
justified their exclusion (item 7). Nearly all reviews (11/12,
92%) accounted for risk of bias when interpreting the results
(item 13). Most of the reviews (10/12, 83%) used a satisfactory
technique for assessing the risk of bias in individual studies
(item 9), and 75% (9/12) of reviews conducted a comprehensive
literature search (item 4). The only review with meta-analyses
adhered to the item of using appropriate methods for statistical
combination of the results (item 11) and investigated publication
bias (item 15). More details on the bias assessments of all 16
AMSTAR 2 items are provided in Multimedia Appendix 7
[2,7-9,12,21-27].

Description of Interventions

Overview
Given the wide range of aims mentioned above, interventions
were categorized differently across and within reviews. Most
reviews (21/29, 72%) reported diverse and multimodal
interventions [2,7-9,12,13,21-29,50-54,56,58]; however, 28%
(8/29) of reviews provided detailed technology-mediated
interventions [10,11,22,47-49,55,57].

Modes of Delivery
Owing to the heterogeneity and lack of a common approach to
categorizing the interventions in the reviews, we describe the
modes of delivery for each one in Multimedia Appendix 8.
Although interventions could be broadly classified as
face-to-face or remote, these categories should only be
considered as a guide because they were not always exclusive,
owing to the complexity of interventions. For example, the same
educational elements could be delivered via direct contact and
web-based channels.

Face-to-face Interventions Only

The only 2 reviews in this group of interventions [50,51] were
published the earliest among the reviews included in this study.
One review [51] focused particularly on nurse-delivered
interventions.

Remote Interventions Only

A total of 28% (8/29) of reviews reported only on
nonface-to-face interventions with the assistance of technologies
[10,11,22,47-49,55,57]. All these reviews were published in
the last 6 years. Most were directed at individuals through
various delivery modes, including phone, SMS text messages,
and mobile apps.
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Combined Face-to-face and Remote Interventions

A total of 66% (19/29) of reviews were concerned with either
face-to-face or remote modes of delivery or complex multimodal
interventions [2,7-9,12,13,21,23-29,52-54,56,58]. Interventions
in these reviews were either single or multicomponent, often
including education; reminders; and affective components, such
as patient navigators, emotional and self-management support,
and problem solving.

More details about interventions in each review are presented
in Multimedia Appendix 9 [2,7-13,21-29,47-58].

Theoretical Frameworks
Only 34% (10/29) of reviews reported on theoretical
frameworks. The most common theories were the Health Belief
Model [59] and its subsequent versions, Social Learning Theory,
and Social Cognitive Theory [60], which were mentioned in
21% (6/29) of reviews [12,13,22,23,28,48]. The Self-Regulation
Model [61] was the second most common framework, featured
in 10% (3/29) of reviews [13,22,49]. One review [48] mentioned
self-determination theory [62]. None of the face-to-face
intervention reviews discussed theoretical frameworks.

Intervention Providers
As interventions are diverse, their providers include a range of
professionals in the health care field: clinicians, nurses,
pharmacists, and health providers. The interventions in most
reviews were delivered by a multidisciplinary team. However,
one review specifically focused on nurse-led interventions [28]
and another on pharmacist-led interventions [24]. A total of
10% (3/29) of reviews reported on interventions delivered by
nurses or pharmacists [21,27,51].

Intervention Development
Most reviews did not discuss the development of interventions.
Using design frameworks and engaging stakeholders were rarely
mentioned. One review [48] reported that stakeholders were
engaged in the design of all included interventions, for example,
patients and oncology clinicians were engaged in the early
design phases to explore end users’ perceptions of the
acceptability and usefulness of the interventions. Stakeholders
were patients, caregivers, clinicians, administrators, care
providers, the community, and society, depending on the type
of intervention. Two design frameworks [63,64] were applied
in the development of interventions in 2 reviews [48,49].

Dose and Duration
Although the doses and durations were mentioned in 31% (9/29)
of reviews [7,10,13,21,24,29,48,53,57], they were brief and
varied for different types of interventions and modes of delivery.
For example, the frequency of SMS text messages was daily,
bidaily, or weekly [7,10,29,48,57]. Automated voice responses
could be set up on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis [10,29].
The duration of multicomponent interventions varied from 9 to
18 months [29]. The follow-up period of interventions could
be as short as 2 months or as long as 45 months [24].

Outcomes of Included Reviews by Group

Overview
All reviews, except 3 [47,49,51], reported MA improvement as
a primary outcome. Some also reported medication persistence
[23]; clinical outcomes, such as symptoms and adverse events
[24]; hospital admission rates [9]; subclinical responses; survival
time [8]; cancer-related knowledge and self-management skills
[22,26]; and some quality-of-life indicators [26]. A total of 10%
(3/29) studies [24,26,49] mentioned patient satisfaction and
economic impact outcomes [24]. For this review, we focused
on MA outcomes and discussed some of the secondary
outcomes. The results from the 5 scoping reviews are described
first, followed by 12 systematic reviews, and finally, the findings
from the 12 narrative reviews.

MA (Primary Outcome)

Overview

Not all reviews specified how MA was measured. In reviews
that specified how MA was measured, the methods were diverse:
subjective, objective, or biomedical. Subjective measurements,
such as patient self-reports and clinician reports, were the easiest
reporting methods. However, perhaps because of its potential
inaccuracy, it was only used to measure adherence in 12 reviews
[2,7,8,10,12,13,21,23,25,52,53,56]. Half (14/29, 48%) of the
reviews reported objective measurements, such as pill diaries,
pill counts, and medication event monitoring systems
[2,7-10,12,13,21,23,25,28,51-53], whereas some (7/29, 24%)
mentioned biomedical measurements, such as drug metabolites
in urine [2,7-10,52,56].

Scoping Reviews

MA was reported as a primary outcome in 60% (3/5) of scoping
reviews [11,13,48] (Multimedia Appendix 10). Skrabal Ross
et al [48] explored the evidence of mobile-delivered
interventions, mainly SMS text messages and mobile apps (5
studies). Gambalunga et al [11] focused on mobile apps (7
studies). Both reviews concluded that despite the use of digital
means in facilitating the adherence of patients with cancer to
oral treatments being strongly recognized in the literature, its
effectiveness was either underexamined [48] or poorly supported
[11]. The engagement of stakeholders and the use of design
frameworks in developing digital interventions were very
important [48]. In a scoping review of 56 studies evaluating
adherence to oral antineoplastic agents [13], less than half (n=25,
45%) reported statistically significant improvements in
adherence or persistence. Of these 56 studies, 8 (14%) used a
mobile health tool and SMS text messages as the mode of
delivery. The results revealed that drug-reminder SMS text
messaging, either alone or in combination with a mobile app
targeting intentional nonadherence, appeared to be effective
among people with a single diagnosis but not among those with
different diagnoses. The review also emphasized that
theory-based and evidence-based interventions tailored to the
needs of patients were more likely to be effective.

In the other 2 scoping reviews [47,49], mobile apps were
reported as useful tools in facilitating the delivery of behavioral
guidance, real-time capture of patients’ symptoms, monitoring
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of adherence, and supporting the self-management of side effects
[49]. Nevertheless, the efficacy of mobile apps in improving
symptom management and MA requires further exploration
[48].

Systematic Reviews

MA was the primary outcome of all 12 systematic reviews.
Findings from the meta-analytic results are presented first,
followed by narrative syntheses.

Only 1 systematic review by Finitsis and Vose [25] contained
meta-analyses to quantify the aggregate effect of interventions
to improve adjuvant endocrine therapy adherence among women
with breast cancer and meta-analyzed these effects across
studies. A total of 7 studies that reported 8 interventions were
included in this review [30-35,65]. Nearly half (3/7, 43%) of
the included studies used one-way communication to deliver
information and education to patients. Two studies used
bidirectional communication between oncology nurses and
patients. One study used a multicomponent intervention,
including a mobile app and phone call follow-up from the care
team. The results showed that interventions using bidirectional
communication (ie, eliciting information from patients and
sending information to patients) had statistically significant
effects compared with the control groups within each study
(k=4; Cohen d=0.59; 95% CI 0.23-0.95), whereas those using
only one-way communication (ie, purely providing information
to patients) did not (k=4; Cohen d=−0.03; 95% CI −0.27 to
0.20). The authors concluded that the interventions failed when
one-way flow communication was used. Interventions to
improve adjuvant endocrine therapy adherence should enhance
patient engagement via bidirectional platforms. The additional
details are presented in Multimedia Appendix 11 [13-19].

MA was reported as a primary outcome in all 11 narrative
systematic reviews [2,7-9,12,21-24,26,27]. Four main strategies
to promote adherence emerged from these reviews: education,
reminders, behavior and monitoring, and multicomponent
interventions. The reported results varied between and within
reviews, even for the same types of intervention (Multimedia
Appendix 12).

The educational strategy was reported in all reviews, either as
a stand-alone intervention or as an element of multicomponent
interventions. Educational materials often included information
about diseases and medications (eg, dosage, side effects, storage,
disposal, and ways to remember to take the medication). Studies
revealed that education alone, regardless of delivery (eg,
face-to-face, leaflets, or mailouts), was insufficient to promote
adherence to anticancer regimens [2,7,8,12,23,27].

There are many mechanisms that can be used to remind patients
to take their medication. These could be as simple as calendars,
diaries, dosing sheets, pillboxes, and charts or more advanced,
with the help of technology, such as SMS text messages and
mobile apps. Although reminders could be effective in
reinforcing the behavior of taking the medication in some
chronic conditions, such as HIV or AIDS [52,53], their
effectiveness in oncology has not been demonstrated [7,9,26].

The behavioral and monitoring strategies have been broadly
used in MA interventions in various forms and modes of

delivery: delivered either in a single form or mode (monitoring
pill-taking, autopharmacy refills, electronic prescribing, and
individual coaching) [2,7,23,24] or an intervention package
(monitoring and feedback, side effect management, and positive
self-care behavior) [2,7,22,23]. Similar to the diversity of
interventions within this group of strategies, their effectiveness
in enhancing adherence to oral antineoplastic medicines varied
widely within and between reviews [2,7,9,22,26,27].

Multicomponent interventions were reported in 82% (9/11) of
systematic reviews [2,7-9,12,21,23,24,26], often including a
combination of education; reminders; and behavioral, cognitive,
or affective components. Tailored education in combination
with drug reminders and counseling delivered by nurses or
pharmacists to promote symptom management and adherence
behavior was likely to be effective in improving adherence
[2,8,9,12,24]. Nevertheless, in a few (4/29, 14%) reviews,
nurse-led tailored patient education [21], pharmacist-led
intensive care programs [21], and education combined with
reminder interventions were not effective [7,23]. The effect of
education, pill shaping, and home restructuring was uncertain
in the systematic review by Mathes and Antoine [9]. This
uncertainty was also observed in multicomponent interventions
including education, reminders, and motivational interviewing
[23]; or interventions including education and monitoring [27].

There were some overlaps across systematic reviews at the
individual-study level. The results of 18 primary studies,
including 7 randomized controlled trials [30,34-37,66,67], were
reported in more than 1 systematic review [30,33-44,65-69].
For example, 2 randomized controlled trials on the compliance
of patients to anastrozole in a therapy program, published by
Hadji et al [66], and the influence of a patient information
program on adherence and persistence to an aromatase inhibitor
in breast cancer treatment, published by Ziller et al [35], were
reported in the same 5 systematic reviews [2,7,12,23,25]. More
details on the overlap of primary studies across systematic
reviews are presented in Multimedia Appendix 13
[13,15-27,47-50].

Literature Reviews

Among the 12 included literature reviews, 4 (33%) focused on
technology-based interventions; 1 (8%) examined nursing
interventions [51]; and 2 (17%) expanded the scope of research
to areas such as adherence or persistence rates [50] and its
impacts [53], challenges to adherence in oncology [28,52,53],
and adherence measurements [52]. MA was reported as a
primary outcome in all literature reviews except 2 [51,57]
(Multimedia Appendix 14).

The results from these literature reviews were consistent with
findings from included scoping and systematic reviews:
education alone was insufficient to promote adherence to oral
medication regimens [29,53,54,58], and multicomponent
interventions were more likely to be effective in improving
adherence [10,28,29,50,52-55,58]. Behavioral and monitoring
strategies did not consistently improve adherence rates when
used alone [29,50,53], although some studies have reported
positive results [28,29,56].
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However, the effectiveness of reminders was controversial.
Reminder tools, such as calendars, diaries, and dosing sheets,
likely improved patient adherence [28,53], whereas daily
pillboxes were unlikely to do so [28,50]. Electronic reminders,
such as SMS text messages and mobile apps, were reported to
be effective in the review of Accordino and Hershman [52] but
ineffective in another review conducted by Cazeau [10].

Narrative reviews also revealed that oncology nurses and
pharmacists, as part of a multidisciplinary team, can have a
significant influence on patient adherence via education,
increased access to medicines, early identification of symptoms,
and side effect self-management skills [28,29,51,53].

Secondary Outcomes
In addition to MA rates, clinical outcomes, such as decreased
symptoms [24], cytogenetic response, and survival time [8],
were evaluated. The effects of education on clinical outcomes
were uncertain [8]. However, some multicomponent
interventions, including education, tailored counseling, and
affective components (eg, home visit support), showed possible
positive effects [8,24]. In 2 reviews [22,26], interventions
combining side effect management, positive self-care behavioral
promotion, education, counseling, or organizational change
elements improved cancer-related knowledge and self-efficacy
among people with cancer. Two reviews [9,24] listed hospital
admission rate as a secondary outcome, but it was not
statistically significant in all included interventions.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This overview of reviews aimed to synthesize evidence from
available reviews on interventions to improve MA to OACMs
in adults with cancer. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study to achieve this goal. Among the 29 included reviews,
only 1 (3%) conducted meta-analyses and 17 (59%) did not
follow systematic methodologies in identifying, analyzing, and
reporting literature. Consequently, it was impossible to perform
quantitative analyses. Nevertheless, including literature reviews
in the narrative synthesis is useful for understanding the breadth
of the study field. The only systematic reviews of moderate
quality focused on therapeutic patient education interventions
in ambulatory care settings [21]. The other 11 systematic
reviews on the topic of interest had low or critically low
confidence rating. Therefore, the results of the included reviews
should be interpreted with caution.

The comparability of the study results is limited because of the
high heterogeneity of the included reviews (Multimedia
Appendix 5) and studies within each review [9,13]. The content
of adherence-enhancing interventions is varied [29]. In addition,
there are differences in the characteristics of patients whose
adherence has been influenced [9]. Furthermore, comparability
is constrained owing to different adherence measurements
[2,7,8,52]. Accordingly, this review summarizes the main
themes of the included reviews rather than comparing them.

This review suggests that single strategies to promote adherence
(eg, education, reminders, or monitoring) are not sufficient to
improve adherence. Multidimensional interventions that used

collective strategies to promote adherence (education, reminder,
cognitive, behavioral, and affective) were potentially more
effective. Our findings are in line with earlier reviews of
interventions to improve adherence in various chronic conditions
[45,46] and those focusing on cancer [9,50,54,58]. These
findings also resonate with the report of the World Health
Organization that MA is a multidimensional phenomenon
determined by 5 dimensions (social and economic, health
system, condition-related, therapy-related, and patient-related)
[70]. Thus, multicomponent interventions applying different
strategies are needed to address the multifaceted adherence
phenomenon [70].

The described theoretical frameworks were neither clear nor
validated. One-third of reviews reported on the scattered use of
cognitive and behavioral theories in only a few studies [12].
Although the authors [12,48] emphasized the importance of
using theoretical grounding in planning, designing, and
evaluating outcomes of multilevel interventions, a few [13,23]
argued that the effect of this was quite modest. This uncertainty
is in line with a meta-analysis of 683 studies that quantified the
impact of theory-driven interventions on adherence [71]. The
limited use of theory to design interventions means that no
conclusions can be drawn regarding the importance and
effectiveness of theoretically derived interventions. Furthermore,
the complex and multifaceted factors contributing to
nonadherence represent another challenge in the selection of an
appropriate conceptual model to design interventions. Perhaps,
a combination of theories may better explain the diverse barriers
and facilitators of MA and provide a stronger direction to
formulate interventions. Future research should pay more
attention to this aspect of adherence interventions.

The use of digital solutions to enhance adherence to cancer
treatment has been increasing in the past decade [47,55]. The
literature has emphasized the potential of digital platforms to
facilitate oral antineoplastic adherence among people with
cancer [11]. Medication nonadherence can be intentional or
unintentional. Intentional nonadherence is a patient’s conscious
decision not to take a drug, for example, because of unpleasant
side effects [72]. Unintentional nonadherence is unplanned by
a patient, for example, because of forgetfulness [73]. Therefore,
the interventions require different modes of action. A variety
of measures, such as patient education and good patient-provider
communication, can enable patients to better report and manage
therapeutic side effects [55]. Technologies can enhance these
measures by providing patients with rapid, continuous, and easy
access to both educational resources and symptom
self-management strategies, also facilitating communication
between patients and their care teams [11,55]. Personal lifestyle
and electronic triggers (eg, SMS text messages) remind and
motivate patients to take their medication, so that it becomes
an integral part of their daily activities [11,52]. In both cases,
digital platforms (eg, mobile apps) can enable real-time
monitoring of patient self-management [11]. However, this is
an emerging field, and most studies have focused only on
evaluating the acceptability, usability, and feasibility of
interventions. The effectiveness of digital MA interventions in
clinical oncology practice is poorly supported [47,48]. Future
research should not only focus on determining the effect of
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digital interventions on adherence but also on identifying
barriers to delivering high-quality personalized care to end users
[11].

Using frameworks and engaging stakeholders in the design and
development of digital interventions is crucial. Design
frameworks help in planning the resources needed for each stage
of the design and to mobilize them effectively and efficiently
[48]. The involvement of stakeholders is central in ensuring
that the intervention meets the needs of the target audience and
in increasing its sustainability [49]. Nevertheless, strategies
involving stakeholders (eg, patients, caregivers, oncology
clinicians, nurses, pharmacists, and the community) have rarely
been reported [48]. The involvement of professionals in the
intervention development processes was very limited [49,55];
only 2 studies [74,75] mentioned patients’ and clinicians’
participation. Most interventions did not use or, at least, did not
report the use of design frameworks in the development
processes [48]. Given the rapid increase of technology
applications in MA and the importance of this aspect in
intervention development, it is worthy of future research into
the involvement of stakeholders and the design framework used
in the development of adherence interventions.

The findings from this review show that the use of digital
solutions alone may be insufficient and may require cultural
adaptive change [57]. Health care professionals’ interaction
with patients is pivotal to augmenting the effect of these
interventions [51]. Nurses and pharmacists are uniquely
positioned to promote adherence to oral cancer therapies
[10,51,53]. Findings suggest that clinical support (eg, tailoring
education to meet patients’ needs) and symptom assessment
and management provided by nurses empowered patients’ability
to adhere to treatments [8,28,55]. Future interventions in cancer
should maximize the advantage that health professionals can
contribute to patients’ MA with the support of digital
technology.

Finally, this review suggests that to consolidate evidence on the
effects of MA interventions in cancer, further work is needed
using rigorous methods, such as prospective randomized designs
in large samples of patients. Study outcomes should not only
be limited to adherence rates but also the long-term effects of
interventions and meaningful clinical outcomes, such as
decreased symptoms and adverse effects of therapy, inhibited

disease progression, and increased patient survival and quality
of life. These suggestions are consistent with the results of some
other systematic reviews of interventions to promote adherence
to OACMs that have been published to date [2,9].

Limitations
This review has inevitable limitations owing to the limited
existing high-quality quantitative analytic evidence, which also
demonstrates a high risk of bias. Similarly, the significant
heterogeneity across and within reviews and studies did not
allow statistical analyses beyond reporting of results from the
only meta-analysis and narrative analyses performed by the
authors of the included reviews. Throughout the process, we
relied on published evidence rather than aggregated data from
individual studies. Therefore, a definitive assessment of the
overall strength of evidence and the effectiveness of current
interventions to enhance adherence to anticancer medicines
among adults with cancer is not possible. Finally, only the
reviews published in English were included. Thus, there is a
risk of missing the relevant literature published in other
languages. However, comprehensive searches were conducted
using different databases to minimize this limitation as much
as possible.

Conclusions
Despite these challenges, this review suggests the potential
effectiveness of multicomponent interventions to promote
adherence to OACMs in adults. This review highlights the role
of digital health in enabling and enhancing multicomponent
adherence interventions. Nurses and pharmacists are in unique
positions and play an important role in facilitating and
motivating patient adherence behavior in oncology treatments.
These processes can be facilitated without creating a burden if
they are integrated into the current routine practices with the
support of technology. The findings from this review support
the need for future research in developing evidence-based digital
multicomponent interventions to assist people with cancer in
adhering to their oral therapies. This review also underscores
the importance of stakeholders’ involvement and the use of a
design framework in the development of interventions to
increase translatability and sustainability in real oncology
practices. Given the rapidly increasing use of oral antineoplastic
medicines and the dramatic availability of digital tools
worldwide, research in this field is expected to increase rapidly.
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Abstract

Background: Globally, the burden of cancer on population health is growing. Recent trends such as increasing survival rates
have resulted in a need to adapt cancer care to ensure a good care experience and manageable expenditures. eHealth is a promising
way to increase the quality of cancer care and support patients and survivors.

Objective: The aim of this systematic review was 2-fold. First, we aimed to provide an overview of eHealth interventions and
their characteristics for Dutch patients with and survivors of cancer. Second, we aimed to provide an overview of the empirical
evidence regarding the impact of eHealth interventions in cancer care on population health, quality of care, and per capita costs
(the Triple Aim domains).

Methods: The electronic databases Web of Science, PubMed, Cochrane, and Ovid PsycINFO were searched using 3 key search
themes: eHealth interventions, cancer care, and the Netherlands. The identified interventions were classified according to
predetermined criteria describing the intervention characteristics (eg, type, function, and target population). Their impact was
subsequently examined using the Triple Aim framework.

Results: A total of 38 interventions were identified. Most of these were web portals or web applications functioning to inform
and self-manage, and target psychosocial factors or problems. Few interventions have been tailored to age, disease severity, or
gender. The results of this study indicate that eHealth interventions could positively affect sleep quality, fatigue, and physical
activity of patients with and survivors of cancer. Inconclusive results were found regarding daily functioning and quality of life,
psychological complaints, and psychological adjustment to the disease.

Conclusions: eHealth can improve outcomes in the Triple Aim domains, particularly in the population health and quality of
care domains. Cancer-related pain and common symptoms of active treatment were not targeted in the included interventions
and should receive more attention. Further research is needed to fully understand the impact of eHealth interventions in cancer
care on participation, accessibility, and costs. The latter can be examined in economic evaluations by comparing eHealth
interventions with care as usual.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e37093)   doi:10.2196/37093
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Introduction

Background
Globally, population health is greatly affected by cancer. An
estimated 19.3 million new cancer cases and almost 10 million
cancer deaths occurred in 2020 [1]. The related health care
expenditure amounted to €103 (US $110) billion in Europe in
2018, corresponding to 6.2% of the total health expenditures
[2]. The global cancer incidence is estimated to double by 2035
[3]. Owing to better screening and treatment options, survival
rates have increased. Hence, cancer is increasingly becoming
a chronic disease. Therefore, it is essential to develop and
implement interventions to promote the long-term health and
well-being of patients and survivors and to support daily disease
coping [4].

Increasing attention is being paid to the use of eHealth to
improve cancer care and support patients with cancer and
survivors in coping with their illness. The World Health
Organization defines eHealth as “the use of information and
communication technology in support of health and
health-related fields” [5]. There are several definitions of cancer
survivors. Here, we use the definition of the National Cancer
Institute: “persons with cancer post-treatment until the end of
life” [6]. Currently, various eHealth interventions are available
for patients with cancer and survivors. These interventions show
considerable variations in function, target population, and type
of eHealth technology. For instance, interventions can provide
patients with and survivors of cancer with information about
the disease and its treatment [7,8], support decision-making and
self-management [9,10], alleviate physical and emotional
problems [11,12], or provide peer social support [13,14].
Furthermore, interventions target different groups of patients
with or survivors of cancer using various technologies and can
be used as unguided self-help or with the support of health care
professionals. Several studies have evaluated specific eHealth
interventions in cancer care [15-20]. These studies considered
a variety of outcomes, such as psychological complaints [15,16],
symptom distress [17,19], and insomnia severity [18], and
examined the effect of intervention characteristics, such as the
amount of support, on intervention efficacy [21].

Currently, a general overview of eHealth interventions in cancer
care and their characteristics is lacking. Such an overview would
provide insights into the broad range of eHealth interventions
available in cancer care, making it easier to compare
interventions and their efficacy. In addition, no reviews that
investigate the empirical evidence of the impact of eHealth
interventions in cancer care are available. The absence of such
overviews limits our understanding of the added value of
eHealth interventions in cancer care. One way of evaluating
interventions is through the Triple Aim framework. This model
focuses on (1) improving population health, (2) improving the
quality of care and patient experience, and (3) reducing the per
capita health care costs [22]. Many areas of health reform can

be helped forward and strengthened by Triple Aim framework,
including the integration of information technologies such as
eHealth. Deploying the Triple Aim lens offers an opportunity
for a holistic and versatile evaluation.

Objective
The aim of this systematic review is 2-fold: (1) to provide an
overview of available eHealth interventions in cancer care and
their characteristics as described in the scientific literature and
(2) to provide an overview of the empirical evidence regarding
the impact of eHealth interventions in cancer care on population
health, quality of care, and per capita costs—the Triple Aim
domains [23]. As eHealth interventions are likely to be
context-specific or even context-dependent, we will examine
eHealth interventions applied in the Dutch context [24]. The
Dutch context has been chosen as a case study and serves as an
example for other Western countries.

Methods

Search Strategy
The following 4 databases were searched electronically from
the earliest available date to June 14, 2021, to identify relevant
literature: Web of Science, PubMed, Cochrane, and Ovid
PsycINFO. Three key search components were used: eHealth
interventions, cancer, and the Netherlands. An overview of the
search strategies for each database can be found in Multimedia
Appendix 1. Other potentially relevant publications were
identified by tracking the reference lists of included articles.

Eligibility Criteria
Studies were eligible if the following criteria were met:

• Population: the eHealth intervention was offered in the
Netherlands and targeted adults (>18 years) diagnosed with
cancer who were about to start, are currently undergoing,
or have finished treatment (ie, cancer survivors) within the
Dutch health care system.

• Intervention: the study focused on eHealth interventions
according to the definition of eHealth by the World Health
Organization [5]: “the use of information and
communication technology in support of health and
health-related fields.” Both fully web-based and blended
eHealth interventions (ie, interventions combining
web-based components with face-to-face contact) were
included [25]. The eHealth intervention did not consist of
business intelligence and big data solutions, such as
analyzing structured and unstructured data to gather
information to support decision-making [26].

• Comparison: studies were included independently of the
presence and type of control group.

• Outcome: there was no focus on specific research outcomes
for the first aim—to provide an overview of available
eHealth interventions. The goal was to obtain a broad
picture of available eHealth interventions. For the second
aim—to provide an overview of empirical evidence
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regarding the impact of eHealth interventions—only studies
that measured one or more of the Triple Aim domains were
included.

• Setting: using any study designs except for incomplete
trials, editorials, letters, and reviews. Nonetheless, the latter
method was used to identify additional relevant studies
from the reference lists. We excluded these 3 study designs
as they were non–peer-reviewed or did not discuss a specific
intervention.

• Time: all years were included as long as the study was
published in the Dutch or English language.

Selection Procedure
The PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses) 2020 Statement was used to ensure
the validity and reliability of the selection procedure [27]. The
PRISMA 2020 checklist can be found in Multimedia Appendix
2 [28]. One investigator (LvD) searched for eligible studies.
Subsequently, the reference software program Endnote (Endnote
X7; Thomson Reuters) was used to remove duplicates. Two
investigators (LvD and LS) independently screened the titles
and abstracts of the articles to identify relevant studies. Next,
full texts of the potentially relevant articles were assessed.
Discrepancies between investigators were mutually resolved
through discussion until a consensus was reached. Web-based
software Covidence (Veritas Health Innovation) [29] was used
for the screening process.

Data Selection and Extraction
The following intervention characteristics were extracted at the
application level (Multimedia Appendix 3 [7-13,21,30-106]):

• Summary of the intervention: a short description of the
intervention type (eg, web-based training modules) and
purpose.

• Functional category: the functional category classification
of the interventions was based on CEN (Comité Européen
de Normalisation)-ISO (International Organization for
Standardization) DTS (Draft Technical Specification)
82304-2:2020 [107]—a document providing quality
requirements for health applications. The following
categories were distinguished: (1) inform; (2) simple
monitoring, to allow users to record health parameters to
create health diaries; (3) communicate, to allow 2-way
communication; (4) preventive behavior change, to change
intended user behavior, such as related to smoking or sexual
health; (5) self-management, to help persons with specific
health issues to manage their health; (6) treat, to provide
treatment for specific health issues or to guide treatment
decisions; (7) active monitoring, to automatically record
information for remote monitoring; and (8) diagnose, to
use data to diagnose health issues.

• Type of eHealth: the classification of the type of eHealth
of the intervention was based on the categorization of Nictiz

[26], a Dutch knowledge center for national applications
of information and communications technology in health
care [108]: (1) web application or web portal (offered via
a web browser, place, and time-independent), (2) mobile
app (available on a smartphone), (3) health sensor (to
measure vital bodily functions) or health gateway (to collect
and transmit data from health sensors to medical
professionals) or wearable devices (health sensors carried
on the body), (4) electronic health records or personal health
records, and (5) video communication tools.

• Intended setting to use the intervention: primary care,
secondary care, or community

• Target population: type of cancer, demographics (gender,
age, and nationality), and specific characteristics (eg,
smokers)

• Support of health care professional: yes or no, with an
explanation

• Use of theory in the development of the intervention: yes
or no, with an explanation

• Stakeholder involvement in the development of the
intervention: yes or no, with an explanation

Information on research methods and outcomes was extracted
at the study level for each empirical evaluation study. More
specifically, we extracted information on the study design and
objective, the number of participants included at baseline,
description of the control group (if applicable), data collection
period, study measures, and outcomes. Study outcomes were
classified using the Triple Aim [23]. The Triple Aim describes
an approach to improve health system performance by focusing
on the following:

1. Improving the health of populations
2. Improving patient experience (including quality,

patient-centeredness, safety, and timeliness of care)
3. Reducing the per capita cost of health care [23]

We used the framework by Struijs et al [109,110], who
elaborated on this model by breaking down the 3 aims into more
concrete dimensions (Textbox 1).

Furthermore, a quality appraisal was conducted for each
empirical evaluation study using the Effective Public Health
Practice Project Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative
Studies [111]. This tool has been reported to have construct and
content validity [112,113]. Furthermore, the tool can be used
to gain insight into the quality of different study designs, making
it easier to compare the results of the quality appraisal in this
review. This tool assesses 6 components: (1) selection bias, (2)
study design, (3) confounders, (4) blinding, (5) data collection
methods, and (6) withdrawals and dropouts. Each component
can be rated as strong, moderate, or weak based on the
guidelines for the tool. Based on the ratings of each component,
the tool allocates an overall methodological score for the study:
strong, moderate, or weak.
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Textbox 1. Overview of levels in Triple Aim based framework by Struijs et al [109,110].

Population health:

• Health outcomes

• Disease burden

• Behavioral and physiological factors

• Participation

• Functioning and quality of life

Quality of care:

• Patient safety

• Effectivity

• Responsiveness

• Timeliness

• Support

• Accessibility

Per capita costs:

• Costs of care

• Volume

• Organizational costs

• Productivity loss

Finally, an overview of funding sources per article can be found
in Multimedia Appendix 4.

Customized data extraction sheets were developed for the
intervention characteristics and the study design, quality
appraisal, and study outcomes. To ensure consistency in data
extraction, one researcher (LvD) independently subtracted the
data of each study and a second researcher (LS) subtracted data
of a random sample of 15% of these studies. The interrater
agreement was 83.5%, which was considered good. Data were
narratively synthesized in 2 sections. The first section discusses
the intervention characteristics of the identified interventions.
The second section discusses the study design, quality appraisal,
and empirical study outcomes.

Results

Study Selection and Characteristics
Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the study selection. We
identified 577 articles, and reference tracking yielded an

additional 31 peer-reviewed studies. Removal of duplicates
resulted in 364 publications. After screening the records and
assessing the full-text articles, 85 articles were included in this
review. Multimedia Appendix 5 lists excluded studies in the
full-text screening stage.

The resulting 85 included articles described 38 unique
interventions. An empirical evaluation of eHealth interventions
in cancer care was performed in 26 of these 85 articles. These
26 evaluation studies evaluated 18 of the 38 identified eHealth
interventions, as in some cases, multiple articles evaluated the
same intervention.

The main characteristics of the interventions are described in
the subsequent section to provide an overview of available
eHealth interventions in cancer care and their characteristics as
described in the scientific literature (the first study aim). The
described intervention characteristics are purpose, functional
category, type of eHealth, setting, target population, support of
health care professionals, and the use of theory.
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Figure 1. Study selection flow diagram according to PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) 2020 [27].

Intervention Purpose
The included interventions had a broad range of purposes, such
as supporting decision-making (eg, decision aids),
communicating with health care professionals, monitoring
patient-reported outcomes, and participating in online support
communities. Almost half of the interventions targeted
psychosocial factors (eg, cognitive or sexual functioning and
psychological adjustment) or problems (eg, smoking, drinking
behavior, depression, and anxiety). Approximately two-thirds
of these psychosocial interventions aimed to reduce general
psychosocial issues or psychological complaints or foster
patients’ self-efficacy or disease coping.

Functional Category, Type of eHealth Intervention,
and Setting
The interventions had various functions, in some cases, more
than one. The most common functions were inform (n=35),
self-manage (n=14), treat (n=11), and preventive behavior
change (n=7). Most interventions were web applications or web
portals (n=34) or mobile apps (n=7). Most of the interventions
were used in secondary care (n=32).

Target Population
Approximately half (17/38, 45%) of the interventions targeted
the general population of patients with cancer or survivors,
whereas others targeted a specific type (15/38, 39%) or multiple
types (6/38, 16%) of cancer. A total of 14 interventions were
aimed at patients or survivors with specific demographics,
namely age (eg, young adults or older adult patients; 4/38, 10%),
origin (Turkish-Dutch or Moroccan Dutch migrants; 1/38, 3%),
or gender (9/38, 24%). The latter interventions were often
specifically designed for female patients with or survivors of
breast cancer (8/38, 21%). A total of 8 interventions targeted
patients or survivors with specific clinical characteristics (eg,
smokers and patients with depressive symptoms). Finally, 3
interventions focused on patients with a specific disease severity:
stable lower-grade glioma (1/3, 33%) and patients treated with
palliative intent (2/3, 67%).

Support of Health Care Professionals and Use of
Theory
Support from a health care professional was possible in 55%
(21/38) of the interventions. Support comprised, among others,
web-based support from a coach [30,31], weekly feedback from
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a health care provider [32-34], and teleconsultation with a health
care provider [35,36]. Approximately 60% (23/38) of the
interventions were theory-based, using, for example, principles
from cognitive behavioral theory and the theory of planned
behavior.

More details on the intervention characteristics can be found in
Multimedia Appendix 3.

Characteristics of the empirical studies and the study results are
described in the subsequent sections to provide an overview of
the empirical evidence regarding the impact of eHealth
interventions in cancer care on population health, quality of
care, and per capita costs, the Triple Aim domains (the second
study aim).

Description of Empirical Studies

General Characteristics
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the 26 available studies
that evaluated 18 different interventions for Dutch patients with
or survivors of cancer. Approximately 88% (23/26) of the
studies were randomized controlled trials, 8% (2/26) were
prospective controlled trials, and 4% (1/26) were a
before-and-after design. The control condition involved either

usual care (9/26, 35%), being placed on a waiting list to
participate after the research period ended (2/26, 8%), a
combination of usual care and being placed on a waiting list
(9/26, 35%), or receiving another intervention (5/26, 19%). In
one study, no control group was used (1/26, 4%). Most studies
used 1 (4/26, 15%), 2 (7/26, 27%), or 3 (12/26, 46%) follow-up
measurements. One study had 4 follow-up measurements (1/26,
4%) and one did not have follow up measurements (1/26, 4%).
The measurement period ranged from 1 week to 1 year after
baseline measurement. The average number of patients who
participated in the study was 250 (SD 181; range 34-625).

Quality Appraisal
A moderate global rating for the quality of evidence was
assigned to 16 studies. Six studies were assigned a weak global
rating and 4 received a strong global rating. Selection bias was
likely present in most studies (18/26, 69%). Most studies were
considered to have a low risk of bias concerning the study
design, confounders, and data collection. Moderate risk was
identified for the majority of studies on the blinding component.
Scores for the component withdrawals and dropouts varied
considerably. Details can be found in Multimedia Appendix 6
[21,30,32,36-58].
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Table 1. Characteristics of the empirical evaluation studies.

Data collection periodDescription of the
control group (CG)
usual care (UC)

Study aimParticipantsStudy designIntervention

Cancer aftercare guide (Kanker Nazorg Wijzer [KNW])

BMd, follow-up at 3
months, 6 months, and
1 year

Usual care and a
waiting list

Present short-term effects
of the Cancer Aftercare

Guide (KNW) on QoLc,
anxiety, depression and fa-
tigue

Total (N=462), ICb (n=231),
CG (n=231)

RCTaStudy 1 [37]

BM, follow-up at 3
months, 6 months, and
1 year

Usual care and a
waiting list

Explore the influence of
gender, age, educational
level, and treatment type
on intervention effective-
ness

Total (N=462), IC (n=231),
CG (n=231)

RCTStudy 2 [38]

BM, follow-up at 3
months, 6 months, and
1 year

Usual care and a
waiting list

Assess the short-term ef-
fects of the KNW on
lifestyle outcomes

Total (N=462), IC (n=231),
CG (n=231)

RCTStudy 3 [39]

BM, follow-up at 3
months, 6 months, and
1 year

Usual care and a
waiting list

Examine the long-term ef-
fects of the KNW on mod-
erate physical activity and
vegetable consumption

Total (N=462), IC (n=231),
CG (n=231)

RCTStudy 4 [40]

OncoCompass (OncoKompas)

BM, follow-up post
intervention, and at 3
months and 6 months

Usual care and a
waiting list

Evaluate the efficacy of
Oncokompas OncoKom-
pas to improve knowledge,
skills, and confidence for

Total (N=625), IC (n=320),
CG (n=305)

RCTStudy 1 [41]

self-management among
survivors of different can-
cer types

BM, post intervention,
and 3 months and 6
months follow-up

Usual care and a
waiting list

Evaluate the cost-utility of
Oncokompas compared
with usual care among
cancer survivors

Total (N=625), IC (n=320),
CG (n=305)

RCT and eco-
nomic evalua-
tion

Study 2 [42]

Transmural Oncological Support (TOS)

BM, follow-up at 6
weeks

N/AfDetermine the use, appreci-
ation, and effectiveness of
an eHealth information

Total (N=36)PCTeStudy 1 [43]

support system in head and
neck cancer care

BM, follow-up at 6
weeks and 3 months

Usual careInvestigate whether
telemedicine could be ben-
eficial to the quality of life
of patients with cancer

Total (N=184), IC (n=145),
CG (n=39)

PCTStudy 2 [44]

BM, follow-up at 6
and 12 weeks, 6

GWL patients: a
waiting list. Non-

Evaluate the effects of the
intervention on depressive

Total (N=115), glioma inter-
vention group (n=45), glioma

RCTEverything under control
(Alles onder controle)
[31] months, and 12

months
CNS cancer con-
trol group patients:
regular interven-
tion

symptoms in adult patients
with glioma

waiting list control group
(GWL; n=44), non–central
nervous system (CNS) cancer
control group (n=26)

BM, follow-up 1
week after the indicat-

Usual careCompare patients’ evalua-
tion of treatment decision-

Total (N=336), IC (n=235),
CG (n=101)

RCTProstate cancer decision
aid (Prostaatkanker
keuzehulp) [45] ed date of the next

consultation
making process in local-
ized prostate cancer be-
tween counseling includ-
ing an online decision aid
(DA) and standard counsel-
ing
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Data collection periodDescription of the
control group (CG)
usual care (UC)

Study aimParticipantsStudy designIntervention

BM, follow-up at 2
weeks, 3 months, 6
months, and 12
months

Other intervention:
psycho-educational
mails

Report on the clinical effec-
tiveness of AAF and eM-
BCT in reducing fatigue
severity and improving
mental health in severely
fatigued cancer survivors,
compared with psychoedu-
cation

Total (N=167), IC 1 (ambu-
lant activity feedback [AAF];
n=62), IC 2 (Minder Moe;
n=55), CG (psychoeducation;
n=50)

RCTLess tired (Minder Moe)
[32]

BM, posttreatment, 3
months and 9 months
posttreatment

Usual careCompare MBCT and eM-
BCT with treatment as
usual for psychological
distress in patients with
cancer

Total (N=245), IC 1 (mindful-
ness based cognitive therapy
[MBCT]; n=77), IC 2 (eM-
BCT; n=90), CG (treatment
as usual [TAU]); n=78)

RCTLess tired for anxiety and
depression complaints
[46]

BM, follow-up at 4, 6,
and 10 months

Usual careStudy whether care as usu-

al plus BREATHg can ef-
fectively target negative
and positive adjustment

Total (N=150), IC (n=70),
CG (n=80)

RCTBREATH [47]

BM, follow-up at 3
months and 9 months

Usual careEvaluate the cost-effective-
ness of a web-based

CBTh-based self-help
training in reducing fear of
cancer recurrence (FCR)
in women with curatively
treated BC

Total (N=262), IC (n=130),
CG (n=132)

RCTLess fear after cancer
(Minder angst bij kanker)
[48]

BM, follow-up at 3
and 6 months

Usual care and a
waiting list

Gain insight into the effica-
cy of the intervention to
increase PA

Total (N=478), IC (n=249),
CG (n=229)

RCTOncoActive [49]

BM, follow-up at T1
(exact timing unclear)
and 3 months after
participation

A waiting listEvaluate if and in what
way patients benefit from
PatientTIME and if it en-
hances their confidence in
clinical communication

Total (N=97), IC (n=63), CG
(n=34)

RCTPatientTIME [50]

BM, follow-up at 6
and 12 weeks

Usual careExamine the effectiveness
of the intervention to em-
power BC patients to take
control over prevailing
problems

Total (N=138), IC (n=70),
CG (n=69)

RCTENCOURAGE [51]

Cancer, intimacy, and sexuality (kanker, intimiteit en seksualiteit)

BM, follow-up at 10
weeks after the start
of therapy and post
therapy, at 3 and 9
months

Other intervention:
receive an informa-
tion booklet on
sexuality issues af-
ter BC treatment

Evaluate the effect of the
intervention on sexual
functioning and relation-
ship intimacy in BC sur-
vivors with sexual dysfunc-
tion

Total (N=169); IC (n=84),
CG (n=85)

RCTStudy 1 [52]

BM, follow-up at 10
weeks after the start
of therapy and post
therapy, at 3 and 9
months

Other intervention:
receive an informa-
tion booklet on
sexuality issues af-
ter BC treatment

Evaluate the long-term ef-
ficacy of the intervention
for sexual dysfunctions in
BC survivors

Total (N=169). Only the IC
group is taken into account in
this study: n=84

RCTStudy 2 [53]

The authors analyzed
medical records from
the first 3 visits (a to-
tal of 162 visits)

Usual careAssess whether home tele-
monitoring increased regis-
tration of pain in medical
records of patients visiting
a Dutch teaching hospital

Total (N=108), IC (n=54),
CG (n=54)

Before-and-af-
ter design

Home monitoring tool
for adequate pain treat-
ment [54]

EvaOnline
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Data collection periodDescription of the
control group (CG)
usual care (UC)

Study aimParticipantsStudy designIntervention

BM, follow-up at 10
weeks and 24 weeks

Usual care and a
waiting list

Evaluate the efficacy of an
iCBT program in women
with BC treatment-induced
menopausal symptoms

Total (N=254), IC 1 (n=85),
IC 2 (n=85), CG (n=84)

RCTStudy 1 [21]

BM, follow-up at 10
weeks and 24 weeks

Usual care and a
waiting list

Evaluate the cost-utility,
cost-effectiveness, and
budget impact of both
iCBT formats compared
with a waiting list control
group

Total (N=254), IC 1 (n=85),
IC 2 (n=85), CG (n=84)

RCT and eco-
nomic evalua-
tion

Study 2 [55]

Home-based exercise intervention

BM, follow-up at 6
months

Other intervention:
2 brochures with
lifestyle advise

Present a detailed evalua-
tion of the intervention re-
garding accrual, attrition,
adherence, safety and pa-
tient satisfaction

Total (N=34), IC (n=23), CG
(n=11)

RCTStudy 1 [56]

BM, follow-up at 6
months

Other intervention:
2 brochures with
lifestyle advice

Explore the possible im-
pact of an exercise inter-
vention on cognitive test
performance and patient-
reported outcomes in pa-
tients with glioma

Total (N=34), IC (n=23), CG
(n=11)

RCTStudy 2 [57]

BM, follow-up at 1
week, 3 months, and
6 months

Usual careEvaluate the efficacy of
the intervention

Total (N=109), IC (n=59),
CG (n=50)

RCTMy-GMC [58]

BM, at 4 weeks, 8
weeks, and 12 weeks

Usual careDetermine whether weekly
teleconsultations improved
patient-experienced symp-
tom burden compared with
“care as usual”

Total (N=74), IC (n=38), CG
(n=36)

RCTTeleconsultation for pa-
tients receiving palliative
home care [36]

aRCT: randomized controlled trial.
bIC: intervention condition.
cQoL: quality of life.
dBM: baseline measurement.
ePCT: prospective clinical trial.
fN/A: not applicable.
gBREATH: breast cancer eHealth.
hCBT: cognitive behavioral therapy.

Study Outcomes
Most studies measured at least one dimension within either the
population health or quality of care domain (23 and 24 studies,
respectively).

Three studies measured at least one dimension within the per
capita costs domain (Table 2 and Multimedia Appendix 7

[21,30,32,36-58]). An overview of the domains and dimensions
measured per study can be found in Multimedia Appendix 8
[21,30,32,36-58]. The outcomes are described by dimension in
subsequent sections. Unless stated otherwise, significant
between-group differences were described by comparing the
intervention and control groups.
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Table 2. Overview of the found effects per empirical evaluation study (randomized controlled trial [RCT] studies, prospective clinical trial [PCT]
studies, and before-and-after design studies are study designs).

ResultsaIntervention

RCT studies

Cancer aftercare guide (Kanker Nazorg Wijzer)

e: After 6 months: Emotional functioning sig*b. Social functioning sig;* MTcsig.

g: After 6 months: Depression sig**; MT sig; ITT sig*. Fatigue sig*; MT sig; ITTdsig*.

h: Participants in the IC who completed the 6-month measurement on average used 2.2 modules. Loss
to follow-up in the IC was 16.2%.

Study 1 [37]

e: After 12 months: Emotional functioning n.s. Social functioning n.s.

g: After 12 months: Depression n.s. Fatigue n.s.

h: Overall appreciation of the KNW is 7.48 (10-point scale).

Study 2 [38]

c: After 6 months: Moderate PA sig;* MT n.s. vegetable consumption sig;* MT n.s. other PA outcomes
n.s.; MT n.s. other dietary outcomes n.s. smoking behavior n.s.

h: Loss to follow-up after 6 months was low (11.5%) vs mean percentage of dropouts (19.7%) of web-
based trials for cancer survivors.

Study 3 [39]

c: After 12 months: moderate physical activity sig**. Vegetable consumption n.s.

h: Loss to follow-up in the IC was 45.5%.

Study 4 [40]

OncoCompass (OncoKompas)

b: The course of symptoms in head and neck cancer survivors, colorectal cancer survivors and high-
grade non-Hodgkin lymphoma survivors sig*. The course of symptoms in BC survivors n.s.

e: HRQoL sig*.

g: Course of mental adjustment to cancer n.s.

h: Course of supportive care needs n.s. Patient-physician interaction over time n.s. Self-efficacy n.s.
Personal control n.s. Patient activation n.s. In the IC, 78% activated their account and 52% used the in-
tervention as intended.

Study 1 [41]

h: The loss to follow up in the IC was 36%.

l: OncoCompass is likely to be equally effective on utilities and not more expensive than usual care.

Study 2 [42]

e: Physical health after 12 months ITT and protocol analysis n.s.

g: After 6 weeks: Depression (GI vs GWL group and Total glioma group vs non-CNS cancer group)
n.s. Fatigue (GI vs GWL group) sig*. After 12 weeks: depression n.s. Fatigue n.s. Other measures (GI
vs GWL group) n.s.

h: Most patients said they had benefitted from participating (73% glioma; 67% non-CNS), and the program
was useful (92% in both groups) and informative (86% glioma; 92% non-CNS). The participation rate

Everything under control (Alles onder
controle) [31]

was 40%. The adherence of the IC was 85% for the introduction and 77%, 52%, 40%, 37%, and 35%
for modules 1 through 5, respectively.

h: Satisfaction with information sig*. Involvement n.s. Decisional conflict n.s. Knowledge scores n.s.
Subjective knowledge sig**. Objective knowledge n.s.

Prostate cancer decision aid
(Prostaatkanker keuzehulp) [45]

g: Fatigue severity sig*. Psychic complaints n.s. Positive and negative affect n.s.

h: The proportion of participants who dropped out before completing 6 weeks of the protocol was 18%
in the AAF condition, 38% in the eMBCT, and 6% in the psychoeducation condition.

Less tired (Minder Moe) [32]

b: Psychiatric diagnosis n.s.

c: Mindfulness skills sig*.

e: Mental HRQoL sig*. Positive mental health sig*. Physical HRQoL n.s.

g: Psychological distress sig**. Fear of cancer recurrence sig*. Rumination sig*.

h: 90.9% started MBCT and 92.2% completed ≥4 sessions. 91.1% started eMBCT and 71 completed
≥4 sessions. The dropout rate was higher in eMBCT than in the MBCT.

Less tired for anxiety and depression
complaints [46]

g: At T1: Distress sig*. 5 out of 7 negative adjustment variables (general and cancer-specific distress,
fatigue, and 2 fear of cancer recurrence outcomes) and 3 out of 10 positive adjustment variables (self-

BREATH [47]

efficacy, remoralization, new ways of living) sig*. Clinically significant improvement sig*. At T2 and
T3: Distress n.s. One negative adjustment variable (Fear of cancer recurrence) sig*. One positive adjust-
ment outcome (Acceptance) sig**. All other outcomes n.s.

h: At T1: Empowerment n.s. The frequency of logins ranged from 0 to 45. Total duration ranged from
0 to 2.324 minutes.
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ResultsaIntervention

g: Fear of cancer recurrence ns

h: The dropout rate in the IC was 30%.

Less fear after cancer (Minder angst bij
kanker) [48]

c: At 3 months: PA sig;* ITT sig.

e: At 3 months: Physical functioning sig;** ITT sig. HRQoL n.s. At 6 months follow-up: physical

functioning sig;* ITT n.s. HRQoL n.s.

g: At 3 months follow-up: Fatigue sig*. At 6 months follow-up: Fatigue sig**. Depression sig,** ITT
sig. Anxiety n.s.

h: Dropout rates were 4.4% at 3-month follow-up and 7.3% at 6-month follow-up.

OncoActive [49]

h: System usability scale: 73 points (100-point scale), considered “good.” At T1 and T2: PEPPI score
n.s. The participation rate was 90%.

PatientTIME [50]

e: At T2: QoL n.s.

g: At T1: Increased acceptance n.s. Other primary outcomes n.s. At T2: All outcomes n.s.

h: Usefulness score of the program 3.75 (5-point scale). At T1: Being better-informed sig*. At T2: n.s.
61% of the patients logged in more than once.

ENCOURAGE [51]

Cancer, intimacy, and sexuality (Kanker, intimiteit en seksualiteit)

e: At T1: Sexual desire sig**. Sexual pleasure sig**. Discomfort during sex sig**. Orgasmic function
n.s. Sexual satisfaction n.s. Sex frequency n.s. Relationship intimacy n.s. Marital functioning n.s. Health-
related quality of life n.s. At T2: Overall sexual functioning sig*. Sexual desire sig**. Sexual arousal
sig**. Vaginal lubrication sig*. Sexual pleasure. Discomfort during sex sig**. Orgasmic function n.s.
Sexual satisfaction n.s. Sex frequency n.s. Relationship intimacy n.s. Marital functioning n.s. Health-
related quality of life n.s.

g: At T1: Menopausal symptoms sig**. Body image sig**. Psychological distress n.s. At T2: Menopausal
symptoms n.s. Body image sig**. Psychological distress n.s.

h: The CBT was completed by 61.9% of women.

Study 1 [52]

a: Only time effect was taken into account as T3 and T4 assessments were completed only by the IC. At
T3 and T4: general health positiveeffect was maintained.

e: At T3 and T4: Sexual functioning, sexual desire, vaginal lubrication, sexual satisfaction, discomfort
during sex, sexual distress, marital sexual satisfaction positiveeffect maintained. Sex frequency, intellec-
tual intimacy, and sexual pleasure decreased over time. Marital satisfaction and other health-related
quality of life domains n.s. time effect.

g: At T3 and T4: Menopausal symptoms and body image positive effect maintained, quadratic effect
n.s. time effect. Distress n.s. time effect.

h: The CBT was completed by 61.9% of women.

Study 2 [53]

EvaOnline

e: Sexual functioning n.s. HRQoL n.s.

g: At T1: Both IC groups’ (guided and self-managed) perceived impact of HF and NS sig**. Guided
group overall levels of menopausal symptoms sig**. Both IC groups sleep quality sig**. Guided hot
flush frequency sig. Guided group night sweats frequency sig**. Psychological distress n.s.

h: Minimum compliance rate was 90.6% for the guided and 78.8% for the self-managed IC’s.

Study 1 [21]

l: The guided and self-managed iCBT are cost-effective. Self-managed iCBT is the most cost-effective
strategy.

Study 2 [55]

Home-based exercise intervention

c: Self-reported physical activity at 6 months sig*. BMI at 6 months n.s. Mean absolute VO2 peak at 6
months n.s. Aerobic fitness at 6 months sig.

h: 16 (84%) patients evaluated the physical exercise program as good or excellent, and 4 as moderately
or sufficiently satisfactory. Mean adherence was 79%.

Study 1 [56]

e: For attention, 4 measures (attentional inhibition, attention span, auditory selective attention, and
working memory) sig. Information processing speed sig. Sustained selective attention n.s. For memory,
immediate verbal recall sig. Two measures of executive function (auditory working memory and alter-
nating attention) sig. One of 2 measures of cognitive functioning sig. Mood sig. Mental health-related
quality of life sig. Brain cancer-specific health-related quality of life scales n.s.

h: Loss to follow-up in the IC was 8.7%.

g: Two scales of fatigue (physical fatigue and reduced activity) sig. Sleep sig.

Study 2 [57]
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ResultsaIntervention

c: Medication adherence at T2 sig.

e: Quality of life at all time points n.s.

g: Distress at all time points n.s. Cancer worry at all time points n.s.

h: Satisfaction with the online app was rated 2.8 (5-point scale). Professional satisfaction with the video
GMCs was 2.7 (5-point scale). Empowerment at all time points n.s. The participation rate was 35%.

My-GMC [58]

b: Symptom burden n.s.

g: Anxiety n.s. Depression n.s. All 3 subscales for continuity of care n.s.

h: Study outcome measures regarding GP contacts and complex interventions n.s. Mean number of unmet
needs n.s. The attrition rates were 61% in the IC and 53% in the CG.

m: Mean number of hospital admissions n.s.

Teleconsultation for patients receiving
palliative home care [36]

PCT studies

Transmural oncological support

h: The average score of all patients for the monitoring function was 8.0 (10-point scale). The average
score rated by 7 GPs of the electronic health information support system was 5.6 (10-point scale). The
participation rate was 66%. All patients used the system.

Study 1 [43]

e: After the intervention: 5 of the 22 QoL subscales (state anxiety, fear related to specific head and neck
problems, physical self-efficacy, perceived abilities in swallowing and food intake, and general physical
complaints) sig. At 3 months: 1 subscale (physical self-efficacy) sig*. Other subscales n.s.

h: The participation rate in the IC was 66%, and 35 out of 39 patients completed all questionnaires.

Study 2 [44]

Before-and-after design studies

g: Total number of “pain registrations” in the medical records sig*.Home monitoring tool for adequate
pain treatment [54]

aTriple Aim domains: a=health outcomes, b=disease burden, c=behavioral and physiological factors, d=Participation, e=Functioning and quality of life,
f=Patient safety, g=Effectivity, h=Responsiveness, I=Timeliness, j=Support, k=Accessibility, l=Costs of care, m=Volume, n=Organizational costs,
o=Productivity loss.
bsig=significant positive between-group difference in favor of IC, P value unknown; sig*=significant positive between-group difference in favor of IC,

α≤.05; sig**=significant positive between-group difference in favor of IC, α≤.01; ns=nonsignificant between-group difference in favor of IC.
cMT=controlling for multiple testing or comparisons;
dITT=intention-to-treat analysis.

Population Health
A total of 23 studies measured at least one dimension within
the population health domain, and 6 studies measured the
dimension behavioral and physiological factors
[39,40,46,49,56,58]. Positive effects were found for aerobic
fitness [56] and physical activity [39,49,56]; however, these
effects did not always hold after controlling for multiple testing
[39] or in follow-up studies [40]. There were also significant
effects on mindfulness skills [46] and medication adherence
[58]. No effects were found for smoking behavior [39,40],
physical fitness level [56], and changes in BMI [56]. A total of
13 studies measured the dimension functioning and quality of
life [21,31,37,38,41,44,46,49,51-53,57,58]. Six studies focused
on daily functioning. The studies showed positive effects for
emotional and social functioning [37]; however, these effects
were not significant at follow-up [38]. Furthermore, positive
effects were found for physical functioning [49]; however, these
effects were not significant after multiple testing [49]. One study
demonstrated positive effects on cognitive functioning [57].
Mixed effects were found in terms of sexual functioning [21,53].
Most studies measuring health-related quality of life did not
find positive effects (4/6, 67%) [21,41,44,49,51,58]. Positive
effects were found for mental health-related quality of life
[46,57] but not for physical health [31,46]. The dimensions

health outcomes (n=1) [53] and disease burden (n=3) [36,41,46]
were less prevalent, and the dimension participation was not
studied at all.

Quality of Care
A total of 24 studies measured at least one dimension within
the domain quality of care. Furthermore, 17 studies measured
the dimension effectivity [21,31,32,36-38,41,46-49,51-54,57,58].
Most of these studies examined the effect of eHealth
interventions on psychological complaints (n=12; eg,
depression, anxiety, and psychological distress). Of these 12
studies, more than half (7/12, 58%) did not find positive effects
[21,31,32,36,52,53,58]. Four studies found positive effects
[37,46,47,49]; however, no significant results were found in 2
studies that measured the follow-up effects [38,47]. Six studies
assessed positive or negative adjustment to cancer (eg, fear of
cancer recurrence, mental adjustment, and acceptance), and half
of them (3/6, 50%) found positive effects [41,46-48,51,58].
Except for one study, all studies measuring fatigue and sleep
quality found positive effects (6/7, 86%) [21,31,32,37,38,49,57];
however, in both studies, where follow-up effects were
measured, no significant results were found [31,38]. All studies
measuring menopausal symptoms or body image found positive
effects [21,52,53]. In total, 7 studies measured outcomes within
the dimension responsiveness [36,41,45,47,50,51,58]. Mixed
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effects were found in studies measuring responsiveness in the
form of patient-physician interaction (eg, satisfaction with
information, patient-physician interaction over time)
[36,41,45,51]: 2 found positive effects [45,51] and 2 did not
[36,41]. In addition, 80% (4/5) studies measuring patient
involvement in the care process (eg, empowerment, patient
activation, self-efficacy, shared decision-making, and being
better informed) found positive effects [41,45,47,50,58]. The
interventions used different scales and outcome measures to
measure patients’ and health care providers’ experiences with
the intervention. The outcome measures were satisfaction rate,
usability, and overall appreciation. Overall, users were fairly
positive about their experiences with the intervention and gave
satisfactory ratings [31,37,43,50,51,56,58]. Participation in the
intervention was also assessed using several outcome measures.
The most frequently used measurements were loss to follow-up
and participation rate. The loss to follow-up ranged from 8.7%
to 45.5% and the participation rate ranged from 35% to 90%
[21,31,32,36-53,56-58]. None of the studies measured the
dimensions patient safety, timeliness, support, or accessibility.

Per Capita Costs
Three studies measured a dimension within the domain per
capita costs [42,54,55]. Two studies [42,55] measured the
dimension costs of care, and both found through economic
evaluation that the intervention was likely to be equally
cost-effective compared with care as usual. One study [54]
measured the dimension volume and did not find significant
effects. None of the studies measured the dimensions
organizational costs or productivity loss.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This systematic review is the first to provide an overview of
eHealth interventions in Dutch cancer care and use the Triple
Aim framework to examine the empirical evidence of these
interventions on population health, quality of care, and per capita
costs (the Triple Aim domains). The review focused on Dutch
cancer care; however, the results are also relevant to other
Western countries involved in digital care for patients with and
survivors of cancer. A total of 38 interventions were identified,
and the results showed that most eHealth interventions targeted
psychosocial factors or problems. In addition, interventions
were aimed at many different target groups, including the
general population of patients with and survivors of cancer,
patients with a specific type of cancer, or patients who
experienced a specific problem, such as cancer-related fatigue
or smoking behavior. Few interventions were tailored to age,
gender, or disease severity. The most common intervention
types studied were web portals or web applications. These
function to inform and facilitate self-management. Other types
of interventions (eg, electronic health records or video
communication tools), functions (eg, communication or
diagnosis), and target outcomes (eg, communication with health
care professionals or access to electronic health records) were
rarely found.

Most outcome measures could be related to the Triple Aim
domains population health and quality of care, whereas the per

capita costs domain was largely neglected. Within the
population health domain, mixed effects were found regarding
the impact of eHealth on functioning and quality of life. Most
studies measuring behavioral and physiological factors found
positive effects. More specifically, there was preliminary
evidence for the positive effects of eHealth interventions on
physical activity and aerobic fitness. None of the studies
considered the dimension participation, including outcome
measures such as social inclusion. Within the quality of care
domain, eHealth interventions seemed effective in increasing
sleep quality and decreasing fatigue, in line with a meta-analysis
showing that eHealth interventions effectively manage fatigue
in highly fatigued cancer survivors [114]. Findings in terms of
positive and negative adjustment to cancer and psychological
complaints were inconsistent. One of the measures that was not
considered was accessibility, which is worthy of mention as
there is increasing global awareness that eHealth should be
equally accessible to different populations [115]. The per capita
cost dimension was largely neglected in the evaluation studies;
only 3 studies considered dimensions within this domain.

This study yielded several interesting findings. With 38
interventions in Dutch cancer care, there appears to be a wide
range of eHealth interventions for patients with and survivors
of cancer. It seems valuable that most interventions targeting
psychosocial factors or problems were aimed at general
psychosocial issues, psychological complaints, patients’
self-efficacy, and disease coping. Recent research shows that
almost all cancer survivors are affected by fatigue [116], 1 in 2
patients with cancer is significantly distressed, and 47% have
problems getting around [117]. In contrast, few interventions
focused on pain from cancer, which is experienced by half of
the patients with cancer during active treatment and 65% of the
patients with advanced disease [118]. Some common symptoms
of active treatment, such as vomiting, nausea, and constipation
[119], were not considered. The lack of tailored interventions
according to age, gender, or disease severity is noteworthy as
subgroups within these categories are likely to have different
preferences and needs. For example, older patients may find it
more challenging to use eHealth interventions [120]. In addition,
patients in different stages of the disease may have different
needs as far as information and support are concerned [14].

We found that most interventions consisted of a specific type
(web portals or web applications), function (information
provision or facilitation of self-management), and target
outcome (psychosocial factors or problems). We assume that
besides the interventions we identified, more eHealth
interventions are being developed and used by patients with or
survivors of cancer. These interventions are likely to be designed
or evaluated for a broader target population than patients with
and survivors of cancer alone. For example, multiple studies
have evaluated the general use of electronic health records and
patient portals in academic hospitals without targeting a specific
patient population [121-124]. Our search strategy included only
patients with or survivors of cancer as a critical criterion;
therefore, our search results did not include these interventions.
As a result, the number of interventions available for patients
with and survivors of cancer may be more significant and
versatile than the results of this review.
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Another interesting finding is that the results of the evaluation
of study outcomes are mainly in line with the literature. For
example, several meta-analyses have been conducted to examine
the effect of eHealth on the quality of life of patients with or
survivors of cancer do find a statistically significant effect
[114,125], while others do not [126,127]. These mixed findings,
which we also found in the review, can be explained by the fact
that quality of life is a multidimensional variable influenced by
multiple factors [128]. The current inconsistent findings for
psychological complaints and adjustment to cancer were also
found in a previous meta-review, which found inconsistent
results for the effect of eHealth on psychological well-being,
depression, and anxiety in patients with cancer [14]. When
interpreting the study results, it is important to remember that
many eHealth interventions are not implemented in daily
practice. In addition, many expected benefits of such
interventions are not realized in daily clinical practice [129,130]
as they are not being used as intended [131,132]. The latter has
several root causes such as lack of trust and digital literacy
[133]. The suboptimal use of eHealth interventions in daily
practice is a significant problem that future research needs to
address.

Finally, it is notable that some domains and dimensions are
primarily omitted from the studies, such as per capita costs and
participation. The scarcity of per capita cost-related study
outcomes is in line with previous research on the effectiveness
of eHealth interventions in cancer detection, treatment, and
survivorship care [134]. As health care costs are increasing in
most countries, organizations are actively trying to develop
solutions to curb health care expenditures while maintaining
access to and harnessing the quality and safety of health care
[135]. Digital health care is often viewed as a solution to
increasing health care costs. Evaluating eHealth interventions
is relevant for adequate resource allocation decisions and
designing services for competing health interventions and
limited resources. Participation is also an essential theme for
eHealth because eHealth interventions can either foster social
inclusion or create new risks of social exclusion (eg, for digitally
illiterate patients) [136]. In future studies, it will be essential to
consider the needs of patients at risk of social exclusion when
developing and evaluating eHealth interventions.

Limitations
This review had some limitations. First, this review may not
have included all available eHealth interventions, as not all
available interventions have been scientifically evaluated. Gray
literature and ongoing studies in trial registries were not included
in this review, nor were experts consulted nor the authors
contacted. Second, the Triple Aim framework used in this review
provides a comprehensive overview of the domains and
dimensions. However, creating an objective distinction between
different dimensions was not always possible. For example, an
outcome measure such as improved sleep quality could be
classified as effectiveness or behavioral or physiological factors.
Hence, categorizing outcome measures into different dimensions
was, to some extent, subjective. Third, for each category of
study outcomes, we examined only a small number of studies
that evaluated the impact of the intervention on the outcome.
Publication bias was not investigated in this study. Therefore,

we should be cautious about the conclusions drawn regarding
the impact of eHealth interventions on certain subdimensions.
Finally, the study protocol was not registered.

Future Research
Future research should examine the dimensions of the Triple
Aim that have rarely or not been taken into account in previous
research, such as participation and accessibility. Furthermore,
studies should examine in further detail what explains the mixed
results for studies measuring specific dimensions such as
functioning and quality of life. This could be done, for example,
in experimental studies examining the effect of particular
intervention characteristics on the Triple Aim domains. Further
research is needed to increase our understanding of how different
intervention characteristics influence intervention outcomes
and the underlying causal mechanisms that cause an intervention
to be effective. Interventions aimed at coping with pain were
rarely found. eHealth interventions such as digital training to
develop pain coping skills and pain management apps
custom-made for patients with cancer have proven feasible and
effective in decreasing pain [137,138]. Future research should
explore the potential of such interventions in the Dutch context.
Furthermore, this review may be repeated in other countries to
compare the intervention characteristics and outcomes of
eHealth interventions in cancer care internationally, facilitating
learning and sharing best practices. Finally, this review focused
on specific eHealth interventions in cancer care. Research on
the structural embedding of eHealth interventions in care
processes is essential for optimally deploying these
interventions. Therefore, future research can examine local care
pathways to identify new possibilities for eHealth to address
challenges and needs across existing care pathways. Potentially,
these insights may lead to new care pathways to optimize cancer
care quality. Conclusions

Most of the 38 interventions in this review included eHealth
interventions for patients with or survivors of cancer in the
Dutch health care system consisting of a specific type (web
portals or web applications), function (information provision
and facilitation of self-management), and target outcome
(psychosocial factors or problems). Almost none of the
interventions were tailored to the needs of patients with or
survivors of cancer based on age group, gender, or disease
severity. The Triple Aim domains population health and quality
of care have been studied thoroughly, whereas the domain per
capita costs is understudied. Most of the included evaluation
studies were assigned a moderate quality appraisal score, and
selection bias was likely present in most studies. Our results
indicate that eHealth could benefit patients and survivors by
improving sleep quality, reducing fatigue, and increasing
physical activity. Further research is needed to fully understand
the effect of eHealth on aspects such as participation (in the
form of social inclusion), accessibility, and the effect on quality
of life, patient behavior, physiological health, psychological
well-being, and per capita costs. Finally, more economic
evaluation of eHealth interventions is required. Overall,
continuing a holistic evaluation of eHealth interventions in
cancer care will be critical to improve population health,
enhance the quality of care, and decrease per capita costs.
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Abstract

As technology continues to improve, health care systems have the opportunity to use a variety of innovative tools for
decision-making, including artificial intelligence (AI) applications. However, there has been little research on the feasibility and
efficacy of integrating AI systems into real-world clinical practice, especially from the perspectives of clinicians who use such
tools. In this paper, we review physicians’ perceptions of and satisfaction with an AI tool, Watson for Oncology, which is used
for the treatment of cancer. Watson for Oncology has been implemented in several different settings, including Brazil, China,
India, South Korea, and Mexico. By focusing on the implementation of an AI-based clinical decision support system for oncology,
we aim to demonstrate how AI can be both beneficial and challenging for cancer management globally and particularly for
low-middle–income countries. By doing so, we hope to highlight the need for additional research on user experience and the
unique social, cultural, and political barriers to the successful implementation of AI in low-middle–income countries for cancer
care.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e31461)   doi:10.2196/31461
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Introduction

The last several decades have witnessed the rapid growth of
artificial intelligence (AI) applications in health care. AI is
considered to comprise areas like machine learning, natural
language processing, expert systems, and image and signal
processing [1]. One group, who cited a study from Global
Market Insights, noted that the use of AI in health care was
expected to grow annually from 2016 to 2024, with expenditures
increasing from US $760 million in 2016 to over US $10 billion
in 2024 [2]. In a 2020 study, Global Market Insights noted that
the AI in the health care market exceeded US $4 billion in 2020
and would grow at a compound annual growth rate of 33.7%
between 2021 and 2027, with an expenditure of US $34.5 billion
in 2027 [3]. This market growth has been accompanied by both
national initiatives for AI and the rapid growth of academic
literature on the use of AI in health care. For example, in India,
an “AI for All” policy was established along with NITI (National
Institution for Transforming India) Aayog—a Government of
India think tank for formulating a national strategy for AI [4].
A bibliometric analysis of the literature reported in the Journal
of Medical Internet Research found a growth rate of 45.15% in
publications from 2014 to 2019, with 70.67% of all publications
occurring in the same period [5]. This analysis also found the
following top five health problems in the publications (in order
of frequency): cancer, depression, Alzheimer disease, heart
failure, and diabetes. Another review of AI applications in health
care found the following areas of focus in the applications:
sepsis, breast cancer, diabetic retinopathy, and polyps and
adenomas [6]. Additionally, this review noted that the
implementation of AI applications in real-world clinical settings
is not widespread. Another recent review with a focus on patient
safety outcomes also noted the lack of AI applications in
real-world settings [7]. These articles, and others in the Journal
of Medical Internet Research and elsewhere, have started to
capture the use and role of AI in health care [8-11].

In this viewpoint, we contribute to this growing literature by
detailing physicians’ experiences with an AI
application—Watson for Oncology (WfO)—in the treatment
of cancer. Physicians’ experiences with WfO are especially
relevant, as the application has been implemented in diverse,
real-world social and cultural settings. Our summary of
physicians’ experiences with WfO relies on the extensive,
published literature on this topic. After we describe physicians’
experiences with WfO, we comment about the opportunities
and challenges associated with using AI for cancer care in
low-middle–income countries (LMICs).

The WfO Clinical Decision Support
System Tool

WfO is a therapeutic oncology clinical decision support system
(CDSS) that was trained by experts from the Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center [12]. WfO uses both natural language
processing and machine learning to process structured and
unstructured data about patients with cancer and generate
therapeutic options based on available evidence [13]. WfO
provides 3 categories of therapeutic options: “recommended”

treatments are those that adhere to the preferred training
approach of the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center,
treatments “for consideration” refer to alternative treatments
based on evidence, and “not recommended” treatments refer to
those that are not appropriate for certain patients [14]. Many
early adopters of WfO measured the degree to which WfO
therapeutic options were concordant with either clinical practice
or the decisions of a multidisciplinary tumor board. WfO
concordance rates varied widely across countries for many
reasons, including differences in standard treatment guidelines,
resource availability, and physician or patient preferences [15].
It is well recognized that concordance studies do not measure
system accuracy but instead assess agreement with decisions
made in practice, which may or may not reflect evidence-based
decisions [16].

In this viewpoint, we focus on physicians’ perceptions of and
satisfaction with WfO. We believe that an evaluation of
physicians’ perceptions of this AI tool will provide valuable
insights for the successful implementation of AI-based CDSSs
for cancer treatment, especially in LMICs. Additionally, little
is known about how physicians perceive the use of AI tools for
cancer treatment. We present physicians’ perceptions of the
advantages of, as well as the disadvantages and concerns with,
AI in a real-world setting. Our summary relies on published
literature on physicians’ perceptions of WfO implementation
in a number of countries, including China, India, Mexico, South
Korea, and Thailand. Multimedia Appendix 1 provides a
comprehensive list of the studies on WfO [13-74].

Advantages

The positive perceptions of WfO relate to the system’s ability
to aid clinicians during the therapeutic decision-making process
by quickly providing relevant scientific evidence. In China, a
satisfaction survey, which was completed by 51 oncologists
who used WfO, found that 86.3% of oncologists approved the
quality of WfO and 88.2% approved the comprehensibility of
WfO’s treatment options, justifications, and external literature
[17]. The clinicians rated WfO highly in terms of its ability to
provide evidence-based medicine medical education (score:
8.1/10) and literature assistance (score: 7.7/10), assist in medical
care quality control (score: 7.3/10), act as a second-opinion
consultation resource (score: 7.0/10), perform case reviews with
a tumor board (score: 6.9/10), and provide decision support
(score: 6.4/10). Overall, the oncologists recommended using
WfO as a CDSS to other clinicians (score: 7.3/10). At Shanghai
Tenth People’s Hospital, the multiple disciplinary team (MDT)
also used WfO and found that their treatment plans became
“more standardized, reasonable, and personalized” [18].

WfO’s ability to compare treatment options was tested in
Mexico, where it was used for a total of 100 patient cases
involving lung, breast, gastric, colon, and rectal cancers
diagnosed within the last 5 years [19]. In terms of perceived
utility, oncologists found WfO to be “very useful” in comparing
treatment options. They reported that WfO might be especially
valuable for individuals, such as medical students and residents
who lack oncology experience, as well as clinics that do not
have enough subspecialists. Several implementations of WfO
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in China indicate the role of WfO in enhancing the learning
experience and efficiency of physicians, particularly junior
physicians, and the facilitation of better diagnoses and treatment
recommendations [20,21]. This perspective was also
substantiated by students from Taipei Medical University
Hospital in Taiwan who had limited clinical experience; by
using WfO, they performed better on their colon cancer learning
assessment than their peers who used traditional search methods
and were more clinically experienced [22]. The study also found
that students with less clinical experience felt that WfO was
“clearer and more understandable” than information found
through traditional methods.

WfO’s links to recent and relevant scientific information may
provide treatment information that clinicians may not know. In
India, an MDT changed their treatment recommendations for
136 of 1000 cases of breast, lung, colon, and rectal cancers
because of the data provided by WfO [23]. For 55% of those
cases, WfO provided recent evidence of newer treatments. For
30% of the cases, WfO provided new information about
genotypic and phenotypic data. For 15% of the cases, WfO
provided information on evolving clinical experiences, which
influenced the MDT to change their treatment decisions. These
results demonstrate the potential of WfO to positively impact
cancer outcomes by providing scientific evidence and up-to-date
information on clinical guidelines. In a separate study that
focused on adjuvant systemic therapy for breast carcinoma,
treatment decisions were changed for 4 of 11 patients after the
MDT reviewed WfO’s recommendations and EndoPredict
(Myriad Genetics Inc) test reports [24]. WfO was able to aid
clinicians in providing personalized cancer care while addressing
the difficulties of staying informed on evolving cancer
guidelines and studies.

Another aspect that must be considered is whether WfO can be
useful as a CDSS. At the Instituto Câncer do Ceará in Brazil, a
majority of oncologists chose the “agree” or “strongly agree”
option for statements that were used to confirm if WfO meets
the “CDS Five Rights” criteria [25]. The “CDS Five Rights”
contain clinical quality criteria for determining if a CDSS offers
benefits that are optimal for a given setting [75]. In the study,
6 of the 7 oncologists at the Instituto Câncer do Ceará believed
that WfO provided relevant information that resulted in action
being taken and presented the information in a manner that
positively aligned with their individual workflows. Further, 5
oncologists agreed that the additional details for each treatment
option were easily comprehensible, and 4 oncologists agreed
that WfO exceeded their expectations as a CDSS tool for patient
management.

Disadvantages and Concerns

Although WfO appears to be useful for displaying information
in a succinct and timely manner, there are concerns regarding
the system’s usability and integration into clinician workflows.
First, at sites without integrated patient record systems, some
users found manual data entry to be a burdensome process
[13,26]. At Manipal Hospital in India, it was observed that
acclimation to the system reduced the time needed for each
patient case [27]. The mean time needed to collect and enter

data for nonmetastatic diseases was 20 minutes. This was
reduced to 12 minutes after an increased acquaintance of 10
cases with WfO. In comparison, the time needed to collect and
enter data for metastatic diseases was 5 to 7 minutes longer than
that for localized diseases. On average, WfO took a median of
40 seconds to capture, analyze, and provide treatment
recommendations. For physicians with a high patient load, the
time needed to enter information into the system may be an
issue. Users also want WfO to provide an explanation of its
process for scoring and ranking treatment options [26]. In doing
so, users would feel more comfortable with trusting the
information and recommendations provided by WfO.

A second important concern that has been identified in studies
is localizing WfO’s treatment recommendations to the country
of implementation. In the previously mentioned satisfaction
study conducted in China, 66.7% of physicians recommended
that WfO should integrate data on locally available treatments
to improve the system [17]. For example, WfO did not take into
consideration whether the immunotherapy drugs it recommended
had been approved by the China Food and Drug Administration.
Physicians also chose chemotherapy instead of WfO’s
recommended medication because the medication was too
expensive for patients. Similar challenges were found for WfO
users in Mexico and Thailand [19,28]. In Mexico, clinicians
deviated from WfO’s recommendations due to the high costs
associated with them and the fact that they did not adhere to
Mexican cancer treatment guidelines [19]. In Thailand,
oncologists preferred basing their treatment recommendations
on other countries’ guidelines instead of US guidelines [28].

Implications for LMICs

In 2012, 65% of all cancer deaths worldwide occurred in LMICs,
and the projection for 2030 is that this will increase to 75% [76].
LMICs may also be experiencing an even higher burden from
cancer than that experienced by high-income countries (HICs)
for several reasons. LMICs have restrained funding and often
lack optimal cancer registries and surveillance data; thus, they
are unable to implement evidence-based cancer control programs
[76]. Treatment modalities are also more limited in LMICs than
in HICs; radiotherapy and chemotherapy are available in 43%
to 51% of LMICs but are available in 94% of HICs [77].
However, there is a high demand for such therapies, as 5 million
new people annually are estimated to need radiation therapy in
LMICs [78]. LMICs also lack specialized medical personnel,
such as oncologists and oncology nurses, who are needed to
address those affected by cancer in LMICs [79]. According to
a World Health Organization report, LMICs have the lowest
density of health care workers in comparison to HICs, where
the density of health care workers is significantly higher [80].
A lack of health care workers for serving the population makes
offering high-quality, personalized care a difficult task.

Oncologists also often require the expertise of their colleagues
and additional literary resources to determine a course of
treatment for unique cancer cases. Gaining access to high-quality
medical information is key for creating an appropriate treatment
plan, but oncologists may need additional help with sorting
information that is both relevant to their patients and viable in
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terms of what resources are available. AI-based platforms such
as WfO may be able to address the growing challenges of
providing cancer treatment plans in LMICs. AI can address
issues of access to knowledge bases in a comprehensive and
easy-to-access manner. The ability of AI tools to quickly provide
evidence-based cancer treatment options would be especially
helpful in low-resource settings where the lack of time,
expertise, and other needed resources can become a barrier to
providing care. Using AI in this manner may also promote
international partnerships on cancer therapy research and
standardize guidelines for certain cancer types. The studies
reviewed in this viewpoint demonstrate the potential of AI to
reduce the cognitive burdens of less experienced physicians
who would benefit from additional medical education resources.

The experiences with WfO in different settings also reveal a
positive perception of AI with regard to its ability to reassure
clinicians and confirm their interpretations of data and the
potential of such a tool to do so in an LMIC. The ability of AI
to act as a second opinion resource and standardize treatments
may prove especially useful for cancer care in LMICs where
the likelihood of receiving comprehensive care and achieving
positive outcomes is lower than that in HICs. A lack of available
specialized medical personnel in LMICs, especially in rural
regions, is one of the factors contributing to poor cancer
outcomes in LMICs [81]. The ability of AI tools, such as WfO,
to provide subspecialty treatment information makes such tools
a much-needed resource that existing physicians can use to meet
population demands, especially in rural areas, as envisioned for
the use of AI in an LMIC like India [4,82]. Approximately 60
oncologists serve over 300 million people in West Africa, and
only 2000 oncologists are available for 10 million patients in
India [83-85]. WfO’s open-access information, which can be
used to supplement self-paced learning, would be an ideal
resource for cancer physicians in LMICs where medical
education resources are lacking [86,87].

The use of an AI tool such as WfO in LMICs also poses certain
challenges. The technological challenges that are unique to
LMICs and should be mentioned include access to the internet,
technology training, and whether local technology teams would
be able to address technical issues [87]. Providing a decision
support tool, such as WfO, that is user-friendly and aligns with

daily workflows is essential for implementation in LMICs,
where physicians’ experiences with technology can vary [87].
Additionally, there is concern about whether AI tools would
exacerbate the divide in health care access and use, especially
with respect to socioeconomic status. There is a fear that AI
would recommend treatment options that patients cannot afford
or that only high-income and educated patients who are aware
of AI tools may benefit from the use of AI in LMICs [4,19,28]
Another important concern—one that applies to a tool such as
WfO—is that the data and training of AI tools may not
incorporate patient characteristics into treatment
recommendations. For example, in China, local patient
characteristics such as gene mutations and the weaker physiques
of Chinese patients, which can influence treatment
recommendations, were not accounted for in WfO
recommendations [20]. Similarly, the need to consider the
presence of multiple ethnic groups in countries like India during
the implementation of AI tools developed by Western countries
will be an important factor to address in LMICs [88].

Conclusion

It is undeniable that oncology physicians in LMICs need as
much additional support as possible. The implementation of AI
tools, such as WfO, in different settings has revealed that access
to a second opinion CDSS resource, concise scientific evidence,
and international clinical guidelines can help physicians feel
more confident in their final treatment decisions. To improve
the clinical utility of AI tools such as WfO, it is necessary that
the experiences and satisfaction of physicians who use such
tools are explored more in-depth, especially those of physicians
in LMICs. These perspectives are especially key to tailoring AI
systems for use in real-world clinical settings [6,7]. Such
perspectives are of course embedded in the local social, cultural,
and political LMIC contexts within which AI is implemented
and the ways in which local contexts can shape the use of AI.
We are gaining experience with respect to the implementation
of AI tools, such as WfO, in real-world settings for the treatment
of cancer. However, we still need to address some of the
challenges in the “last mile” stage of implementation,
specifically those related to local contexts [89].
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Abstract

Increased cancer prevalence and survival rates coupled with earlier patient discharges from hospitals have created a greater need
for social support. Cancer care is both short term and long term, requiring acute treatments, treatments for remission, and long-term
screenings and treatment regimens. Health care systems are already overwhelmed and often struggle to provide social support
systems for everyone. Caregivers are limited in number, and even when they are available, they often lack necessary information,
skills, or resources to meet the needs of patients with cancer. The act of caregiving presents various challenges, and caregivers
themselves often need social support as well. Despite these needs, most social support programs are targeted toward patients
alone. Given the prevalence of cancer and known needs of these patients and their caregivers, the ability to identify those who
need social support is crucial. Further, the scalability and overall availability of social support programs is vital for successful
patient care. This paper establishes the benefits of social support for both patients and caregivers coping with cancer treatments,
explores innovative ways of identifying patients who may need social support using digital tools, and reviews potential advantages
of digital social support programs.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e36258)   doi:10.2196/36258
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Introduction

Life expectancy in the United States has risen over 66% in the
past century due, in part, to medical advancements [1].
Importantly, the fastest growing segment includes those aged
65 years and over, with the number of older adults worldwide
in 2015 projected to more than double by 2050 [2]. Extended
life expectancy has coincided with a steady rise in chronic
disease, with incidence rates increasing by 7 to 8 million every
5 years for the past two decades [3].

Advancements in diagnostics and therapeutics have resulted in
an increased number of cancer survivors [4]. Cancer is no longer
strictly an acute disease; over the next decade, nearly 40% of
patients diagnosed with cancer are expected to live greater than
or equal to 5 years after diagnosis [4]. With patients living
longer, cancer treatment is now often chronic in nature, requiring

ongoing care and support for long-term management [5]. Despite
advancements in treatments, however, cancer remains a leading
cause of both death and disability worldwide [6,7]. Notably,
the reported figures from 2020 may be a gross underestimation
due to the debilitating effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on
cancer screenings, diagnoses, and treatments. As a result, the
coming years may show an even greater uptick in cancer
incidence and mortality rates on a global level [6].

Social restrictions during the COVID-19 pandemic have drawn
attention to the impact of social support, and lack thereof, on
mental health in the general population [8]. However, the
particular importance of social support for patients with chronic
disease has been long established. In this context, social support
is multifaceted and consists of providing patients with emotional,
information, or practical support. Social support may come from
various sources, such as family, friends, partners, and health
care professionals [9]. Social support that comes from casual
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interactions with family, friends, or peers is often called informal
social support, while support that comes from professional
services, such as a nurses, physicians, or social workers, is
considered formal social support [10].

While formalized social support programs exist, their use is not
widespread among patients with cancer. Commonly cited
reasons for underuse of formal social support programs include
lack of awareness of existence among patients, absence of
recommendation from physicians, practical constraints, and
financial barriers. Further, formal social support programs are
generally used more frequently by White, female, and
higher-educated individuals, leading to further underuse by
minority groups [11].

With formal social support having many barriers to use, patients
often turn to their social network for informal social support
[11]. Informal social support has been shown to impact clinical
outcomes, including morbidity and mortality, as well as
psychological outcomes, such as mood, mental health, and
quality of life (QoL) [12-19]. For many patients with cancer,
however, casual social interactions are not enough and, in turn,
many patients rely on their caregiver for these interactions.
Increased cancer prevalence and survival rates coupled with
earlier hospital discharges to conserve financial resources have
created an even larger and more important role for caregivers
[6,20]. However, caregivers often lack necessary information,
skills, or resources to meet the needs of patients with cancer
and often need to cope with the significant emotional burden
associated with caring for such patients [20,21]. Thus, caregivers
must also be considered when discussing the importance of
social support in cancer.

Considering these factors, a newfound structure for social
support that encompasses both patients and caregivers will be

essential to ensure quality and scalability of cancer care. With
potential increases in global cancer incidence, prevalence, and
mortality in the coming decades, achieving adequate social
support may require leveraging digital tools that can proactively
meet patient and caregiver needs. This paper seeks to summarize
the importance of social support in chronic disease, outline its
different components, suggest the use of digital biomarkers to
identify patients who need social support, establish the
advantages of digital social support programs, and review
currently available digital modalities of social support for
patients and caregivers in the oncology space.

Components of Social Support

While prior literature has defined social support in different
ways, it is often comprised of three main facets: emotional,
practical, and informational support [22-25]. These aspects of
social support are summarized in Table 1. Emotional support
focuses on expressing empathy and compassion to patients and
caregivers, and fostering the sentiment that they are not alone
in their experiences. Practical support fulfills the physical needs
that patients or caregivers may have, such as transportation to
the hospital or picking up medications. Informational support
involves sharing education or tips about managing the disease
state with patients or caregivers. As mentioned previously, social
support can come via formal support programs or informal
support from friends, families, or peers. While formal medical
information should come from health care providers (HCPs), a
patient’s peers can provide valuable information, such as what
to expect with certain treatments, particularly if the peer has the
same chronic disease. Patients are not medical experts, but they
often have valuable personal experiences from coping with
disease that many providers may not.

Table 1. Major aspects of social support.

DescriptionMajor aspects of social support

Empathy, encouragement, and reassuranceEmotional and physiological

Support with physical needs of daily livingPractical

Personal experiences, tips, and factsInformational

Importance of Social Support in Patient
Care

The clinical complexity of a cancer diagnosis poses a significant
burden on patients. However, burden is not solely related to
clinical complexity but is also a function of the dynamic
interplay between personal, social, and clinical aspects of a
patient’s experience [26]. Thus, even if therapeutics have
favorable side effect profiles and minimal disruption to patients’
lives, the social aspect of a cancer diagnosis could pose a
significant burden. A recent large-scale analysis found that
nearly 40% of patients with chronic disease reported that they
are unable to sustain their current investments of energy, time,
and money into health care lifelong [27]. As patients with
chronic diseases often have complex care plans that can be
discouraging and difficult to manage independently, social
support may play a crucial role in helping them be successful

and feel less overwhelmed in trying to cope with their disease.
Moreover, chronic disease is also associated with a higher risk
of mental health conditions, such as depression and anxiety,
which can limit patients’ activity levels and social interactions
[28].

Given the known challenges associated with managing chronic
conditions, several studies have sought to understand the
potential benefits of providing social support services in this
setting [10-14]. One study of older adults with diabetes found
that greater social support was associated with less stress, lower
rates of depression, and reduced risk of myocardial infarction.
Further, social support was also associated with fewer
impairments in activities of daily living (eg, eating, drinking,
bathing, and dressing) and instrumental activities of daily living
(eg, using the telephone, transportation, laundry, and finances)
[13]. Another large-scale meta-analysis found that greater
perceived social support had a protective impact on mortality
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of up to 66% [17]. The same analysis found that a greater social
network, such as regularly seeing friends and family members,
can reduce the risk of mortality up to 70% [17].

While once not considered a chronic disease, improvements in
diagnostics and therapeutics have transformed cancer into a
condition requiring long-term care and support [5]. Compared
to other diseases, cancer may be far more demanding and may,
therefore, require a higher degree of social support [29]. Patients
with cancer and their caregivers often cope with convoluted
treatment plans, regimens associated with significant toxicities,
symptom and side effect management, high disease severity,
higher care costs, and more stressful decision-making [29].
Along with physical and medical impacts, a cancer diagnosis
often brings along a heavy emotional burden; the prevalence of
both depression and anxiety are significantly higher in patients
with cancer [30]. Prognosis, pain levels, body image disruption,
and tumor- or treatment-related side effects can all heavily
impact a patient’s psychological state [30].

The importance of social support for patients with cancer is
well recognized, as current clinical guidelines recommend the
incorporation of social support into oncology patients’ care
plans to help mitigate the distress associated with their disease
[31].

Patients with cancer commonly express a desire for social
support, as one study found patients often requested
companionship, empathy, and home care support. More
specifically, companionship was requested by nearly half of
patients [32]. Beyond just a desire for social support, numerous
studies have specifically demonstrated the benefit of social
support services for patients with cancer. In terms of emotional
benefit, providing social support has been shown to lessen
feelings of anxiety and depression associated with the disease
[33,34]. Social support has also been shown to have tangible
outcomes, including increased medication adherence. In a
prospective study of women with breast cancer, greater social
support during oral endocrine therapy initiation was associated
with higher rates of adherence and fewer depressive symptoms
[35]. The costs associated with medication nonadherence in the
United States is estimated to be US $100 billion to $290 billion,
and nonadherence to cancer therapies is reported to be
significantly higher than that of other disease states [36]. Thus,
improving medication adherence among patients with cancer
could have significant implications for reducing health care
costs.

Beyond medication adherence, social support has been
associated with improved physical and emotional health,
well-being, and overall survival in patients with cancer [37].
One meta-analysis of 87 studies found a 12% to 25% reduction
in relative mortality in patients with high levels of perceived
social support and large social networks as well as in those who
were married [38]. Social networks can also have a significant
impact on overall QoL. One study of over 3000 breast cancer
survivors found that larger social networks were associated with
statistically significant higher QoL. More specifically, the study
found that “the availability of someone with whom to have fun,
relax, and get one’s mind off things for a while” had the
strongest association with QoL improvement [39]. Despite the

established benefit, formal social support is not widely adopted
in clinical practice. One study found that only 8% of patients
reported attending a cancer support group, and almost 60% of
patients did not know where to find a group [11]. While HCPs
commonly recommend patient support programs, they often do
not give direct recommendations on where to find such
programs. Further, certain demographics, such as patients living
in distant or rural areas, reported less use of social groups [11].
While support groups may be beneficial for such patients, the
current infrastructure of physical support groups renders them
impractical for many patients, and new approaches to provide
social support are warranted.

Social Support for Caregivers

Given the rise in cancer prevalence and desire for more
convenient treatments, a significant proportion of cancer care
has shifted to the outpatient setting [2,7,40]. New oncologic
agents have facilitated this transition, as they are more targeted
and less invasive, making outpatient administration feasible
[40]. While this offers more freedom to patients, it may place
a larger strain on caregivers who are often relied on by many
cancer patients for logistical support, including assistance with
treatments, home care, and other tasks of daily living. These
caregivers are frequently family members or friends who are
not paid for the services they provide [41]. Along with the
difficulty of performing complex care tasks with little to no
training, a heavy emotional burden is placed on the shoulders
of these informal caregivers, which in and of itself has been
associated with increased mortality risk. One study found that
older adult spousal caregivers who were experiencing caregiver
strain had a 63% increase in 4-year mortality compared to a
control group matched for age and sex who did not provide
caregiving [42].

Moreover, approximately 9% of informal caregivers report
having nobody to talk to about private matters. This feeling of
isolation is exacerbated in millennial caregivers, with 27%
indicating that they are not satisfied with the quality of their
social relationships, and with 2 out of 10 reporting that they do
not see any of their friends in a given month [21]. Fewer social
connections and lower satisfaction with social support also
significantly predicted depressive symptoms among caregivers,
especially women [21]. Further, caregivers who are socially
isolated are at greater risk of experiencing difficulties with
complex care [21]. Although social support interventions are
available for caregivers of patients with cancer, an estimated
one-third of caregivers fail to ask for support when they need
it [43].

Psychosocial Burden of Cancer

The psychosocial burden of cancer can be overwhelming, and
many patients may not have a support system to help them cope
with the emotional aspects of the disease. Unfortunately,
psychosocial complications are common in patients with cancer
[44]. Concerningly, many patients suffering from psychosocial
comorbidities are not adequately treated. One study found that
73% of patients with cancer were not receiving potentially
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effective treatment to manage their depression, and only 5%
were seeing a mental health professional [45].

Many of these patients with psychosocial burdens may not have
access to informal social support, let alone formal social support.
As cancer disproportionately affects the geriatric population,
older adults often have a reduced network accessible for social
support due to life cycle events, such as retirement, death of
loved ones, and biological effects of aging (eg, new sensory
impairments and worsening chronic illnesses) [46]. Social
isolation and lack of perceived socio-emotional support can be
detrimental to patient health, as studies have shown that social
isolation can lead to reduced QoL and increased morbidity and
mortality among patients with cancer [39,47,48].

These psychosocial burdens of cancer often go unaddressed but
have a significant impact on the economic cost of cancer. One
systematic review estimated the monetized lifetime psychosocial
cost burden of cancer care in Canada, as measured by
health-related QoL costs, to be CAD $427,753 to $528,769 (US
$320,815 to $396,577), which represents approximately
two-thirds of the economic cost of cancer [49]. Unlike clinical
burden, psychosocial burden is less tangible and, thus, more
difficult to identify, quantify, and formally diagnose [50]. Thus,
patients with high needs for social support may not be identified
early enough or, in some cases, at all. Moreover, there may be
great interpersonal variation in psychosocial burden, even within
patient populations with the same diagnosis. Identifying patients
with high psychosocial burdens and proactively providing social
support could improve the lives of patients and significantly
decrease the economic burden associated with cancer.

Digital Biomarkers to Identify Patients in
Need of Social Support

Digital biomarkers are objective measurements of physiological,
pathologic, or anatomic characteristics continuously collected
outside the clinical environment via home-based connected
devices [51]. Passively collecting data from patients’ mobile or
wearable devices potentially offers a convenient and unobtrusive
method to prospectively identify psychosocial burden and
deliver tailored social support to the right patients at the right
time. To our knowledge, digital biomarkers are not currently
used to identify social support needs specific to cancer.
However, they have been successfully used to identify
depression, anxiety, and stress, all of which are common
psychosocial complications of cancer [52-54].

One study examined the use of algorithms incorporating digital
trace data, such as device location and phone usage, along with
voice data from mobile devices to identify behavioral indicators
of clinically validated symptoms of depression and posttraumatic
stress disorder [52]. The behavioral indicators that were
measured included depressed mood most the day, diminished
interest or pleasure in all or most activities, fatigue or loss of
energy, and avoidance of activities, places, or people. Digital
biomarkers have also been used to identify mood disorders,
such as major depressive disorder and bipolar disorder. Data
on patient movement, captured over 2 weeks, was able to
successfully predict diagnosis status of a mood disorder 89%

of the time [53]. Another study combined passively collected
data about patient movement, using accelerometers, and social
contact, using calls and texts, over 2 weeks with machine
learning models to predict social anxiety symptom severity [53].
Social anxiety is particularly important in the field of cancer,
as it has been referred to as a hidden psychiatric comorbidity
in patients with cancer [54]. While less specific, the use of
smartwatches, rings, body patches, body scales, and vests can
provide physiological proxies of the autonomic nervous stress
response, such as resting heart rate, electrodermal activity,
cortisol levels, and inflammatory cytokines [55]. Real-time
tracking of these objective measures of stress could help identify
patients who need social support and help providers monitor
patients’ stress throughout therapy. Overall, given the high
prevalence of mood disorders in patients with cancer, the ability
to diagnose psychosocial comorbidities at scale using digital
tools could be a crucial means to deliver both social and
pharmacologic interventions. This approach could potentially
identify patients in need sooner, alleviate the workload required
to diagnose psychosocial burdens in current practice, and reduce
associated health care use.

The Role of Social Media Platforms in
Social Support

Although support in the form of in-person interventions
represents a significant portion of the social support provided,
in-person programs may not be suitable for many patients. While
in-person interventions have known benefits, accessibility to
in-person social support groups is not always possible.
Transportation, awareness of programs, the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic, or program availability could still hinder a patient’s
ability to attend physical social support groups. Further, the
growing number of patients with cancer is greatly outpacing
the capacity for care of the current health care system [56]. The
health care system may not be able to physically provide social
support for all patients that need it. New social support methods
must be flexible enough to allow broad patient and caregiver
access despite these limitations.

Unlike physical social support programs, digital support
programs offer the potential for continuous access from the
comfort of a patient’s home without the presence of a physical
HCP. While digital support programs may not have been broadly
accessible a decade ago, the widespread adoption of computers
and smartphones across almost every demographic in the United
States enables access for the vast majority of patients with
cancer [57]. Digital support programs have the potential to
compensate for diminishing face-to-face physical interactions,
while always providing an avenue for social support. Social
media platforms have historically been used as outlets toward
informal social support. Forum-style Facebook groups offer
patients the opportunity to connect and form relationships with
others who may have gone through or are going through similar
experiences. Many platforms also allow users to form or join
specific groups. These groups allow patients to find and interact
with each other informally and in real time. Importantly, these
platforms enable asynchronous interactions with other patients,
giving them flexibility depending on when they want social
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support or can invest time into social support. Further, specific
groups can be made within these platforms to support minority
groups to overcome language or cultural barriers.

While social media platforms offer theoretical benefits, their
impact on patients is highly variable. A systematic review found
that while 48% of studies indicated benefits from social media
platforms, 45% found the effects to be neutral, and 7% of studies
actually suggested harm from their use [58]. Still, both patients
with cancer and their caregivers have expressed that they wish
to use social media for the purpose of both social and emotional
support. In one study, caregivers specifically expressed that
they wanted to form connections with other caregivers in similar
situations with which to share experiences and information [59].
With that said, social media platforms also pose risks to patients
and caregivers, including possible privacy and confidentiality
concerns, no regulation to ensure that accurate medical
information is conveyed, a propagation of negative health
behaviors, and information overload [60]. Further, many groups
on social media platforms may be hidden, hard to find, or
private, which may make it difficult for all patients to benefit.
A platform targeted for digital social support in oncology must
protect health care information, increase awareness of social
support, and improve accessibility to digital social support.

Recommendations

With smartphones and wearable connected devices now
ubiquitous, using these devices for data collection is easier than
ever to employ from a technological standpoint. Still, collected
data must also be systematically translated into useful
information for clinicians. Simply providing biomarkers to
already-burdened providers will likely not amount to
advancements in care delivery. Further research is needed to
identify specific algorithms encompassing particular sets of
biomarkers that can accurately identify psychosocial burdens
in patients with cancer, while limiting required interventions
from HCPs.

Once those who require social support are identified, flexible
programs must be made available without relying on particular

channels (eg, in-person support groups), as these may isolate
certain patients or caregivers. Creating both accessible and
scalable social support programs will be crucial to accommodate
the rise in cancer diagnosis and to decrease the psychosocial
impact of cancer on patients and their caregivers. Physical social
support programs have established benefits, but these programs
also have limitations, such as transportation, pandemic-related
concerns, fixed group meeting times, and finite availability.
Digital platforms can avoid these limitations and increase
availability and accessibility of social support, even among
minority groups.

Despite promise, funding for such digital biomarkers to identify
social support needs, as well as the associated digital platforms
to deliver social support, may be challenging. The economic
benefit of providing social support through these avenues is not
currently well established, and it is unclear whether health care
payers would support new digitally based programs. Targeted
research that specifically identifies concrete clinical and
economic value in digital social support programs to foster
further development is needed.

Conclusions

Despite the established benefits of social support programs,
their use among patients with cancer is not widespread. Patients
often do not seek social support when they need it or may not
even know they need social support. Patients and the health
care system alike are in desperate need of a more efficient
method of identifying patients who need social support. Digital
biomarkers collected via mobile or wearable devices offer an
innovative, yet relatively facile, way of identifying a subset of
patients that need social support.

Although the need for social support in patients with cancer is
high, the current infrastructure to provide social support is
largely underdeveloped and unable to accommodate patient
needs for support. Health care systems are already struggling
with capacity limitations to provide care for all patients. Tailored
digital platforms can provide accessible social support, without
straining the already-burdened health care system.
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Background: Expert knowledge is often shared among multidisciplinary academic teams at tumor boards (TBs) across the
country, but these conversations exist in silos and do not reach the wider oncology community.

Objective: Using an oncologist-only question and answer (Q&A) website, we sought to document expert insights from TBs at
National Cancer Institute–designated Comprehensive Cancer Centers (NCI-CCCs) to provide educational benefits to the oncology
community.

Methods: We designed a process with the NCI-CCCs to document and share discussions from the TBs focused on areas of
practice variation on theMednet, an interactive Q&A website of over 13,000 US oncologists. The faculty translated the TB
discussions into concise, non–case-based Q&As on theMednet. Answers were peer reviewed and disseminated in email newsletters
to registered oncologists. Reach and engagement were measured. Following each Q&A, a survey question asked how the TB
Q&As impacted the readers’ practice.

Results: A total of 23 breast, thoracic, gastrointestinal, and genitourinary programs from 16 NCI-CCC sites participated. Between
December 2016 and July 2021, the faculty highlighted 368 questions from their TBs. Q&As were viewed 147,661 times by 7381
oncologists at 3515 institutions from all 50 states. A total of 277 (75%) Q&As were viewed every month. Of the 1063 responses
to a survey question on how the Q&A affected clinicians’ practices, 646 (61%) reported that it confirmed their current practice,
163 (20%) indicated that a Q&A would change their future practice, and 214 (15%) reported learning something new.

Conclusions: Through an online Q&A platform, academics at the NCI-CCCs share knowledge outside the walls of academia
with oncologists across the United States. Access to up-to-date expert knowledge can reassure clinicians’ practices, significantly
impact patient care in community practices, and be a source of new knowledge and education.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e33859)   doi:10.2196/33859

KEYWORDS

National Cancer Institute–designated Comprehensive Cancer Centers; NCI-CCC; tumor boards; TBs; knowledge sharing; cancer;
digital health; oncology; health websites; health education

Introduction

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United States
[1]. The field of oncology is rapidly evolving, and it is difficult
to stay up-to-date with the changing treatment paradigms. In
2017, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued 58 new
approval notifications in hematology/oncology—more than in
any other field of medicine [2]. In 2019, 13 of the 48 novel
drugs approved by the FDA were in the field of
hematology/oncology [3]. As a result of the rapidly changing
treatment practices, clinicians often have questions regarding
the management of specific clinical scenarios [4]. However,
clinical trials and clinical practice guidelines often do not answer
questions on complex and nuanced clinical situations [5-7].
When clinicians search current resources and do not find an
answer, they are often faced with having to make difficult
clinical judgments without sufficient expertise in the particular
clinical scenario [6]. Therefore, more than half of the questions
go unanswered, which may result in inconsistent and poor
quality of patient care [4-7]. Additionally, there is a lost
opportunity for knowledge gaps to be identified and targeted.

In oncology, difficult clinical scenarios are often discussed
within a multidisciplinary tumor board (TB). The TBs at the
National Cancer Institute–designated Comprehensive Cancer
Centers (NCI-CCCs) serve as excellent opportunities for experts
to share their knowledge. These discussions can play a crucial
role in impacting patient care and survival [8,9]. Unfortunately,
the TB insights from experts at the NCI-CCCs are not
systematically documented and disseminated in a way that is
easily accessible to physicians in the community. This represents
a lost opportunity to capture and share real-world questions,
thoughtful discussions, and clinical expertise that can impact

patient care in community centers. This paradigm can change
using social networks, which have long been acknowledged as
critical for the diffusion and adaptation of new information and
experiential physician knowledge.

In other industries, social question and answer (Q&A) databases
have become a method of knowledge creation and storage,
which can be ranked via a search engine and discovered by all
internet users. The most well-known examples of such databases
are Stack Overflow and Quora, which owe their success to
having significant user bases with deep expertise in their
domains [10]. Building on the utility of Q&A databases,
theMednet was developed in 2014 as a physician-only online
platform with a mission to facilitate knowledge sharing from
academic to community physicians in order for patients to get
high-quality care despite where they are treated. It was designed
for community oncologists to ask non–case-based clinical
questions from experts and for the expert answers to be part of
a large and searchable Q&A database that would be accessible
at any time to physicians with similar questions. In effect, this
would bring the Q&A process in medicine to an online platform
and expose community clinicians to strong expert networks. It
was started among radiation oncologists across the United States
and then expanded to involve medical, surgical, and pediatric
oncologists. Experts and community oncologists join theMednet
through individual outreach, invitations from users, and word
of mouth. All members are reviewed to ensure that they are
US-based practicing oncologists. The platform is moderated by
a team of deputy and associate editors who review every
question, answer, and comment posted. TheMednet now
contains over 10,000 clinical questions that cannot be easily
answered based on a review of the literature, textbooks, or
guidelines. Over 13,000 US radiation oncologists, medical
oncologists, surgical oncologists, gynecologic oncologists, and
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pediatric oncologists are registered members, with 50% of
registered physicians using the website at least once a month.

Having both an established community of academic and
community oncologists and a content management system that
routes questions to the appropriate experts and routes answers
for appropriate peer review, theMednet is uniquely suited to
capture and disseminate knowledge from the NCI-CCCs to
community oncologists. We sought to use theMednet to
document, discuss, and disseminate clinical knowledge from
the TBs at the NCI-CCCs to the oncology community, using
technology and best practices from online social networks.

Methods

Overview
We hypothesized that the experts at the NCI-CCCs can
systematically document and share experiential knowledge and
best practices into actionable information in the form of
searchable Q&As on theMednet. We also hypothesized that the
Q&As from the TBs, in addition to the clinical Q&As from the
community, have a long-lasting value to future users who will
have similar questions, which may have otherwise gone
unanswered. While the term “expert” may have many
connotations and definitions, in the context of this application
we define “expert” as an oncology specialist (medical, radiation,
surgical, etc) with an academic appointment at a US university,
who has published original research in his or her subspecialty
(eg, breast cancer, prostate cancer, etc) or participates in clinical
trials related to that specialty.

The program was initiated at a single site as a pilot program
with the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center

(MDACC). In the pilot, we collaborated with the breast cancer
faculty at the MDACC, an NCI-CCC treating over 135,000
patients with cancer a year, to jointly develop a process that
distills, documents, and distributes important information from
the TBs via theMednet. In this process, a junior faculty member
was assigned as a “site leader” to post 1 question per week from
the TB. The question would be routed to a physician editor who
would then invite experts from the NCI-CCC and other academic
cancer centers to answer the question. The answers would then
be distributed to additional faculty for peer review. By the end
of the week, the Q&A would be included in a weekly email
newsletter and distributed to the physician members of
theMednet. Through this process, a discussion among 15 to 20
physicians at a single time and place becomes part of a
searchable repository of knowledge that provides long-lasting
value to 500 times more physicians (Figure 1).

Once the program was successfully launched and running at the
MDACC, further expansion was focused on breast cancer sites
at NCI-CCCs across the country. Institutions designated as
NCI-CCCs with a high level of engagement on theMednet were
selected. In the next phase, the program was expanded to 5 sites
in thoracic oncology, followed by 4 sites in gastrointestinal
oncology and 4 sites in genitourinary oncology. At each site, a
site leader was selected to distill discussions about patient
management from the TB meetings into questions to be posted
on theMednet. Experts from medical oncology, radiation
oncology, and surgical oncology were invited to participate as
experts from each site. Web- or phone-based training sessions
for site leaders and expert physicians were held prior to each
launch with further details provided below.

Figure 1. Methodology and potential reach. NCI-CCCs: National Cancer Institute–designated Cancer Centers; Q&A: question and answer, TB: tumor
board.
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Information Creation and Quality Review
Site leaders were instructed to distill conversations about a
patient case into one or more questions to be posted on
theMednet. A training manual was provided to each site leader
to explain how to write questions in a way that concisely
addresses the clinical situation being discussed and not the
specific patient case. Writing the questions in this manner
facilities search queries and encourages the answer to be written
in a way that applies to a broad range of patients, providing
guidance and educational value to a greater number of
physicians. It also removes any information that would violate
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
standards. Additionally, questions were required to be focused
on nuanced clinical discussions, where there were no clear
answers based on existing research and guidelines. If a similar
question already existed in theMednet database, that old question
was tagged as the “tumor board question” and then sent to the
TB experts for updated answers as responses may have changed
based on evolving data.

Once a question was posted on theMednet, it was sent to 3 or
4 physicians participating in the TB program via email to be
answered. Answers were then shared with other experts
nationwide for peer review. This process either built consensus
around a course of action for a clinical situation or created a
dialogue around best practices when there was no clear answer.
The pool of experts for peer review included academic medical
oncologists at the participating NCI-CCCs and academic medical
oncologists across the country who had previously been
recruited to answer questions from community oncologists.
Q&As were reviewed and indexed by physician editors for easy
search retrieval.

Information Dissemination and Ongoing Engagement
A customized email, highlighting new answers from the TB
conference, was sent biweekly to oncologists registered on
theMednet. Because of the increased volume of the Q&As over
time, a daily digest was also created for users who opted to
receive a daily, rather than a biweekly, email. The newsletter
went out daily to 5617 medical and radiation oncologists. It was
sent biweekly to 5018 medical and radiation oncologists.
Questions were also included in weekly newsletters to 1277
pediatric and gynecologic oncologists if relevant to those
specialists.

To provide feedback to experts answering questions and
highlight their impact, a bimonthly custom report was created
detailing the number of times their answers were read, the
number of physicians their answers reached, and the number

and names of the institutions their answers reached. The site
leaders received an automated email just before their TB meeting
every week to remind them to post a question, with the
expectation of posting 1 question a month. A TB project
manager individually contacted site leaders at each site at the
end of a month if at least 1 question had not been received from
them that month.

Target Audience and Dynamic Feedback
To help actively capture the opinions and real-world practices
of oncologists using theMednet, 1-question polls were created
for a number of TB questions. Community physicians also
provided feedback by marking a question as a “good question”
or indicating whether they “agree” with or find answers
“helpful.” An additional survey also captured whether the
information in the Q&A had changed their practice or confirmed
their current practice. Both the total views and the views per
unique physicians for each individual Q&A were tracked over
time.

Ethics Approval
This analysis was exempt from IRB review as it does not include
human subjects research and involves secondary analysis of
published online data. Impact surveys were issued by site
personnel for the intent and purposes of improving services and
programs for members. The privacy of users was protected, and
confidentiality of individual responses was maintained
throughout data collection and review. Results from data
analysis are being presented in aggregate.

Results

The NCI-CCC Sites
The NCI-CCC breast cancer TB program was initially launched
in December 2016 with the MDACC and expanded to include
the University of Pittsburg Medical Center and the University
of California, Los Angeles by April 2017. Between April 2017
and July 2021, the program was expanded to include a total of
23 breast, thoracic, and gastrointestinal programs at 16
NCI-CCCs indicated in Table 1. A total of 22 out of 23 TB
programs were retained at the time of this publication. Only 1
program declined further participation because of the inability
of a site leader to participate. The program grew from 38
involved academic physicians in 2017 (6 faculty members asked
questions that were answered by 32 experts) to 131 academic
physicians by July 2021 (16 faculty members asked questions
that were answered by 69 experts.)
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Table 1. The National Cancer Institute–designated Comprehensive Cancer Center tumor board (TB) participating sites.

Participating sitesTB program

MD Anderson Cancer Center; University of California, Los Angeles; Yale Cancer Center; University of Utah;
University of Wisconsin; Columbia University Medical Center; The Ohio State University Medical Center;
Moffitt Cancer Center; University of Iowa

Breast cancer

Indiana University, The Ohio State University Medical Center, Yale Cancer Center, Vanderbilt University
Medical Center, University of Michigan

Thoracic malignancies

University of Wisconsin, Yale Cancer Center, Indiana University, Rutgers HealthGastrointestinal malignancies

Duke University Medical Center; Vanderbilt University Medical Center; The Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive
Cancer Center, Johns Hopkins University; University of California, San Francisco

Genitourinary malignancies

Q&A Reach
Between December 2016 and July 2021, a total of 534 answers
to 368 questions have been posted from these 23 programs from
16 NCI-CCC sites. Answers came from 123 academic physicians
and were peer reviewed by 93 academic physicians. A total of
127 (35%) questions had more than 1 answer. Figure 2 shows
a typical format of how a TB question, asked from a site leader,
is answered by an expert from a different site and then peer
reviewed by another expert in the field. These Q&As were
viewed 147,661 times by the oncologists at 3515 institutions
from all the 50 states of the United States, including 5131
community oncologists (Figure 3). A total of 227 (75%) Q&As
were viewed every month. Answers to 22 questions were
updated at least 6 months after the initial answers due to
evolving data in the field.

A total of 431 clinicians agreed with the answers 1773 times,
and 545 physicians found them helpful 1321 times. Editors
created 88 (24%) real-world practice poll questions out of these
Q&As. These poll questions asked for the clinical opinion of
the oncologists about a particular scenario (Figure 4). A total
of 2116 clinicians voted in these polls with 7789 votes.

A total of 231 (43%) answers cited published data with 328
publications cited. Nearly 303 (60%) of the answers cited
clinical experience, highlighting the frequency with which
oncologists encounter scenarios not adequately addressed by
the current evidence. Customized emails with new Q&As
resulted in a visit to the website an average of 15% of the time
(7 times the industry average) [11].

Figure 2. Example of a question asked in the breast cancer tumor board program with an expert response and peer review. ER: estrogen positive; PR:
progesterone positive.
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Figure 3. Map of the United States showing the reach of tumor board program.

Figure 4. Example of a real-world practice poll question with responses. HER2: human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; HR: hormone receptor;
oncotype DX; 21 gene recurrence score; RS: recurrence score.

Dynamic Feedback
We conducted a short survey on how the Q&As impacted the
clinicians’ practice. The survey questions were posted at the
end of each Q&A page and were open to response by the
viewers. The impact survey questions are listed in Figure 5. Of
the 1063 responses to a survey on how the Q&As affected
clinicians’ practice, 646 (61%) reported that it confirmed their

current practice, 163 (20%) indicated that a Q&A would change
their future practice, 214 (15%) reported learning something
new, 20 (2%) indicated that their practice differs, and 20 (2%)
chose “other” as their response. Multimedia Appendix 1 shows
a pie graph of all the impact survey question responses.

Table 2 summarizes the number of views and the number of
oncologists engaged over time. We have found that both the
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Q&A views and the number of oncologists viewing the TB
Q&As increased over time. A total of 277 (75%) of all the TB
Q&As were viewed every month.

In February 2020, qualitative feedback was sought from 8 site
leaders. Standardized questions were developed and focused
on process improvement. Sample questions included “Would
you recommend this program to other NCI-CCC sites? Why or
why not?” and “What are some barriers to posting questions?”
Eight out of the 8 site leaders stated they would recommend
this program to other NCI-CCCs. Some of the feedback was

that the program “opened up conversations at our institution”;
“has helped expand my knowledge base”; “helps hearing what
is going on at other sites”; and “some answers don’t have the
strongest evidence but it is good to know who agrees.” The
most common barriers to posting a question routinely were (1)
the time to distill a clinical scenario into a broad-based question
and (2) not being able to identify a good question from the TB.
Of the 8 site leaders, 7 found automated email reminders useful
to remember to think of a question to share during the TB
discussions.

Figure 5. Impact survey questions.

Table 2. Community oncologists’ engagement over time.

TB Q&A views, nOncologists viewing the TBa Q&Asb, nYear

3611722016

47928442017

24,88630102018

39,55036162019

49,94147492020

aTB: tumor board.
bQ&A: question and answer.

Discussion

Oncology is a constantly evolving field of medicine, and
oncologists deal with complex patients and clinical scenarios
every day due to increased patient comorbidities and age, rapidly
evolving changes in care standards, and the emergence of
complex genome-guided, personalized therapies [12,13]. As a
result of increasing patient complexity, current evidence and
practice guidelines may not be directly applicable to many
patients [12]. Physicians cite expert authorities as the best source
for questions on complex clinical situations [6,7]. Questions to

experts tend to be about nuanced patient situations and often
require guidance, affirmation, judgment, and feedback [14].
However, expert insights are often not readily accessible to
community physicians who treat 80% of patients with cancer
in the United States [15]. Additionally, while there is a
systematic process of documenting the best research evidence
in journals and textbooks, there exists no centralized way of
documenting and disseminating clinical expertise; it is found
in conversations in conferences, hospital hallways, emails, and
on the telephone. This valuable experiential knowledge is shared
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socially among colleagues, but it never makes its way to the
greater community through an indexed and searchable database.

In most cancer centers, difficult clinical questions are discussed
at multidisciplinary TBs in which peer expertise is shared. TBs
are the central forums for decision-making in situations where
there is limited evidence and in which patients have confounding
factors. At the NCI-CCC, the TBs are more than a place for
decision-making. They are acknowledged as a place for
disseminating knowledge [16], generating ideas that lead to
research projects, raising awareness of clinical trials [17],
highlighting nuances in diagnostic approaches and treatment,
educating oncology teams, and discussing existing controversies
in treatments [8].

TheMednet has emerged as a novel physician-only website that
has given oncologists a platform to ask and search answers to
complex clinical questions. In collaboration with the TBs at the
NCI-CCC, academics have shared knowledge outside the walls
of 23 academic programs with oncologists across the United
States. Over the course of 4+ years, discussions from these TBs
have reached over 7000 oncologists across all 50 states of the
United States. It is exemplary of how technology is helping to
break down health disparities and achieve health equity. The
discussions happening at major academic institutions have
helped oncologists treat patients in rural settings, without the
need for those patients to travel across the country. The
observation that more than three quarters of these Q&As were
viewed every month indicates that these clinically relevant
Q&As provide value for weeks, months, and even years after
they are posted. Answers are frequently updated as practices
evolve, and new data become available. Our data indicate a high

level of engagement from community oncologists and a high
retention rate among the participating NCI-CCCs, with direct
feedback from academic site leaders indicating high satisfaction
with continued learning and professional growth. Additionally,
when asked about the impact of the TB Q&As, 1 in 5 responses
indicate that these Q&As may change oncologists’ future
practice.

This program has been unique as it involves active participation
and interaction of academic and community oncologists.
Additionally, the answers display how academic physicians
incorporate current guidelines and evidence into their clinical
practice based on their years of experience and research in the
field. This access to up-to-date expert knowledge helps
community oncologists with clinical decision-making by
affirming their current practices, teaching them new information
they did not previously know, and changing clinical practices.
To our knowledge, this represents the only searchable repository
of expert knowledge on areas of controversy in oncology,
accessible to oncologists throughout the United States.

This program has gained unprecedented prominence and
popularity in the 4 years since its launch, and engagement
continues to increase over time. Future efforts will be focused
on involving more NCI-CCCs in the program, expanding to
additional disease sites such as pediatric and gynecologic
oncology, in addition to malignant hematology, and international
expansion to reach non–US-based physicians. Additionally,
qualitative and quantitative studies will investigate how regular
exposure to knowledge at the NCI-CCCs impacts patient care
in community settings.
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Abstract

Background: Cancer-related cognitive impairment (CRCI) is a common and significant adverse effect of cancer and its therapies.
However, its definition and assessment remain difficult due to limitations of currently available measurement tools.

Objective: This study aims to evaluate qualitative themes related to the cognitive effects of cancer to help guide development
of assessments that are more specific than what is currently available.

Methods: We applied topic modeling and inductive qualitative content analysis to 145 public online comments related to
cognitive effects of cancer.

Results: Topic modeling revealed 2 latent topics that we interpreted as representing internal and external factors related to
cognitive effects. These findings lead us to hypothesize regarding the potential contribution of locus of control to CRCI. Content
analysis suggested several major themes including symptoms, emotional/psychological impacts, coping, “chemobrain” is real,
change over time, and function. There was some conceptual overlap between the 2 methods regarding internal and external factors
related to patient experiences of cognitive effects.

Conclusions: Our findings indicate that coping mechanisms and locus of control may be important themes to include in
assessments of CRCI. Future directions in this field include prospective acquisition of free-text responses to guide development
of assessments that are more sensitive and specific to cognitive function in patients with cancer.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e34828)   doi:10.2196/34828

KEYWORDS

cognitive; natural language processing; cancer; oncology

Introduction

A condition known colloquially as chemobrain, cancer-related
cognitive impairment (CRCI) affects an estimated 60% or more
of patients with cancer [1,2]. CRCI is an interesting illustration
of the significant effects that systemic disease or its therapies
can have on brain function. Cognitive deficits decrease quality
of life in patients with cancer and are independent predictors of
survival [3-5]; however, assessment of CRCI remains
challenging. Specifically, despite the significant and widespread

brain changes observed in neuroimaging studies of CRCI,
behavioral assessments show less consistent effects [6-8].

Objectively, CRCI is primarily assessed using standardized
neuropsychological testing. However, these measures tend to
have poor ecological validity [9-11] and may lack adequate
sensitivity and specificity for CRCI [12]. Self-report measures
tend to be more sensitive to CRCI, but have their own set of
disadvantages in terms of administration and interpretation [13]
and also do not always detect CRCI [14]. Most existing
assessments are not cancer specific, and therefore, they may
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not sufficiently include themes or domains that are important
to cancer survivors. Qualitative research is best suited for
uncovering such themes but has been limited to date in this
field.

The aim of this study was to elucidate qualitative themes
surrounding the cognitive effects of cancer to better inform
development of cancer-specific self-report assessments. We
employed 2 text analysis approaches: topic modeling and
traditional content analysis. Both methods use unstructured,
free-text responses to assess symptoms and functioning. Topic
modeling is a text mining technique that seeks to interpret the
rich data inherent in written language using machine learning
algorithms to identify important themes, or topics [15]. This
method removes some of the labor-intensive aspects of
traditional qualitative analysis by automatically quantifying
subjective information. However, the meaning and relevance
of the generated topics must be deduced, and therefore, some
qualitative aspects remain. Topic modeling has been used to
evaluate depression, anxiety, and other symptoms from public
comments in social media posts [16,17]. Importantly, public
online comments have also been used to detect early signs of
cognitive decline [18]. We sought to evaluate a similar approach
for investigating CRCI given the advantages that it affords,
including access to a large data set that is without cost,
representation of a wide variety of individuals, and reduced bias
related to assessment context [16].

Traditional qualitative content analysis is used to describe
phenomena and generate evidence for larger quantitative
descriptive studies or for theory generation [19]. Researchers
code narrative data to determine the existence and frequency
of concepts within the text. This is an inductive process as broad
categories are generalized from the specific content that is
identified in the data. Qualitative content analysis has been
employed in a few prior studies of CRCI [9,20-24], but studies
employing quantitative methods are far more common. Further,
previous qualitative studies were not used to guide development
of CRCI assessments. We aimed to demonstrate how qualitative
themes can provide novel insights regarding patient experiences
with CRCI that could potentially inform the development of
cancer-specific assessments in the future.

Methods

Topic Modeling
We identified 10 public online forums by conducting internet
searches with the terms chemobrain; cancer; cognition;
survivorship; and supportive care. These forums consisted
largely of group discussions/conversations regarding cancer
survivorship–related topics but also included responses to online
articles about chemobrain. We extracted comments using
automated data scraping functions in the R Statistical Package
version 4.0.2 (R Foundation). Comments were cleaned (removed

contractions, symbols, links, stop words [eg, the, has, this]) and
converted to a document-term matrix for topic modeling, again
using automated functions in R. Latent topics were discovered
using latent Dirichlet allocation [25] with Gibbs sampling. This
yielded a probability that a forum comment belonged to a
particular latent topic. Topics, in this context, are groups of
words that are related to each other. There is no standard for
determining the optimal number of topics to look for. Therefore,
we examined the rate of perplexity change across a range of
topic values to estimate the optimal number of topics [26].
Latent Dirichlet allocation was conducted in R using the
topicmodels library.

Content Analysis
The forum responses were aggregated into a single transcript
and reviewed independently by 2 of the coauthors (AMH and
WT) using an inductive qualitative content analysis approach
[19,27,28]. This approach allows for the distillation of words
into fewer content-related categories, which is done manually
[28]. Each coauthor read through the entire transcript at least
once to become familiar with the data, then initiated the
line-by-line coding process. The units of analysis were words
and phrases. Codes were inductively grouped into larger
categories that emerged directly from the data, without an
organizing framework, noting quotes from participants
illustrating the categories [28]. The coauthors then met to
compare and collapse categories and complete the abstraction
process. Abstraction involves forming general descriptions and
meanings of the final categories [28]. AMH and WT were kept
blinded to the topic modeling results so that their findings would
not be influenced by the topic modeling.

Ethics Approval
This study utilized public data that do not require institutional
review board approval.

Results

Overview
We identified 145 online forum comments. Comments were
posted by single online usernames, and all included first-person
pronouns (eg I, my). Thus, comments were assumed to represent
145 individuals. Comments had a mean word count of 146 (SD
65).

Topic Modeling
As shown in Figure 1, topic modeling identified 2 latent topics
that we qualitatively interpreted, by consensus, as representing
external (topic 1) and internal (topic 2) factors related to
individuals’ concerns about cognitive functioning. These
findings lead us to hypothesize regarding the potential
contribution of locus of control to CRCI.
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Figure 1. Topic modeling of free-text comments. Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) analysis of online comments identified 2 topics related to cognitive
effects of cancer and its treatments. Beta = probability that the term belongs to that topic. We interpreted topic 1 as reflecting external factors and topic
2 as indicating internal factors leading us to hypothesize regarding potential contribution of locus of control to subjective cognitive impairment. Figure
created using ggplot in the R Statistical Package.

Content Analysis

Major Categories
The following major categories were identified: symptoms,
emotional/psychological impacts, coping, “chemobrain” is real,
change over time, and function.

Symptoms
The online comments largely described cognitive symptoms
along with related physical symptoms (eg, fatigue, neuropathy).
The most common cognitive symptom discussed was impaired
memory, specifically trouble with short-term memory or
remembering things “on the fly.” One person described, a “Total
inability to cope with remembering things” and another said,
“My mind couldn’t remember things that used to be easy for
me.” Other comments frequently mentioned word-finding
problems, difficulty concentrating, and a slowness or lack of
mental sharpness/speed. People also suggested explanations
other than chemotherapy for their symptoms such as other cancer
treatments (eg, tamoxifen, radiation), having too much on their
plates (ie, information overload), getting older, or developing
dementia.

Emotional/Psychological Impact
Throughout the online comments, many people discussed the
strong emotional and psychological impacts of their cognitive
symptoms and changes. These were sometimes described in the
context of feeling worried, upset, anxious, or scared of their
cognitive symptoms. Other times symptoms were described in
the context of extreme frustration, feelings of anger, and being
overly stressed. One person said, “It’s a total frustration” and
another said, “I am really suffering.” Additionally, many
described feelings of embarrassment, loss of confidence or
self-reliance, or even feeling nervous about their own cognitive
performance. One person illustrated this point by saying,
“Cancer and memory loss can corrode my intellectual
self-esteem and only compound the problem.”

Coping
Many people referenced ways of coping with their cognitive
changes by engaging in brain-healthy behaviors such as exercise,
stress reduction, or puzzles. Others referenced using different
medications such as Ritalin, or supplements (eg, CoQ10) to
improve their cognitive stamina and function. Others talked
about utilizing compensatory strategies for better functioning
in their everyday lives such as making lists, using smartphone
capabilities, slowing down, and planning more.

“Chemobrain” Is Real
Most of the online comments related to the idea of validating
that chemobrain, or cognitive changes related to cancer and
cancer treatment, are very real. Different words were used to
describe the phenomenon such as “chemo haze,” “chemo fog,”
a “scrambled brain,” and “brain is total mush.” Some people
voiced frustration with lack of awareness or validation from
their providers and noted that, “it would have helped if there
had been more awareness [about chemobrain]”. Similarly,
people made sure to emphasize that those suffering from
chemobrain are not alone. For example, one person said, “Don’t
feel you have to cope with this on your own” and another said,
“we are with you”.

Change Over Time
A common theme that emerged from the online comments was
the experience of cognitive function changing over time. For
instance, many people described ongoing cognitive difficulties
since the end of their treatments and in some cases declining or
getting worse over time. By contrast, others described
improvements in cognitive difficulties since their treatments
ended, saying they are “doing better with time”. Others
described cognitive symptoms as getting worse throughout
individual days, with better functioning in the morning and
dysfunction in the evenings or when they were tired.

Function
Finally, many of the online comments centered around the theme
of functioning in their everyday lives—from social and
interpersonal interactions to occupational performance and in
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many cases debilitation, or lack of function. One person said,
“I can sit and listen to someone talk and then it’s like I feel
thick, like I just don’t understand what’s being said.” Others
talked about slow returns to work, workload reduction, and lack
of ability to do the work they did prior to their cancer. Several
people described losing their jobs due to their cognitive
problems and inability to function at previous levels. Some
talked about an inability to do the things they wanted to in their
lives, or a loss of the person they were prior to their treatments.
One person said, “I wish I could be my old self.”

Discussion

Principal Findings
We evaluated public online comments regarding CRCI for
qualitative themes using both topic modeling and content
analysis. The goal of this study was to demonstrate how
qualitative themes can provide novel insights regarding patient
experiences with CRCI that could potentially inform the
development of cancer-specific self-report assessments. Topic
modeling identified 2 topics from online comments that we
interpreted as representing “internal” and “external” factors
related to CRCI. Taken together, these topics suggested the
potential importance of locus of control when considering CRCI
symptoms.

A previous qualitative study regarding CRCI also identified
perceived control as a major theme derived from interviews
with 12 participants [29]. Locus of control regarding health has
been shown to be important for cancer survivorship [30] and
quality of life [31], and is correlated with self-management
behaviors [32,33]. Importantly, locus of control has been shown
to be a modifiable factor in cognitive function [34]. One study
found a correlation between internal locus of control and
self-reported cognitive function in patients with colorectal cancer
[35]. Internal locus of control is associated with adaptive coping
[36], likely because it engenders a greater sense of agency and
mastery over one’s situation. However, no studies have
examined the relationship between locus of control, coping
mechanisms, and cognitive impairment in patients with cancer.

A total of 6 categories were identified using content analysis
including symptoms, emotional/psychological impacts, coping,
“chemobrain” is real, change over time, and function. Our
findings support themes identified in previous qualitative studies
of CRCI such as cognitive symptoms, negative emotional
reactions to cognitive changes, major negative effects on quality
of life, trying different coping strategies, and a need for
validation [9,20-24]. However, our sample was much larger as
most previous qualitative studies have been conducted with
samples of 10-25 participants. The largest study to date involved
a total of 74 breast cancer survivors [9]. Our study findings
summarize experiences of approximately 145 individuals,
representing the largest qualitative study on chemobrain to our
knowledge. Second, content analysis is typically used to analyze
data collected through individual interviews or small focus
groups. Our use of content analysis to evaluate a large volume
of public comments is novel.

Our results indicated that each text analysis method provides
unique information and insights. Topic modeling indicated 2
topics, or categories, while content analysis indicated 6
categories. While the number of categories is different, there
was conceptual overlap in the categories. For example, the
content analysis categories symptoms, emotional/psychological
impacts, and coping could align with the internal topic, while
“chemobrain” is real, change over time, and functioning could
align with the external topic. In fact, both techniques pointed
to the importance of coping mechanisms as a significant theme.

As content analysis is used to develop an understanding of the
meaning of the intentions, consequences, and contexts of the
words [19,27,28], the findings are inherently richer and can be
considered more “macroscopic” than topic modeling, which
focuses on the more “microscopic,” word level of narratives.
Topic modeling allowed for latent analysis of the forum
comments, which the content analysis did not. The locus of
control theme suggested by topic modeling was not readily
apparent from the online comments and thus this technique
provided increased depth of understanding.

Based on our findings, it would be important to include
questions regarding coping mechanisms and locus of control
when assessing patients for CRCI. The ways in which patients
must adjust their approach to cognitive demands in real-world
situations may be a more sensitive measure of their cognitive
status than performance on a cognitive test. In fact, CRCI was
historically controversial due to normal performance on
cognitive tests by patients reporting cognitive deficits [12].
Some have suggested that patients are able to compensate for
or adapt to cognitive effects, masking the underlying deficit
[37]. However, compensation is effortful and the lengths that
one must go to adapt would be reflective of the masked deficit.
Currently, there are no standardized self-report measures for
CRCI that include evaluation of coping mechanisms. However,
the Compensatory Cognitive Strategies Scale was developed
and validated in persons with multiple sclerosis to measure the
frequency of using 24 cognitive strategies [38]. This scale could
easily be adapted and validated for use in cancer populations.

We would expect that patients with internal locus of control
would have greater tendency to utilize compensatory strategies
when dealing with cognitive effects. A focus on locus of control
could also have implications for treating CRCI partly by
changing individual attributions regarding cognitive failures
[39]. Mindfulness-based interventions for CRCI [40] may work
via locus of control by exploring the way one thinks about
successes and failures. We previously suggested that cognitive
training may operate in part by increasing locus of control [41].
Currently, there are no standardized self-report measures for
CRCI that include evaluation of locus of control. However,
there are several existing locus of control measures, including
within the public domain, that could be used or adapted for the
evaluation of CRCI (eg, [42])

Limitations
The reliability of topic modeling is affected by the sizes of the
corpus and its individual documents. While there are no set
benchmarks for these, larger samples are typically better for
distinguishing topics, and therefore, we may have lacked the
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ability to find additional latent topics. Even though content
analysis is commonly used in health sciences research to
characterize phenomena and generate theories, individual
interpretations can influence or bias the results of content
analysis [19]. The interpretation of latent topics is similarly
subjective.

Conclusions
Our results suggest that analysis of free-text narratives may
provide unique insights regarding subjective experience of
cognitive function that could guide development of new CRCI
assessments. Although this is not the first study to reveal
important qualitative themes related to CRCI, little has been

done thus far in terms of incorporating these themes into actual
CRCI assessments. This may be due in part to the inherent
difficulty in acquiring large samples of data from traditional
qualitative methods or a lack of qualitative researchers invested
in this field. Applying topic modeling would also be
advantageous in terms of increased analytical efficiency given
that it is largely automated. Although some advanced
computational and computer science expertise is often required
for such analyses, many user-friendly resources are currently
available, such as Amazon Comprehend (Amazon Web Services,
Inc.), MonkeyLearn (MonkeyLearn, Inc.), RapidMiner
(RapidMiner, Inc.), and Google Cloud Natural Language
(Google, Inc.), which require little if any expertise.
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Abstract

Background: Alternative cancer therapy is associated with increased mortality, but little is known about those who pursue it.

Objective: We aimed to describe individuals’motivations for using alternative cancer therapies and determine whether motivations
differ based on individuals’ timing of seeking alternative therapies.

Methods: We used data from 649 campaigns posted on the website GoFundMe between 2011 and 2019 for beneficiaries with
cancer pursuing alternative therapy. The data were analyzed using a mixed methods approach. Campaigns were categorized by
timing of alternative therapy (either before or after experiencing conventional therapy). Qualitative analysis identified motivational
themes. Chi-square tests of independence and Fisher tests (all 2-sided) determined significant differences in the presence of
motivational themes between groups.

Results: The expression of concerns about the efficacy of conventional therapy was significantly more likely in campaigns for
individuals who used conventional therapy first than in campaigns for individuals who started with alternative therapy (63.3%
vs 41.7%; P<.001). Moreover, on comparing those who started with alternative therapy and those who switched from conventional
to alternative therapy, those who started with alternative therapy more often expressed natural and holistic values (49.3% vs
27.0%; P<.001), expressed an unorthodox understanding of cancer (25.5% vs 16.4%; P=.004), referenced religious or spiritual
beliefs (15.1% vs 8.9%; P=.01), perceived alternative treatment as efficacious (19.1% vs 10.2%; P=.001), and distrusted
pharmaceutical companies (3.2% vs 0.5%; P=.04).

Conclusions: Individuals sought treatments that reflected their values and beliefs, even if scientifically unfounded. Many
individuals who reported prior conventional cancer therapy were motivated to pursue alternative treatments because they perceived
the conventional treatments to be ineffective.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e34183)   doi:10.2196/34183
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Introduction

Alternative cancer therapy (ACT) is a subcategory of
complementary and alternative medicine, a broad term defined
by the National Cancer Institute to comprise the multitude of
cancer treatment modalities outside the medical mainstream
[1]. Among these treatment modalities are mind-body therapies,
herbal supplements, special diets, and vitamin infusions.
Complementary therapies are used alongside the standard of
care as part of an integrative therapy plan created by a
multidisciplinary care team, while ACT is used in place of the
standard of care [1]. In other words, the same nonstandard
treatment modality may be defined as either a complementary
or an alternative therapy depending on whether it is applied as
a complement to the standard of care (ie, complementary
therapy) or as a replacement for it (ie, ACT) [2].

Research suggests that ACT use is common throughout the
world and is seen by many patients as a curative form of cancer
treatment [3-12]. Results from the 2018 American Society of
Clinical Oncology Cancer Opinions Survey found that nearly
40% of adults surveyed in the United States believe that cancer
can be cured through ACT alone [11]. These data are worrying
because the efficacy of ACT for the treatment of cancer is either
unproven or disproven and ACT use is linked to increased
mortality among cancer patients who abandon conventional
medical treatment [12]. Additionally, the high cost of ACT
procedures and associated travel, surpassing US $50,000 per
year for some cancer patients in the United States, may cause
financial harm to patients and their families [13-15].

Studies on ACT use are challenging, since cancer patients may
be hesitant to disclose ACT use to their providers [16]. This is
particularly true in terms of studies on treatment decision
making, since those who use ACT are often disconnected from
standard medical systems that conduct qualitative research.
Despite these challenges, research that improves the
understanding of the complicated and multiphasic ways in which
cancer patients decide to pursue ACT, including the timing and
motivations for the decision, is necessary to improve health care
providers’ ability to care for an already vulnerable patient
population [17]. Online crowdfunding sites, such as GoFundMe,
offer a novel approach for studying cancer patients’ treatment
decisions [14,18,19]. Such sites are frequently used by cancer
patients to raise money to pay for medical expenses, including
both conventional and alternative therapies.

While previous studies have used data from crowdfunding sites
to study individuals who use both classifications of
unconventional therapy, we have focused our study on those
individuals who state that they have chosen to pursue ACT
exclusively [18,19]. This group is at the greatest risk for
increased mortality and, therefore, warrants special attention
[12]. The purposes of this study were to (1) describe individuals’
motivations for using ACT and (2) explore whether individuals
who seek ACT before using the standard of care or conventional
cancer therapy (CCT) differ from individuals who pursue ACT
after using CCT. Addressing these questions will generate
informative data that may help medical providers identify
individuals likely to seek ACT, anticipate when they may be

considering this decision, and proactively address potential
motivations prior to an individual foregoing or abandoning
CCT.

Methods

Design
This was a cross-sectional mixed methods study of GoFundMe
campaigns created between 2011 and 2019 to raise money for
ACT for individuals with cancer.

Ethical Considerations
Special ethical concerns were considered as part of this
internet-based research. This study did not involve an interaction
or intervention with human subjects and was therefore exempt
from institutional review board review [20]. Study data were
extracted from publicly available campaigns in accordance with
the GoFundMe terms of service, which states that “any
information that is disclosed in [public campaigns] becomes
public information for both us [GoFundMe] and other users to
use and share” [21].

Despite the public nature of the data, we recognized the need
to put additional protections in place, given the vulnerable
position of individuals represented in the GoFundMe campaigns.
Presenting qualitative data that were both publicly accessible
and deeply personal created a unique challenge for the
preservation of patient privacy, since any direct campaign quotes
presented in this publication could be used to identify the
organizers and beneficiaries, using internet search engine tools.
Contacting each campaign organizer or beneficiary, some of
whom were likely deceased, to obtain informed consent was
not feasible. Considering these challenges and out of an
abundance of caution, we opted to paraphrase the exemplary
quotes presented in the qualitative results in a manner that
removed identifiable characteristics (geography, age, cancer
type, and gender, including replacing gender-specific pronouns
with they/their/theirs) while retaining the sentiments and themes
of the originals. Each paraphrased quote was queried by JP and
TW using Google Search to ensure the campaigns could not be
identified.

Data Source and Selection
A custom web scraping code was developed and used to search
GoFundMe for English language campaigns, using the term
“alternative cancer” (Multimedia Appendix 1). The search was
conducted on October 25, 2019, and yielded 795 campaigns
that were initiated between 2011 and 2019. Each campaign was
reviewed for eligibility according to the following criteria:
written in English, inclusion of a campaign description, and
raising of funds for an individual with cancer seeking ACT. To
select campaigns that were seeking uniquely alternative rather
than complementary therapies, the text of the campaigns was
analyzed to determine whether the patients were using
unconventional therapies simultaneously with conventional care
or in place of conventional care. In cases where the patient had
previously used CCT but had since stopped, the campaign was
classified as ACT. If the described therapy was complementary
or if the intent was ambiguous, the campaign was omitted. If a
campaign was found to be a duplicate of another, only 1 version
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was included in the study. Among the 795 campaigns, 17 did
not meet these criteria and were excluded. The remaining 778
campaigns were reviewed to determine the timing of the
beneficiary’s decision to pursue ACT. A campaign was only
included if it could be determined that the beneficiary sought
ACT either before or after experiencing CCT. Among the 778
campaigns, 129 did not contain sufficient details to determine
timing and were excluded, leaving 649 campaigns in the final
analysis.

Statistical Analysis
Clinical, demographic, and treatment data were extracted for
the 649 campaigns. Variables included the individual’s gender,
nation of residence, primary cancer type, cancer stage, and ACT
modality. Each campaign was categorized by the timing of the
individual’s decision to pursue ACT. “ACT first” included
individuals who had started their treatment with ACT, and “ACT
after CCT” included individuals who had used CCT prior to
seeking ACT. Campaigns were categorized into the “ACT after
CCT” group if the patients had ever received CCT prior to
seeking ACT, including for an earlier occurrence of the same
cancer or a different cancer. To categorize cases for timing, 50
cases were dually classified by 2 independent coders (κ=0.750),
discordant cases were discussed, and procedures were clarified
before commencing independent classification of the remaining
campaigns.

The text of the campaign description was analyzed in ATLAS.ti
9 using applied thematic analysis techniques [22]. First, a subset
of 100 cases was inductively coded by 2 independent analysts
to identify themes related to motivations for using ACTs.
Themes were considered “motivational” if they initiated, guided,
or informed the decisions of beneficiaries to pursue ACT. They
may not have been the sole rationale, but they were prominent
enough that the beneficiaries felt they were important to include
in their calls for donations. The codes were discussed in the

larger research team, and consensus was reached on a set of
codes that best captured themes across the campaigns. A
codebook was developed that included parent and child codes,
with definitions and exemplary quotes. The 2 analysts then
dually coded 50 transcripts (Krippendorff α=.745). Discordant
codes were discussed for consensus, and modifications were
made to the codebook to clarify code definitions. The remaining
campaigns were thereafter coded individually by the 2 analysts.
Code reports were generated to synthesize the text associated
with each code and to quantify the number of campaigns in
which each code appeared.

Statistical analyses were performed using Stata, version 16.1
(Stata Corp). The demographic, clinical, and treatment
characteristics of the campaigns were described, and associations
with treatment timing (ACT first vs ACT after CCT) were
examined using chi-square tests of independence (for variables
with frequencies ≥5) and Fisher exact tests (for variables with
frequencies <5). Each code representing a motivational theme
was transformed into a variable, and campaigns were assigned
as having that theme present in the text or not. Chi-square tests
of independence or Fisher exact tests were used to assess
whether the presence of each motivational theme was associated
with treatment timing. All statistical tests were 2-sided.

Results

Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of the
Sample
The demographic and clinical characteristics of the individuals
represented by the 649 campaigns are shown in Table 1. Details
about the ACT modalities individuals pursued are shown in
Table 2. Of the 649 individuals represented by the campaigns,
371 (57.2%) sought ACT after using CCT and 278 (42.8%)
pursued ACT first.
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Table 1. Demographics and clinical breakdown of the sample by timing of the decision to use alternative cancer therapy.

P valuecACT after CCTb (N=371), n (%)ACTa first (N=278), n (%)Total campaigns (N=649), n (%)Variable

.47Gender

234 (63.1)183 (65.8)417 (64.3)Female

137 (36.9)95 (34.2)232 (35.7)Male

<.001Cancer type

89 (24.0)82 (29.5)171 (26.3)Breast

46 (12.6)24 (8.6)70 (10.8)Colorectal

21 (5.7)15 (5.4)36 (5.5)Lung

10 (2.7)25 (9.0)35 (5.4)Head and neck

22 (5.9)8 (2.9)30 (4.6)Brain

12 (3.2)16 (5.8)28 (4.3)Esophagus/gastric

21 (5.7)7 (2.5)28 (4.3)Ovarian

21 (5.7)5 (1.8)26 (4.0)Pancreas

15 (4.0)9 (3.2)24 (3.7)Bone and soft tissue

11 (3.0)11 (4.0)22 (3.4)Lymphoma

103 (27.8)76 (27.3)179 (27.6)Otherd

.03Cancer stagee

38 (17.1)38 (26.6)76 (20.8)I, II, or III

184 (82.9)105 (73.4)289 (79.2)IV

.06Primary residence

289 (77.9)235 (84.5)524 (80.7)United States

34 (9.2)23 (8.3)57 (8.8)Europe

28 (7.5)15 (5.4)43 (6.6)Canada

20 (5.4)5 (1.8)25 (3.9)Other

aACT: alternative cancer therapy.
bCCT: conventional cancer therapy.
cFrom chi-square tests comparing patients in the “ACT first” and “ACT after CCT” groups.
dOther cancers include anal, cervix, endometrial, leukemia, melanoma, nonmelanoma skin, liver and biliary, kidney, multiple myeloma, prostate, bladder,
neuroendocrine, thyroid, testicular, vulvar, and unspecified.
eCancer stage was reported in 365 campaigns, with 143 in the “ACT first” group and 222 in the “ACT after CCT” group. These numbers were used as
the denominators for each cancer stage timing category.
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Table 2. Details of alternative cancer therapies pursued by the timing of the decision to use alternative cancer therapy.

P valueACT after CCTb (N=371), n (%)ACT first (N=278), n (%)Total campaigns (N=649), n (%)Proposed ACTa

.0495 (25.6)92 (33.1)187 (28.8)Special diets

.0578 (21.0)77 (27.7)155 (23.9)Vitamins and minerals

.00358 (15.6)70 (25.2)128 (19.7)Supplements

.4164 (17.3)55 (19.8)119 (18.3)Intravenous infusions

.0348 (12.9)53 (19.1)101 (15.6)Herbs and botanicals

.00326 (7.0)39 (14.0)65 (10.0)Heat/light/sauna

.1430 (8.1)32 (11.5)62 (9.6)Oxygen therapy (hyperbaric, etc)

.0422 (5.9)29 (10.4)51 (7.9)Unknown injections

.7224 (6.5)20 (7.2)44 (6.8)Homeopathy and naturopathy

.3420 (5.4)20 (7.2)40 (6.2)Ozone therapy (topical, intravenous,
intramuscular)

.7321 (5.7)14 (5.0)35 (5.4)Enemas

.2315 (4.0)17 (6.1)32 (4.9)Prayer

.4215 (4.0)15 (5.4)30 (4.6)Yoga or exercise

.0310 (2.7)17 (6.1)27 (4.2)Insulin potentiation therapy

.9014 (3.8)11 (4.0)25 (3.9)Electromagnetic therapiesc

.398 (2.2)9 (3.2)17 (2.6)Massage

.276 (1.6)8 (2.9)14 (2.2)Acupuncture

>.998 (2.2)6 (2.2)14 (2.2)Meditation

.0065 (1.3)14 (5.0)19 (2.9)Other

aACT: alternative cancer therapy.
bCCT: conventional cancer therapy.
cIncludes pulsed electromagnetic frequency therapy, Rife, electrocancer therapy, and galvanotherapy.

Motivational Themes
On examining the stated motivations for pursuing ACT, 4
primary themes (“Dissatisfaction with CCT,” “Compatibility
with belief system,” “Desire for greater personal control,” and
“Perceived efficacy of ACT”) were identified. Subthemes
emerged under “Dissatisfaction with CCT” (“Perceived
inefficacy,” “Adverse effects,” and “Financial concerns”) and
“Compatibility with belief system” (“Natural and holistic
values,” “Unorthodox understanding of cancer and/or therapy,”
“Distrust of medical professionals and hospitals,”
“Religious/spiritual reasons,” and “Distrust of pharmaceutical
companies”). The 4 most common motivational themes were
“Perceived inefficacy” of CCT (n=351, 54.1%), “Adverse
effects” of CCT (n=281, 43.3%), “Natural and holistic values”
(n=237, 36.5%), and “Unorthodox understanding of cancer
and/or therapy” (n=132, 20.3%). Multimedia Appendix 2
provides a summary of all themes and subthemes, exemplary
quotations, and frequencies of campaigns in which these themes
occurred.

Comparison Between the Timing Groups
Most cancer types seen in this study were found to be
significantly more represented among campaigns for
beneficiaries who were seeking ACT after CCT (P<.001) (Table
1). Only beneficiaries reporting head and neck cancers or

esophageal/gastric cancers were more represented among
campaigns that sought ACT first (9.0% vs 2.7% and 5.8% vs
3.2%, respectively; P<.001). All other cancers (breast,
colorectal, lung, brain, ovarian, pancreatic, bone and soft tissue,
and lymphoma) were more common among campaigns that
reported seeking ACT after CCT (P<.001) (Table 1). Cancer
stage was reported in 365 (56.2%) campaigns analyzed. Among
these campaigns, stage IV cancers were significantly more
common in individuals who were seeking ACT after CCT than
ACT first (82.9% vs 73.4%; P=.03), while those reporting stage
I, II, and III cancers were more often seeking ACT first than
ACT after CCT (26.6% vs 17.1%; P=.03) (Table 1).

The campaigns for beneficiaries who pursued ACT as first-line
treatment were significantly more likely to seek the following
8 of 19 classes of ACT modalities identified in this study (Table
2): special diets (33.1% vs 25.6%; P=.04); vitamins and
minerals (27.7% vs 21.0%; P=.05); supplements (25.2% vs
15.6%; P=.003); herbs and botanicals (19.1% vs 12.9%; P=.03);
heat, light, and sauna therapies (14.0% vs 7.0%; P=.003);
unknown injections (10.4% vs 5.9%; P=.04); insulin
potentiation therapy (6.1% vs 2.7%; P=.03); and other therapies,
including electrical therapies such as galvanotherapy and Rife
therapy (5.0% vs 1.3%; P=.006).
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Campaigns for individuals who started with ACT were
significantly more likely to express natural and holistic values
(49.3% vs 27.0%; P<.001), demonstrate an unorthodox
understanding of cancer or cancer treatment (25.5% vs 16.4%;
P=.004), cite their religious or spiritual beliefs (15.1% vs 8.9%;
P=.01), mention distrust of pharmaceutical companies (3.2%
vs 0.5%; P=.01), and make claims about the efficacy of the
chosen ACT (19.1% vs 10.2%; P=.001) (Multimedia Appendix
2). Campaigns for individuals who pursued ACT after CCT
were significantly more likely to perceive CCT to be ineffective
(63.3% vs 41.7%; P<.001) (Multimedia Appendix 2).

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study highlights the diversity of motivations for choosing
to pursue ACT present among a small sample of
English-speaking GoFundMe users. Most individuals featured
in the GoFundMe campaigns had prior experience with CCT
and pursued ACT primarily because of their perception that
CCT was not effective. Not surprisingly, metastatic disease and
concerns about the inefficacy of CCT were both significantly
more common among the same class of campaigns. The limited
treatment options available to these individuals may have
prompted an interest in ACT as a last resort. This may seem
acceptable to maintain hope and preserve patient autonomy;
however, improved communication between physicians and
patients is needed to discuss the physical and financial risks of
unproven treatments. When patients have exhausted all options
for evidence-based therapies, shared decision-making and
coordination with supportive oncology services, palliative care,
and other necessary providers should be prioritized and initiated
early in their care to improve their care experience and maintain
quality of life.

The role that beliefs and values play in guiding the decisions
regarding cancer care can be seen in the campaigns for
individuals in our sample, who chose to pursue ACT as their
first mode of treatment. Campaigns for these individuals were
more likely to express a desire for care that was consistent with
their personal beliefs, particularly a value-based preference for
natural healing. In some campaigns the desire for a more
“natural” therapy was closely tied to an incorrect understanding
of cancer biology, often surrounding the immune system’s
capacity to fight cancer. A total of 132 (20.3%) campaigns cited
pseudoscientific information as the reason for pursuing ACT,
underscoring the impact of medical misinformation, often from
online sources, in persuading individuals to use cancer
treatments that are not evidence-based [23]. Frequently, seeking
natural care was conveyed as a mark of faith. Rather than putting
their confidence in secular science, the beneficiaries stated that
they were manifesting their trust in God’s ability to heal by
refusing CCT. The beliefs that motivated individuals to use
ACT as a first-line therapy commonly drew from multiple
sources, blending in a way that was deeply personal and
grounded in one’s identity and core values.

These results highlight the dilemma faced by medical providers
who strive to respect patient autonomy while encouraging
patients to pursue evidence-based treatment [24]. Despite these

challenges, medical communication research offers some
guidance on facilitating open goal-concordant and
patient-centered care conversations in these situations. A
medical provider’s ability to actively listen, express compassion,
and build a relationship with his or her patients has been shown
to increase trust and counter false medical information [2,25].
Establishing a strong therapeutic alliance may make it easier
for patients who lack trust in mainstream medicine or hold
unorthodox medical beliefs to discuss their concerns more freely
with medical providers.

It remains unclear why certain ACT modalities, such as
supplements and herbal remedies, were more represented among
campaigns seeking ACT first. It is possible that this is a product
of the selection bias generated by gathering information from
English-speaking individuals, most of whom are US residents
with internet access. A larger more diverse sample might have
produced different results. The relative frequency of these
modalities is similar to the findings of previous research using
GoFundMe data. In their 2018 investigation into complementary
and alternative cancer treatment use, Song et al found special
diets, herbal remedies, oral vitamin and mineral supplements,
and vitamin injections to be among the top 10 most frequently
used modalities [19]. The results of this paper, while limited to
alternative cancer treatments, nonetheless also found special
diets, oral vitamins and minerals, supplements, herbal remedies,
and intravenous vitamins to be the most sought-after forms of
ACT. An additional study is warranted to understand why these
therapies are consistently desirable. Furthermore, as research
expands the number of evidence-based options available to
patients, the list of therapies that are considered CCTs will
continue to evolve. It may be valuable to monitor how emerging
therapeutic approaches, including immunotherapy,
nanostructures, and tumor-selective delivery of chemotherapy,
will impact trends in the use of ACT modalities [26,27].

Internet Research Ethics
In conducting this study, we carefully weighed the ethical
considerations of using social media data and took steps to
protect the identity of vulnerable individuals who created
GoFundMe campaigns. In recent years, internet research has
highlighted the importance of protecting the agency and privacy
of online research subjects [28-30]. The descriptive approach
taken in this study yielded insights into medical decision-making
without interacting or providing an intervention with human
subjects [20]. Multimedia Appendix 2 provides examples of
how public, but potentially sensitive, qualitative data can be
presented in a way that preserves both its meaning and the
sources’ privacy [29].

Limitations
This novel approach to conducting research with a particularly
difficult-to-study cancer population provides important
descriptive information about individuals who pursue ACT.
Nevertheless, the study’s findings must be considered in light
of its limitations, primarily the reliance on campaign texts that
were written for the purpose of soliciting financial support for
individuals seeking ACT. Here, we attempted to identify
motivational themes among those using only alternative
therapies. The term “alternative cancer” was used to potentially
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exclude those patients who are using reiki, homeopathy, Gerson
therapy, or other specific therapies with their CCTs, or are
otherwise defined as complementary medicine users. We
acknowledge that in an effort to exclude those receiving
complementary medicines, we may have underascertained some
users of ACTs. However, this term is highly specific and still
resulted in the largest qualitative study, known to date, of
patients receiving alternative medicines for cancer. Information
content was inconsistent across campaigns, and some campaign
descriptions were written by close friends and family rather
than directly by the individuals living with cancer. We felt that
it was still appropriate to include these campaigns authored by
close friends and family because they were often intimately
involved throughout the diagnosis and medical decision-making
process. Additionally, we did not want to exclude campaigns
for patients whose health condition or technological literacy
may have prevented them from independently writing and
organizing their GoFundMe campaigns. Moreover, we
acknowledge the possibility that fraudulent campaigns were
inadvertently included in this study and acknowledge our
dependence on the GoFundMe fraud detection system to
minimize this risk. To mitigate the possibility of including
fraudulent campaigns, we excluded campaigns that did not
include text or information detailed enough to determine the
timing of alternative therapy [21]. Some characteristics of the
data may limit their generalizability. Not all ACT users utilize
crowdfunding, and our data likely excluded individuals with

limited access to the internet, individuals without broad social
networks, and individuals who could afford to self-fund their
treatments. Though the sample size of 649 campaigns is in line
with other studies performed using GoFundMe data, the
inclusion criterion of English language presents a bias toward
an English-speaking US-based population, which limits the
generalizability of these results to a broader population. Finally,
the individuals represented by the campaigns were not contacted,
and thus, the information provided about their treatment and
diagnosis was not verifiable. Notwithstanding these issues, this
research yielded a large amount of data that could serve as a
starting place for future important investigations into larger and
more generalizable populations.

Conclusions
Individuals represented by the GoFundMe campaigns in our
sample chose to pursue ACT at different points in time during
their treatment course, and the sequence of their decisions is
associated with specific clinical profiles and motivations. The
results of this study emphasize the importance of providers
having candid and compassionate discussions with their patients
throughout the course of treatment, starting at diagnosis and
continuing as the disease and treatment progress. Just as
individuals’motivations differed depending on when they chose
to pursue ACT, so too should providers’ responses. By learning
what makes ACT an attractive option, medical providers can
better respond to patients’ beliefs and values, and advocate for
evidence-based treatment.
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Web scraping code.
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Multimedia Appendix 2
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Abstract

Background: Patients with multiple myeloma (MM) have high information needs due to the complexity of the disease and
variety of treatments. Digital voice assistants provide support in daily life and can be a convenient tool that even older patients
can use to access health information. Voice assistants may therefore be useful in providing digital health services to meet the
information needs of patients with MM.

Objective: We aim to describe and report on the development, content, and functionality of the first Amazon Alexa voice
assistant skill for patients with MM in Germany with the goal of empowering and educating patients. Further, we share data on
skill usage and first learnings.

Methods: In a cocreation workshop with MM patient organizations and MM medical experts in Germany, Takeda Oncology
discussed the development and content of the Alexa skill Multiple Myeloma. Patient information on MM disease, diagnostics,
and therapy was presented in a question-and-answer format, reviewed by experts, and programmed into the skill. Additionally,
a search function for finding patient support groups within a perimeter of 200 km around the users and a myeloma quiz functionality
with multiple-choice questions were integrated into the skill. Aggregated retrospective data on the total number of skill installations
and skill usage were retrieved from an Amazon Alexa developer account, and a web-based patient survey was conducted on the
Takeda Oncology website.

Results: The Alexa skill Multiple Myeloma was launched in September 2019. It was available free of charge on the German
Amazon Alexa skill store between September 2019 and March 2022 and could be used with devices featuring the Amazon Alexa
voice assistant. Since the launch in September 2019 and up to July 2021, a total of 141 users have installed the skill. Between
July 2020 and July 2021, a total of 189 skill sessions with 797 utterances were analyzed. The most popular inquiries were searches
for patient support groups near the users (58/797, 7.3%), followed by inquiries about information on MM disease (53/797, 6.6%)
and the quiz (43/797, 5.4%). The web-based survey on voice assistant usage and the feedback on the Alexa skill Multiple Myeloma
were collected from 24 participants and showed that 46% (11/24) of participants would recommend the Alexa skill. Nonusers of
voice assistants (11/24, 46%) stated that data protection concerns (7/11, 64%) and a lack of need (6/11, 55%) were the most
important factors of not using voice assistants.

Conclusions: The Alexa skill Multiple Myeloma offers patient-friendly and expert-reviewed answers and explanations for
medical terms related to MM disease, diagnostics, and therapy, as well as connections to patient support groups and a quiz
functionality. In the future, the skill can be extended with new content and functionalities, such as medication adherence support.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e35500)   doi:10.2196/35500
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Introduction

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a malignant disease that is
characterized by the presence of monoclonal plasma cells in
bone marrow [1]. It is the second most frequent hematologic
malignancy and accounts for 2% of all cancers [2]. As MM is
diagnosed at a median age of 69 years, MM typically affects
older individuals [1]. Despite advances in diagnostics and
treatment that have resulted in the more than doubling of the
median overall survival rate, MM remains largely incurable [3].
Patients frequently survive ≥10 years with the disease but require
repeated treatment courses and ultimately enter a refractory
state. Further, significant morbidity, which limits patients’
quality of life, is related to MM-induced bone damage and
impaired kidney function, anemia, and hypercalcemia, as well
as treatment-related toxicities [1]. The awareness of being
diagnosed with an incurable disease further adds to the heavy
burden on psychological well-being [4].

The complexity of the disease; the plethora of diagnostic and
follow-up tests; and the various treatment options, including
autologous stem cell transplantation, have resulted in a high,
continuous information need in affected patients [5-7].
Receiving a diagnosis of MM and being confronted with
specialized medical terms can be very overwhelming, and
patients, as well as their caregivers, are often unable to address
all of their questions directly to a health care professional when
they occur. In addition, they may also be concerned about asking
“stupid” questions or wasting the time of health care providers
(HCPs). Thus, there is a need for patients and their families to
have easy access to basic and accurate information at the time
they need it and not at their next formal appointment [6,8].
Patient brochures or information on the internet might not be
easily accessible for all patients, trustful sources on the internet
are not easy to select due to the overflow of search engine results
upon information retrieval, and older patients might have
difficulties with reading or using a computer. With regard to
bridging the gap between information needs and easy access to
validated information, voice assistants may play an important
role [9].

The Amazon Alexa voice assistant offers education and support
in daily life and a new opportunity for providing convenient
access to health information that can be delivered in a patient’s
home [10]. The assistant has the potential to reach patient
populations, especially older patients and patients living in rural
areas, who otherwise might not engage with education and
support. Alexa skills are small programs that are similar to apps;
people can use them to obtain validated and expert-reviewed
content instead of searching for such content via search engines.
Alexa skills can be used with devices featuring Amazon Alexa
(eg, Amazon smart speakers or smart televisions [TVs]) or with
any smartphone that has the Amazon Alexa app and the
integrated Alexa voice assistant. In 2019, the United Kingdom’s
National Health Service (NHS) announced a partnership with
Amazon Alexa, which aims to provide reliable health

information from the NHS website through voice-assisted
technology. The partnership claims to be a “world first” and
aims to aid patients, especially older patients and patients with
blindness, who cannot easily search for advice on the internet.
The NHS expects voice-assisted technology to reduce the
pressure on the NHS and HCPs by providing information for
common illnesses [11,12]. In Germany, several health insurance
programs have started to launch Alexa skills. Techniker
Krankenkasse (“TK health insurance”) offers meditation
training, mindfulness training, and relaxation exercises with the
Alexa skill TK Smart Relax [13,14]. Deutsche
Angestellten-Krankenkasse (“DAK health insurance”) offers
exercises for people with dementia via the Alexa skill
Erinnerungs-Coach [15]. The Alexa skill Knappschaft
Babyglück offers weekly information and health advice during
pregnancy [16]. However, although some Alexa health skills
are available, there are none for MM (or oncology) in Germany
yet.

We therefore developed the first Alexa voice assistant skill for
MM in collaboration with patient organizations and HCPs, with
the aim of educating and empowering patients with MM and
their families.

Methods

Ethical Considerations
No application for an ethics review board assessment was
submitted. As the retrieval of Amazon Alexa usage data was
covered by data protection regulations and the data were made
available by Amazon only in aggregated form, no individual
user data were analyzed.

Participants
The participants included Takeda Oncology, MM patient
organizations (Myelom Deutschland e.V., Leukaemiehilfe
Rhein-Main [LHRM] e.V., and Arbeitsgemeinschaft Multiples
Myelom [AMM]-Online), and MM medical experts
(office-based and hospital-based experts).

Procedure
In June 2019, a cocreation workshop with 3 patient organizations
(Myelom Deutschland e.V., LHRM e.V., and AMM-Online)
and MM medical experts was organized by the pharmaceutical
company Takeda Pharma Vertrieb GmbH & Co. KG, Berlin,
Germany, to discuss the development and content of the Alexa
skill Multiple Myeloma. Patient information on MM disease,
diagnostics, and therapy was presented in a question-and-answer
format (Alexa intents), reviewed by experts, and then
programmed into the skill. The Alexa skill is able to answer
questions that vary in terms of wording but have the same intent
as long as it recognizes similar keywords. For example, a user
can ask ”what are myeloma cells” or “what do you know about
plasma cells” and receive the same expert-reviewed answer for
explaining that myeloma cells are abnormal plasma cells. In
alignment with German laws on advertising health-related
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products and services (Heilmittelwerbegesetz) [17], no
information on specific medications was added, and
patient-friendly language was used. Changes in information on
MM disease, diagnostics, and therapy, as well as new
information (eg, MM-related information on COVID-19
pandemic), could be rapidly programmed into the skill as new
intents at any time. Additionally, a search function for finding
patient support groups within a perimeter of 200 km around the
users, which is based on publicly available data from patient
organizations, was integrated in the skill. Further, to enrich
interactivity, an MM quiz functionality with multiple-choice
questions was added. The Alexa skill Multiple Myeloma was
launched in September 2019, and it was available at no cost on
the German Amazon Alexa store between September 2019 and
March 2022. It can be used on different devices, including smart
speakers, smart TVs, and smartphones by using the Amazon
Alexa app with the integrated Alexa voice assistant. The skill
is activated with the easy and intuitive keywords Alexa,
start/open Multiple Myeloma.

Usage Data
Usage data were retrieved retrospectively and in aggregated
form, in accordance with data protection standards, from an
Amazon Alexa developer account. These data included the total
number of skill installations (user enablements) since the skill’s
launch, as well as the number of sessions and inquiries
(utterances) that were conducted from July 1, 2020, through
July 1, 2021, and the topics (intents) that were the most popular
during the same time frame.

Patient Survey
To collect data on users’ first experiences with the Alexa skill,
a web-based patient survey was conducted on the Takeda
Oncology website. The survey consisted of 6 questions regarding
the usage of voice assistants and experiences with the Alexa
skill Multiple Myeloma, which were answered in a
multiple-choice or free-text format. The survey was promoted
by Takeda and via patient organization communication channels.
The results were analyzed by using descriptive statistics in
Microsoft Excel.

Promotion
By performing multichannel promotion via a Google AdWords
campaign, web-based banners, print advertisements, and flyers,
we aimed to reach as many patients as possible. A website with

an educational video on how to use the skill should additionally
empower and motivate patients to use the skill [18].

Results

Skill Features
The Alexa skill Multiple Myeloma was launched in September
2019 to empower and educate patients with MM and their
families by offering easy access to validated information. The
primary features of the skill are answering frequently asked
questions and explaining medical terms related to MM disease,
diagnostics, and therapy based on underlying expert-reviewed
content. The skill currently contains over 30 intents for
answering questions regarding MM disease, diagnostics, and
therapy (Multimedia Appendix 1). With regard to myeloma
disease, questions like “what are myeloma cells” and “what are
typical symptoms” can be answered. Further, the skill answers
questions regarding myeloma diagnosis, such as “how is
myeloma diagnosed” and “what do you know about
cytogenetics,” and questions regarding myeloma therapy, such
as “how is myeloma treated,” ”why are combination therapies
used,” and “what is a stem cell transplantation?” Sample
questions and answers are shown in Figure 1.

A search function for 29 local German support groups for
patients with myeloma was integrated into the skill. This
function searches for patient support groups within the perimeter
of 200 km around the users (eg, “What patient support groups
are near me?”) or in a specific city (eg, “Is there a patient
support group in Berlin?”) based on publicly available data from
patient organizations (Multimedia Appendix 1). The algorithm
of the search function is shown in Figure 2.

An interactive feature—an MM quiz functionality that provides
multiple-choice questions that change on a weekly basis—was
added to the skill. The quiz functionality can be actively started
either by users asking for the quiz or by users waiting until they
are asked if they want to answer the weekly quiz question after
starting the skill. Alexa then provides the questions and 3
possible answers—“a,” “b,” and “c” (Multimedia Appendix 1).
The users choose an answer and receive feedback on the answer.
Thereafter, the skill offers the option for additional educational
information (“Do you want to learn more on this?”). A sample
question is shown in Figure 3. The quiz algorithm is shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 1. Examples of question-and-answer content from the Alexa skill “Multiple Myeloma." The original German content was translated for this
publication.

Figure 2. The algorithm of the search function for finding support groups for patients with multiple myeloma.

Figure 3. Sample question from the quiz in the Alexa skill “Multiple Myeloma”.
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Figure 4. The algorithm of the multiple myeloma quiz functionality.

Usage Data
A total of 141 users (user enablements) have installed the skill
since its launch (September 18, 2019, through July 1, 2021). In
the time frame of the last 12 months (July 1, 2020, through July
1, 2021), a total of 189 skill sessions were retrospectively
analyzed, which included 797 inquiries (utterances), indicating
approximately 4 interactions per session. The most popular skill
topics during this time frame were patient support groups near

the users (58/797, 7.3%), information on MM (53/797, 6.6%),
and the weekly quiz function (43/797, 5.4%). The average user
retention rate in the analyzed time frame (3 users/week)
decreased from 100% at its first use to 18.3% in week 1, 12.9%
in week 2, and 1.3% in week 5. This was expectable, since we
did not provide new content or news each week. Due to the
limited number of total users and sessions in the analyzed time
frame, the available usage data were not suitable for a more
detailed analysis that would allow for useful interpretations.
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The web-based survey on voice assistant usage and the feedback
on the Alexa skill Multiple Myeloma were collected from 24
participants. These were patients and patient representatives
(15/24, 63%), caregivers (6/24, 25%), HCPs (2/24, 8%), and
other types of participants (1/24, 4%). Further, 54% (13/24) of
the survey participants reported the prior usage of voice
assistants (ie, mainly for listening to music or the radio and
searching for information). Nonusers of voice assistants (11/24,
46%) stated that data protection concerns (7/11, 64%) and a
lack of need (6/11, 55%) were the most important factors of not
using voice assistants in general. Additionally, 50% (12/24) of
participants had tested 1 or more functions of the Alexa skill
Multiple Myeloma, and 46% (11/24) of participants would
recommend the Alexa skill.

Discussion

Principal Findings
At MM diagnosis and during the MM disease course, patients
with MM and their families are confronted with a lot of
information and medical terms related to MM disease,
diagnostics, and therapy, generating many questions. Often,
patients and their families are not able to address their questions
to an HCP directly when they occur. Hence, there is a need for
patients and their families to have easy access to accurate,
expert-reviewed information at the time they need it and in
between formal appointments [6,8]. Further, patients with cancer
are more vulnerable to the COVID-19 pandemic, which can
impact their psychological health as well as their access to
clinics [19,20]. As patient brochures or information on the
internet might not be easily accessible for all patients and as
older patients might have difficulties with reading or using a
computer, voice assistants could offer a new opportunity to
patients and their families. The Alexa skill Multiple Myeloma
can be used with different devices, including smart speakers
and smart TVs, and with smartphones by using the Amazon
Alexa app with the integrated Alexa voice assistant. As all
content of the Multiple Myeloma Alexa skill has been reviewed
by cross-functional experts, the information is validated and is
explained in patient-friendly language.

Although many questions can currently be answered by the
skill, the content does not cover all possible questions, leaving
room for future improvement. Furthermore, there are restrictions
on content that pharmaceutical companies provide to patients
based on laws and regulations in Germany; therefore, for
example, no information on medications can be provided. The
data on participants’ first use of the skill, although limited, show
that the most popular skill features are directing patients to local
patient support groups (58/797, 7.3%), followed by information
on MM disease (53/797, 6.6%) and the weekly quiz function
(43/797, 5.4%). The usage data, our patient survey, and personal
feedback from medical experts and patient support groups have
brought to light key challenges in using a medical voice assistant
skill. As the median age of patients with MM at diagnosis is 69
years [1], this patient group may be difficult to reach via digital
advertisement, and there are often technical obstacles that need
to be overcome to install and use voice assistant skills.
Therefore, we have added step-by-step instructions on how to

use the skill for different devices, and our advertisements for
the skill highlight the facts that no smart speaker is needed and
that the skill can also be used with any smartphone that has the
Alexa app. As we have identified data privacy concerns (7/11,
64%) as obstacles that limit more widespread adoption,
especially since it was made public that an Amazon team
listened to Alexa recordings to train its speech recognition and
natural language understanding systems in 2019 [21], we further
educated patients (via our advertisement of the skill) on
questions regarding general data privacy concerns with voice
assistants. We highlighted that users can change the Alexa
privacy settings in the Alexa app if they do not want their voice
recordings to be listened to by Amazon employees to improve
Alexa’s services. Patient support groups suggested offering
training to their local groups to introduce the skill and more
effectively inform the patient populations in need of such a skill.
Ideally, the initial installation and settings (including data
privacy settings) are set up under the supervision of an
experienced user (eg, in the context of patient support groups).
Further limitations include the lack of experience with and use
of voice assistants in daily life.

The speech recognition and interpretation of the questions are
critical to the quality of the answers given by Alexa, even more
so since specialized medical terms are being used. A failure to
correctly understand or interpret the users’ questions was
reported when using the skill. To improve these limitations, the
skill’s content base could be expanded to cover more topics that
are of interest to the users. Also, the addition of further
utterances (wording variations of questions) to the existing
intents would help users easily find their desired content.
Generally, the more frequent use of the Alexa skill could
improve its understanding and interpretation abilities through
Amazon Alexa’s artificial intelligence engine. Further, training
Alexa to respond to a user's voice can also contribute to the
skill’s improvement.

Discussions about the future usage of Alexa skills and voice
assistants for patients with MM among HCPs and patient
organizations indicated that digital assistants and companions
could be useful for promoting and supporting patients’
medication adherence. Proactive daily notifications, which can
possibly be delivered via Alexa skill “routines,” for asking
patients about their well-being, documenting side effects, and
providing medication reminders could be useful additional
features of an extended skill, thereby offering patients a more
holistic “companion” during therapy. Medication adherence
reminder systems for digital home assistants are currently being
evaluated by investigators [22]. Side effects could possibly be
documented in a diary function for patients’ next visit with a
health care professional, and the voice assistant could ask
patients to talk to their physician and offer to make a call if the
algorithm detects side effects that should be looked at
immediately. Functions that provide news on MM advancements
in research and patient care could also be interesting features,
especially if they can be made to adhere to data compliance and
Heilmittelwerbegesetz regulations. Finally, voice assistants
could also be useful in myeloma clinical studies, as they can be
used to collect patient-reported outcomes via voice commands
to make data collection easier and more comfortable for patients.
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Conclusions
The Alexa skill Multiple Myeloma answers frequently asked

questions, explains medical terms, identifies nearby patient
support groups, and includes a quiz with the goal of educating
and empowering patients with MM.
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Abstract

Background: Self-monitoring of physical activity (PA) using an accelerometer is a promising intervention to stimulate PA after
hospital discharge.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the feasibility of PA self-monitoring after discharge in patients who have undergone
gastrointestinal or lung cancer surgery.

Methods: A mixed methods study was conducted in which 41 patients with cancer scheduled for lobectomy, esophageal
resection, or hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy were included. Preoperatively, patients received an ankle-worn
accelerometer and the corresponding mobile health app to familiarize themselves with its use. The use was continued for up to
6 weeks after surgery. Feasibility criteria related to the study procedures, the System Usability Scale, and user experiences were
established. In addition, 6 patients were selected to participate in semistructured interviews.

Results: The percentage of patients willing to participate in the study (68/90, 76%) and the final participation rate (57/90, 63%)
were considered good. The retention rate was acceptable (41/57, 72%), whereas the rate of missing accelerometer data was
relatively high (31%). The mean System Usability Scale score was good (77.3). Interviewed patients mentioned that the
accelerometer and app were easy to use, motivated them to be more physically active, and provided postdischarge support. The
technical shortcomings and comfort of the ankle straps should be improved.

Conclusions: Self-monitoring of PA after discharge appears to be feasible based on good system usability and predominantly
positive user experiences in patients with cancer after lobectomy, esophageal resection, or hyperthermic intraperitoneal
chemotherapy. Solving technical problems and improving the comfort of the ankle strap may reduce the number of dropouts and
missing data in clinical use and follow-up studies.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e35694)   doi:10.2196/35694
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Introduction

Surgery is an essential curative treatment option for patients
diagnosed with gastrointestinal or lung cancer; however, it has
a major impact on daily functioning and quality of life [1-3].
Most patients experience incomplete or delayed recovery of
physical functioning after major thoracic or abdominal surgery
[2-4].

During hospitalization, stimulation of physical activity (PA)
has been shown to enhance the recovery of physical functioning
[2,4-6], reduce the postoperative risk of readmission, and shorten
the length of hospital stay [7,8]. Therefore, PA promotion is
integrated into Enhanced Recovery After Surgery (ERAS)
programs [9]. The aim of ERAS programs is to reduce
postoperative complications and improve postoperative
recovery. However, ERAS programs are mainly limited to the
period of hospitalization, whereas encouraging PA after hospital
discharge is also important for improving functional recovery
[10,11].

In their own environments, increasing PA levels and resuming
daily activities can be challenging for patients. They may
experience barriers such as physical symptoms, insecurity, lack
of motivation, or social support in doing so [12]. The use of
body-worn accelerometers can support patients in resuming
their daily activities after cancer surgery [10,13]. Such devices
enable self-monitoring of and feedback on PAs by quantifying
the frequency and intensity of human movement [14].

Adequate use of accelerometers for PA self-monitoring is an
important prerequisite for its potential positive effect on
functional recovery. Several studies have shown the feasibility
of PA self-monitoring in patients who have undergone major
(oncological) surgery, each using a different device [15,16].
Qualitative data on experiences with PA self-monitoring in
these patients are largely unknown [17], and these experiences
may add to the knowledge about potential barriers to the use of
this technology and may help resolve them [18].

Therefore, this study aimed to collect both quantitative and
qualitative data to investigate the feasibility of self-monitoring
of PA using accelerometers after hospital discharge in patients
with cancer who have undergone gastrointestinal or lung cancer
surgery.

Methods

Ethics Approval
The study was approved by the medical research ethics
committee of the Amsterdam University Medical Centers,

location Vrije Universiteit Medical Center (registration number
2018/112). All patients provided written informed consent.

Study Design
A feasibility study with a mixed methods design was performed
between April 2019 and April 2020 in patients with
gastrointestinal or lung cancer scheduled for surgery. The formal
sample size was not calculated. Instead, a convenience sample
with a 1-year inclusion period was chosen. Self-monitoring of
PA after hospital discharge was evaluated using a questionnaire
and interviews conducted in April 2020, and the study
procedures were evaluated using administrative data during the
course of the study.

Participants
The inclusion criteria were adult patients with gastrointestinal
or lung cancer who were invited for preoperative physiotherapy
screening between April 2019 and April 2020 at the outpatient
clinic of our tertiary teaching hospital (Amsterdam University
Medical Center, location Vrije Universiteit Medical Center),
which included patients scheduled for a lobectomy, esophageal
resection, or hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy
(HIPEC). Exclusion criteria were <7 days between inclusion
and surgery, emergency procedures, patients who are
nonambulatory, and no access to or not able to use a smartphone
or tablet.

Intervention
Potentially eligible patients were informed about the study by
the treating physiotherapist during the preoperative consultation.
Patients who were willing and eligible to participate received
the Physical Activity Monitor (PAM) AM400 3-axis
accelerometer (Pam BV Doorwerth) and were given access to
the corresponding smartphone app called Atris (Peercode BV,
Geldermalsen; Figures 1 and 2). The PAM was selected for this
study as (1) the PAM AM400 was found to be a suitable
movement sensor to validly measure activity minutes [19]; (2)
the battery of the PAM lasts for approximately 1 year,
eliminating the need for patients to recharge the device; (3) the
data of the PAM can be synced directly to a web-based
application, enabling remote monitoring by clinicians; and (4)
the PAM can be worn around the ankle and is waterproof to
allow 24/7 wearing. The PAM measures PA continuously and
provides the total PA every 15 minutes. With the Atris app,
patients were able to self-monitor their daily PA levels and
received feedback on the number of active minutes per day.
Patients were able to set personal activity goals in the app by
themselves.
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Figure 1. The Physical Activity Monitor.

Figure 2. Atris app.

All patients received the usual pre- and postoperative
physiotherapy care. During the standard preoperative
consultation, potential risk factors (eg, smoking or sedentary
lifestyle) for delayed postoperative recovery were identified,
leading to personalized advice for improving preoperative
physical fitness. In addition, the patients were given instructions
about the PAM and Atris app. The physiotherapist informed the
patient that the app provided insights into the recovery of PA
and advised them to use the app to resume their daily activities
after surgery. Patients were asked to start wearing the PAM 24
hours a day in a strap around the ankle for at least 7 days before
surgery to familiarize themselves with its use.

During hospitalization, patients received standard physiotherapy
consultations and were stimulated to mobilize according to a
daily mobilization goal following the ERAS protocol [20]. In
addition, the physiotherapist guided the patients in using the
PAM and Atris app.

Personalized rehabilitation recommendations were provided at
discharge. If indicated by the physiotherapist, the patients were
advised to continue physiotherapy in primary care after

discharge. For this study, the patients were asked to wear the
PAM 24 hours a day for 6 weeks. A period of 6 weeks was
chosen as it was expected that patients would be able to gain
sufficient experience using the PAM and Atris app to assess
feasibility. A hospital physiotherapist provided insights into the
activity levels of the patient on the corresponding web
application and monitored the activity data of the patients
weekly. In case the activity levels decreased or no data were
available, the physiotherapist contacted the patient. In the case
of technical problems, the physiotherapist helped resolve them
if possible. In cases where patients had problems resuming their
PA level by themselves, the physiotherapist advised them to
contact a physiotherapist in primary care. The patients also had
the opportunity to contact the physiotherapist themselves.

Outcome Measures

Study Procedures
Patients who were willing to participate (out of potentially
eligible patients invited to the study), those who ultimately
participated, and those who completed the study were recorded
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and described as percentages. Furthermore, the amount, type,
and reasons for missing PAM data were identified. For
exploration purposes, the PAM data were described as the
number of active minutes per day (24 hours) from 1 week before
surgery (baseline) to 6 weeks after surgery.

System Usability
System usability was assessed using the Dutch translation of
the System Usability Scale (SUS). The SUS contains 10
statements about efficiency, learnability, and satisfaction and
has been validated to assess the usability of electronic systems
[21]. Patients can indicate the degree of agreement with each
statement on a 5-point Likert scale. The total SUS score ranges
from 0 to 100, with a score of ≥70 considered good. The patients
received an email in April 2020 to complete the questionnaire
on a secured web-based system (Castor Electronic Data
Capture).

User Experiences
In addition to the SUS, the patients received 13 additional
questions about the acceptability, satisfaction, and added value
of the PAM and Atris app that was experienced (see Multimedia
Appendix 1 for the questionnaire). In addition, the user

experiences of the patients were assessed using semistructured
qualitative interviews (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for the topic
list). The responses to the SUS and additional questions were
used as supplemental topics to the topic list. All patients were
asked if they were willing to participate in the interviews. There
were 2 groups, patients who did and patients who did not
experience additional value. Of both groups, 3 patients were
randomly selected for the interview. Interviews were conducted
by VvV and MEdL via telephone and recorded using a voice
recorder. Interviews were transcribed verbatim.

Descriptive Data
Demographic and clinical data were collected retrospectively
from electronic medical records.

Feasibility Criteria
To evaluate the feasibility of self-monitoring of PA using the
PAM and Atris app, we set feasibility criteria a priori based on
cutoff points described in previous studies (Textbox 1) [21-25].

To better understand the feasibility, additional qualitative data
on acceptability, satisfaction, and experienced additional value
were collected to explore user experiences.

Textbox 1. Feasibility criteria based on cutoff points described in previous studies.

Willingness to participate

• Percentage of invited, potentially eligible, patients who were willing to participate in the study; a percentage of >70% was considered feasible

Participation rate

• Percentage of willing and eligible patients who intended to participate in the study; a percentage of >60% was considered feasible

Retention rate

• Percentage of included patients who completed the study (ie, these patients did not explicitly indicate their decision to stop); a retention rate of
80% was considered feasible

Data collection

• Percentage of missing Physical Activity Monitor data was determined to investigate whether physical activity data collection using the Physical
Activity Monitor was feasible; complete data in at least 70% of all participants were considered feasible

System usability

• Measured with the System Usability Scale; a score of ≥70 was considered good

Data Analysis
SPSS (version 26; IBM Corp) was used for quantitative data
analysis. Study population characteristics were presented
descriptively as mean (SD), median (IQR), and percentage.
Quantitative data were analyzed descriptively. The study
procedures were presented as percentages. PAM data were
considered missing if they were not available for ≥3 days in a
given week. The available PAM data are presented as the median
(IQR) of the total active minutes per day of each week and as
a percentage of the preoperative PA baseline level. The mean
(SD) SUS was calculated using the method described in the
study by Brooke [21]. Additional questions about user
experience are presented as percentages.

The research software ATLAS.ti (version 8) was used for
qualitative analysis. Qualitative data analysis was performed

following the steps of thematic analysis by 2 researchers (MvdL
and MB) [26]. The interviews were read several times to
familiarize with the data. Data were open coded line by line to
segment them into the initial codes. Axial coding was used to
define the definitive codes. Definitive codes were classified and
described under different themes [26].

Results

Overview
A total of 90 potentially eligible patients were invited to
participate between April 2019 and April 2020, of whom 68
(76%) were willing to participate. After the final eligibility
check, of the 90 patients, 57 (63%) were included in the study,
resulting in a participation rate of 63%. The retention rate was
72% (41/57); 28% (16/57) of patients dropped out during the
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study, of whom 44% (7/16) were related to the intervention.
The reasons for nonparticipation, exclusion, and dropout are
presented in the flowchart (Figure 3). Ultimately, 41 patients
were included in the analysis. The median age of the patients
in this study was 68 (IQR 60-73) years, and 58% (25/41) were
male. The most common types of surgery were lobectomy
(23/41, 56%) and HIPEC (10/41, 24%). The median length of
hospital stay was 7 (IQR 6-11) days. Other relevant demographic
and clinical data are presented in Table 1.

Approximately, 31% of the PAM data were missing. Missing
value analysis suggested that the data were missing at random,

as missing data increased during the time blocks of the
postoperative phase. The amount of missing data increased
during the 6 postoperative weeks: 27% of the PAM data were
missing in the first postoperative week and 44% in the sixth
postoperative week. Figure 4 shows an overview of the reasons
for the missing data. The most common reasons for missing
data were technical problems or withdrawal of wearing the
PAM. Table 2 shows the median preoperative and postoperative
PA levels in minutes per day and the median percentage of
recovery in PA compared with the preoperative levels.

Figure 3. Flow of participants through the study. PA: physical activity.
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Table 1. Patient characteristics (N=41).

ResultsVariable

Patient characteristics

25 (58)Sex (male), n (%)

68 (60-73)Age (years), median (IQR)

26.1 (4.2)BMI, mean (SD)

Smoke status, n (%)

5 (12)Current

24 (59)Past

12 (29)Never

Primary diagnosis, n (%)

1 (2)Rectum cancer

21 (51)Lung cancer

8 (20)Esophagus cancer

8 (20)Peritonitis carcinomatosa

2 (5)Schwannoma

1 (2)Thymoma

Tumor stage, n (%)

7 (17)1

8 (20)2

6 (15)3

18 (44)4

2 (5)Schwannoma

Comorbidities (ASAa score), n (%)

3 (7)Grade I

27 (66)Grade II

10 (24)Grade III

1 (2)Grade IV

Type of treatment before surgery, n (%)

3 (7)Neoadjuvant chemotherapy

9 (22)Neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy

1 (2)Neoadjuvant immunotherapy

1 (2)Neoadjuvant hormone therapy

15 (37)Sports ≥1 time per week, n (%)

1 (2)Missing

Perioperative characteristics

Type of surgery, n (%)

23 (56)Lobectomy

7 (17)Esophagus resection

10 (24)HIPECb procedure

1 (2)Schwannoma resection

Surgical approach, n (%)

6 (15)Video-assisted thoracic surgery
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ResultsVariable

35 (85)Open surgery

Type of treatment after surgery, n (%)

2 (5)Adjuvant chemoradiotherapy

3 (7)Adjuvant chemotherapy

1 (2)Adjuvant radiotherapy

1 (2)Adjuvant hormonotherapy

7 (6-11)Length of stay (days), median (IQR)

Complications (Clavien Dindo score), n (%)

26 (63)Grade I

5 (12)Grade II

2 (5)Grade IIIa

5 (12)Grade IIIb

3 (7)Grade IVa

5 (12)Hospital readmission, n (%)

200 (128-336)Duration of operation (minutes), median (IQR)

aASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists.
bHIPEC: hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy.

Figure 4. Reasons for missing data. PAM: Physical Activity Monitor.
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Table 2. Median PAa (minutes per week) and percentage of PA compared with preoperative levels of PA (N=41)b.

6 weeks5 weeks4 weeks3 weeks2 weeks1 weekcPreoperativePA level

PA (minutes)

139 (81-184)118.5 (80-196.5)108 (78.3-170.5)96 (68.5-171.5)87 (54-138.5)51 (26-82)172 (114-213)Values, median
(IQR)

27 (66)28 (68)28 (68)29 (71)29 (71)30 (73)38 (93)Values, n (%)

PA compared with preoperative level of PA (%)

80.3 (57.6-99.7)78.0 (49.6-101.9)67.2 (52.1-93.5)65.0 (44.9-84.3)55.7 (34.1-77.0)29.4 (17.9-47.4)N/AdValues, median
(IQR)

25 (61)25 (61)25 (61)26 (63)27 (66)29 (71)N/AValues, n (%)

aPA: physical activity.
bPA at baseline (preoperative; time point 0) and 1 to 6 weeks postoperative (time point 1 to time point 6).
cAfter surgery.
dN/A: not applicable.

Feasibility

Overview
The results of the feasibility criteria are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Summary of results of feasibility criteria.

ConclusionsResultsTargetsFeasibility criteria

Study procedures

Feasible76% of the invited patients were willing to participatePercentage of willing patients
>70%

Willingness to partic-
ipate

FeasibleThe participation rate was 63%Participation rate >60%Participation rate

Marginally feasibleThe number of dropouts during the study was 16; this resulted in
a retention rate of 72%

A retention rate of >80%Retention rate

Not feasibleApproximately 31% of the PA data were missing; the number of
complete cases was 9, and 8 cases had <10% missing data

Complete outcome data of PAa

in at least 70% of all participants
at follow-up

Data collection

System usability

FeasibleMean 79.6 (SD 24.2)SUSb score ≥70Efficiency

FeasibleMean 74.0 (SD 27.5)SUS score ≥70Learnability

FeasibleMean 75.0 (SD 25.2)SUS score ≥70Satisfaction

User experience

FeasibleWearing the PAMc was acceptable, patients were largely positive
about the PAM and Atris app, and most patients experienced an
added value; technical problems and the comfort of the ankle strap
need to be improved

Qualitative data about acceptabil-
ity, satisfaction, and experienced
added value

Study patients

aPA: physical activity.
bSUS: System Usability Score.
cPAM: Physical Activity Monitor.

SUS and Additional Questions
Of the 41 patients, the SUS and additional questionnaires were
sent to 39 (95%) patients (n=2, 5% of patients died before April
2020). The mean number of weeks between the end of the
self-monitoring period and receiving the questionnaire was 21.6
(SD 17.0). Approximately 85% (33/39) of patients responded
to the questionnaire, of whom 5% (2/39) did not complete the

entire questionnaire. System usability was feasible, with a mean
SUS score of 77.3 (SD 20.7). Of all responding patients, 75%
would recommend other patients to use the PAM and Atris app
after surgery. Most patients (84%) indicated that they wore the
PAM all day during the study period. The reasons for not
wearing the PAM were poor comfort with the ankle strap or
technical problems (eg, connection problems between the PAM
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and app). The other outcomes of the questionnaire are presented
in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Interviews

Overview
Of the 39 patients, 8 (21%) patients did not respond to the
interview invitation, and 4 (10%) were unwilling to participate

in additional interviews. Of the remaining 27 patients who were
willing to participate, 8 (30%) patients did not, and 19 (70%)
patients found that the use of the PAM and Atris app added
value. Approximately 15% (6/39) of patients were selected. The
characteristics of the interviewed patients are shown in Table
4. The results are described by themes in the following
paragraphs and supported by quotes (Table 5). The code tree is
shown in Figure 5.

Table 4. Characteristics of interviewed patients.

SUSb scoreMissing data (%)Length of hospital stay
(days)

ASAaType of surgeryAge (years)GenderInterviewee
number

7069.4 (reason unknown)111HIPECc (open)69Male1

9063.3 (PAMe lost)32Lobectomy

(VATSd)

61Female2

850112Lobectomy
(VATS)

66Male3

97.534 (connection lost between
PAM and smartphone)

42Lobectomy
(VATS)

77Male4

67.534.7 (no connection between
PAM and smartphone)

72Lobectomy (open)56Male5

92.526.5 (low battery)52Lobectomy (open)73Male6

aASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists.
bSUS: System Usability Scale.
cHIPEC: hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy.
dVATS: video-assisted thoracic surgery.
ePAM: Physical Activity Monitor.
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Table 5. Quotations of interviewed participants.

Interviewed

participant number

CodeQuotation

User adherence

2Comfort of the ankle strap“By the way, that bracelet was awful. Especially the closure. You have to invest a bit
more in that. I don’t know much else to improve. It weights nothing. You even forget
it once in a while.” (quote 1)

6Comfort of the ankle strap“Every morning and during the day I had to put the bracelet back on again, because it
would be loose for a while, but that wasn’t that bad...I don’t have any complaints about
it, that bracelet is a simple but good solution for wearing the sensor.” (quote 2)

4Technical problems“In the beginning I had some trouble with updating. The connection wasn’t always
good. I have a certain brand of phone and apparently it doesn’t work as well as other
phones. Later I did a new update and then it worked better. I also had some contact with
the VUmc about this.” (quote 3)

5Technical problems“It didn’t work well at all times. Then I called for a new battery. Then it worked again.”
(quote 4)

5Technical problems“And again about the technical problems. That really frustrated me. I called with the
VUmc for help. They could often improve it remotely and the new battery helped in
the end.” (quote 5)

2Easy to use“I found the use of the app very friendly. Very easy, absolutely not unnecessarily com-
plicated.” (quote 6)

6Easy to use“It was a new experience for me. But I had no problems at all with it. It all went well.”
(quote 7)

6No privacy concerns“I have not thought for a moment of not using it because of my privacy. Only my active
minutes were registered and I did not see any reason not to use it.” (quote 8)

Experienced added value

2Provided insights into recovery“I thought it was a phenominal item...You keep track of your active minutes in the app
during the day. I do not use cell phones very often, because I am 63 years old, but this
was a very nice challenge.” (quote 9)

6Provided insights into recovery“I found it a nice application, I watched it every day.” (quote 10)

5Provided support“It had really became part of my lifestyle. When I went to sleep I took it off and put it
on the bedside table. Before I took a shower I put it o, so every active minute would
count. I had the feeling that the health professionals from the Vumc did everything they
could, so I wanted to do that myself. This device helped me a lot with that.” (quote 11)

3Provided insights into recovery“Well if we look at the operation, especially my recovery, then it’s very important to
me that I have insight in and influence on my recovery. That you are able to see if you’re
making progress. When I just started I was 30 minutes active per day and at the end I
was 4 to 5 hours active. It is very nice and important to have that insight.” (quote 12)

5Motivating effect“Well it worked really stimulating for me. Making movement goals gives direction in
the rehabilitation proces. You can work towards that. It has really helped me and that’s
why I would recommend it to others.” (quote 13)

3Motivating effect“You feel more co-responsible. Well then it’s nice that you can show you are dowing
well and that you try your best.” (quote 14)

2Provided support“It’s an addition to you health and life. It makes rehabilitation a little easier and more
challenging. It focuses more on recovery than on your problems.” (quote 15)

5Provided support“It’s all very frightening and scary. What is going to happen? Will I wake up after the
operation? Can I still do the same as I did? There is a lot going through you head and
it’s pretty scary, to be honest. At that moment, health profesionnals and such a motion
sensor around you ankle helps enormously. You get feedback and it gives you something
to hold on to.” (quote 16)

4Suitability“I think it is a very good remedy. Only for myself it had not been necessary. For someone
who has more difficulty with being active this is a completely different story. Then it
can be a very nice support. If I speak for myself, it was just that I was curious about
how much I walked that day.” (quote 17)

6Suitability“I already moved a lot: I go to the gym twice a week and I also walk a lot and cycle a
bit. Therefore, the PAM wasn’t the reason I started being more active. But it was nice
to see how active I was during the day.” (quote 18)
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Interviewed

participant number

CodeQuotation

Requirements

1Need for more support“I would like to get a signal if I don’t show good or abnormal activity behavior. Starting
a conversation. That’s also possible by telephone. I don’t necessarily have to come to
the VUmc more often. But such a conversation would be very nice.” (quote 19)

2Need for more support“A sort of alarm or stimulating message. I think that also helps in creating awareness.
People need to become aware of their activity behavior. A message when things are not
going that well can help with that. It triggers you to think about it.” (quote 20)

4Additional needs“I would like to get some more information as well. So besides the activity data. For
example, about the heartrate and blood pressure. But anyway, it might also be difficult
to integrate that into one application.” (quote 21)

5Additional needs“Activity data should be more clearly displayed. Now you have a graph, but the activity
data is only presented per day. You actually want to be able to see data and differences
during the day. For example my difference in activity between an evening shift and day
shift at work. I would have found that interesting to be able to see.” (quote 22)

5Additional needs“I think it might work better if the goals are better tailored to the person.” (quote 22)

Figure 5. Code tree.

User Adherence
Topics that may have had a negative impact on user adherence
included problems experienced with the ankle straps and
technical problems. All the interviewed patients experienced
problems with the closure of the strap. They mentioned
occasional loosening of the strap, as the closure did not function
properly (quote 1; Table 5). Despite this problem, wearing the
bracelet was an obstacle for none of the patients (quote 2; Table
5). In total, 67% (4/6) of patients mentioned technical problems;
sometimes the connection between the sensor and the app did
not work, disabling the update of the activity data (quote 3;
Table 5). Of these 4 patients, 2 (50%) received a new sensor as
the battery was depleted prematurely (quote 4; Table 5). One
of the participants mentioned that the technical problems were
frustrating (quote 5; Table 5).

Topics that may have had a positive effect on user adherence
were ease of use of the Atris app (quotes 6 and 7; Table 5) and
absence of privacy concerns (quote 8; Table 5).

Experienced Added Value
Most of the interviewed patients were positive about the use of
the PAM and Atris app (quotes 9 and 10; Table 5). One of the
participants mentioned that the use of the PAM had become a
part of his lifestyle (quote 11; Table 5). All patients experienced
having more insight into their recovery with the use of the PAM
and Atris app as they were able to see if they were making
progress (quote 12; Table 5). In addition, they mentioned that
the PAM and Atris app had a motivating effect. They stimulated
them to be more physically active as they were able to set goals
and they felt more coresponsible for their recovery (quotes 13
and 14; Table 5). Moreover, patients experienced the PAM and
Atris app as support during their recovery process. They
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mentioned that they provided more focus on recovery and
provided something to hold on to (quotes 15 and 16; Table 5).

Approximately 33% (2/6) of patients did not experience
additional values but were positive about the concept. They
mentioned that they were already motivated to be physically
active regardless of the PAM. They thought it would be more
suitable for patients who needed more motivation to be
physically active (quotes 17 and 18; Table 5).

Requirements
Overall, 67% (4/6) of patients highlighted the need for more
support. They mentioned that it would be of additional value if
they received messages or calls in situations of insufficient or
abnormal activity behavior (quote 19; Table 5). Moreover, 33%
(2/6) of patients also mentioned that motivational messages
might serve as additional incentives (quote 20, Table 5).
Additional requirements mentioned by 4 patients were the
possibility to add additional measurements of data, such as heart
rate or blood pressure (quote 21; Table 5). In addition, 33%
(2/6) of patients wanted to gain more insight into the activity
pattern during the day (quote 22; Table 5); 33% (2/6) of patients
highlighted the need for more personalization (quote 23; Table
5).

Discussion

Principal Findings
Self-monitoring of PA after discharge appears to be feasible
based on good system usability and predominantly positive user
experiences in patients with cancer after lobectomy, esophageal
resection, or HIPEC. These findings are consistent with those
of other studies [15-17,22]. Wu et al [15] found good feasibility
of self-monitoring using a wrist-worn accelerometer and an app
in patients after gastric cancer surgery. Low et al [17] reported
good usability of a real-time mobile technology–based sedentary
behavior intervention for patients with abdominal cancer in the
perioperative period using a smartwatch. However, feasibility
was considered moderate in that study as adherence to wearing
the smartwatch decreased significantly from before to after the
surgery. In our study, adherence also seemed to decrease based
on an increase in missing data during the intervention period.
Solving technical problems and improving the comfort of the
ankle strap may reduce the number of dropouts and missing
data in clinical use and follow-up studies. In addition, improving
self-efficacy and self-motivation and engaging in more social
support could enhance user adherence, as suggested in a
systematic review of predictors of adherence in home-based
physical rehabilitation [27].

The system usability of the PAM and Atris app is similar to that
of devices used in other studies [17,25]. Jonker et al [25]
reported good system usability (mean SUS 73.1) for a
wrist-worn activity tracker and mobile app in older adult patients
after oncological surgery. In a study by Low et al [17], the
system usability of a Fitbit smartwatch with an accompanying
smartphone app during the perioperative period in patients
scheduled for abdominal cancer surgery was also found to be
good (mean SUS 83.8). The qualitative data, in addition to the
quantitative data, provided insights into the facilitators of and

barriers to the use of the Atris app and PAM. The user
experiences were largely positive. The interviewed patients
mentioned that the PAM and Atris app were easy to use,
motivated them to be more physically active, and provided
support after discharge. However, most of the patients
recommended the design of a more comfortable ankle strap,
and some were annoyed about technical problems. Only a few
patients did not experience the added value of the PAM and
Atris app as, in their opinion, they were already sufficiently
active and, therefore, did not feel the need for additional support.
In contrast, some other patients indicated the need for more
support, such as through occasional telephone contact with a
physiotherapist or motivational messages. Therefore, the
tailoring of interventions to individual needs and preferences
should be considered.

In this study, we explored the course of recovery in PA in the
first 6 weeks after surgery. These results may be supportive in
clinical practice to gain more objective insights into patient
recovery and identify which patients may need more support
in improving their PA levels. We found that most (19/25, 76%)
of our study population did not return to baseline PA levels 6
weeks after surgery, although these results should be interpreted
with caution, given the relatively large amount of missing PA
data. In previous observational pilot studies using objective PA
data after (cancer) surgery, most patients did not reach
preoperative PA levels even at 3 months after surgery [28,29].
Similarly, a study using questionnaires to investigate the course
of recovery in physical functioning 6 and 12 weeks after lung
cancer surgery showed that patients were still recovering
between 6 and 12 weeks after surgery [4]. The patients in our
study underwent major surgeries, including HIPEC and major
lung resections. These procedures are both associated with
prolonged functional recovery compared with less invasive
procedures such as minimally invasive segmental colectomies
or video-assisted small lung resections. Therefore, it is suggested
that for most of these patients, the period of supportive care to
improve PA should be >6 weeks after surgery. However, to
increase user adherence for longer-term use, the previously
mentioned improvements to the ankle bracelet and resolution
of technical problems are necessary. In addition, to better
understand all dimensions of user adherence, an in-depth
analysis of adherence to ambulant monitoring in this patient
population should be performed, taking into account the 5
dimensions of adherence as described by the World Health
Organization [30].

By conducting this feasibility study, barriers and enablers were
identified for the use of the PAM and Atris app after hospital
discharge in patients after cancer surgery. However, proper
technical functioning and comfort in wearing are important
prerequisites for all activity trackers. Moreover, the enablers
found in our study, for example, that it motivates patients to be
more physically active and that it provides more insight into
PA recovery, are also generalizable to other activity trackers.
The cost-effectiveness and effectiveness of interventions using
PA self-monitoring during cancer treatment is largely unknown,
and the conduct of randomized clinical trials is warranted [31].
In addition, not all patients seem to require the same amount of
postoperative support. Further research should take into account
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the risk of functional decline after surgery, as well as the needs
and preferences of individual patients.

Limitations
This study had some limitations. First, this feasibility study was
conducted in a single hospital setting. In addition, not all
diagnoses within gastrointestinal and lung cancer surgery were
represented in our study population as preoperative
physiotherapy screening was not part of the care pathway for
all patients in our hospital. Therefore, the results of this study
cannot be generalized to other diagnoses. Second, all patients
were contacted to ask whether they were willing to participate
in an interview after PA data collection had already ended.
However, some patients did not respond or were unwilling to
participate in the interviews. This could have caused a selection
bias. To reduce selection bias among the patients interviewed,
they were selected based on whether they perceived the PAM
and Atris app as adding value. However, the selected
interviewees had a somewhat higher mean SUS score than that
of the entire study population (83.8 vs 77.3). Thus, this approach
probably did not sufficiently eliminate the selection bias. To
gain a full understanding of feasibility, future studies should
also interview nonparticipants. In addition, data saturation may
not have been achieved as the interviews were conducted in a

small and partly selective sample. Third, for some patients, there
was a period of several months between the end of the
self-monitoring period and the completion of the questionnaires
(and interviews), which may have led to recall bias. Finally, as
the study was conducted in the usual care setting, the
perioperative instructions from the physiotherapist were not
strictly followed as per protocol, which hindered reproducibility.
Our research group is currently working on a protocol to guide
physiotherapists in using this intervention.

Conclusions
The results of our study showed good system usability and
predominantly positive user experiences in patients with cancer
after lobectomy, esophageal resection, or HIPEC. Most patients
mentioned that the PAM and Atris app motivated them to be
more physically active after discharge. The retention rate and
amount of missing data need to be improved in follow-up
studies. Solving technical problems and improving the comfort
of ankle straps may enhance user adherence, thereby reducing
the number of dropouts and missing data. Randomized clinical
trials should be conducted to investigate whether interventions
using accelerometers indeed improve the recovery of PA and
physical functioning after surgery in this population.
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Abstract

Background: Online health communities (OHCs) provide patients and survivors of ovarian cancer (OvCa) and their caregivers
with help beyond traditional support channels, such as health care providers and clinicians. OvCa OHCs promote connections
and exchanges of information among users with similar experiences. Users often exchange information, which leads to the sharing
of resources in the form of web links. Although OHCs are important platforms for health management, concerns exist regarding
the quality and relevance of shared resources. Previous studies have examined different aspects of resource-sharing behaviors,
such as the purpose of sharing, the type of shared resources, and peer user reactions to shared resources in OHCs to evaluate
resource exchange scenarios. However, there is a paucity of research examining whether resource-sharing behaviors can ultimately
determine the relevance of shared resources.

Objective: This study aimed to examine the association between OHC resource-sharing behaviors and the relevance of shared
resources. We analyzed three aspects of resource-sharing behaviors: types of shared resources, purposes of sharing resources,
and OHC users’ reactions to shared resources.

Methods: Using a retrospective design, data were extracted from the National Ovarian Cancer Coalition discussion forum. The
relevance of a resource was classified into three levels: relevant, partially relevant, and not relevant. Resource-sharing behaviors
were identified through manual content analysis. A significance test was performed to determine the association between resource
relevance and resource-sharing behaviors.

Results: Approximately 48.3% (85/176) of the shared resources were identified as relevant, 29.5% (52/176) as partially relevant,

and 22.2% (39/176) as irrelevant. The study established a significant association between the types of shared resources (χ2
18=33.2;

P<.001) and resource relevance (through chi-square tests of independence). Among the types of shared resources, health consumer
materials such as health news (P<.001) and health organizations (P=.02) exhibited significantly more relevant resources. Patient
educational materials (P<.001) and patient-generated resources (P=.01) were more significantly associated with partially relevant
and irrelevant resources, respectively. Expert health materials, including academic literature, were only shared a few times but

had significantly (P<.001) more relevant resources. A significant association (χ2
10=22.9; P<.001) was also established between

the purpose of resource sharing and overall resource relevance. Resources shared with the purpose of providing additional readings
(P=.01) and pointing to resources (P=.03) had significantly more relevant resources, whereas subjects for discussion and staying
connected did not include any relevant shared resources.
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Conclusions: The associations found between resource-sharing behaviors and the relevance of these resources can help in
collecting relevant resources, along with the corresponding information needs from OvCa OHCs, on a large scale through
automation. The results from this study can be leveraged to prioritize the resources required by survivors of OvCa and their
caregivers, as well as to automate the search for relevant shared resources in OvCa OHCs.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e33110)   doi:10.2196/33110

KEYWORDS

online health community; resource sharing; link sharing; topical relevance; information seeking; ovarian cancer; user behavior
modeling

Introduction

Background and Motivation
Ovarian cancer (OvCa) affects approximately 22,000 women
per year in the United States [1-3] with a 70% recurrence rate
[4]. Survivors of OvCa are individuals diagnosed with cancer
irrespective of their state of disease [5]. They typically receive
intensive oncological treatment, which has adverse effects on
their quality of life [6-10]. Both survivors of OvCa and their
caregivers require support and have various information needs
throughout the course of OvCa [11,12]. Health care providers
try to address their common information needs through
standardized patient and caregiver educational materials;
however, these materials may lack information to address both
survivors’and their caregivers’unique and dynamic information
needs [13,14].

To meet their unique information needs, a growing number of
survivors of OvCa and their caregivers generally seek support
from online health communities (OHCs) on a regular basis.
OHCs enable these individuals to connect and exchange
information with other individuals with similar experiences
[15-18]. OHCs specific to gynecological cancer also provide a
platform where women with OvCa can freely share their
experiences and feel a strong sense of belonging [19]. Owing
to their powerful communal nature, OHCs could offer survivors
of OvCa and their caregivers an opportunity to exchange
information individualized to their needs. This exchange of
information often leads to resource sharing among users in the
form of web links [17,18]. The resources shared among OHC
users can serve as educational materials that address their unique
information needs. These shared resources can potentially
benefit survivors and caregivers by helping them acquire
knowledge about different aspects of the disease, including but
not limited to treatment, diagnosis, and disease management.

Despite the benefits of shared resources, some important
questions arise, given that OHC users are health consumers and
might not be health experts: which resources shared by the OHC
peers are relevant to the information needs of survivors of OvCa
and their caregivers, and what aspects of resource sharing can
help us determine resource relevance? Previous research
examined health literacy in OHCs and revealed that most of the
content is generated by users with underdeveloped skills in
validating information sources and navigating the internet [20].
Therefore, users need help in finding the relevant resources
generated or shared in OHCs [21]. Motivated by this, the
objective of this study is to examine the connections between
users’ resource-sharing behaviors and the relevance of shared

resources. The outcomes can help future research locate relevant
resources that are helpful in educating survivors and caregivers
on OvCa OHCs. This study is part of an ongoing project, Health
e-Librarian with Personalized Recommender (HELPeR), which
aims to recommend personalized, relevant information resources
to survivors of OvCa and their caregivers (HELPeR study
1R01LM013038-01A1). The ultimate goal of HELPeR is to
improve the quality of user-focused recommendations in all
aspects of OvCa care.

Most previous studies examined resource sharing in OHCs
[22,23], although little attention has been paid to understanding
if these resources are relevant to user information needs. Few
studies have examined the quality and relevance of
user-generated data on OHCs [24-27]; however, these studies
are based on the content of the user post and do not address the
quality of shared resources. This study fills this gap by exploring
the relevance of the shared resources. This study extends
previous studies by determining the relevance of shared
resources and post content. Examining the relevance of resources
will reveal what resources can help fulfill the information needs
of survivors of OvCa and caregivers. Resource relevance has
multiple dimensions, including topical relevance, readability,
trustworthiness, timeliness, and clinical validity [28,29]. This
paper considers topical relevance, which defines whether the
content addresses the information needed [28]. A resource is
relevant if its content addresses the information needed by the
user; otherwise, the resource is irrelevant. In the rest of the
paper, the words relevance and topical relevance are used
interchangeably.

User behavior has been substantially explored in the context of
search engines and recommender systems [30-33]. For example,
users’seeking behaviors are examined to improve search quality
by determining the relevance of a search result against users’
information needs [30,31,34]. User behavior can help provide
2 types of user feedback. Explicit feedback is where users
themselves provide feedback about the relevance of an item
(eg, liking a search result). On the other hand, implicit feedback
is obtained without user intervention (eg, by tracking the dwell
time on a search result page). Recently, user behavior has also
been used in web-based community research [24,35]. Wanas et
al [24] used web-based community–specific user behaviors,
including the presence of quotations in a post (implicit) and the
number of replies to a post (implicit), along with other features
to train a post quality scoring algorithm. Explicit feedback,
including post likes [35], and implicit feedback, including
participant reputation [36], were also used to determine the
relevant posts in a thread in a social media forum. Differing
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from previous studies, this study explores resource-sharing
behaviors pertaining to OHC users to determine shared resource
relevance. In OHCs, resource-sharing behaviors are examined
to determine how OHC members engage with shared resources
[22,23]. Zhang and Sun [22] examined the purpose of resource
sharing in a web-based diabetes forum to reveal the support that
shared resources provide. Nathan et al [23] studied the types of
resources shared in an OHC and OHC users’ like reaction on
WebMD threads [37] to reveal the types of resources trusted
by OHC users. Although resource-sharing behaviors have been
studied in OHCs, there is no study on whether these
resource-sharing behaviors can determine the relevance of
shared resources. Given the dearth of research in this area, the
purpose of this study is to examine (1) the relevance of resource
sharing on an OvCa OHC and (2) users’ resource-sharing
behaviors associated with shared resource relevance in an OvCa
OHC. Examining both resource relevance and resource-sharing
behaviors provides insights into which user behaviors are
associated with relevant and irrelevant resources.

Objectives
Figure 1 provides the overall description of our study design.
This study was a descriptive analysis of the OvCa OHC threads.

Three aspects of resource-sharing behaviors were considered:
type of resource shared, purposes of sharing a resource, and
OHC users’ like reactions to the resource shared. Types of
shared resources and the purpose of sharing resources provide
implicit user feedback, as they do not explicitly reveal users’
interests or likes on a resource. An OHC user’s like reaction on
the shared resource provides explicit user feedback, where the
user explicitly reveals their interest in the shared resource. This
study investigates the following three research questions (RQs)
to explore resource relevance along with resource-sharing
behaviors:

• RQ1: what is the relationship between the type of resources
shared and the relevance of these resources in an OvCa
OHC?

• RQ2: what is the relationship between the purpose of
sharing resources and the relevance of these resources in
an OvCa OHC?

• RQ3: what is the relationship between OHC users’ reactions
to comments on the shared link and the relevance of these
resources in an OvCa OHC?

Figure 1. Workflow of the study. NOCC: National Ovarian Cancer Coalition.

Methods

The study was performed on the National Ovarian Cancer
Coalition (NOCC) forum. To address the RQs, we first
determined the relevance of the shared resources and later used
different resource-sharing behaviors to calculate their association
with relevance using a chi-square test.

Data Source and Collection
For OvCa OHC data, we relied on NOCC [38]. NOCC is a
subcommunity of the Cancer Connect Community [39], which
brings together survivors of OvCa and caregivers. NOCC users
start threads in seeking information, receiving a second opinion,

sharing experience, and receiving emotional support, whereas
other participants provide support by replying to these threads
in the form of comments. Forum users also express gratitude
toward posts and comments using the like button. The NOCC
is a patient-oriented community in which moderators are also
survivors of OvCa or caregivers. We selected the NOCC because
of its two unique properties:

1. It is an OvCa-specific community, which is a rare cancer
with less exposure or awareness among general survivors
of cancer and caregivers.

2. OvCa is a women-only cancer; therefore, the platform
allows for the free exchange of information and resources
with other individuals with similar experiences, where OHC
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users have developed a sense of community and connection
[19].

NOCC is not a public community; therefore, we obtained
permission from the institutional review board to collect and
analyze the forum content. We collected data available from
June 2010 to December 2020. Each thread comprises an initial
post and replies to comments. For each thread, the following
information was recorded: the title of the thread, initial post
content, poster’s name, all comments on the post, comment

users’ names, number of likes on comments, number of likes
on posts, users who liked, time of posts, and time of comments.
Figure 2 shows an example of a NOCC thread and its different
components. The actual content of the post was removed to
better show the basic structure of the thread and ensure patient
privacy. Each thread is initiated by a NOCC user, which includes
the title of the thread and an initial post. The initial post is
followed by comments and replies from the forum users.
Comments or reply posts are where the resources are shared in
response to the information needed in the initial post.

Figure 2. A typical National Ovarian Cancer Coalition thread component, which includes the thread poster, title of thread, initial post, reply posts, and
like button. The actual content of the thread was removed for privacy of National Ovarian Cancer Coalition users. The purpose of this figure is to provide
readers with a basic understanding of communication patterns on this forum.

The data for analysis were deidentified to remove participant
information from the initial posts and all comments. From the
909 threads, we selected 105 (11.6%) threads for this study, as
explained below:

1. First, we filtered posts containing advertisements from
health organizations. These threads included advertisements
such as survey enrollment, product advertisements, and
monthly updates from the NOCC moderator.

2. Then, of the 909 threads, 495 (54.5%) threads were selected
in which the initial post contained a question. For simplicity,
in the following sections, we would refer to this data set of
105 threads as NOCC question threads.

3. From the 495 selected threads, we further examined 105
(21.2%) threads where users shared resources (URLs) in
their reply comments.

4. Links were extracted from 105 threads using regular
expressions [23]. We found 176 links shared among these
105 threads.

5. For our final data set, we assembled 176 post–comment
pairs, where each post had a question, and each comment
contained a shared link. Thereafter, we will call this data
set with 176 post–comment pairs the NOCC shared resource
(NOCC-RS) data set.

Manual content analysis was performed on NOCC-RS to
annotate relevance, types of resources, and purpose of sharing
resources (Figure 1). Each annotation procedure was performed
separately to ensure that one annotation did not influence the
other. To report the quality of each annotation, we calculated
the interrater reliability score using Cohen κ [40]. Cohen κ
(equation 1) is a widely accepted measure for ensuring the
quality of annotator agreement and is more robust than
calculating percentage agreement [40]. A percentage agreement
of ≥0.85 [41] and a Cohen κ coefficient of ≥0.5 [42] are
acceptable quality for annotations. As a result, an acceptable κ
measure was obtained:
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Here, αo is the probability of an item receiving the same code
from both annotators, and αc is the probability of agreement
occurring by chance. N is the total number of items for
annotation, and nli is the number of times an annotator i
predicted label l.

All annotators met every week to decide the coding schema for
each annotation, discuss disagreements on overlapping samples,
and calculate the κ score. In the following sections, each
annotation process is discussed in detail, along with the coding
schema.

Resource Relevance Annotation
To assess the relevance of each resource shared for the
corresponding information needed (ie, the question in the initial

post), we developed a coding scheme that classified the
resources into three categories: relevant, partially relevant, and
irrelevant. For each resource, annotators, VH and YC, first
checked the initial post that contained the question and then
read the comment post that contained the link. Relevance was
judged based on the topical relevance between the link and the
question asked in the corresponding thread. The study engaged
two domain experts to accomplish this task: VH was a nurse,
and YC was a researcher focused on the needs of survivors of
OvCa and caregivers. Initially, the annotators started with a
binary coding scheme: relevant and irrelevant. Later, after
discussion among annotators, they found that there were many
resources that did not provide the original information needed
by the user but were still helpful to the user. Thus, although
partially relevant resources did not answer the question, they
were either usable for users, given their information needs, or
helpful to the user to reach the relevant resource. This resulted
in the 3 categories described in Textbox 1. Textbox 2 provides
examples of all 3 categories from the NOCC forum post. The
interrater agreement between the 2 annotators is Cohen κ=0.65,
calculated on 39.8% (70/176) data overlap, with a substantial
agreement of 81%.

Textbox 1. The classification scheme for resource relevancy with description and corresponding example.

Code and description (all relevance annotations were based on topical relevance)

• Irrelevant

• The information provided through the resource does not address the corresponding question asked.

• Partially relevant

• The information provided through the resource does not provide a direct answer to the corresponding question but can either provide some
related information to find relevant information or is useful to the user.

• Relevant

• The information provided through the resource directly addresses the corresponding question and provides an answer to the corresponding
question.

Textbox 2. Example posts (some information is removed for anonymization).

Initial post with a question

• “I was diagnosed with ovarian stage 3c—background information—My doctor wants to add Avastin to my next 3 rounds of chemo. I am worried
about adding it because of all the side effects I already had a reaction to the carbo once and that was very bad. Do you know anything about the
side effects of Avastin?”

Relevance and comments with a shared resource

• Relevant resource: “Avastin definitely plays a major role in both treatment and maintenance therapy for a number of cancers. About Avastin;
news.cancerconnect.com/treatment-care/answers-to-faq-s-about-avastin/”

• Partially relevant resource: “Hi XXX, treatment decision-making can be so difficult. Good for you for looking at all your options. Have you had
a second opinion at another large cancer center? Asking your doctors about the risks and benefits of each treatment option is important. The
NCCN patient guidelines for ovarian cancer might also be a helpful resource for you (www.nccn.org/patients/guidelines/ovarian/index.html).
Hope this helps and keep us posted!”

• Irrelevant: “If you want to discuss this more and want to connect, please connect to my blog: http://xxx.blogspot.com”

Resource Type Annotation
To answer RQ1, the shared resources were categorized. Each
resource was categorized based on the domain and content of

the links. For domain name–based categorization, we relied on
the top-level domain (TLD) of the URL, as in the study by
Nathan et al [23]. Domain names are designed to represent
websites distributed among various hosts and network systems,
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with a string of characters usually separated by dots as their
structure. The TLD is the last part of the domain name of US
websites. If a domain name is outside the United States, its TLD
is the second to last part of the URL. From the TLD, one can
determine the entity, administrator, and intended use of a website
[43]. For example, the TLD of ncbi.nlm.nih.gov is .gov,
indicating that the website belongs to a governmental entity,
and that of ovarian.org is .org, indicating that it is an
organization website. This study adopted 6 TLDs, including
.com, .edu, .org, .net, .io, and .gov.

To move beyond simple domain name–based analysis, we
manually examined each link and classified the shared resources
into content-focused categories. Initially, two coders (KT and

YC) separately coded the links using the coding scheme
mentioned in [44], which is specifically used for the
classification of health domain webpages during the consumer
search process. During the subsequent debriefing, the discussion
among coders about disagreements led to the refinement of the
original categories. Two new categories were
introduced—nonhealth articles and patient educational
resources—which were missing from the previous study. Table
1 provides the final 10 types used to classify resources. It is
assumed that the links belonging to each category have similar
types of content and are for similar consumers. The
interannotator agreement between 2 annotators was Cohen
κ=0.8, calculated on 19.3% (34/176) data overlap.

Table 1. Coding scheme for resource types with description and corresponding example.

Example domainsDescriptionCode

A link containing focused information about one specific health topic with content
written for health consumers in mind; this could include health articles, health expert
blogs, and health topic information websites

Health articles • Cancer.net [45]
• Med-Health.com [46]

A webpage presenting health news; this could include news about findings in research,
treatment results, and updates on medications and clinical trials

Health news • CancerConnectNews [39]
• Medicalexpress [47]

Resources provided by government and cancer organizations, including patient guide-
lines, factsheets, and patient booklets

Patient educational re-
source

• Cancer.gov [48]
• NCCN.org [49]

Research articles and clinical trial articlesAcademic literature • NCBI.gov [50]
• Eurekalert.org [51]

A link containing user discussions and posts on web-based communities, question an-
swering forums, and social networking sites

Web-based social
groups

• NOCC.ovarian.org [52]
• CSN.Cancer.org [53]
• Facebook [54]

A link referring to the home page of a health organization, medical school, nonprofit
institute, or government website

Health organizations • Ovarian.org [38]
• Dana-Farber.org [55]

Patient- or caregiver-generated personal websites and blogsPatient blogs • xxx.blogspot.com

Online shopping sites and product promotion/advertisement web pagese-Commerce • Omiana [56]
• 100percentpure [57]

Links to video contentVideos • YouTube [58]

Shared content outside of the health domainNonhealth articles • Lawfirm [59]
• Wikipedia [60]

Resource Purpose Annotation
The purpose of a link refers to the role the link serves in a post
[22]. Zhang et al [22] unveiled the relationship between the type
of forum user (frequent vs occasional contributors) and the
purpose of their link-sharing behavior. The coders started with
the coding schema of Zhang et al [22], which defined six roles
of links shared in the initial posts: providing additional reading,
supporting arguments, subjects for discussion, recommendations
for peers, the source of a post, and asking for help. As coding
proceeded, we removed two categories that we considered
inapplicable to the link-sharing purpose in the comments
(recommendation for peers and asking for help), and we added
two new categories: pointing to resources and staying connected.

The coding scheme includes providing additional readings,
supporting arguments, subjects for discussion, pointing to
resources, and staying connected. Table 2 presents the final
definition of each purpose and an example comment with a
URL link.

Resource purpose annotation was performed independently of
resource relevance annotation and only by reading the comment
and ignoring the initial post. Two coders independently
annotated the role of the shared link with a 34.1% (60/176)
overlap of comments between them. The final agreement after
the second round of annotation was 93%, with Cohen κ=0.88,
which indicates a substantial agreement. After addressing all
the disagreements between the 2 coders, KT proceeded to code
all the remaining comments.
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Table 2. Coding scheme for link-sharing purposes with description and corresponding example.

Example (anonymized or rephrased)DescriptionCode

“Olaparib is a PARP inhibitor. Are you platinum-sensitive and do you have a
BRCA mutation? If you do olaparib works well. Here is a great article

www.targetedonc.com/publications/targeted-therapies-cancer/2017/2017-au-
gust/the-current-status-of-parp-inhibitors-in-ovarian-cancer”

The information provided through the
link provides reading materials to an-
swer the corresponding questions.

Providing additional
readings

“SOOOOOOOOOOOOOO much interesting data in here—stuff we will benefit
from! Yeehaw!

news.mit.edu/search?keyword=Koch+Cancer+Center”

The information provided through the
link does not provide a direct answer
to the corresponding question but can
provide some related information to
search for relevant information or is
useful to the user; for example, link to
generic OvCa information, OvCa re-
source listing, and clinical trial search
engine.

Pointing to resources

“Yes, the PARP drugs seem to show promise with platinum resistance as well.
news.cancerconnect.com/zejula-in-combination-with-keytruda-appears-promising-
in-patients-with-platinum-resistant-refractory-ovarian-cancer/

Best

XXX”

The information provided in the com-
ment directly addresses the users’ infor-
mation needs, whereas the link acts as
evidence to support the facts mentioned
in the comment.

Supporting argument

“It is good to hear about another MMMT survivor. There seem to be so few of
us because it is such an aggressive cancer cell. If you would like to connect with
me more, I am at XXX@gmail.com (personal email), or XXXblogspot.com
(personal blog).

XXX, thank you for your kind wishes.”

The link is provided for the advertise-
ment of a personal blog, providing an
email address, or connecting to an ex-
isting ovarian group.

Staying connected

“What do you know about CART- T Immunotherapy?

cancerresearch.org/immunotherapy/cancer-types/ovarian-cancer”

“The link content is the topic that the
replier wants to discuss.”

Subject for discussion

User Reaction to Shared Resources
OHC websites usually provide ways for users to provide
feedback (liking, disliking, and helpfulness) on posts and
comments. NOCC offers its users a like button that can be used
to display gratitude and other positive feelings about a post or
comment. In modern recommender systems, signs of user
appreciation such as thumbs-up and likes are signs of item
relevance for the user and form the main source of knowledge
for recommendations [32]. The motivation for RQ3 was to
reassess this assumption in the context of an OHC and determine
whether like reactions of OHC users on comments that contained
shared resources could be used as a sign of relevance to
cross-recommend liked resources and to serve as a gold standard
for resource relevance studies. The like reactions were explored
in two ways: first, like reaction from the user who asked the
question in the initial post and second, like reactions from all
peers on NOCC. Our hypothesis is that as the resource is shared
for the information needed from the thread initiator, the like
from this user might be a good indicator of the relevance of a
resource.

Ethical Approval
NOCC is not a public community; therefore, we obtained
permission from the institutional review board to collect and
analyze the forum content. Ethical approval for the study was
granted in June 2021 by the Institutional Review Board of
University of Pittsburgh (STUDY21050190). The institutional
review board determined that the proposed activity is not
research involving human subjects as defined by Department

of Health and Human Services and Food and Drug
Administration regulations.

Results

Overview
We obtained all threads from a period of 10 years from the
NOCC, which is a well-known site for patients with OvCa.
OvCa is a rare cancer; therefore, the NOCC had 909 threads
from a period of 10 years of data collection. Furthermore, from
the 909 threads, we obtained 105 (11.6%) threads with an
information need (NOCC question threads), where 176 links
were shared in the comments. These 176 shared links, along
with the initial posts and comments with links, formed our
NOCC-RS data set.

In the following sections, first, the statistics on resource
relevance are presented, followed by a discussion of the
association between resource relevance and resource-sharing
behaviors.

Resource Relevance
There were 85 relevant, 52 partially relevant, and 39 irrelevant
resources. The relevance distribution indicates that 48.3%
(85/176) of all shared links lead to resources that are relevant
to the needs expressed in the original post. Furthermore, we
observed that out of 105 threads, only 53 (50.5%) were answered
by sharing at least one relevant resource. Of the remaining 52
posts, 48 (92%) obtained no relevant resources but ≥1 partially
relevant resource. Finally, 3.8% (4/105) of posts did not receive
any relevant or partially relevant resources in response.
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Resource Type

Resource Type Based on TLD
The most frequent TLD was .com, which covers 56.3% (51/176)
of all shared resources (eg, cancerconnect.com, youtube.com,
and xxx.blogspot.com), followed by .org (eg, nccn.org,
ovarian.org, and dana-farber.org), .gov (eg, cancer.gov,
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, and nccih.nih.gov), .edu (eg, harvard.edu,
mit.edu, and vcu.edu), .io (eg, mavendoctors.io), and .net (eg,
med-health.net and cancer.net). We merged the remaining 2

TLDs together, which were .me and .nz, and were shared only
once. Table 3 provides details on the number of links shared in
each TLD and percentage of relevant resources.

To answer RQ1, we examined the association between TLDs
and the relevance of a resource. The chi-square test of
independence was performed on two categorical variables: TLDs
(.com, .gov, .org, .edu, .io, and .net) and relevance (relevant,
partially relevant, and irrelevant). The results indicated no

association between TLD and relevance (χ2
12=19.2; P=.10).

Table 3. Top-level domain (TLD)-based distribution of shared resources and percentage of relevant resources (N=176 links).

Irrelevant resources (n=39), n (%)Partially relevant resources (n=52), n (%)Relevant resources (n=85), n (%)Links, n (%)TLD

22 (56.4)27 (51.9)50 (58.8)99 (56.3).com

9 (23.1)16 (30.8)20 (23.5)45 (25.6).org

2 (5.1)5 (9.6)9 (10.6)16 (9.1).gov

4 (10.3)2 (3.8)2 (2.4)8 (4.5).edu

0 (0)1 (1.9)2 (2.4)3 (1.7).io

1 (2.6)0 (0)2 (2.4)3 (1.7).net

1 (2.6)1 (1.9)0 (0)2 (1.1)Other

Resource Type Based on Content
Table 4 provides the distribution of resources based on content
type, whereas Table 1 shows an example of each resource type.
Health news and health articles were the topmost shared types
of resources and together accounted for 42% (74/176) of the
links shared. These types were closely followed by health
organizations and patient educational resources. The videos
were shared in approximately 4.5% (8/176) of cases and
included discussions by health experts (OncLive TV [61]),
patient experiences, and other emotional support videos

(relaxing music). NOCC peers also shared health organizations’
websites to fulfill information needs related to physician listings,
funding institutes, and nearby nonprofit organizations.
Web-based social groups were shared most of the time to point
to similar previous discussions in the same OHC or another
OHC. NOCC users shared their own blogs and their life journeys
with their peers. Patient blogs were shared so that other OHC
users could contact them, whereas commerce websites were
used to share organic cosmetic products or clothing for patients
with cancer.

Table 4. Resource type-based distribution of shared resources and percentage of relevant resources (N=176 links).

Irrelevant resources (n=39), n
(%)

Partially relevant resources (n=52), n
(%)

Relevant resources (n=85), n
(%)Links, n (%)Resource type

3 (7.7)12 (23.1)23 (27.1)38 (21.6)Health news

5 (12.8)11 (21.2)20 (23.5)36 (20.5)Health articles

3 (7.7)6 (11.5)12 (14.1)21 (11.9)Health organizations

6 (15.4)6 (11.5)8 (9.4)20 (11.4)Web-based social groups

2 (5.1)11 (21.2)5 (5.9)18 (10.2)Patient resources

5 (12.8)1 (1.9)6 (7.1)12 (6.8)E-commerce

1 (2.6)2 (3.8)8 (9.4)11 (6.3)Academic literature

4 (10.3)3 (5.8)2 (2.4)9 (5.1)Patient blogs

8 (20.5)0 (0)0 (0)8 (4.5)Video

2 (5.1)0 (0)1 (1.2)3 (1.7)Nonhealth articles

To answer RQ1, the distribution of resource relevance was
checked for each resource type. Table 4 provides details of the
distribution of these resources. Table 4 shows that most of the
relevant resources came from health news and articles, followed
by health organizations. It was also interesting that the fraction
of relevant resources within the category was the highest for

shared academic articles. To answer RQ1, we performed a
chi-square test of independence between resource relevance and
resource types. We found a significant association between

resource relevance and resource type (χ2
18=33.2; P<.001).

Furthermore, we applied the chi-square test of goodness of fit
for each resource type. The results indicated that health news
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(χ2
2=22.4; P<.001), health organizations (χ2

2=6.0; P=.02),

patient educational materials (χ2
2=7.0; P<.001), and academic

articles (χ2
2=7.8; P=.01) were not equally distributed among

relevant, nonrelevant, and partially relevant resources.

Resource Purpose
Table 5 shows the distribution of the purposes of resource
sharing. Most of the resources were shared to provide additional
readings and point to resources. A much smaller proportion of
the resources was shared to provide supporting arguments and
subjects for discussion and to stay connected. Figure 3 shows
the distribution of resource types in each of the purposes of
sharing resources. It can be observed that providing additional
readings can be achieved by sharing every resource type except
videos. NOCC users found most of the additional readings from
health articles and health news. Pointing to resources came
mostly from health organizations. Academic literature was
mostly shared to provide additional reading and supporting
arguments.

Table 5 shows the percentage distribution of relevance for each
sharing purpose. It was observed that supporting arguments
resulted in the highest percentage of relevant documents,
followed by providing additional readings and pointing to
resources. No relevant documents were found in the roles of
staying connected and subjects for discussion. The category of
staying connected had some partially relevant documents; these
were the cases when the initial post users’ information needs
indicated an interest in connecting with patients and caregivers
with similar experiences. The chi-square test of independence
between resource relevance and resource-sharing purposes
showed a significant association between both variables

(χ2
8=21.1; P<.001). Furthermore, we applied the chi-square test

of goodness of fit for each resource type. Providing additional

readings (χ2
2=22.9; P=.01) and pointing to resources (χ2

2=7.7;
P=.03) were not equally distributed among relevant, nonrelevant,
and partially relevant resources. This indicates that these
behaviors can be used to differentiate relevant and irrelevant
documents.

Table 5. Purpose-based distribution of shared resources and percentage of relevant resources (N=176 links).

Irrelevant resources (n=39), n
(%)

Partially relevant resources (n=52),
n (%)

Relevant resources (n=85), n
(%)Links, n (%)Purpose of shared resource

15 (38.5)26 (50)43 (50.6)84 (47.7)Providing additional readings

14 (35.9)21 (40.4)32 (36.8)67 (37.6)Pointing to resources

1 (2.6)2 (3.8)10 (11.5)13 (7.3)Supporting argument

6 (15.4)0 (0)0 (0)6 (3.4)Subject for discussion

3 (7.7)3 (5.8)0 (0)6 (3.4)Staying connected

Figure 3. Number of different types of shared resources within each purpose.

User Reaction to Shared Resources

Overview
In this section, we examine the like reactions of the forum users
to a post in the thread and its connection to the information

value of the post. This analysis is important to assess whether
the number of likes from the community could be considered
as a sign of a post’s value so that posts with many likes could
be promoted and recommended as valuable. Table 6 arranges
the like statistics for different groups of posts in order of general
increase of their value. We considered comments with links and
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comments to a post started by a question as potentially more
valuable than average comments, as a link could provide
valuable information, and a comment to a question is likely to
contain a valuable answer. Comments with both properties
(posted in response to a question and has a link) should be more
valuable than comments with only one of these properties. To
examine these most valuable comments in more detail, we
selected 105 threads where a question was asked in initial posts

and links were shared in comment posts. In Table 6, these
threads are referred to as filtered threads. Arguably, the peak
value is reached in comments within the threads that have links
that are judged to be relevant to the question by the annotators.
It should be noted that just the fact that a post has a link and is
posted in response to a question does not assure that the link is
relevant: only approximately 48.3% (85/176) of these links are
relevant.

Table 6. Details of OHCa user reactions on comments with shared resourcesb.

Likes on commentsNumber of
comments

Number of
threads

RelevanceComments

Users who started the
thread, n/N (%)

All NOCCc users

Likes, mean (SD)Values, n (%)

283/14,814 (1.9)2.95 (2.41)11,853 (80.01)14,814909—dAll comments (909 threads)

8/487 (1.6)2.34 (2.01)374 (76.83)487187—Comments with links

119/6063 (2)2.55 (2.47)4382 (72.27)6063435—Comments in NOCC-QTe

7/176 (2.8)1.47 (1.69)110 (63.21)176105—Comments in NOCC-RSf

2/39 (2.9)0.98 (1.31)23 (58.82)3921IrrelevantComments in NOCC-RS

1/52 (1.8)1.41 (1.86)27 (52.83)5237Partially relevantComments in NOCC-RS

3/85 (3.5)1.74 (1.71)60 (70.93)8557RelevantComments in NOCC-RS

aOHC: online health community.
bFiltered threads are 105 threads considered in this study where a question is asked in initial posts and links are shared in comments posts.
cNOCC: National Ovarian Cancer Coalition.
dNot available.
eNOCC-QT: National Ovarian Cancer Coalition question threads.
fNOCC-RS: National Ovarian Cancer Coalition shared resource.

Reaction From Thread Initiator
We started by examining the like reactions from the user who
started the thread with a question, as shown in the last column
of Table 6. As the data show, the assumption that the likes of
the target user (who wants an answer) reflect the value of the
post is correct: the fraction of liked posts increases as we go
down the table. The assumption that the target user will have a
stronger like reaction to relevant documents shared in response
to the original post is generally correct. The proportion of target
user likes for any response to a question (119/6063, 2.04%) is
higher than the number of their likes of an arbitrary post
(283/14,814, 1.91%). The proportion of likes for a response to
a question with links is even higher (7/176, 2.8%), and the
proportion of likes on responses with relevant links (3/85, 4%)
is the highest overall, approximately twice as high as an average
post with a resource link (8/487, 1.6%). Unfortunately, even
for relevant links, the proportion of cases in which the post
initiator likes a comment to their post is very low. Although
these likes follow the expected trend, their low proportion makes
it impractical to use the like behavior of the target user as a
source of data to distinguish and recommend relevant
documents. To examine whether the like behavior is associated
with the relevance of a shared resource, we performed a
nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test (H test). The H test was
selected as the data were not normally distributed, and the H

test was performed to compare likes by thread initiators on
filtered threads. Although the percentage of likes was higher
for comments with relevant resources, there was no significant
difference (H=0.073; P=.70) between likes on comments with
shared links and comments with shared relevant links.

Reaction From the Community
If we consider the whole community (ie, the like reaction of all
forum users), the coverage of comments with likes remarkably
increases. Although only 1.91% (283/14,814) of all comments
were liked by the originating user, 80.01% (909/14,814) of
comments received at least one like from the whole community,
with 2.95 likes per comment on average. However, the
connection between the likes and the information value of the
post surprisingly goes in the opposite direction. Although the
proportion of likes from the target user increases as we go down
the table to more valuable posts, the proportion of community
likes decreases. Instead of increasing the likeability of a post,
adding a link decreases the community likeability of a post to
76.8% (187/487; mean 2.34, SD 2.01 likes). This trend is even
more pronounced in filtered threads that start with a question,
where likeability falls from 72.27% (435/6063; mean 2.55, SD
2.47) to 63.2% (105/176; mean 1.47, SD 1.69) for replies with
a link. This trend breaks only at the very end of the table:
answers with relevant links (57/85, 71%; mean 1.94 likes) were
still slightly more likable than average answers with links but
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were still less likable than an average reply to a post with a
question (436/6063, 72.27%; mean 2.55). This interesting data
indicate that the liking behavior of the originating user is
different from the liking behavior of the whole community. We
hypothesized that the likes of the target user were driven mostly
by appreciation of the information and its relevance, whereas
the likes of the community are driven more by compassion and
acknowledgment of the effort to answer. In this situation, posts
with links, which require more cognitive effort to consume
before acknowledging, receive a lower share of likes, even if
these posts look relevant. Unfortunately, this observation also
means that community liking behavior cannot be considered a
reliable indicator of a post’s value. An H test on likes from the
community on comments with filtered threads further revealed
that there was no significant difference (H=2.1; P=.10) between
likes on comments with shared links and likes on comments
with relevant shared links.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Survivors of OvCa and caregivers increasingly rely on OHCs
for informational support [15,16]. Survivors of OvCa and
caregivers can exchange information individualized to their
needs on OvCa OHCs [15-18]. As a result of this information
exchange, users often share resources through web links [17,18].
Survivors of OvCa and caregivers might not be health experts
[62]; thus, it is vital to know if the resources shared on OvCa
OHCs are relevant to their information needs. Research has
examined resource sharing in OHCs in the past; however, there
is a paucity of studies that look at the relevance of such
resources. This study fills this gap by examining the relevance
of shared resources on an OvCa OHC forum and extends prior
research [22,23] by examining the association of resource
relevance with different aspects of resource-sharing behavior.
An in-depth understanding of resource-sharing behaviors
associated with resource relevance can help find informative
resources shared in OHCs. As expected, this study found that
only half of all the shared resources were relevant to information
needs. An analysis of different aspects of resource-sharing
behavior suggests that resource behavior, including the purpose
of sharing a resource and the type of resource, can be a reliable
indicator of relevant shared resources, whereas explicit feedback
of OHC users on a shared resource was not a reliable indicator
of resource relevance.

Resource Relevance
The results show that OvCa OHC peers can provide relevant
resources related to the information needs of OvCa OHC users
only half the time. This result does not indicate that users’
information needs from the initial post were not met. Rather,
the results indicate that OvCa OHC users, who are survivors of
OvCa and their caregivers (health care consumers who most of
the time are not health care experts), might not be as efficient
as we expected in finding relevant resources. For example, the
user asks about the side effects of specific chemotherapy
(altretamine), but the resource shared is pointing to the National
Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines [63], which contain
general side effects from any chemotherapy but not specific to

altretamine. In addition, from the shared resources,
approximately 29.5% (52/176) of time the resources shared
were partially relevant, which indicates that OvCa OHC users’
information needs are sometimes individualized and not
addressed by generalized OvCa resources, such as patient
education materials. This insight provides motivation for
building a health resource recommender system that would
individualize resources based on patients’ information needs
and current disease trajectories.

This study found two important indicators for the topical
relevance of shared resources: the types of shared resources and
the purpose of shared resources. The findings related to the
relationship between topical relevance and different
resource-sharing behaviors complement and extend the study
conducted by Zhang and Sun [22]. They studied the shared
resources in the initial posts of a thread, whereas we investigated
the shared resources in the comment posts to address the
information needed in the initial post from the same thread. The
fact that we studied the topical relevance of these resources and
unveiled the association between resource-sharing behaviors
and topical relevance may have the following benefits: (1)
recognize the sources from which OvCa OHC users find relevant
resources, (2) use resource-sharing behaviors to aggregate
reliable shared resources in an OHC, and (3) recommend
resources to OHC users with similar information needs so that
they do not have to always rely on peer users.

Resource Type and Resource Relevance
Exploration of resource type sharing revealed that NOCC users
rely more on health consumer materials, including health news,
health articles, and patient education resources, and less on
health professional materials, such as academic literature (only
11/176, 6.3%). This could be as survivors of OvCa and
caregivers often do not have adequate health literacy to
understand health professional articles. On the other hand,
patient materials targeted toward health consumers are probably
more suitable [64]. However, when shared, academic literature
was relevant to the information needed 73% (8/11) of the time.
We assume that the high relevance of academic literature is
because it can fulfill the complex information needs of OvCa
OHC users.

NOCC peers also shared patient-generated materials, including
patient blogs. Most of the time, patient blogs were meant to
share their life journey and survival experiences with fellow
users going through the OvCa journey. “...Is there anyone who
has something similar?...” and “...Anyone out there survived
against all odds for longer than 3 years before recurrence?” are
some examples of information needed for which patient blogs
were shared. A few times, patient blogs were also shared with
the purpose of staying connected to the user who asked the
question, as shown in the two following comments: “If XXX
or you would like to connect with me more, I am at
www.xxxblog.com” and “I recommend you go to my blog
www.xxx.blogspot.com if you would like to stay in touch.”
Thus, patient blogs are important resources that contain real
patient experiences and provide a platform for connecting with
fellow OHC users. Previous studies have found that forum users
prefer narrative articles and user blogs over nonnarrative articles
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[65,66]. However, our study observed that patient blogs were
shared only 4.5% (8/176) of the time. In addition, patient blogs
shared with the purpose of staying connected were mostly
partially relevant or irrelevant, as they were not targeted to
answer OHC users’ specific information needs. We assume that
the reason could be the complex and unique information needs
of OvCa forum users. Hence, finding similar experiences is not
always feasible. Therefore, only a few patient-generated articles
were shared.

Prior research [22] observed that news articles were shared only
13% of the time, whereas we observed that news articles were
shared many times (38/176, 21.6%). One of the reasons for this
could be the rarity of OvCa. Survivors of OvCa and caregivers
are looking for new treatments and information on clinical trials,
and symptom management and health news are good resources
for identifying these new findings. There were many shared
resources pertaining to the news that included news on new
clinical trials, the studied effect of OvCa medication, and recent
studies about new treatments, which further clarified that
survivors of OvCa and caregivers are eager to learn about new
findings and treatments available for a cure.

Resource Purpose and Resource Relevance
Zhang and Sun [22] studied the different purposes of resource
sharing in a diabetes OHC. They studied resource sharing in
initial posts, which were posted to share experiences, start
discussions, and ask questions. However, we studied resource
sharing in reply comments, which were intended to answer
questions asked in the initial post of the thread. This is important
as this study aimed to understand the relevance of shared
resources, and questions asked in the initial post act as
information needed against which the resource is shared.

Similar to Zhang et al [22], OvCa OHC users’ purposes for
sharing resources include staying connected, providing further
reading, subjects for discussion, and supporting arguments.
However, a new category of pointing to resources was
introduced in this study after the first round of annotator
discussion. The pointing to resources category was added to
handle cases where the purpose of the link was to provide
available health resources (health institutions, search engines,
or physicians) rather than providing direct reading material. We
believe the reason for this category in our post is that Zhang et
al [22] studied link sharing in initial posts, whereas this study
focused on comment posts, where resources were shared to
answer questions in the initial post. The pointing to resources
purpose was used to answer questions regarding funding
resources, clinical trials, and physicians’ listings. This category
had the second-highest purpose of sharing resources. This
finding also provides an important insight that patients on OvCa
OHC require much advice on searching for treatment and
funding resources. A chi-square test revealed that pointing of
resources is associated with relevant articles and is an important
indicator of relevant resources.

User Reaction to Shared Resource and Resource
Relevance
Previous studies have shown that the perceived credibility of a
post increases if more people like the post or show gratitude

toward it [67]. NOCC followed a similar pattern, with more
likes on relevant links and fewer likes on nonrelevant and
partially relevant links. However, these likes are different from
average like behavior on links; thus, they are difficult to rely
on as they are not significantly associated with shared resource
relevance (Table 6). This can be inferred from users’ average
like behavior, which changed from 1.41 to 1.74; therefore, is
hardly noticeable and is not significant, as shown in Table 6.
Sarma et al [36] observed that user like reactions were not useful
in ranking informative comments on the Twitter platform [68].
In line with previous studies, despite higher coverage, the like
reaction of the whole community might not be a reliable
indicator of the overall usefulness of a resource in NOCC
[69-71]. Furthermore, a like reaction from the original user with
the question could serve as an indicator of resource relevance;
however, the low coverage of these likes (at maximum 3/85,
4% for relevant resources) makes it difficult to use this source
of feedback in practice for finding relevant resources.

Future Work and Practical Implications

Health Care Educators
Our study observed that patient education materials were shared
only 10.2% (18/176) of the time and were partially relevant or
irrelevant 72% (13/18) of the time. This result informs health
educators that patients often seek other materials to fulfill their
information needs. One of the well-known education materials
for patients with OvCa is the OvCa guidelines from the National
Comprehensive Cancer Network. The guidelines were identified
as partially relevant to the needs 86% (6/7) of the times shared.
A possible reason could be that patient education materials have
to be more personalized to satisfy an individual patient’s needs.
This finding highlights a research gap for further improvement
of patient education materials. For example, educational
materials could include relevant patient case studies to be more
personalized.

Another insight on patient educational materials is that patients
with OvCa found more relevant documents from the news. This
suggests that patient education materials can be updated with
new facts and findings so that patients do not have to rely on
external resources, which can potentially be misleading or
untrustworthy.

OHC Administrators and Users
This study found that it is not informative on the relevance of
shared resources to examine OHC users’ behaviors on the like
button as feedback. This informs OHC forum administrators
that a better and more informative feedback mechanism should
be considered for OHCs. Our finding is also consistent with
that of a recent study by Sarma et al [36], who found that forum
user feedback in the form of likes is not enough to obtain
informative feedback. A few examples of more informative
feedback are the helpful button for shared resources, best answer
button for initial post user feedback, and best answer button for
forum moderator feedback. A more comprehensive study is
required to understand better ways of obtaining user feedback
on OHCs.

The study also reveals that there is an association between
relevance and different aspects of resource-sharing behaviors.
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An important implication of this study could be the accumulation
of a library of patients with OvCa and their caregivers. OHC
administrators can collect the resources shared by users and
provide a library of resources to users so that they can bookmark
and use these resources for future use. Survivors of OvCa have
different information needs at different stages of the disease
and treatment trajectory [72]. A health article library with
predefined information needs and topics could work as a
frequently asked questions list, which patients can browse
through to meet their specific needs.

Recommender Engine
It is a challenge to make informative content discoverable for
patients with cancer. In addition, OvCa is a rare disease for
which the internet has relatively fewer resources and experiences
low quality [73]. Search engines help patients find information;
however, their precision on the internet is low [16]. This study
was conducted as part of our HELPeR project [74]. The goal
of the HELPeR is to provide survivors of OvCa and caregivers
with personalized health resources and reading materials. The
study finding that relevant resources are shared only half of the
time for a corresponding information need provides a motivation
for the requirement of a recommender engine. It also provides
insights that inform the types of resources to include and what
roles these sources can fulfill; for instance, recommending more
health news, health articles, and resources from health
organizations that are frequently shared on NOCC. The finding
of an association between relevance and resource-sharing
behaviors reveals which user behaviors are reliable in
determining the relevance of a resource. This can be used to
automate data collection for training a machine learning–based
recommender engine.

Limitations
First, the relevance of a resource is based on topical relevance,
which measures whether the provided resource addresses the
corresponding question asked by the user. While checking for
relevance, users’knowledge level is not considered, which could
play a major role in the relevance of a resource to an individual’s
information need. For example, if a person with no medical
background is provided with academic literature to fulfill their
information needs, it may be difficult for them to understand
the literature [20,75,76]. Similarly, other aspects of relevance,
including the trustworthiness and clinical validity of the
document, were not considered in this study [23,77]. Future
work should combine the three aspects together to understand
the relevance of a document, including topical relevance, users’
knowledge level, and resource trustworthiness.

Second, the study assumed OHC users’ information needs based
on the questions asked by the user and the background
information provided by the user within this post. The relevance
of the shared resources is based on the user’s expressed
information needs. This might not affect relevance if the actual
information needed is different. For example, the user may not
know how to express their information needs, or the user may
not provide a proper context to fully understand their
information needs.

Third, the study only analyzed 1 OvCa OHC; therefore, the
results cannot be generalized to all OvCa OHCs. NOCC is a
private and closely connected community; therefore, these
results cannot be generalized to open OHCs such as WebMD
[37] and question answering forums such as Yahoo Answers
[78]. The study included data generated by the NOCC from
2010 to 2020 (10 years). However, NOCC contained only 909
threads during this period. This could be as OvCa is a rare cancer
and is diagnosed in later stages. Hence, the study was performed
on a very small data set. Future studies can include data from
other OvCa OHCs to further improve the generalization and
study scale.

Fourth, the study did not differentiate forum users based on
their cancer stage and disease trajectory. We acknowledge that
users in the later stages of the disease trajectory might have
more expertise in handling the disease and treatment [76] and
would thus have different views of relevant resources. However,
as presented before, this is an inherent limitation of using a
web-based forum, as users’ information about the disease
trajectory, medications, and ongoing treatment might not be
available.

In future work, we would also like to study how different types
of information needs influence the relevance of resources. The
type of information needed can range from early diagnosis to
treatment decisions, disease management, and palliative care.
This investigation can reveal specific cases or topics for which
peers are unable to find relevant information. This will help in
determining the simple and complex needs of OvCa OHC users
and help us investigate which needs are still not fulfilled by
OvCa OHC peers.

Conclusions
Health professionals and clinicians are unable to support each
need of survivors of OvCa and their caregivers. Health
professionals provide survivors of OvCa with generic patient
educational materials that are not sufficiently individualized to
meet the needs specific to each patient. OHCs provide clinicians
and researchers with a platform to observe the needs of survivors
of OvCa and the resources that they rely on. In this study, we
leveraged OHCs to investigate the resources that survivors of
OvCa and their caregivers entrust to accomplish their and their
peers’ information needs. Our study revealed that OHC users
found more relevant resources from health news and health
articles. Further investigation of OHC resource-sharing behavior
revealed that direct evidence such as user reactions and TLDs
were not enough to reveal the relevance of a resource, whereas
implicit behavior, including types of resources shared and the
purpose of resource sharing, had a direct association with
resource relevance. The findings present implications and
motivations for designing web-based recommender systems to
support health information–seeking survivors of OvCa and
caregivers. Subsequently, this resource collection will become
part of our recommender system. Subsequent studies should
further investigate how a resource’s relevance is influenced by
the different types of information needs.
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Abstract

Background: Owing to gonadotoxic cancer treatments, young adult female survivors often report uncertainty about their fertility,
reproductive potential, and family-building options after treatment. Roadmap to Parenthood is a web-based decision aid and
planning tool for family building after cancer.

Objective: As part of a patient-centered development process, this study evaluated the usability of the decision aid website to
inform design modifications and improve user experience.

Methods: In total, 2 rounds of usability testing were conducted with the target population of young adult female cancer survivors.
During the testing sessions, participants viewed the website twice; first, as a think-aloud exercise, and second, while a researcher
interrupted at key points to obtain user feedback. Quantitative and qualitative data were collected to assess website usability.
Quantitative measures included the System Usability Scale, WebQual, and eHealth Impact Questionnaire. An exit interview with
open-ended questions gathered feedback on likes and dislikes and suggestions for improvement.

Results: Participants (N=10) were young adult women, with average age of 30.9 (SD 4.51) years, and average time since
treatment was 4.44 (SD 3.56) years. Website usability scores improved on the System Usability Scale from “acceptable” in round
1 to “excellent” in round 2 after making design changes based on user feedback (scores of 68 and 89.4, respectively). WebQual
scores showed similar improvement from round 1 to round 2 of testing (mean 5.6 to 6.25; range 1-7). On the eHealth Impact
Questionnaire, the information and presentation of the website was perceived as comprehensive, easy to understand, and trustworthy.
Participants also reported improved confidence to discuss and manage fertility and family-building issues and felt encouraged to
play a more active role in managing their fertility. In all, 3 usability themes were identified from the qualitative feedback: ease
of use, visibility and navigation, and informational content and usefulness. Overall feedback was positive, and participants reported
intentions to use the decision aid website in the future. In total, 10% (1/10) of the participants reported negative emotions when
learning about infertility risks and potential family-building challenges.

Conclusions: Website usability improved after design changes were made in response to user feedback. Young adult female
survivors reported positive views about the website and indicated that the decision aid would be useful in decision-making about
family building after cancer. Future studies will include further design modifications to consider the emotional experiences of
users and any additional navigational features or content to optimize the ease of use and support provided by the tool.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e33304)   doi:10.2196/33304
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Introduction

Background
In young adult cancer survivors, gonadotoxic treatments may
negatively affect fertility and reproductive health [1,2]. In the
aftermath of cancer, questions surrounding fertility status and
implications for family-building options are often distressing,
particularly for young women who may wonder about their
chances of achieving pregnancy, reproductive time line, or
health risks [3,4]. On the basis of the principles of
patient-centered care, women should be supported in making
informed, values-based decisions that align with their long-term
goals for family building [5]. Resources are needed to educate
and support women in seeking reproductive health care after
treatment and making decisions about family-building options.

Fertility and Family Building After Cancer
It is well established that young adult female cancer survivors
are often uninformed and worried about potential fertility issues
following cancer treatment and endorse high rates of unmet
support needs [6-8]. Most are unable to preserve fertility before
treatment owing to many factors (eg, time constraints, emotional
distress, and cost), and there is great uncertainty about fertility
and family-building options after treatment is completed [9-11].
Among women who wanted children after cancer, 64% worried
about fertility problems; however, only 10% had undergone
fertility evaluation since their treatment ended [6]. Fertility is
recognized as an important survivorship issue [12]; however,
patients are often not counseled about options to evaluate and
monitor fertility over time or about alternative family-building
options if natural conception is not possible. These options
include using reproductive medicine (eg, in vitro fertilization
or surrogacy with fresh, frozen, or donated gametes) or adoption
or fostering, but have medical, psychosocial, financial, legal,
and logistical challenges [13-15].

Decision-making About Family Building After Cancer
Making decisions about reproductive health care and family
building after cancer can be overwhelming and distressing.
Previously, we found high rates of decisional conflict about
family building among young adult female survivors who
reported feeling uninformed about their options (86%) and
unclear about personal values (74%) and lacked guidance (70%)
and adequate emotional support (35%) [6]. Even when informed,
women still face uncertainties surrounding inexact estimates of
fertility potential, likelihood of success with assisted
reproductive technology, health risks, direct and indirect costs,
and unknown bureaucratic difficulties. Decision aids have
proven effective in helping young women diagnosed with cancer
to make decisions about fertility preservation before treatment
[16]. We are aware of 10 decision aids designed for women
with cancer who are considering fertility preservation before
treatment (only 4 aids are in English and 6 aids are for breast
cancer only); efficacy data are available for 4 of these decision
aids as of September 2021. Studies report good acceptability
and satisfaction among women and positive effects on

decision-making outcomes (eg, improved knowledge and
decisional conflict) [17-19]. Consistent with the broader decision
science literature [20], these studies provide initial support for
the utility of decision aids for young adult female cancer
survivors facing fertility decisions. However, none of them
include comprehensive information about decisions that must
be made after treatment is completed to address follow-up
questions about fertility outcomes and decisions about
reproductive health care and family building and to help plan
for the future for those not yet ready to start their family
building. Other oncofertility resources exist (eg, educational
materials), but these are of varying quality with limited data
about their development and efficacy; very few describe
user-centered design processes [21].

On the basis of extensive pilot study and following user-centered
design practices [6,11,13,22], we developed a web-based
decision aid and planning tool for family building after cancer,
Roadmap to Parenthood. Briefly, the interactive tool provides
information about cancer treatment’s effects on fertility and
family-building options if natural conception is not possible
and includes a values-clarification tool, family-building stories
from other survivors, and guidance for next steps action
planning. Additional resources include in-depth information
about specific topics, financial loans and grants, and
psychological support including connecting with cancer-related
and fertility-related organizations. It was designed to be used
by single and partnered women, inclusive of sexual orientations,
and it is appropriate for all stages of decision-making readiness
and expected family-building time lines. In other words, women
can use the tool to make intermediary decisions about
preparatory actions (eg, seek a fertility evaluation, undergo
fertility preservation after treatment if possible, or plan
financially) and plan for the future if they are at risk for
experiencing fertility problems (eg, premature menopause), but
their desired time frame for parenthood is not many years.
Ultimately, the overarching goal of the Roadmap to Parenthood
decision aid tool is to encourage survivors to be informed about
family-building options, set realistic expectations about potential
difficulties, and plan ahead if desired, while also inspiring hope
and confidence that parenthood may be achieved, despite their
cancer histories.

Objectives
Previously, we described the development of the Roadmap to
Parenthood decision aid website prototype [23]. Previous studies
have shown that usability testing can help developers optimize
decision support tools for future end users [24,25]. The usability
of such a tool refers to the extent to which it may be used
effectively and efficiently to achieve specified goals in a
specified context of use and includes user satisfaction (eg, the
tool is easy to learn, tasks can be performed quickly with
minimal errors, and the design is pleasant) [26,27]. Usability is
an aspect of the overall user experience, which is a broad
concept that includes all components of a user’s motivations
and needs and their interaction with and perceptions of the tool,
such as whether it is useful, usable, desirable, accessible,
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credible, and valuable [28,29]. Here, we have reported the results
of usability testing of the tool and responsive design changes
as part of an iterative user-centered development process. Our
goal was to evaluate and improve the usability of the website,
thus contributing to a positive user experience, and to optimize
the website as a support resource for young adult female cancer
survivors.

Methods

The study was conducted at Northwell Health and the affiliated
Feinstein Institutes for Medical Research, a large academic
hospital and research institute in New York.

Ethics Approval
All the study procedures were approved by the Northwell Health
Institutional Review Board (18-0516).

Decision Aid Prototype
As described in the previous section, the Roadmap to
Parenthood is a web-based decision aid and planning tool for

family building after cancer, designed to be used by young adult
female cancer survivors who may be at risk for fertility and
family-building problems owing to gonadotoxic treatments. It
is based on the experiences of young adult female survivors in
the United States and is written in English. Personalized
information about infertility risk and likelihood of success with
family-building options is not provided. The design of the
decision aid followed guidelines from the International Patient
Decision Aid Society and Ottawa Decision Support Framework
for developing patient decision aids [30-32]. Guidelines from
the Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion [33],
National Institutes of Health [34], Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services [35], and Stanford University Office of
Digital Accessibility [36] also were followed to ensure that the
design and content were accessible to most users, including
users with varying levels of health literacy, users with
disabilities, and culturally diverse populations (previously
described by Benedict et al [23]). Selected pages from the
website are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Selected pages from the Roadmap to Parenthood decision aid website. Some of the design aspects illustrated by these pages include the top
and bottom navigation bars; using color, white space, and drawer design to chunk and divide sections; using icons to indicate information about
family-building options; and call-to-action buttons (side and bottom) to guide the user journey.

Participants
Eligible participants were English-speaking women, aged 18
to 39 years, who completed potentially gonadotoxic cancer
treatment (eg, systemic chemotherapy, radiation to the pelvic
area or brain, or surgery affecting the reproductive organs) and
reported a desire for future children or uncertainty about
family-building plans. Participants needed to have internet
access and use a computer, tablet, or smartphone.

Procedures
Participants (N=10) were recruited through the Northwell Health
system and social media. It has been established that testing a
product with 5 participants is sufficient to reveal approximately
80% of the product’s usability issues [37]. For hospital-based
recruitment, a list of eligible patients was generated using
electronic health record data, and letters were mailed to invite
participation. Young adult cancer organizations (eg, Stupid
Cancer and Lacuna Loft) also posted institutional review
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board–approved advertisements on their social media pages,
with links to submit contact information via a secure platform.
A research coordinator followed up with those who submitted
their contact information via a telephone call to describe the
study and answer questions. Participants were provided with
information about the study objectives and participation
requirements. Written informed consent was obtained remotely
(via REDCap [Research Electronic Data Capture; Vanderbilt
University]), and then, the participants were scheduled for a
usability testing session. Compensation (US $10) was provided
after completion of the testing session.

Usability testing was conducted by the principal investigator
(PI) and Northwell Usability Lab, which has extensive
experience and expertise in developing patient decision aids
following user-centered design approaches, including usability
testing and data analysis [38]. Totally, 2 rounds of usability
testing were conducted, allowing the study team to make design
changes that were responsive to initial usability problems and,
then, to test an updated prototype. Each participant completed
only 1 usability testing session (ie, different participants were
included in round 1 and round 2 of testing). The first round of
testing included 6 testing sessions, at which point saturation
was reached in identifying usability issues [39], and a decision
to halt testing to address critical design flaws was made.
Following changes to the website in response to the initial user
feedback, the second round of testing included 4 additional
sessions with new participants to evaluate the updated website.

For each round of usability testing, participants completed a
brief baseline survey and then participated in a usability testing
session (30-45 minutes). A member of the Northwell Usability
Lab led the testing sessions with at least one other study team
member and the PI (CB) present, allowing for observer
triangulation to identify problems in user experience and design.
To evaluate website usability, certain key issues were assessed,
including evaluation of users’ability to find desired information,
evaluation of the clarity of and comfort with the website content,
and identification of barriers to full use and ease of navigating
through the website. Participants were asked to view the website
prototype twice. First, they explored the website in a think-aloud
exercise in which they provided a verbal talk-track describing
their experiences with the content and navigation through the
site, while the researchers also observed how they interacted
with the site. Then, they reviewed the website a second time,
and a researcher interrupted at key points to obtain feedback on
specific visual and written content, transitions between
webpages, information flow, and design. These interruptions
were responsive to the actions of the users as they explored the
website and enabled the research team to clarify various aspects
of the user experience, points of confusion, and users’preferred
modifications. The sessions were recorded via audio and screen
capture (ie, recording participants’ verbal feedback and visual
representations of website navigation), and members of the
research team took notes during each testing session. Upon
completion, participants completed a survey and an exit
interview.

Measures
The baseline survey included standard sociodemographic and
medical history questions and the eHealth Impact Questionnaire
(eHIQ)-part 1 (10 items), a validated measure of general
attitudes toward using the internet to access health information
and perceived value of web-based health-related resources [40].

Following the testing session, several measures quantified the
usability and impact of the website, including aspects of user
experience (eg, perceptions of credibility and value). The System
Usability Scale (SUS; 10 items) is a reliable, industry-standard
tool to measure perceived ease of use of a website across
usability factors [41]. Scores are converted to a 0 to 100 scale,
with a score of 68 considered as cutoff point for “above average”
and a score of 85 considered as “excellent” usability [42,43].
WebQual (7 items) is a multidimensional measure of consumer
evaluation of websites (eg, perceived usefulness, ease of use,
and intent to reuse the website) [44]. Scores range from 1 to 7,
with higher scores indicating more positive evaluation of the
website. The eHIQ-part 2 assesses the impact of using a specific
website for health purposes. Subscales of the eHIQ-part 2
include the following: Confidence and Identification, measuring
confidence to discuss health with others and ability to identify
with the website (9 items); Information and Presentation,
measuring perceived trust and suitability of the website content
(8 items); and Understanding and Motivation, assessing
understanding and learning about relevant information and
motivation to take action (9 items) [40]. Scores range from 0
to 100, with higher scores indicating more positive evaluation
and impact of using the website. Finally, open-ended questions
during the exit interview explored the participants’ overall
impressions, likes and dislikes, emotional reflections,
recommendations, and expectations for future use.

Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the sociodemographic
and medical characteristics of the sample and the eHIQ-part 1
data, providing a baseline understanding of participants’general
attitudes toward web-based health resources (ie, not specifically
related to the decision aid tool).

Qualitative and quantitative data from the usability testing
sessions were analyzed. Think-aloud feedback and answers to
the open-ended questions of the exit interview were analyzed
qualitatively to capture perceptions of usability, aspects of user
experience, and user recommendations for design changes.
Coding team members performed content analyses of testing
session notes, grouping the feedback points from each
participant into overarching categories based on a priori codes
derived from previous studies on developing patient decision
aids and the literature [25,45]. An iterative process of coding
and group discussion was conducted to verify initial codes,
definitions, and overarching themes. At least 2 team members
coded all the data. Team members revisited the audio and
Hypercam (Hyperionics) recordings for content and wording
clarifications when necessary. Northwell Usability Lab members
ensured that coding was consistent across coders by creating a
code book with definitions, discussing how they would code
sample sections of the session notes and confirming team
member agreement of coded data. The PI (CB) reviewed the
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coding and thematic categories and discussed with the team
how the results should be used to make website design changes.
Data from open-ended questions during the exit interview were
summarized to identify patterns in likes and dislikes, emotional
reflections, and recommendations and for additional context to
understand participant feedback and the overall user experience.
In addition, quantitative survey data (ie, SUS, WebQual, and
eHIQ-part 2) collected after participants completed the usability
testing session were summarized descriptively. Data were
divided between the 2 rounds of testing (round 1: 6/10, 60% of
the total sample and round 2: 4/10, 40% of the total sample)
and compared. Design modifications were made after the first
round of testing, when content analysis of the testing data
indicated that no new usability issues were identified. Thus,
comparing the results across these subgroups allowed us to
evaluate whether improvements in usability were successful
with design changes and assess whether optimal usability had
been reached. Given the small sample size, tests of statistical
significance were not performed.

Results

Participant Characteristics
Participants (N=10) were young adult female cancer survivors
with average age of 30.78 (SD 4.51) years, with previous
diagnoses of breast cancer, cervical cancer, uterine or
endometrial cancer, Hodgkin lymphoma, or leukemia. On
average, time since treatment was 4.44 years (SD 3.56 years;
Table 1).

At baseline, before viewing the website, participants reported
strong agreement that the internet can be useful to deal with
health problems, and 60% (6/10) of the participants agreed or
strongly agreed that they would use the internet to help make
decisions about health (eHIQ-part 1 items). The internet was
also seen as a good resource to learn about others’health-related
experiences and decision-making, and health-related websites
could provide reassurance that participants were not alone with
their health concerns.

Table 1. Sociodemographic and medical characteristics of the sample (N=10).

ValuesSample characteristics

30.90 (4.51; 25-39)Age (years), mean (SD; range)

26.13 (6.59; 15-35)Age at diagnosis (years), mean (SD; range)

4.44 (3.56; 0.6-10.92)Time since treatment (years), mean (SD; range)

Race, n (%)

9 (90)White

1 (10)>1 race

Ethnicity, n (%)

1 (10)Hispanic

Education (highest attained to date), n (%)

1 (10)High school degree

4 (40)College degree

5 (50)Postgraduate degree

Cancer diagnosis, n (%)

2 (20)Breast

1 (10)Cervical

1 (10)Uterine or endometrial

5 (50)Hodgkin lymphoma

1 (10)Leukemia

Cancer treatment (not mutually exclusive), n (%)

10 (100)Chemotherapy

2 (20)Surgery that involved removal of the uterus or both ovaries

3 (30)Radiation that included the abdominal or pelvic region or brain

2 (20)Bone marrow or stem cell transplant

1 (10)Hormone therapy or immunotherapy

1 (10)Other
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Usability Survey Data
Scores on usability measures demonstrated improvement in
website usability from round 1 to round 2 of testing (before and
after making design changes). SUS scores in round 1 averaged
68 (possible range 0-100), indicating “acceptable” usability.
After design modifications, SUS scores in round 2 averaged
89.4, representing “excellent” usability and reaching the
threshold for optimal usability for a website. Average WebQual
scores (possible range 1-7) also improved from round 1 (mean
5.6) to round 2 of testing (mean 6.25; Figure 2). On a scale from
1 (not at all likely) to 10 (extremely likely), all participants in
round 2 responded that they would recommend the website to
a friend or other cancer survivor, with scores ranging from 9 to
10.

Perceptions of the website were also evaluated using the
eHIQ-part 2. Previous studies have used a cutoff score of ≥65
for eHIQ subscales to indicate that the website was rated

positively by users [46], and all subscale scores in round 2 of
testing were higher than this cutoff (Figure 3). The information
in and presentation of the website were perceived as being
comprehensive and easy to understand, and pictures or images
were viewed as being used appropriately. In addition, the
website was perceived as trustworthy. Participants reported that
the website improved their confidence to discuss fertility and
family-building topics with others and to manage difficulties
that may arise, while also indicating that they identified with
other people who use the website. Participants reported that the
website felt reassuring, helped them gain a better understanding
of their fertility and family-building options, and encouraged
them to play a more active role in managing their fertility to
align with their family-building goals. All participants indicated
that they agree or strongly agree with the statements, “the
website encourages me to take actions that could be beneficial
to my health” and “I feel more inclined to look after myself
after visiting the website.”

Figure 2. WebQual: Measures of website usability. Improvements in website usability were observed from round 1 to round 2 of testing (pre-post
design changes). Average scores across WebQual items are depicted for both rounds of testing. The possible range of scores is 1 (strongly disagree) to
7 (strongly agree).
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Figure 3. eHealth Impact Questionnaire - Part 2. Improvements were observed across 2 of the 3 domains of the eHIQ-part 2, assessing the impact of
using the Roadmap to Parenthood website.

Qualitative Feedback

Overview
Data from the think-aloud portion of the usability testing
sessions were analyzed to further characterize the usability
issues. Totally, 3 main themes that represent different aspects
of website usability were identified: ease of use, visibility and
navigation, and informational content and usefulness. Table 2
describes the main themes identified across the 2 rounds of

testing and the content modifications and design solutions that
were implemented after round 1 or are planned to be
implemented in response to round 2 feedback. Consistent with
survey data, we observed differences in qualitative feedback,
suggesting that the initial design problems identified in round
1 were largely resolved with the modifications that were made.
In contrast, round 2 of testing identified more specific and
nuanced usability problems and patient-driven suggestions for
design changes.
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Table 2. Qualitative themes identified from usability testing.

Design changesSample quotesDefinitionTheme

Describes how easily users could
use and understand the website

Ease of use •• Attention to health literacy and
reading levels, for example, use
of medical terminology with defi-
nitions

“I like the family building options sec-
tion a lot – a nice menu showing all the
options and then you can click on the
one you want to learn more about –
sticks out as being very user-friendly” • Improved presentation of informa-

tion, for example, better use of
headers and subheaders, font and
color changes, short paragraphs,
white space, and use of drawer
design

• “...just the presentation of the data. Once
I knew what my options were, I would
want a lot of information. But I would
only want to see that about what I was
feeling right then and get the informa-
tion about that one thing. Bullet points.”

• Language or word changes to im-
prove relatability

Website workflow: whether the
website’s components were readily
and easily discoverable (visible)
and whether users found it easy to
transition between different parts
of the website in a logical and intu-
itive manner (navigate)

Visibility and navigation •• Top navigation bar and drop-
down menus depicting website
pages

“I feel like when I go from page to page,
it flows really well, but I feel like I’m
so deep into it that when I want to go to
a different page or the beginning, I don’t
know where to go. The restart is very
helpful. But I do feel like there’s a logi-
cal flow otherwise.”

• Call-to-action buttons
• In-page guidance (signposts) sug-

gesting next steps in the user
journey

• Navigation footer (particularly
helpful for mobile phone users)

Presentation of information and
the utility of informational content

Informational content
and usefulness

•• Reordering of content with careful
consideration of text and images

“I like [the personal worksheet page]
because it’s interactive in a way that
what you’re reading from the website,
you can use on this and it’ll help you
take the next step.”

• Changes to highlight important
pieces of information in conjunc-
tion with images or pictures• “This is really interesting to me – very

applicable to my stage of family build-
ing. I had no idea how expensive it was
going to be to build a family afterwards.
I felt like everybody said, ‘oh freeze
your eggs!’ but they never said how ex-
pensive it would be after, and now I feel
pressure having the eggs and having to
take that path.”

• Improved user journey and naviga-
tion guide to connect information
to appropriate follow-up pages
and resources for support (eg, in-
page links and signposts to con-
nect user to resources)

• “Maybe it’s just [because] that’s some-
thing that’s a really big fear for a lot of
women, but [the graph of declining
ovarian reserve] is terrifying. I don’t
know that that would be the first thing
I wanted to see if I went here because
that’s where everybody’s mind is going
to go immediately is like, ‘Oh no, what
if this happens?’...It might be scary.”

Ease of Use
The ease of use theme describes the degree of ease with which
users can use and understand the website. Round 1 of testing
identified several significant problems that affected the website’s
ease of use and the overall user experience. Participants felt that
the presentation of information was overwhelming in sections
that had long paragraphs of text and on pages that required
excessive scrolling to view the content. Accordingly, for pages
containing large amounts of content, a drawer design was
implemented such that the content was hidden from view and
only made visible if the user clicked on the header (Figure 1),
or the content was divided into separate pages. In addition, font
sizes and colors were changed to make the section headers more
noticeable, divide the text more clearly, and use white space

effectively. Text was divided into short, more digestible
paragraph lengths to aid both readability and comprehension.

Compared with round 1, comments obtained in round 2 were
more specific. Some participants pointed out preferences around
syntax that interfered with optimal use of the website,
mentioning specific words or phrases they disliked or found
unclear or suggesting optimizations with the content.

Visibility and Navigation
The visibility and navigation theme focuses on feedback on the
website’s workflow, including whether the website’s
components are readily and easily discoverable (visible) and
whether users find it easy to transition between different parts
of the website in a logical and intuitive manner (navigate). In
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round 1, participants had difficulty in navigating through the
website pages (eg, difficulty in finding pages, got lost between
pages, and dead-end pages). The website was designed to
personalize their user journey, allowing them to access relevant
content based on their needs and where they were in their
family-building time line. This involved an omnichannel user
journey design, similar to choose your own adventure, in which
users could follow any number of user pathways specific to
their needs. Initial testing in round 1 revealed errors in the user
journey flow and a lack of structure in guiding the user
experience, which appeared to be confusing to the user. To
address these issues, navigation bars and call-to-action buttons
were added to help signpost content across website pages and
guide the user journey. Drop-down menus were also added to
the navigation bar to depict multiple pages within the same
section, allowing users to jump to the section they were most
interested in, while maintaining visual cues to easily move to
the other sections as desired. For example, the Next Steps tab
of the top navigation bar had a drop-down menu including each
page within that section (eg, Ask Your Oncologist, Ask a Fertility
Specialist, Financial Planning, and Talk to Your Partner). In
addition, callout links were added to help with navigation by
suggesting next pages to visit, thereby providing guidance for
the user journey, while simultaneously providing users the
freedom to bypass the callouts and follow their preferred path
if desired.

The visibility and navigation issues identified in round 1
appeared to be largely resolved in round 2 of testing with the
design changes that were implemented. However, additional
minor problems were identified, which will be addressed in the
next iteration of the decision aid website.

Informational Content and Usefulness
The informational content and usefulness theme emphasizes
how information is presented on the website and the utility of
informational content to future end users. In round 1 of testing,
some of the most poignant feedback was given in response to
the Understanding Your Fertility page, which provided
information in the form of text and graphs about female
reproductive health and potential effects of cancer treatment on
fertility. A user found the graphs of declining ovarian reserve
with advancing age and impact of cancer treatment “terrifying”
and suggested changing the order of the graph and text to reduce
the emotional impact. We made the suggested changes and
modified the text to more clearly highlight that the data
presented are based on population-level statistics and may not
apply to all women and that users must speak with a health care
provider to obtain individualized information about their
reproductive health. The graph was also edited to soften the
depiction of risks surrounding infertility and appear less
threatening (eg, bold cutoff points were changed to gradations).
A few participants also suggested ways to improve the
relatability of the site. For example, a user noted that some
survivors want children but do not identify as “young”;
therefore, the use of this terminology could make the website
feel less relatable. An additional area where users felt content
and usefulness could be improved was the Personal Worksheet
page. A participant suggested that we add more detailed
information on next steps based on the users’ worksheet data.

Other suggestions indicated a need for more information on
early menopause, specific questions to ask a fertility specialist,
and more direct links to external resources and organizations
that users could access in the future. Content was edited in
response to each comment that was received.

After we made modifications based on round 1 feedback,
participants of round 2 had suggestions for additional helpful
content focused on financial information, insurance coverage
limitations, finding adoption agencies that work with cancer
survivors, working with surrogate agencies or attorneys,
contacting human resource departments for assistance, and
information about genetic risks.

General Feedback
Finally, the exit interviews provided additional data about
usability and user experiences and included general feedback
about users’ likes and dislikes, emotional reflections, and
recommendations. Overall, we received positive feedback from
participants about the website. Young adult women reported
that they identified with the website and felt the information
was relevant to their needs:

You understand me as a woman really well. You
understand what kind of information I’d be looking
for.

When asked what they liked best about the website, the most
common answer was the inclusion of stories representing
family-building options, with participants stating that it felt
good to hear peer stories with which they could identify. Other
sections noted as favorites were those providing information
about talking to one’s partner, questions to ask one’s oncologist,
the values-clarification exercise, and the resources page.
Participants reported that they liked the breadth of information
and felt it was relevant and accessible. When asked what they
liked the least about the website, consistent with qualitative
themes, participants indicated navigation problems (primarily
in round 1) and other minor design and content issues (eg, small
font size). When asked if anything was missing from the
website, participants indicated a preference for more
photographs and videos and again suggested additional
information topics and resources (eg, app recommendations for
period tracking). Participants described the website as a “unique
resource” and “one-stop-shop tool to learn about fertility options
and to help you make informed decisions.” They indicated that
the information was comprehensive and understandable:

For normal people...not too scientific, but for people
like us.

They also discussed the emotional impact of having access to
the decision aid tool:

A really great resource depending on your own
individual situation to make you less overwhelmed
and guide you through the process.

When prompted for final thoughts and impressions, a participant
said the following:

Let me know when I can share it with the world
[because] I know a lot of people that would find this
helpful.
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Overall, this positive feedback was encouraging and suggested
that the decision aid tool would be useful, appealing, and well
received by future end users.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The aim of this study was to evaluate the usability of a
web-based decision aid and planning tool for family building
after cancer, Roadmap to Parenthood, to inform design
modifications and better understand user experience as part of
an iterative, user-centered development process. Website
usability was evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively across
2 rounds of testing, along with some aspects of user experience,
to understand the context and impact of using the decision aid
tool. Average usability scores improved from “acceptable” in
round 1 to “excellent” in round 2 after making design changes
based on user feedback. We identified 3 usability themes that
represented issues related to ease of use, visibility and
navigation, and informational content and usefulness. This study
is among the limited number of usability studies that evaluated
digital health tools for young adults affected by cancer and, to
the best of our knowledge, the only evidence-based decision
support resource for family building after cancer [21,47].

Website usability improved with modifications based on initial
user feedback, including user perceptions of how easy it was to
use the website, find information, and navigate through the
website and their perceptions of its content and usefulness.
However, as just a part of the user experience, the broader
context must also be understood. User experience includes the
motivations, emotions, and expectations that users have before
interacting with the technology; end-to-end interaction with the
technology; and reflective emotions and behaviors after use. At
baseline, this sample of young adult cancer survivors had
positive views about using the internet for health-related
problems, including to access information and support for
health-related decision-making. General feedback about the
website was positive, and users reported an intention to use the
decision aid in the future. All participants, across both rounds
of testing, agreed or strongly agreed that they felt more
informed after viewing the website and would consult the
website to make decisions about fertility and family building.
They trusted the information on the website and felt understood
by the people who developed it. In open-ended feedback,
participants consistently expressed appreciation that a trusted
resource existed, as they were otherwise unsure about where to
access this information and decision support. In a systematic
review of web-based oncofertility decision aids and health
education materials, the quality of websites was found to be
variable and, among the decision aids, the content focused
primarily on fertility preservation before cancer treatment
initiation [21]. More generally, public websites providing
cancer-related information have been shown to be largely
incomplete in the information they provide, with questions about
decision-making being discussed the least [48]. Furthermore,
web-based patient information about cancer survivorship and
fertility preservation has been shown to be written, on average,
at high school senior and junior college levels [49], thus failing

to meet health literacy standards [50]. Results suggest that
finding reliable, understandable, and trustworthy information
about family building after cancer may be a difficult task for
young adult female cancer survivors and this decision aid tool
fills this critical unmet need.

Unlike most decision aids that are developed for one-time
treatment decisions involving discrete time [20], in this case,
decision making may include an ongoing process of considering
numerous intermediary decisions along the path to family
building, such as considering a reproductive endocrinologist
consultation, seeking legal advice, and looking for financial
planning information. Women may also need to reconsider
decisions if their preferred option to achieve parenthood is
unsuccessful, such as considering donated gametes, surrogacy,
or adoption after failed in vitro fertilization attempts or based
on changing priorities or partner preferences. This has important
implications for the use of the website and whether users will
return to the tool as new decision points arise. Future studies
will need to explore longitudinal website engagement and
evaluate whether it meets the needs of young adult female cancer
survivors who face more complicated paths to family building.
The website was designed for survivors to use individually,
inclusive of both single and partnered women, but exploration
of the involvement of partners in decision-making processes
and the need for resources is also critical [51].

Findings also indicated that the Roadmap to Parenthood website
improved self-efficacy in managing health issues related to
fertility. Participants reported that the website encouraged them
to take action to manage their health and made them feel more
prepared to do so. However, this may not hold true for all users,
as a few participants reported neutral scores (neither agree nor
disagree) when asked whether they felt confident and prepared
to manage their concerns about family building after cancer
treatment. This is consistent with qualitative feedback, in which
a participant felt overwhelmed and distressed by the delivery
of risk information and implications for potential challenges in
family building. We have gathered strong evidence that the
website made users feel more informed about their fertility and
family-building options. However, a lingering question is
whether women feel equipped to manage emotions that arise
when facing decision-making tasks and whether they are
prepared to pursue family-building goals. It may be that
dissemination and implementation strategies should include
health care providers, integration with survivorship care visits,
and counseling for immediate added support if needed.

One of the main objectives of the decision aid tool was to make
users aware of family-building options, including realistic
expectations about potential difficulties, while also inspiring
hope that parenthood may be achieved and that early planning
may help to avoid or mitigate challenges. The delivery of
information about risks and challenges may naturally be
upsetting. A participant stated that the graphs depicting the
effects of cancer treatment on ovarian reserve was “terrifying.”
However, when asked whether images on the website were
generally distressing, only 10% (1/10) of the participants agreed.
Lim et al [52] noted that website development and evaluation
typically focus on traditional usability aspects (eg, screen layout
and navigation features), whereas the emotional experiences of
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users and, in turn, the ways in which a website supports users’
emotions are more likely to be neglected. For websites that
deliver health information that may include distressing news,
even those without personalized data, such as ours, considering
the emotional impact of design features is important. Choe et
al [53] put forth hypotheses for implementing empathic
communication within digital health systems, including
normalization of users’ emotional experiences (eg, “Many
people feel worried or upset when learning this news...”) and
helping the user to identify clear, actionable steps that can be
taken (eg, “There are things you can do to help reduce your
risk...”). Consistent with these recommendations, we made
design changes to reduce the impact of the perceived distressing
information. Experiencing negative emotions can also be useful
when interacting with technology, but the line between helpful
and harmful emotions may be tenuous [54]. It may be necessary
to draw from digital mental health interventions (eg, stress
management, affect regulation, or mindfulness-based strategies)
to include in our website to provide additional support [55-58],
while balancing the scope of the intervention. Our findings
indicate that only a subset of users may need additional support
to manage distress, suggesting that a stepped care model may
be appropriate [59].

We have partnered with a website design firm, digital health
researchers, and intervention developers to explore optimal
digital solutions for addressing the lingering usability issues
including users’emotional experiences. Future studies will also
further explore user feedback in a single-arm pilot study [60]
and assess the need for additional content, website design
changes, and intervention components to meet the needs of
young adult female cancer survivors who are concerned about
fertility and family building in posttreatment survivorship.

Limitations
This study evaluated the usability of a web-based decision aid
and planning tool for young adult female cancer survivors
considering future family building. Although it has been shown
that testing a product with 5 participants can uncover
approximately 80% of a product’s usability issues [37], the
study included a relatively small sample size, and the results
may not be generalizable. Participants were also primarily White
and highly educated, and further testing with women from
diverse racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic backgrounds is needed.
Disparities in oncofertility care have been reported based on
age, socioeconomic status, access to insurance, religious factors,
and gender or sexual minority identification [61]. Greater effort
to engage diverse subgroups and use methodologies that lead
to representative samples is needed.

Conclusions
The Roadmap to Parenthood decision aid tool fills an important
resource need for young adult female cancer survivors hoping
to pursue parenthood in the future. The development process
involved a patient-centered approach and an iterative framework
for design modifications based on user experience and feedback.
General feedback about the website was positive. Future studies
will include additional content and design changes to optimize
usability, with a particular focus on the emotional experiences
of users. We will also pilot-test a decision aid intervention using
the website in a longitudinal study design [60]. This will extend
the focus of oncofertility research to include survivors’ fertility
and family-building experiences after treatment and survivorship
care needs.
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Abstract

Background: Occurring in up to 40% of all patients with cancer, the incidence of brain tumors has caused limited survival, a
high psychosocial burden, and an increase in the loss of decision-making capability for the unique population. Although specific
symptoms depend on the type of brain tumor, a clinical team of physicians, nurses, and other individuals commonly assist patients
and their caregivers with how to tackle the upcoming challenges of their diagnosis. Despite the support from clinical team members,
many patients and caregivers may still seek outside support through social media to process their emotions and seek comfort
outside of the clinical setting. Specifically, online resources such as Reddit are used where users are provided with the anonymity
they need to show their true behavior without fear of judgment. In this study, we aimed to examine trends from Reddit discussion
threads on brain tumors to identify areas of need in patient care.

Objective: Our primary aims were to determine the type of Reddit user posting, classify the specific brain tumors that were the
subject of the posts, and examine the content of the original posts.

Methods: We used a qualitative descriptive design to understand patients’ and caregivers’ unmet and met needs. We selected
posts from the top-rated 100 posts from the r/braincancer subreddit from February 2017 to June 2020 to identify common themes
using content analysis.

Results: The qualitative content analysis revealed how Reddit users primarily used the forum as a method to understand and
process the emotions surrounding a brain tumor diagnosis. Three major topic areas from content analysis emerged as prominent
themes, including (1) harnessing hope, (2) moving through the grief process, and (3) expressing gratitude toward other Reddit
users. Most of the authors of the posts were patients with brain tumors (32/88, 36%) who used Reddit as a reflective journaling
tool to process the associated emotions of a challenging diagnosis.

Conclusions: This study shows the potential of Reddit to serve as a unique group therapy platform for patients affected by brain
tumors. Our results highlight the support provided by the Reddit community members as a unique mechanism to assist cancer
survivors and caregivers with the emotional processing of living with brain tumors. Additionally, the results highlight the
importance of recommending Reddit as a therapeutic virtual community and the need for implementing online resources as a part
of a health care professional’s repertoire to understand the level of support they can give their patients.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e35324)   doi:10.2196/35324
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Introduction

Brain metastases remain the most common intracranial tumors
in adults and can occur in up to 40% of all patients with cancer
[1]. With more than 100 histopathologic types of primary central
nervous system tumors [2], glioblastoma remains the most
common malignant brain tumor in adults and continues to have
a grim prognosis [3]. In comparison to other cancers, the
potential limited overall survival, the higher psychosocial
burden, and the increased likelihood of eventual loss of
decision-making capability make patients with brain tumors a
unique population. The emotional and physical sequalae
following a brain tumor diagnosis can be devastating for
patients, caregivers, family members, and friends. This may
include dealing with difficult emotions such as sadness or anger
and coping with the costs of cancer care with treatments and
visits with the medical team. Patient advocacy groups such as
the National Coalition for Cancer Survivorship have advocated
for the incorporation of more patient-centered communication
throughout the cancer care continuum [4].

The clinical team of neurosurgeons, medical and surgical
oncologists, radiation oncologists, oncology nurses, and other
patient care members guides patients and caregivers throughout
the process. Team members assist patients and caregivers with
what to expect with treatment and how to prepare for upcoming
mental, emotional, and physical challenges. Although specific
symptoms depend on the type of brain tumor, common
challenges include weakness and balance difficulties along with
changes in memory and even personality. Executive functioning
can often be significantly impaired, and perception of this
decline is often concordant between the patient and caregiver
[5,6]. Even though the team members guide patients and
caregivers through the process of diagnosis through end-of-life
care, patients and caregivers may look for other avenues to
express and ultimately process their emotions to make sense of
the brain tumor diagnosis. However, these other avenues such
as online resources for self-management of living with primary
brain cancer have significant gaps in addressing patient and
caregiver needs in the areas of rehabilitation, behavioral
changes, recurrence, and the transition to palliative care [7].

Patients and caregivers may seek out and use social media to
make sense of their illness. These social media platforms can
also capture key attitudes and behaviors that are not always
reflected in traditional medical surveys [8-11]. The social media
sites including Reddit, Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook allow
users to share stories, solicit advice, make recommendations,
and establish a sense of virtual community. One of these social
media sites (Reddit) provides anonymity that can give users a
sense of comfort where they are allowed to act in accordance
with their natural disposition without fear of judgement [12].
The anonymity combined with virtual storytelling can foster a
real therapeutic relationship for patients and caregivers,
especially for those affected by life-changing disease processes
such as brain tumors [13,14]. In addition to patients and
caregivers, key stakeholders such as physicians, patient

advocates, patient organizations, and medical researchers use
social media sites for the dissemination of information [15-17].

Though these therapeutic virtual relationships can be beneficial
for patients and caregivers, health care professionals (HPs) may
also be interested in examining the content of these posts to
determine if any additional clinical support may be needed.
Identifying the category of Reddit user (eg, patient, caregiver,
or friend), type of brain tumor, and type of content within the
posts may provide HPs with additional knowledge on how their
patients are using social media sites like Reddit to potentially
cope with their diagnoses. This may help HPs better understand
the potential positive role that social media plays in their
patients’ lives during their cancer treatment experiences and
into palliative care.

Although previous research has drawn information from Reddit
to examine various other diseases [18-20], no studies have
examined Reddit discussion threads on brain tumors. A thorough
content analysis of users’ posts may contribute to a greater
understanding of how patients and caregivers use Reddit as a
social media platform to discuss and cope with brain tumors.
Additionally, determining the category of Reddit users and types
of brain tumors identified in the posts may add a greater
understanding to specific populations’needs. Our primary goals
were to determine the type of Reddit user posting, classify the
specific brain tumors that were the subject of the posts, and
examine the content of the original posts.

Methods

Overview
The data were obtained from the top-rated 100 posts of the
subreddit “r/braincancer” from February 2017 to June 2020.
We were able to identify the top-rated posts using the “Top”
and “All-time” selection features that sort the subreddit posts
from the most upvoted post to the least upvoted post. A post
can be upvoted or downvoted by subreddit users as being
relevant or recommended to other users, if other users resonate
with the content made by the original user who made the post,
or to increase visibility of the post to the broader subreddit
community. An upvote means the post contributes to the
conversation in the subreddit, and a downvote means the post
does not contribute [21]. Each user is only granted one vote per
post. Subreddit users can then self-select to see only the
top-rated posts. All posts that were obtained after applying the
filters discussed brain tumors in a variety of contexts.

We extracted data in the posts including title, text, images,
usernames, and content. All data was deidentified by removing
usernames and then imported into Word (Microsoft
Corporation), followed by MAXQDA (VERBI GmbH) for
analysis [22]. This software was chosen based on the
endorsement of the home institution where the data analysis
was conducted. Any posts that were not available at the time
of data extraction were not included in the analysis.
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Four authors (SDT, PDP, AVP, and AR) agreed upon and set
codes to categorize users and types of brain tumors a priori to
determine who was posting and which type of brain tumor was
being discussed. Two authors (SDT and PDP) then used open
coding to reveal the themes of the post content. After identifying
the initial list of themes, the two team members met to agree
upon the categories to be used for coding. All team members
met to discuss the naming of the themes, which were
interpretations directly supported by the data. As a final step in
the data analysis, we then sorted the themes into categories
following Yalom’s [23] group psychotherapeutic factors. This
sorting of data was a last step to present the findings in a
cohesive manner that resembled the key therapeutic factors in
a group setting, and we then applied these factors to a virtual
group community. Any discordant coding was resolved and
reviewed by an expert in qualitative research.

Ethical Considerations
This study did not meet the criteria for human participant
research review through the University of Arkansas for Medical
Sciences Institutional Review Board for protocol #27446. The
data were obtained from a publicly available anonymous online
forum. Each post included an author’s self-chosen username,
and even though these usernames were anonymous, we
maintained confidentiality by removing usernames prior to
importing the data into the software used for data analysis.

Results

Overview
The subreddit “r/braincancer” included a high number of
members (n=1900), and the posts covered topics about numerous
aspects of brain cancer from treatment to emotional support.
The content of the original posts ranged from journal-style
storytelling to the sharing of images and uplifting graphics.

Of the top 100 posts, all posts were written by individual users
as unique cases. Most of the 88 Reddit users (n=58, 66%) who
posted in the “r/braincancer” subreddit were writing about their
experience with a patient with a brain tumor. Many of the posts
came from users writing about their parent’s (n=32, 36%),
spouse’s (n=9, 10%), or children’s (n=9, 10%) experiences with
brain tumors. A smaller percentage of Reddit users wrote about
their own experiences with brain tumors (n=30, 34%). Only 12
users did not disclose their relationship about who they were
writing about in the subreddit thread (see Table 1).

Almost half (n=47, 47%) of the 100 Reddit users directly
mentioned glioblastoma in their posts. A smaller amount of
Reddit users (n=16, 16%) identified another primary brain tumor
that included anaplastic astrocytoma, ganglioglioma, and others.
However, more than one-third of Reddit users (n=37, 37%) did
not disclose the type of brain tumor classification or gave an
unclear description that could not be categorized (see Table 2).

Table 1. Categories of users among the top 100 Reddit posts under r/braintumor.

Users (n=88)a, n (%)Classification of user

58 (66)Writing about others with brain tumors

32 (36)Parents

9 (10)Spouse

9 (10)Child

1 (1)Extended family

30 (34)Writing about self with a brain tumor

aReddit users did not disclose their category in 12 posts and were omitted from the final percentage count.

Table 2. Brain tumor classification among the top 100 Reddit posts under r/braintumor.

Posts, n (%)Tumor type

47 (47)Glioblastoma

37 (37)Unknown

16 (16)Other primary brain tumor

Qualitative Content Results
Lastly, the content analysis of these posts revealed how Reddit
users primarily used the forum as a method to understand and
process the emotions surrounding a brain tumor diagnosis. Three
major themes within the content emerged: (1) harnessing hope,
(2) appreciating the group, and (3) moving through the grief
process.

Most of the posts of the subreddit “r/braincancer” were written
by others who were witnessing the effects of brain tumors,
specifically glioblastoma, on their loved ones. Our results are

reasonable given that a majority of content that was posted was
an in-depth storytelling experience in the treatment of the onset
of a brain tumor with much less content focused on the end of
life. Most of the Reddit users posted within a relatively short
time, as the users were experiencing these events firsthand. One
anonymous user wrote about their son, “At 4:44 this morning
he took his last breath. He was at home with his wife and I by
his side.” Other users allowed for some time to process before
posting on Reddit. One user posted on Reddit about a week
after receiving the news of their mother’s diagnosis and wrote:
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They said there is no treatment they can offer us and
she probably only has weeks to live. I am absolutely
devastated and don't even know how to begin
processing this.

The posting and real-life experiences occurred almost
simultaneously, and the content topics revealed similar patterns
of congruence following three major themes: (1) harnessing
hope, (2) appreciating the group, and (3) moving through the
grief process.

First, many of the Reddit users wrote encouraging words in the
effort to harness hope for each other, and thereby, for
themselves. The posts were generally written with an
introductory description of their disease process, most notably
by Reddit users who were also patients. Reddit users shared
their own stories and acknowledged the severity of the disease.
After this disclosure, many Reddit users then encouraged others
in the forum. One user posted about their own diagnosis and
then offered a suggestion to uplift others. They said:

Ever since being diagnosed with GBM Grade IV
several months ago, I have gone through things I
never imagined before the age of 24...But through all
of it I have wanted to help other cancer patients by
spreading what (little) I have learned about the whole
process.

The user then described how making “silly” videos was
therapeutic and ended the post by writing:

I know I am not the first person to do this, but I love
making videos and being silly! So hopefully me putting
up content about my surgery or mental health can
help someone or someone you care about...Stay
strong!

Other users went on to directly address the emotional sequalae
of the brain tumor diagnosis and were direct in their
encouragement to commend others to take hold of and harness
their hope. A user who was diagnosed with anaplastic
astrocytoma wrote:

So, if you're lost and feeling hopeless? Don’t be. It’s
gonna be a long...journey filled with anxiety, scare
or even depression. There will be tough days, but you
gotta not let it bring you down every day you are alive
after going through so much just to live.

Lastly, a vast majority of users concluded their posts by offering
to be someone’s “listening ear” or to offer any support. One
user who was 8 months from his diagnosis wrote “Keep fighting,
everyone. If anyone has questions about my experience, I'm an
open book.” These messages of resiliency remind other users
to harness hope and move forward with bravery. The messages
are a real-world account of lived experiences that are interwoven
with the Reddit user’s own meanings of these experiences. This
provides other users with applicable, comforting, and realistic
messages tailored for a unique subgroup of a population dealing
with brain tumor diagnoses.

Second, many of the Reddit users shared their appreciation for
the group, which was most common among friends, caregivers,
and siblings. Reddit users were thankful for the virtual support
offered through the forum. After one user’s husband received

a diagnosis of medulloblastoma, she was crippled by the
prognosis and used Reddit to share and process her emotions.
She candidly expressed her appreciation for the group by
writing:

This subreddit, silly as it sounds, has been a God
send...Even if no one reads this I want to thank you
all for sharing here. I was alone and stunned sitting
in my garage and not knowing what to do and you all
gave me such insight and hope.

Another user wrote about their mother’s glioblastoma diagnosis
and found comfort in the group setting. They wrote:

thank you so much to those kind souls who commented
on here. I was feeling so alone and so overwhelmed
and it honestly helped reading these.

In other cases, users were patients and expressed gratitude for
the group while going through treatment. One man who was
recently diagnosed with a brain tumor in his mid-20s described
his clinical journey and concluded with:

So maybe I've been way off topic, but I really wanted
to share my story. It's just really nice to talk about it.
I rarely talk about this and have never shared my
story on Reddit.

The supportive, nurturing environment of Reddit was
acknowledged among both friends, caregivers, and family
members as well as patients. Most of the users expressed their
appreciation of the group with deep sincerity.

Third, several Reddit users (friends, caregivers, family members,
etc) described their overwhelming emotions and the associated
grappling as they moved through the grief process around their
loved ones as explained by Kübler-Ross [24]. The content of
these posts showed almost an equal representation of anger,
depression (written by a variety of users), and acceptance, which
was written exclusively by friends, caregivers, and family
members. Little was mentioned surrounding denial or
bargaining. One user posted about his wife who recently was
diagnosed with glioblastoma. His anger was palpable. He wrote,
“I want to punch someone. I want to break the terrariums and
burn the wedding presents.” In the same post he went on to
write:

I love her so much. How do you go on when your
world crumbles? How do you eat? How do you focus
on anything that even resembles the future? I hate
the universe.

One woman wrote about her husband’s recent diagnosis and
disclosed her painful realization about his prognosis and the
associated depression. She said:

Knowing we'll never make that (anniversary)...It feels
like all my hopes and dreams have shattered into a
million pieces.

A son wrote about his father’s recent death and shared his
depression:

I find myself extremely sad in waves. I'm ok for a little
bit, but then think of something and I just cry. I'm not
sure if that will go away.
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Additionally, a patient with glioblastoma wrote about his
depression as he moved through his own grief process and said:

...All I ever hear in my daily life is how good I look,
or how inspiring I am. That couldn't be farther from
the truth. I am a broken man just trying to do the right
things.

Lastly, the voices of the Reddit users shifted to exclusively
friends, caregivers, and family members as they wrote about
the acceptance after a loved ones’ death. One user wrote about
their father’s death from glioblastoma resembling some
acceptance and said, “I am sad, we are all sad, but I am happy
too, because he won't suffer through pointless treatment. He is
free.” Another Reddit user posted about their father’s death and
said:

I miss my dad a ton already, but we know that at least
he got to see both his kids grown and married and
had a good several years of retirement and travel
with my mom to enjoy before he got sick.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In most of these posts, the users describe their emotional
movement through the grief process with no expectation of a

reply or comment from others. The posts, in turn, become a
living therapeutic tool to help Reddit users process and heal
from the emotional turmoil associated with brain tumors.

Overall, the three themes in the subreddit “r/braincancer” mirror
the unique group psychotherapy process. Much of the content
is aligned with Yalom’s [23] 11 therapeutic factors used in
group psychotherapy, namely, installation of hope, universality,
imparting information, altruism, group cohesiveness, catharsis,
and existential factors. In the Reddit forum, users harnessed
hope for themselves and others (Yalom’s [23] instillation of
hope), and in this sharing, the users helped others to realize they
are not alone in their journey (universality) with a brain tumor
diagnosis. Additionally, users harnessed hope by offering advice
and support to others (imparting information) thus creating
therapeutic bonds within the forum members. Reddit users also
were encouraging to one another (altruism) as they shared their
appreciation for the group. This anonymous online forum
created an overall feeling of acceptance and belonging (group
cohesiveness) between members. Finally, Reddit users moved
through the grief process where they shared their anger,
depression, and acceptance (catharsis and existential factors;
see Table 3).
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Table 3. Overview of therapeutic factors and quotes in the top 100 Reddit posts under r/braintumor.

ThemesQuotesDefinition

Yalom’s [23] thera-

peutic factorsa

Harnessing hopeSharing good news, encour-
aging others, fostering hope

Instillation of hope • “So hopefully me putting up content [humorous videos] about my
surgery or mental health can help someone or someone you care
about...Stay strong!”

• “I've been struggling since the right side of my body went numb with
my cognitive challenges but, we should stand strong. We are survivors
until the day we die.”

• “Cancer is definitely a dark thing in our world and it's easy to drown
in the misery that comes with it, but I would advise anyone going
through this to ‘find their light’ in the situation and focus on that.”

• “There will be tough days, but you gotta not let it bring you down every
day you are alive after going through so much just to live.”

Harnessing hopeValidating others’ experi-
ences, helping members real-
ize they are not alone

Universality • “Thank you so much to those kind souls who commented on here. I
was feeling so alone and so overwhelmed and it honestly helped
reading these.”

• “There are lots of support resources out there...you are not alone!”

Harnessing hopeFormally sharing knowl-
edge, resources, ideas, ad-
vice

Imparting informa-
tion

• “But through all of it I have wanted to help other cancer patients by
spreading what (little) I have learned about the whole process.”

• “If you have any questions or just want to talk, please PM me. Anything
I can do to help. I love you all so much.”

• “...Get hospice involved early, you will need supplies, medicine, advice
and help they can provide when you're lost.”

Appreciation of the
group

Members finding meaning
and value in listening and
sharing in group

Altruism • “Thank you so much to those kind souls who commented on here. I
was feeling so alone and so overwhelmed and it honestly helped
reading these.”

• “Hello everybody...Thank you to everyone who has offered their
company, thoughts, and prayers with my SO [significant other] and
I.”

Appreciation of the
group

Members feel gratitude for
group; have a sense of accep-
tance, belonging

Group cohesive-
ness

• “I was alone and stunned sitting in my garage and not knowing what
to do and you all gave me such insight and hope”

• “I can’t tell you how AMAZING each and every one of you are.”
• “This brain cancer stuff is really scary, and I just really appreciate the

support of this group.”
• “I thank everyone for their support and comforting words over the past

year.”

Moving through the
grief process

Emotional release and pro-
motes healing by sharing in-
formation to group

Catharsis • “I want to punch someone. I want to break the terrariums and burn the
wedding presents.”

• “I hate that she has to go through this. I hate brain cancer. Just needed
to rant for a second.”

• “I hate how glioblastoma takes away the person little by little.”

Moving through the
grief process

Finding meaning through
loss; life will continue on
with pain, death, sadness,
regret, joy

Existential factors • “I am sad, we are all sad, but I am happy too, because he won't suffer
through pointless treatment. He is free.”

• “Taking the opportunity to reach out to those who have recently lost
someone to this horrible disease and letting you know that day by day,
things do get easier.”

aOnly seven of Yalom’s [23] therapeutic factors were applicable.

Clinical Application and Comparison With Prior Work
The utility of social media platforms in brain tumor treatment
and the associated outcome of palliative care continue to expand
[25]. Our study is the first of its kind to evaluate the content
within the public forum of Reddit. While our data did not
necessarily reflect the transition to palliative care, this is a
frequent progression for many patients with brain tumors,
especially glioblastoma (almost half of our participants; see

Table 2). As a result, HPs may want to consider assessing and
treating associated symptoms, as these patients have high levels
of anxiety, depression, and cognitive symptoms especially in
transitioning to palliative care [26]. Additionally, psychological
stress can also be a significant factor in the quality of
survivorship in patients with brain tumors [27]. Other stresses
included financial burden and workforce morbidity. These
stressors affect patients from various sociodemographic
backgrounds [28-30]. Rising out-of-pocket spending and drug
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costs increase the financial burden on patients [31]. One study
showed that 40% to 80% of patients undergoing cancer treatment
stop working [32], while other studies document that patients
miss up to 6 months before returning to the workforce [33].
Online public anonymous forums such as Reddit may not
necessarily offset the financial burden but may provide a way
for patients to share their experiences or offer resources of
additional financial support. All these factors are considerations
in survivorship planning, and the Society for Neuro-Oncology
Guidelines Committee has a recommended survivorship care
plan for adult patients with brain tumors [4]. HPs may want to
integrate social media or online, public, anonymous forums
such as Reddit as a therapeutic tool into personalized care plans
for caregivers as their loved ones enter into palliative care. HPs
should consider telling patients and caregivers that, while such
online forums can be virtual therapeutic spaces, patients and
caregivers should still take precautions to safeguard against any
unwanted spam or harmful posts (as with all online interactions).
The moderation policies of this particular subreddit follow the
eight guidelines listed for all of the Reddit communities, and
moderators have the ability to ban any users who harass, bully,
or promote violence [34].

Limitations
While our analysis was unique in that we examined the content
thread of the subreddit “r/braincancer,” our study was not
without limitations. Our analysis only included the content of
the original post. We attempted to set limits for our data analysis
by focusing only on the original post. As a result, we did not

include comments in our data analysis, and we may have missed
more content and dynamic interactions within this virtual group
setting. Our sample only included the top 100 upvoted (or
recommended) posts, and these posts may not have been a full
representation of the subreddit user experiences. Additionally,
our data collection represents a point in time. Other posts may
appear after data collection, as the subreddit posts are constantly
evolving due to participant interactions. Additionally, the
demographics of Reddit users skew towards young males [35],
which might not reflect most patients and caregivers affected
by brain tumors.

Researchers may want to consider analyzing all of the comments
in the subreddit threads to better understand the group therapy
processes within anonymous online forums such as Reddit.
Additional qualitative analysis using the “best” filter may be
another way to determine the interaction between participants.
The “best” filter is an algorithm that adds weight to the quality
of the vote based on the length of time the comment was posted.
Using this feature may reveal additional posts to add another
layer of richness to the data.

Conclusions
The results of this study show the unique group therapy
processes on a virtual platform for those affected by brain
tumors. HPs may want to consider providing supportive online
resources for their patients and caregivers. The various themes
we identified in our sample are suggestions of topics that HPs
may want to consider addressing to provide more tailored
treatment planning.
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Abstract

Background: Primary care plays an important role in supporting survivors of cancer; however, support is limited because of
practitioners’ perceived lack of expertise and time. A digital intervention for survivors of cancer could provide an efficient way
for primary care staff to support survivors of cancer without the need to accumulate expertise and skills to help patients make
behavior changes; providing very brief support alongside this could maximize adherence to digital interventions. Renewed is a
digital intervention that combines web-based behavior change advice with brief health care practitioner support from a nurse or
health care assistant. Knowledge about the views and experiences of primary care staff providing support alongside a digital
intervention for survivors of cancer is sparse, limiting the understanding of the acceptability and feasibility of this type of
intervention.

Objective: This study aims to explore supporters’ experiences of providing support to survivors of cancer using Renewed,
understand potential barriers to and facilitators of the implementation of Renewed in practice, and investigate the strengths and
weaknesses of the intervention from the perspective of health care professionals.

Methods: This was a qualitative process evaluation nested within a large trial evaluating Renewed. A total of 28 semistructured
telephone interviews were conducted with nurses and health care assistants. Data were analyzed using inductive thematic analysis.

Results: Four themes were developed during the analysis, which reflected the factors that supporters identified as hindering or
enabling them to provide support alongside Renewed Online: Renewed Online as an acceptable digital tool with some improvements,
confidence in enacting the supporter role, practicalities of delivering support alongside a digital intervention, and managing a
patient-led approach. The analysis suggests that supporters perceived that a digital intervention such as Renewed would be
beneficial in supporting survivors of cancer in primary care and fit within current practices. However, barriers to providing support
alongside the intervention were also identified, including concerns about how to facilitate rapport building and, in a minority,
concerns about using a nondirective approach, in which most advice and support is provided through digital interventions, with
brief additional support provided by primary care staff.
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Conclusions: These findings add to the literature on how best to provide support alongside digital interventions, suggesting
that although most practitioners cope well with a nondirective approach, a minority requires more training to feel confident in
implementing this. This study suggests that the barriers to providing formal support to survivors of cancer in primary care could
be successfully overcome with an approach such as Renewed, where a digital intervention provides most of the support and
expertise, and health care practitioners provide additional brief human support to maximize engagement. Strategies to maximize
the chances of successful implementation for this type of intervention are also discussed.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e36364)   doi:10.2196/36364

KEYWORDS

process evaluation; digital intervention; primary care; health care professional; web-based; quality of life; posttreatment; oncology

Introduction

Background
In 2018, the total number of people alive within 5 years of a
cancer diagnosis was estimated to be 43.8 million worldwide
[1]. Currently, there are 2.5 million survivors in the United
Kingdom, which is estimated to increase to 4 million by 2030
[2]. However, up to 86% of people who complete cancer
treatment in the United Kingdom, Australia, and the United
States experience enduring side effects [3-5], including fear of
cancer recurrence, anxiety, depression, fatigue, and weight gain,
contributing to a reduced quality of life (QoL) [4].

The rising cancer burden places a strain on health systems
worldwide [6]. Health care professionals (HCPs) based in
primary care are central to providing support for people who
have had cancer after completion of their primary treatment (eg,
chemotherapy). However, these services are becoming
overstretched and are increasingly unable to meet the needs of
survivors of cancer [7]. For instance, survivors of cancer have
expressed a need for more support with the emotional effects
of cancer and issues such as fatigue that can occur months or
years after treatment [8]. Primary care staff describe a lack of
clear guidance on how survivors of cancer should be supported
[9]. Patients and oncologists have expressed concerns that
primary care staff are not experts, and their busy workloads lead
to deficiencies in the continuity of care [8,9], meaning that
survivors of cancer may not receive access to appropriate
support with their ongoing symptoms after cancer treatment.
Therefore, there is a need for clearer, more effective, and
cost-efficient means of providing support. Digital interventions,
such as websites or mobile apps, offer the potential to help
survivors of cancer improve their QoL [10]. The addition of
brief human support can boost engagement with digital
interventions [11,12]. Digital interventions combined with brief
support from primary care staff may facilitate improved QoL
after cancer treatment. It may provide efficient and low-cost
models for delivering support without the need to accumulate
expertise in the skills and knowledge needed to help patients
make the behavioral changes needed to increase their QoL.
However, the acceptability and feasibility of implementing
digital interventions among survivors of cancer in primary care
is still to be determined. An important aspect of this involves
understanding the capability of HCPs to deliver brief support
along with digital interventions.

Renewed [13-16] is a complex intervention designed to improve
the QoL of survivors of cancer. It combines a digital intervention

focused on changing key behaviors that can improve the QoL
of survivors of cancer with brief support from a nurse or health
care assistant to maximize engagement. Renewed was designed
for implementation in primary care within the United Kingdom’s
National Health Service (NHS). Renewed is currently being
tested in a randomized controlled trial (RCT) to determine its
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness. In addition to determining
the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of an RCT, it is critical
to examine whether an intervention might be implemented well
in practice. Understanding barriers to and facilitators of
implementation could help optimize the implementation of
Renewed Online and also provide helpful insights for others
developing digital interventions that include human support.

Objectives
National guidance recommends conducting process evaluations
to identify how new interventions are implemented in practice,
the likely mechanisms through which they might produce an
effect, or factors in the health care environment that might stop
an intervention from producing an effect [17]. This paper reports
a process study exploring HCPs’ perceptions of Renewed.
Although the RCT of Renewed [13] is ongoing, as recommended
by the Medical Research Council guidelines, qualitative process
data are reported here before obtaining knowledge of the RCT
outcomes to avoid biased interpretation [17]. This process study
has been used to explore potential barriers to and facilitators of
implementing Renewed in primary care and evaluate the
acceptability of providing this type of support, which might
contribute to the success (or not) of the intervention.
Specifically, this study aims to explore (1) supporters’
experiences of providing support to patients using the Renewed
Online digital intervention (from hereon referred to as Renewed
Online) and (2) barriers to and enablers of the successful
implementation of Renewed Online in practice.

Methods

Study Design
The study design entailed a qualitative process evaluation of
the Renewed intervention, which explored HCPs’ perceptions
of delivering support alongside Renewed Online. The COREQ
(Consolidated criteria for Reporting Qualitative studies)
checklist [18] guided the reporting (Multimedia Appendix 1
[18]). Participants in the RCT were randomized to (1) Renewed
Online, (2) Renewed Online with brief human (HCP) support,
or (3) usual care. For full details of the Renewed RCT, see the
study by Krusche et al [13]. Briefly, survivors of cancer in the
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Renewed RCT (n=2712) had completed treatment for colon
cancer (432/2712, 15.93%), breast cancer (1216/2712, 44.84%),
or prostate cancer (864/2712, 31.86%). Mean years since the
completion of treatment was 4 (SD 3.1) years; mean age was
64.5 (SD 10.9) years; and mean baseline QoL score was 72.4
(SD 11.9; as defined by scores <85 on the European
Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer measure
[19]).

Ethics Approval
Ethical approval was granted by the University of Southampton
(ERGO reference 31000.A8) and National Health Service
(reference 18/NW/0013) ethics committees.

The Renewed Intervention

Overview
Renewed comprises a component website, Renewed Online,
and brief HCP support. Renewed Online comprises an
introductory session that provides an overview of what to expect
from Renewed, brief advice on how to treat symptoms, and
tailored recommendations about which components of the
program would be most helpful based on the users’ responses
to the European Organization for Research and Treatment of
Cancer measure [19]. Users can then choose to use Getting
Active (support for increasing physical activity), Eat for Health
(support with healthy eating), POWeR (an evidence-based
weight loss program [11,20-23]), or Healthy Paths (support
with reducing stress or difficult feelings [24]). A full description
of Renewed Online is provided in Figure 1 [13], incorporating
the TiDIER (Template for Intervention Description and
Replication) guidelines (Multimedia Appendix 2) [25].

Figure 1. Renewed Online intervention (reproduced with permission from Krusche et al [13]).

HCP Support
HCP support was designed to boost adherence to both using the
website and engaging with offline behavior changes (eg,

physical activity) by promoting autonomous motivation.
Survivors of cancer allocated to the Renewed Online with brief
human support group were able to access support sessions
provided by an HCP, delivered using the congratulate, ask,
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reassure, and encourage (CARE) approach [26]. CARE is based
on the self-determination theory and aims to facilitate an
autonomy-supportive relationship that promotes feelings of
autonomy, competence, and relatedness [21], thus building
internal motivation for change [27]. CARE was designed to be
easy to deliver and fit within HCPs’ busy schedules, without
practitioners needing to become experts in a particular condition
or way of treating that condition as this more detailed behavioral
support was instead provided by the website.

Supporters were practice nurses, practice-based health care
assistants, or clinical research nurses who were part of a
comprehensive research network outside of general practitioner
(GP) practices, a model representing delivery of care similar to
that provided by private companies supporting digital

interventions in the NHS, who tend to provide phone rather than
in-person support and do not have access to patient records [28].
At the start of the study, supporters completed brief 15- to
20-minute web-based training outlining the study procedures
and how to provide support to patients using the CARE
approach. Before the sessions, the supporters were asked to
send emails to patients 2 and 4 weeks after the patients began
the study. Friendly email templates were provided, which were
framed around the CARE approach, asking how patients were
getting on and encouraging them to get in touch for a support
session if they wished. Support sessions of 10 minutes were
offered 2, 4, and 8 weeks after the patients had begun the study
via telephone, email, or face to face. Textbox 1 shows a brief
summary of the key messages from supporter training on how
to provide support.

Textbox 1. Supporter training key messages.

Brief summary of the guidance given to supporters on how to provide support

Use the congratulate, ask, reassure, encourage approach with patients during support sessions

• Congratulate the patient; for example, “That’s great that you want to get more active”

• Ask the patient; for example, “Have you decided to make any of the changes that Renewed suggested might be helpful?”

• Reassure the patient; for example, “Yes, doing more physical activity is safe and should help you to feel better.”

• Encourage the patient; for example, “Keep going with that as it should start to help you to feel better soon.”

Tips for providing support

• Be warm and friendly

• Praise any achievements

• Listen and show understanding

When sessions should take place

• 2, 4, and 8 weeks after the patient signs up for Renewed

• Send an encouraging email at 2 and 4 weeks using the supporter website; editable prewritten email templates are available

• Log all emails and appointments on the support log

If a patient does not contact for support

• Send an encouraging email

If you find it hard to talk to the patient for only 10 minutes

• Start the session by saying, “Nice to speak to you today. This is just a short appointment, we have around 10 minutes to talk. It would be great
to hear how you’re getting on with Renewed.”

• In the last few minutes, say, “We are coming to towards the end of our time, is there anything else that you wanted to discuss quickly today?”

• Let the patient know that the session is about to end; say, “Thank you for your time, it’s been nice to chat with you”

If the patient asks for advice

• Ask them what they think would work best for them or what they think would be best to do.

• It is okay to ask, “what does the website say to do in that situation?”

• If the patient is concerned about whether making a change is safe, you can reassure them that everything recommended on Renewed is safe.

Sampling and Recruitment
Supporters were identified for interviews through the Renewed
supporter database and the study team’s records of HCPs
providing support as part of the RCT. Emails or phone calls

were used to invite supporters to participate in a telephone
interview about their experience of supporting patients using
Renewed Online. In the early stages of recruitment, supporters
were sampled purposively based on their job roles (practice
nurse, practice-based health care assistant, or clinical research
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nurse); however, recruited supporters often had not undertaken
any support sessions or only supported 1 patient. Supporters
were then purposively sampled based on the number of patients
they had supported to ensure the inclusion of those who had
supported multiple patients to explore any variation in their
experiences. Supporters were provided with a participant
information sheet and asked to confirm their informed consent
on the web after consideration.

Procedure
Interviews were conducted between September 2019 and
January 2020, each lasting approximately 15 to 30 minutes,
with a median of 21 minutes. A total of 2 (JS and JSB)
researchers conducted the interviews. A semistructured interview
schedule was developed by a qualitative researcher (JS) and
experienced health psychologist (KB). The interview schedule
explored supporters’ experiences of providing support along
with the digital intervention, perceptions of web-based supporter
training, experiences of support appointments, perceptions of
the CARE approach, and supporters’perceptions of the Renewed
program.

Data Analysis
All interviews were audio recorded, transcribed verbatim, and
then imported into NVivo 12 (QSR International) [29]. An
inductive thematic analysis was performed based on aspects
from the 6-step framework of Braun and Clark [30] and Joffe
and Yardley [31]. JS familiarized herself with the data before
coding the interviews. A coding manual was created and
continually updated to reflect the ongoing analysis. The
identification and validation of the developing themes were
achieved through an iterative data analysis process with frequent
discussions with KB, RE, and AR. Deviant cases were
considered to ensure that minority views were not overlooked
[32]. An audit trail and reflective log were completed to maintain
rigor during the analysis. Constant comparison (a technique in
which each interpretation and finding is compared with existing
findings as it develops from data analysis [33]) was used to
examine potential similarities or differences in the reported
experiences of different types of supporters [34].

Results

Participant Characteristics
A total of 108 supporters were invited to participate in the
interview, of whom 56 (51.9%) did not reply to invitations, 21
(19.4%) could not be interviewed as they had not undertaken
any support sessions, 2 (1.9%) did not have the time to take part
in an interview, and 1 (0.9%) could not accurately recall
supporting patients. The final sample included 28 HCPs
comprising 16 (57%) practice nurses, 6 (21%) clinical research
nurses, and 6 practice-based health care assistants (21%) who
provided support for patients at 45 GP practices in total. Almost
all participants were female (27/28, 96%).

Themes

Overview
A total of 4 themes were developed that provided insights into
supporters’ experiences of providing support along with digital

interventions and factors that hindered or enabled them to
support patients as intended. The themes were (1) Renewed
Online as an acceptable digital tool with some improvements,
(2) confidence in enacting the supporter role, (3) practicalities
of delivering support alongside a digital intervention, and (4)
managing a patient-led approach. Each theme is outlined in the
following sections, including representative quotes to illustrate
key points. Participants are referred to by their identification
number, role, and the number of patients they supported.

Renewed Online as an Acceptable Digital Tool With
Some Improvements
Overall, supporters perceived Renewed as consistent with current
practice, with the increasing use of web-based interventions.
They could see how a digital tool such as Renewed Online would
be useful for patients, especially as it allowed patients to work
through rehabilitation at their own pace:

They’re [GPs] signposting patients to online
resources all the time more and more at the
moment...So this [Renewed Online] is a similar thing.
So I could see that it would be beneficial and would
fit in. [Participant 10, practice nurse, 2 patients]

Email support was also generally acceptable to supporters.
However, a few worried that patients were not receiving emails
from the supporter website; hence, they preferred to use their
own email to contact patients.

A minority of supporters reported that their patients described
the content of the information on the Renewed Online website
as generic, not personal, and failing to provide anything new.
These patients chose not to be part of the program:

He felt that the website was very generic and wasn’t
personal to him. He was like, “I already know all of
that.” he felt that it couldn’t offer him any support at
all...I couldn’t then offer him any support with
anything because he didn’t want it. He said, “If you
could give me advice on specific areas,” which
obviously we couldn’t do. [Participant 23, practice
nurse, 1 patient]

Approximately 7% (2/28) of supporters raised concerns over
the timing of providing Renewed Online. They suggested that
it was important for Renewed to be introduced to patients when
they first finish treatment and support from the hospital ends.
At that point, they felt that Renewed Online could better support
them and be more of a teachable moment before patients form
their own habits for managing side effects or returning to old
ones:

What would be brilliant, would be to get it in...very
soon after they’ve finished their final
treatment...because that’s when they’re perhaps the
most vulnerable...giving them a tool where they can
work out what’s gonna benefit them in their life at
that point. I think two, three years down the line,
however they’ve got there, they’ve got there on their
own without that [Renewed] kind of support.
[Participant 15, practice nurse, 4 patients]
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Confidence in Enacting the Supporter Role
Supporters received web-based training at the start of the study
on how to provide support alongside digital interventions
(Textbox 1). This explained how to use the CARE approach to
support patients’ engagement with Renewed Online and
emphasized that the supporter did not need to be an expert in
cancer. Most supporters reported that the length of training was
adequate and provided clarity on what was needed for the role:

It was thorough, it explained everything really well
I wasn’t left with any questions. It was clear and easy
to follow. [Participant 13, clinical research nurse, 1
patient]

Some supporters possessed prior experience in cancer care and
expressed confidence in their role supporting Renewed Online.
Although not previously experienced in this area, others still
expressed confidence but reported that this had grown as they
gained experience in delivering the intervention. Although there
appeared to be little substantive differences in the experiences
of HCPs who supported multiple patients compared with 1
patient, the associated greater frequency of delivering support
appeared to allow HCPs more opportunities to build confidence:

The more you do the calls, or the email
correspondence...the much easier I feel it’s become.
[Participant 1, clinical research nurse, 3 patients]

On the other hand, deviant case analysis highlighted that 33%
(2/6) of health care assistants were the only supporters to report
an initial lack of confidence based on preheld perceptions that
they were unqualified for the supporter role. The first
(participant 5, 2 patients) reported that the training did not
prepare her for the role, expressing a lack of understanding of
how to provide support and wanting to receive practical
demonstrations of someone providing support. The second
doubted her suitability for the role, initially being concerned
that she was not an expert in cancer. However, these perceptions
changed, and their confidence appeared to grow when actually
delivering sessions, demonstrating that their initial concerns
were perhaps unwarranted:

I felt like a bit of a fraud at the beginning, thinking
am I really qualified to do this, I feel like the patient’s
phoning me up thinking I’m some sort of expert, but
it wasn’t like that at all. [Participant 17, health care
assistant, 2 patients]

Differences in where the supporters were based (either practice
based or remote in the case of clinical research nurses) appeared
important to their experiences in supporting patients. In
particular, a few clinical research nurses felt disadvantaged
based on the assumption that practice staff were probably more
familiar with patients. They felt that this would facilitate rapport
with patients and improve the quality of the support sessions:

It [Supporter role] would need to be somebody from
the practice actually doing it who has access to their
medical notes...just so that you’re aware when you’re
listening to them, so you know what they’re going
through rather than being completely blind.
[Participant 8, clinical research nurse, 3 patients]

Practicalities of Delivering Support Alongside a Digital
Intervention
Reflected in this theme is an exploration of the logistical
problems supporters faced while delivering support to patients
using Renewed Online.

Most of the current sample expressed difficulty in conducting
sessions in the recommended 10 minutes, often reporting
sessions of approximately 15 minutes. Sessions lasted >10
minutes for various reported reasons, including allowing time
for introductions, the perception that patients felt lonely and
were longing for someone to talk to, and not wanting the patient
to feel rushed. In particular, the primary care staff expressed
guilt about potentially rushing patients, considering that they
had made an effort to come in for sessions. A clinical research
nurse expressed difficulty in managing the 10-minute sessions
as she was not used to working within this time limit:

I’d given myself longer than what was suggested
because I knew from experience that if somebody is
opening up to you about how they’re feeling the worst
possible thing that you can do is run out of time and
have to end it. [Participant 24, practice nurse, 2
patients]

A few supporters expressed a preference for lengthening
sessions, particularly the first, to allow more time to get to know
the patients and address any initial concerns. Relatedly, some
clinical research nurses reported finding it challenging to build
rapport with patients during the brief support sessions:

The appointment seemed very short. Especially on
your initial one. I think your initial appointment
should be twenty. So you can get to know the patient
a bit before you bang straight into the CARE
approach. Otherwise there’s no real time to even
introduce myself, introduce themselves. [Participant
23, practice nurse, 1 patient]

HCPs viewed both face-to-face and telephone support as
acceptable but with different benefits. Face-to-face sessions
allowed them to read the patients’ body language, whereas
phone support was better for patients who may have difficulty
in coming into a GP surgery because of travel disruptions,
weather conditions, and location. In addition, phone sessions
provided greater flexibility to supporters as it was easier to slot
into their schedules:

That [phone sessions] works really well for me
because it means that I can support patients when
I’m not in the office...that’s given me a greater
flexibility with the patients. [Participant 2, clinical
research nurse, 5 patients]

Furthermore, phone sessions reportedly helped some supporters
manage the length of sessions by preventing them from
performing health care checks unrelated to Renewed. Supporters
also expressed less guilt of having patients make the journey
into practice.

Managing a Patient-Led Approach
Reflected in this theme were supporters’ perceptions and
experiences of using a patient-led approach and what they saw
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as helpful and found difficult. In this context, a patient-led
approach refers to one in which an autonomy-supportive
relationship was facilitated using CARE to support the digital
intervention rather than giving advice, which was instead
provided through the digital intervention. Most supporters
reported that they liked the CARE approach and believed that
it provided a useful prompt and session guide:

I liked that idea [CARE approach]. I thought that was
really well planned and it’s easy to remember...a good
thing to just prompt you. [Participant 26, practice
nurse, 1 patient]

During sessions, patients would often discuss their behavior
change goals and progress. Supporters expressed that it was
initially a challenge not to give direct advice to patients during
sessions. However, this reportedly became easier as they
delivered more appointments. One of the supporters expressed
that it was nice to see patients who were actively interested in
improving their health:

It was refreshing to see them wanting to make life
changes themselves rather than making lifestyle
changes because they’d been advised to by a clinician.
[Participant 24, practice nurse, 2 patients]

In addition, some supporters expressed that not giving direct
advice was a positive change and welcomed patients being more
involved in their care:

It’s all about them giving us the answers as opposed
to the other way round, which I’m all for. I think
that’s better. [Participant 23, practice nurse, 1 patient]

A few supporters’experiences portrayed a lack of understanding
of the CARE approach and how to implement it, which caused
some difficulty in delivering support alongside the digital
intervention. For example, one of the supporters found it
challenging to implement this approach when the patients went
off on a tangent. She believed that this was because she viewed
the CARE approach as a script to be followed strictly in a
specific order, which made the conversation rigid:

I think that’s why sometimes I didn’t manage to get
the CARE aspects in the way I’d like because
sometimes you would start at one element of it, and
you think, “Okay, I must make sure I go back to the
C element or the A element...” And then I’d be like,
“Well, how do I sort of interject that in now? Now
we’re kind of talking about something slightly
different.” I wanted it to more fluid. [Participant 12,
clinical research nurse, 1 patient]

This supporter viewing CARE as a script may reflect a more
traditional understanding of HCP-patient relationships in which
HCPs provide systematic education and instruction. However,
CARE encourages an approach that prompts supporters to help
patients decide what works best for them, perhaps indicating
the supporter’s misunderstanding or lack of familiarity with the
CARE approach.

Relatedly, a practice nurse doubted the CARE approach as she
perceived that patients wanted direct advice from her rather
than just the website. Consequently, she felt quite limited in her
supporter role.

Approximately 7% (2/28) of supporters highlighted that they
would have liked to be able to review patients’ Renewed Online
activity so that they could be aware of what patients were
referring to during appointments:

They would talk to me and I’m not completely sure I
knew everything that they were covering [Renewed
Online activity]...So that’s something that I found
difficult because they would talk away as if I knew
what they were talking about. [Participant 8, clinical
research nurse, 3 patients]

Other supporters printed off pages from the Renewed Online
demo and brought them into support sessions to overcome this.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This process evaluation used qualitative interviews to understand
supporters’ experiences of providing support to survivors of
cancer alongside a digital intervention in primary care. Exploring
supporters’ experiences enabled the identification of possible
factors that hindered or enabled support being delivered as
intended alongside a digital intervention, highlighting lessons
for future intervention development and implementation.
Overall, supporters felt that they were able to follow the protocol
and deliver support as needed; however, several issues were
identified that might hamper implementation, and some minor
alterations to Renewed Online would likely be required to ensure
that the intervention is optimized for successful implementation
in practice. Considering implementation theory in process
evaluations can provide a framework for evaluating and
explaining the success of implementation [35]. Therefore, the
findings will be discussed in relation to the normalization
process theory (NPT) [36], an implementation theory that
explains the processes through which new practices of thinking,
enacting, and organizing work are operationalized in health care
[37]. An outline of the NPT, as described by McEvoy et al [38],
is provided in Textbox 2.

The aspects of the intervention that supported implementation
included the ease of training and the perceived similarity of
Renewed Online to digital tools used in current practice. In
relation to NPT, this demonstrates a high degree of coherence
regarding the value of Renewed Online, which is needed for an
intervention to be successfully implemented well in practice.
Positive perceptions of the utility of an intervention have been
shown to be key facilitators of implementation [39], and
implementation failure occurred when HCPs did not perceive
intervention use as a legitimate activity for patients or providers
[40]. Previous literature has suggested that HCPs in primary
care may not be well placed to provide support to survivors of
cancer as they lack the expertise and time necessary to make
these changes and desire clearer guidance on how to do so [8,9].
However, this study found that primary care staff felt that
supporting survivors of cancer by using a digital intervention
would be appropriate and beneficial. It is possible that this
finding differs from previous literature as this is the first study
to explore the views of primary care staff providing support
alongside a digital intervention. In most cases, this format
seemed to overcome concerns about the lack of expertise and
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time, as the digital intervention provided specific advice,
avoiding the need to develop expertise, and vastly reduced the
amount of input needed to support survivors of cancer to make
behavioral changes. A minority of supporters initially believed
that their perceived lack of expertise would affect their ability
to support patients. However, their confidence in this approach
improved once they began to support the patients, suggesting
that this was not a significant barrier to implementation.

Previous research on digital interventions for other conditions
has shown that primary care staff have reservations about
providing phone support, viewing it as less effective than

face-to-face support [21]. The acceptability of phone support
seen in this study may reflect the fact that primary care is
changing and is increasingly using phone appointments to
manage increasing workloads [41]. This may normalize more
rapidly in the current climate, as telemedicine is increasingly
advocated for use in those with cancer during the COVID-19
pandemic to minimize the number of visits to health care settings
and risk of exposure [42]. This increase in acceptability has
implications for the implementation of future digital
interventions using primary care staff to support digital
intervention users, as phone support may provide similar effects
and be more cost-effective [20].

Textbox 2. Normalization process theory outline.

Construct and definition

Coherence

The work individuals and organizations have to go through to understand a new practice to promote or inhibit it; these processes are energized by
investments of meaning made by participants

Cognitive participation

The work individuals and organizations have to go through to enroll users and engage with a new practice; these processes are energized by investments
of commitment made by participants

Collective action

The work individuals and organizations have to go through to enact a new practice; these processes are energized by investments of effort made by
participants

Reflexive monitoring

The work of formal or informal appraising an intervention to develop participants’ comprehension of the effects of the intervention; these processes
are energized by investments in the appraisal made by participants

Most supporters successfully engaged with the CARE approach,
with some noting that not giving direct advice was a positive
change and welcomed patients being more involved in their
care. This provided evidence of both cognitive participation
and collective action and suggested that for most supporters,
the CARE approach would likely normalize well in practice.
However, a minority experienced difficulty adjusting to
providing nondirective support and instead allowing the digital
intervention to provide the advice. In terms of NPT, there was
an apparent lack of cognitive participation, which suggests a
potential challenge for successful implementation. In the wider
literature, HCPs’ difficulty in adjusting to not giving direct
advice is a prevalent pattern. Encouraging health care workers
to switch from a more traditional paternalistic approach, in
which they hold all the knowledge and power and give it to the
patient, to an equal relationship using nondirective support often
requires intensive training, including reflective practices [43,44].
This is an issue that is pertinent to providing human support
alongside many digital interventions, where health care workers
are often employed to boost engagement but are not expected
to be experts or to give advice [20,26]. It is possible that more
intensive training might help the minority who struggle with
the CARE approach. Alternatively, it may be that employing
staff specifically to provide this support is more feasible than
implementing more intensive training to change the behavior
of health care workers whose daily work usually involves
working in a directive way (eg, giving advice). Such an approach
has been adopted successfully in a digital diabetes prevention
program in which a commercial company (Changing Health)

provides telephone support to NHS patients using digital
services [28].

Some clinical research nurses perceived that not being based
within GP practices was a barrier to delivering support as
intended, as they did not have a pre-existing relationship with
patients or access to their medical records and consequently
reported finding it challenging to build rapport during 10-minute
sessions. NPT would see this as a challenge to collective action,
which examines the work HCPs have to do to enact a process
[36]. This is an important issue, as the model of using research
nurses adopted in this study is similar to that adopted within
health care elsewhere, such as when private companies provide
telephone support alongside digital interventions to patients in
the United Kingdom’s NHS (eg, the NHS digital diabetes
prevention program); these workers do not have prior
relationships with patients or access to their medical records.
It may be that within such a context, a longer (perhaps double)
appointment is needed to provide time to build rapport, as
rapport building is considered crucial to quality health care
support [41].

Some supporters suggested that Renewed Online should be
offered to patients sooner after finishing treatment as this may
be when patients are most vulnerable and motivated for behavior
change. This demonstrates the NPT construct of reflective
monitoring, whereby supporters’ appraisal of Renewed Online
considered the potential disadvantages and suggested how
implementation may be improved in the future. In line with
supporters’ suggestions, previous research found that survivors
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of cancer described feeling the drive to adopt a healthier lifestyle
to feel better and more empowered immediately after finishing
treatment, and hence, it may be that this is the optimal teachable
moment [15].

In light of the experiences of supporters and the barriers
identified, several issues were identified, and potential plans
for addressing these issues are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Plans for addressing challenges faced by supporters.

Plans for addressing those challengesChallenges faced by supporters

Giving the option for the first session to be a double appointment should allow the
time for initial introductions and addressing concerns.

Many supporters were concerned that the 10-minute support
sessions were too short.

Having the first session be an optional double appointment should allow time to
build more rapport before beginning support.

Some clinical research nurses perceived that not knowing the
patient before the first session was a disadvantage, as they had
no existing rapport to build on.

It may be useful to provide supporters with access to patients’ Renewed activity.Some HCPsa expressed a desire to see patients’ activity on Re-
newed to enable easier and most salient conversations during
sessions.

Future implementation of Renewed may need to concentrate on patients who have
finished treatment more recently instead of up to 10 years after treatment.

Supporters suggested Renewed should be introduced at the point
when patients are leaving cancer treatment as this is potentially
when they are most in need of support.

Training could be intensified for the minority who have concerns about not giving
advice. This could include reflective practices, which have been shown to help people
switch from a directive to nondirective approach [43,44].

A few supporters were reluctant to use the CAREb approach as
it was different from a traditional health care worker–patient
relationship where the HCP is seen as having control and pro-
vides advice.

Update supporter training to include video demonstrations of how CARE can be
delivered.

A few supporters expressed a misunderstanding of how to use
the CARE approach.

Have fewer supporters so that they are able to support a greater number of patients,
which could give them the opportunity to build confidence in delivering support.

Some supporters expressed that delivering more support enabled
them to build confidence.

aHCP: health care professional.
bCARE: congratulate, ask, reassure, and encourage.

Strengths and Limitations
The variation in HCP roles included in the study allowed the
nuanced experience of those in different job roles to be explored.
This study has several limitations. First, the data could not be
analyzed iteratively during the interview period. This meant
that the themes developed in early interviews could not be
explored further in later ones, which can develop meaning and
understanding [45]. Second, most (401/557, 71.9%) logged
support sessions in the Renewed RCT were reported as sticking
to 10 minutes within support sessions; however, those who
consented to the interview gave patients 15 minutes on average
within support sessions. It is difficult to know why this study’s
sample differs from the overall trial sample in this way and
whether it might limit the transferability of results. This
difference may be because of the use of paper self-report
measures to collect the duration of support sessions within the
trial, possibly resulting in a social desirability bias [46].
However, given the opportunity in an interview to discuss this
in more detail, HCPs may have been more inclined to mention
if they went over 10 minutes and why. Third, we were unable
to record consultations with supporters within this study; hence,
we could not corroborate supporters’ reports on how they
implemented the CARE approach. Further research exploring
the recorded consultations of supporters using CARE would be
useful. Finally, there was a low response rate to the interview
invitations. There may be various reasons for such a low
response, one of which may be the capacity for HCPs to conduct
interviews because of busy schedules. The perceptions and

experiences of implementing support alongside Renewed may
have differed for those who did not accept an invitation to
interview.

Conclusions
Our results suggest that HCPs generally found providing support
alongside a digital intervention acceptable and were amenable
to contributing to the delivery of support to survivors of cancer
in primary care. Key factors that may support the successful
implementation of this type of digital intervention in practice
include the increasing acceptability of phone support and the
utility and acceptability of nondirective support among most
HCPs, such as the CARE approach. Challenges to implementing
support alongside a digital intervention were also identified,
including concerns about not having enough time during support
sessions to build rapport and, in a minority, concerns about
using a nondirective approach. This study shows that even when
support for a digital intervention is designed to be brief,
sufficient time needs to be allowed in the initial support sessions
to allow practitioners to feel confident that rapport can be built.
Further research is needed to explore whether additional training
might be enough to support a minority of health care
practitioners who were concerned about giving nondirective
support to adopt this approach. If not, then primary care could
consider employing other staff, such as social prescribers of
health coaches, who work in a less directive way than nurses
and health care assistants and who are now becoming
increasingly common in the United Kingdom’s NHS [47].
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There is a clear need for primary care to provide support to
survivors of cancer [7]; however, previous research has
suggested that lack of time and training on how to support this
patient group are key barriers to providing this support [8,9].
This study showed that providing support alongside a digital
intervention might be an acceptable way of overcoming these
barriers, as only a small amount of support is required, and there
is no need to develop cancer-specific expertise or behavior

change skills. This approach of mixing digital and human
support will likely be useful to others in developing and
implementing interventions to support other aspects of care for
survivors of cancer, which are not targeted within Renewed
Online, such as support for sexual dysfunction, smoking
cessation, alcohol consumption, returning to work, and lack of
social connection and support.
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Abstract

Background: Survivors of breast cancer can face internal barriers to physical activity, such as uncertainty and frustration
stemming from physical limitations, decreased physical functioning, fatigue, and pain. Interventions that draw from the principles
of Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) may help survivors of breast cancer overcome some of the internal barriers
associated with physical activity.

Objective: The primary aim of this study was to investigate the acceptability of an electronically delivered physical activity
intervention for survivors of breast cancer, centered on ACT processes.

Methods: This study used a 1-group pretest-posttest design. We recruited 80 insufficiently active female survivors of breast
cancer using a web-based recruitment strategy. The 8-week intervention consisted of weekly modules that featured didactic
lessons and experiential exercises targeting key ACT processes in the context of physical activity promotion (namely, values,
committed action, acceptance, defusion, and contacting the present moment). We determined intervention acceptability according
to study retention (≥70%), adherence rates (≥75% of the participants completing ≥50% of the modules), and posttest survey scores
reflecting the perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, and interest and enjoyment of the intervention (≥5 on a 7-point
Likert-type scale). We also evaluated changes in self-reported aerobic and muscle strengthening–physical activity, physical
activity acceptance, physical activity regulation, and health-related outcomes.

Results: The retention rate (61/80, 76%), adherence rate (60/80, 75%), average perceived ease of use (6.17, SD 1.17), perceived
usefulness (5.59, SD 1.40), and interest and enjoyment scores (5.43, SD 1.40) met the acceptability criteria. Participants increased
their self-reported aerobic physical activity (Cohen d=1.04), muscle strengthening–physical activity (Cohen d=1.02), physical
activity acceptance (cognitive acceptance: Cohen d=0.35; behavioral commitment: Cohen d=0.51), physical activity regulation
(identified regulation: Cohen d=0.37; integrated regulation: Cohen d=0.66), increased their ability to participate in social roles
and activities (Cohen d=0.18), and reported less fatigue (Cohen d=0.33) and sleep disturbance (Cohen d=0.53).

Conclusions: Electronically delivered acceptance- and mindfulness-based interventions may be useful for promoting physical
activity in survivors of breast cancer. Further research is needed to refine these approaches and evaluate their effectiveness.
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Introduction

Background
Despite the well-documented benefits of physical activity, most
survivors of breast cancer do not meet the nationally
recommended physical activity guidelines [1,2]. This population
may encounter challenges in meeting the recommended levels
of physical activity common to the general US population, along
with barriers attributable to cancer and its treatment. These can
include uncertainty and frustration stemming from physical
limitations, decreased physical functioning, fatigue, and pain
associated with physical activity [3-6].

Behavioral interventions based on the principles of Acceptance
and Commitment Therapy (ACT) may be useful in helping
survivors of breast cancer increase physical activity. This is
partly because many of the barriers to physical activity
attributable to cancer and its treatment are internal in nature and
are not necessarily amenable to immediate problem solving.
ACT is an approach to behavioral therapy that supplements
behavioral skill building with techniques centered on developing
psychological flexibility: the ability to be aware of, accept, and
proceed with gentle persistence despite uncomfortable
sensations, thoughts, and feelings that may accompany behaviors
consistent with personal values [7]. It encourages individuals
to set goals and take committed action in the service of clearly
defined values. Rather than identifying and seeking to change
problematic thoughts, emotions, and physical sensations that
can stand in the way of valued living, ACT focuses on changing
how individuals relate to these thoughts and feelings.
Compelling evidence demonstrates that ACT is effective in
bringing about a broad range of psychological and behavioral
outcomes [8,9] and has shown promise for helping cancer
survivors cope with negative internal experiences that can
accompany cancer diagnosis and treatment [10,11].

Although ACT is typically delivered face-to-face by trained
mental health professionals in clinical settings, ACT principles
and skills are increasingly being applied remotely to promote
behavior change for public health priorities, such as smoking
cessation, weight management, diabetes management, and
physical activity [12-16]. A recent systematic review and
meta-analysis concluded that interventions based on ACT
principles hold promise for increasing physical activity, but
their application to this end is nascent [17]. The degree to which
this approach to physical activity promotion, delivered
electronically, may be appropriate and useful for survivors of
breast cancer is unknown.

Objectives
The primary aim of this study was to investigate the
acceptability of the ACTive program, an electronically delivered
acceptance- and mindfulness-based physical activity intervention
designed for survivors of breast cancer. This research
corresponds to phase IIa: Proof-of-Concept of the

Obesity-Related Behavioral Intervention Trials model for
developing behavioral treatments [18]. It follows formative
qualitative research [19] and systematic intervention
development and refinement [20]. Our primary hypothesis was
that female survivors of breast cancer exposed to the ACTive
program would rate it as acceptable, as defined by study
retention, program adherence, and ratings of perceived ease of
use (PEOU), usefulness, and intrinsic motivation. Exploratory
aims were to evaluate changes in participants’ physical activity,
related cognition, and health-related outcomes associated with
receiving the behavioral intervention.

Methods

Recruitment
Eligibility criteria included that the participants be female adults
with a history of breast cancer diagnosis who were not
undergoing chemotherapy or irradiation treatment and were not
planning on or preparing for surgery. Furthermore, participants
were not eligible for inclusion if upon eligibility screening their
modified Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire [21] score
indicated that unsupervised physical activity may not be safe,
or the modified Godin Leisure-Time Exercise Questionnaire
[21] indicated that they tended to engage in ≥150 minutes of
moderate intensity aerobic exercise per week (or ≥75 minutes
of vigorous intensity aerobic exercise per week or an equivalent
combination of physical activity volume).

We recruited participants using the services of the Love
Research Army of the Dr Susan Love Research Foundation.
The recruitment material was emailed to a large listserv
consisting of approximately 79,000 individuals who had signed
up to receive information about breast cancer–related research
studies. Interested participants provided their contact
information. The study staff contacted interested individuals
via telephone to assess eligibility and engage in the informed
consent process.

Study Design
This study used a 1-group pretest-posttest design. Participants
were recruited in September 2020 and completed a baseline
survey about demographic information, physical activity levels,
physical activity acceptance, physical activity regulation, and
quality of life. The intervention content was delivered over the
course of 8 weeks, starting in the last week of September 2020.
All participants started the intervention simultaneously. A week
after completing the intervention, participants completed a
follow-up survey gathering information about the acceptability
of the intervention, physical activity levels, physical activity
acceptance, physical activity regulation, and quality of life.
Surveys were delivered via REDCap (Research Electronic Data
Capture; Vanderbilt University).
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Ethics Approval
All study procedures were approved by the University of Texas
School of Public Health Committee for the Protection of Human
Subjects (HSC-SPH-18-1025). All participants provided
informed consent for participation before taking part in the
study.

Intervention Development
Before this study, we developed the ACTive program using an
iterative design process. We used an existing manual to guide
the application of ACT principles to help insufficiently active
individuals increase physical activity [22]. To frame the
intervention development process, we used the Information
Systems Research framework [23]. This approach frames
intervention development in three cycles (ie, design, rigor, and
relevance cycles), which are iteratively repeated (Figure 1).
Throughout this process, we included insights from individuals

from the target population (30/80, 37% of the participants met
the aforementioned eligibility criteria and were recruited using
the same methods). The lead author (MCR) conducted individual
interviews with participants after they experienced the
development of intervention content and revised the intervention
based on the findings from these interviews. The results of
qualitative analyses are presented in the qualitative study by
Robertson et al [20]. Throughout this process, we identified and
iteratively tested the practical aspects of the ACTive program
design. For example, we found REDCap to be an intervention
delivery modality that could securely deliver intervention
content (including potentially sensitive information) in a way
that was perceived as simple and easy to navigate. Furthermore,
we included mixed types of media (eg, short videos and audio
files, images, text, and documents) and added components that
participants requested, such as resources with instructions on
how to safely engage in muscle strengthening–physical activity
and gentle yoga classes.

Figure 1. Information Systems Research iterative design framework for the intervention.

Intervention
The ACTive program (Textbox 1) [24] was designed to help
insufficiently active survivors of breast cancer meet the 2018
aerobic- and muscle strengthening–physical activity guidelines
for Americans according to their own physical activity–related
preferences and abilities. Target guidelines included engaging

in 150 minutes of moderate intensity aerobic physical activity
per week (or 75 minutes of vigorous intensity aerobic physical
activity per week or an equivalent combination of both exercise
intensities), engaging in at least two bouts of muscle
strengthening–physical activity that targeted all major muscle
groups per week [25].
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Textbox 1. Template for Intervention Description and Replication checklist for the present intervention.

The ACTive program briefs and description

• Why?

• Despite the well-documented benefits, most survivors of breast cancer do not meet nationally recommended physical activity guidelines.
Behavioral interventions based on the Acceptance and Commitment Therapy principles may be useful for helping survivors of breast cancer
to increase physical activity. Digital behavior change interventions minimize barriers to access that can undermine traditional behavioral
interventions.

• What (materials)?

• The ACTive program consisted of 9 modules that featured didactic lessons and experiential exercises targeting key Acceptance and
Commitment Therapy processes (Table 1). In addition, the ACTive program featured cancer survivor–specific resources for engaging in
aerobic- and muscle strengthening–physical activity and delivered behavior change techniques for safely increasing physical activity. See
the Methods section for more details and references to external content.

• What (procedures)?

• The ACTive program was designed to help insufficiently active survivors of breast cancer gradually strive toward meeting the 2018 physical
activity guidelines for Americans in accordance with their own physical activity–related preferences and abilities. The participants were
sent intervention content weekly. They were encouraged to view all intervention content and provide responses to all queries before the
next weekly module was sent.

• Who provided?

• All intervention content was created or curated by the principal investigator of the study (MCR), a doctoral student with an Master’s in
Public Health studying behavioral science. See the Methods section for more details and references to external content.

• How?

• The intervention was delivered via REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture). REDCap was also used to periodically send participants
emails from the principal investigator’s (MCR) email address acknowledging the participants’ effort and responses (eg, providing participants
with their statements of values, goals, and committed action).

• Where?

• The intervention content was delivered via the internet to participants throughout the United States.

• When and how much?

• The ACTive program was delivered over the course of 8 weeks, starting from the last week of September 2020. Per week, 1 module was
sent (the first week additionally contained a brief Getting Started module).

• Tailoring:

• The participants were regularly reminded of their previous responses and were prompted to build upon them (eg, in week 3, participants
were presented with the personal values they identified in week 2 and asked to set corresponding goals and engage in action planning). The
intervention also provided optional resources, and individuals were encouraged to use those that they found to be personally relevant (eg,
information pertaining to physical activity and lymphedema).

• How well?

• All intervention content was successfully sent to participants’ preferred email addresses. Study retention and intervention adherence are the
end points detailed in the Results section of this paper.
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Table 1. ACTive program module topics and featured behavior change techniques (BCTs).

BCTs for physical activity promotionaMain topic (with the Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
processes)

Module

Motivational interviewing (confidence ruler to elicit positive change
talk); time management

Introductory session: introduces study staff; establishes expecta-
tions

1

Provide information on consequences of behavior in general; environ-
mental restructuring; provide instructions on how to perform the behav-
ior; demonstrate the behavior

The benefits of physical activity: relevant scientific literature on
physical activity; ways to gauge intensity

2

Stress management and emotional control training; prompt self-moni-
toring of behavior; provide instructions on how to perform the behavior;
demonstrate the behavior

Values: identifying and clarifying personal values; how adherence
to physical activity may support these values; increasing motiva-
tion

3

Stress management and emotional control training; prompt self-moni-
toring of behavior; goal setting (behavior); action planning; provide
instructions on how to perform the behavior; demonstrate the behavior

Goals and committed action: identifying goals consistent with
values, including at least one physical activity–related goal; taking
committed action to accomplish goals; distinguishing internal
and external barriers to physical activity

4

Stress management and emotional control training; prompt self-moni-
toring of behavior; goal setting (behavior); set graded tasks; provide
rewards contingent on successful behavior; barrier identification and

problem solvinga; provide instructions on how to perform the behavior;
demonstrate the behavior

Acceptance: increasing acceptance as it applies to distress toler-
ance and physical activity; discriminating between acknowledg-
ment and avoidance of internal discomfort; also included a cre-
ative hopelessness exercise

5

Stress management and emotional control training; prompt self-moni-
toring of behavior; goal setting (behavior); set graded tasks; provide
rewards contingent on successful behavior; barrier identification and

problem solvingb; provide instructions on how to perform the behavior;
demonstrate the behavior

Cognitive defusion: breaking the link between thoughts and be-
havior; becoming more aware of thoughts that may interfere with
exercise plans

6

Stress management and emotional control training; prompt self-moni-
toring of behavior; goal setting (behavior); set graded tasks; provide
rewards contingent on successful behavior; provide instructions on how
to perform the behavior; demonstrate the behavior

Mindfulness: contacting the present moment; being present; al-
lowing negative internal events to pass without disrupting com-
mitted action; engaging in nonjudgmental contact with psycho-
logical and physical events that occur; increasing awareness
during physical activity

7

Stress management and emotional control training; prompt self-moni-
toring of behavior; goal setting (behavior); set graded tasks; provide
rewards contingent on successful behavior; provide instructions on how
to perform the behavior; demonstrate the behavior

Review: review and integrate key concepts8

Plan social support or social change; relapse prevention and coping
planning; stress management and emotional control training; prompt
self-monitoring of behavior; provide rewards contingent on successful
behavior; provide instructions on how to perform the behavior;
demonstrate the behavior

Maintenance: how to maintain adherence to physical activity;
navigating lapses; preventing relapse

9

aOn the basis of the Michie taxonomy [26].
bProblem solving was applied to external problems that may be readily amenable to change, but acceptance was applied to internal problems that may
be more resistant to short term changes.

The intervention consisted of 9 modules that featured didactic
lessons and experiential exercises targeting key ACT processes
(namely, values, committed action, acceptance, defusion, and
contacting the present moment) in the context of physical
activity promotion for cancer survivors (Table 1). Sessions
began with a mindfulness exercise designed to focus
participants’ attention in preparation for lesson content and
foster the initiation of a mindfulness practice. Didactic lessons
typically consisted of multiple 3- to 5-minute video and audio
files narrated by the principal investigator of the study (MCR);
these were supplemented by outside sources from ACT experts
(eg, videos created by Dr Russ Harris [27,28]). Sessions also
featured workbook-type activities and exercises designed to
apply didactic content to their lives (eg, having participants
identify their personally held values).

In addition to acceptance- and mindfulness-based content, the
ACTive program featured resources for engaging in physical
activity and applying commonly used behavior change
techniques for physical activity promotion (Table 1) [26]. These
resources included cancer survivor–specific how-to videos for
engaging in muscle strengthening–physical activity (eg,
embedded links to the Oncology, Nutrition and Exercise Group
exercise videos by PennState [29], a video on proper walking
posture by an exercise physiologist, and recorded yoga sessions
for cancer survivors) as well as other audiovisual components
(eg, images with supportive messages or inspirational quotes)
and supporting documents (eg, a habit tracker and a printable
calendar). The participants were prompted to report their weekly
physical activity levels to facilitate self-monitoring. If
participants (1) reported meeting the recommended guidelines
for aerobic physical activity or muscle strengthening exercise,
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(2) met their own personally set physical activity–related goals,
or (3) improved their aerobic physical activity from the week
before, they were immediately rewarded with celebratory images
and statements acknowledging the achievement (no additional
content was added if participants did not meet any of these
criteria).

The intervention was delivered in an automated fashion via
REDCap, which sent surveys containing all intervention content
through a dedicated study email address. To facilitate a sense
of supportive accountability [30], REDCap was used to
automatically send participants emails from the principal
investigator’s (MCR) email address upon completion of various
aspects of the intervention. These emails acknowledged
participation and provided participants with their own responses
for their records (eg, providing participants with their values,
goals, and statements of committed action). Further, the
REDCap surveys were programmed to automatically provide
reminders of previous input responses so that participants could
build upon them (eg, participants were presented with what they
put as their values upon being prompted to engage in goal setting
and action planning).

Measures

Acceptability
Our conceptualization of the ACTive program’s acceptability
was based on study retention and adherence rates and the

Integrated Model of Technology Acceptance (IMTA). [31,32].
We calculated the ACTive program’s retention rate as the
percentage of participants who completed the follow-up survey.
We calculated the adherence rate from the percentage of
modules completed by each participant as indicated by the
REDCap system use data. IMTA is a measurement model for
eHealth technology acceptance. It unifies previous lines of
research of information systems acceptance and posits that
technology adoption is best predicted by PEOU, perceived
usefulness (PU), and intrinsic motivation [31,32]. To measure
these constructs, we used the PEOU scale [31,32], the PU scale
[31,32], and the interest/enjoyment subscale of the Intrinsic
Motivation Inventory (IMIe) [33] (Table 2). The PEOU and PU
scales consist of six 7-point Likert-type items (eg, “Learning
to operate this intervention would be easy for me” and “I would
find this intervention to be useful for being more physically
active,” respectively), with responses ranging from Extremely
unlikely to Extremely likely. A psychometric analysis of these
scales found evidence of reliability (Cronbach α of .98 for PU
and .94 for PEOU) and convergent, discriminant, and factorial
validity [34]. The IMIe scale consists of seven 7-point
Likert-type items (eg, “I enjoyed doing this activity very much”),
with responses ranging from 1 (Not at all true) to 7 (very true).
This subscale has demonstrated good internal consistency and
test-retest reliability in diverse populations [33,35,36].
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Table 2. Summary of operationalizing measures.

Example itemInternal

reliabilitya

OperationalizationConstruct and component

Acceptability

N/AN/AbPercentage of participants who completed
the follow-up survey

Retention

N/AN/APercentage of modules completedAdherence

“Learning to operate this intervention would be easy for
me.”

.95Perceived ease of use scale [31,32]Ease of use

“I would find this intervention to be useful for being
more physically active.”

.97Perceived usefulness scale [31,32]Usefulness

“I enjoyed doing this activity very much.”.92Interest and enjoyment subscale of the In-
trinsic Motivation Inventory [33]

Enjoyability

Physical activity

“During a typical 7-d period (a week), how many times
on average do you do the following kinds of exercise

N/AGodin Leisure-Time Exercise Questionnaire
[37]

Leisure-time aerobic physi-
cal activity

for more than 15 minutes during your free time? Moder-
ate Exercise (not exhausting; eg, fast walking, baseball,
tennis, easy bicycling, volleyball, badminton, easy
swimming, alpine skiing, popular and folk dancing).”

“In a typical week, outside of your job or work around
the house, how many days do you do leisure-time

N/AModified Godin Leisure-Time Exercise
Questionnaire [38,39]

Muscle strengthening–phys-
ical activity

physical activities specifically designed to strengthen
your muscles such as lifting weights, circuit training, or
resistance bands? (Do not include cardio/aerobic types
of exercise).”

Physical activity acceptance

“I need to concentrate on getting rid of my urges to stop
exercising or put off exercise.”

.75Cognitive acceptance subscale of PAAQcCognitive acceptance

“I am committing to being physically active no matter
what feels uncomfortable or challenging about that.”

.81Behavioral commitment subscale of PAAQBehavioral commitment

Physical activity motivation

“I don’t see why I should have to exercise.”.84Amotivation subscale of BREQ-3dAmotivation

“I exercise because other people say I should.”.86External regulation subscale of BREQ-3External regulation

“I feel guilty when I don’t exercise.”.84Introjected regulation subscale of BREQ-3Introjected regulation

“It’s important to me to exercise regularly.”.79Identified regulation subscale of BREQ-3Identified regulation

“I exercise because it is consistent with my life goals.”.88Integrated regulation subscale of BREQ-3Integrated regulation

“I exercise because it’s fun.”.93Intrinsic regulation subscale of BREQ-3Intrinsic regulation

Health-related outcomes

“Are you able to do chores such as vacuuming or yard
work?”

.78Physical function subscale of PROMIS-29ePhysical function

“In the past 7 days...I felt fearful.”.89Anxiety subscale of PROMIS-29Anxiety

“In the past 7 days...I felt worthless.”.87Depressive symptoms subscale of PROMIS-
29

Depressive symptoms

“In the past 7 days...how run-down did you feel on av-
erage?”

.94Fatigue subscale of PROMIS-29Fatigue

“In the past 7 days...I had difficulty falling asleep...”.88Sleep disturbance subscale of PROMIS-29Sleep disturbance

“I have trouble doing all of the activities with friends
that I want to.”

.90Ability to participate in social roles and ac-
tivities subscale of PROMIS-29

Ability to participate in so-
cial roles and activities

“In the past 7 days...how much did pain interfere with
your day to day activities?”

.94Pain interference subscale of PROMIS-29Pain interference
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aCronbach α at follow-up of this study.
bN/A: not applicable.
cPAAQ: Physical Activity Acceptance Questionnaire [40].
dBREQ-3: Behavioral Regulation for Exercise Questionnaire-3 [41].
ePROMIS-29: Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System-29 profile measure (version 2.1) [42].

Physical Activity
To assess physical activity levels, the Godin Leisure-Time
Exercise Questionnaire was administered. This questionnaire
has been shown to have good retest reliability (reliability
coefficient=0.81) and convergent validity with measures of
fitness such as maximum rate of oxygen consumption during
intense exercise [37] and has been identified as a useful measure
for understanding physical activity patterns in survivors of breast
cancer [43]. We modified the Godin Leisure-Time Exercise
Questionnaire to add an item measuring muscle
strengthening–physical activity as has been done elsewhere in
populations of cancer survivors [38,39]. This item reads, “In a
typical week, outside of your job or work around the house,
how many days do you do leisure-time physical activities
specifically designed to strengthen your muscles such as lifting
weights, circuit training, or resistance bands? (Do not include
cardio/aerobic types of exercise)” and response options ranged
from 0 to 7.

Physical Activity Acceptance
A central construct targeted by the ACTive program is
experiential acceptance, defined as the propensity to
acknowledge negative internal experiences rather than avoid
them. We operationalized this construct using the Physical
Activity Acceptance Questionnaire (PAAQ) [40]. This
questionnaire consists of two subscales, cognitive acceptance
(eg, “I need to concentrate on getting rid of my urges to stop
exercising or put off exercise”) and behavioral commitment (eg,
“I am committing to being physically active no matter what
feels uncomfortable or challenging about that.”). Responses
ranged from 1 (Never true) to 7 (Always true). This
questionnaire has demonstrated sound psychometric properties
in survivors of breast cancer, with high internal validity
(Cronbach α=.89), test-retest reliability, and convergent validity
with established measures of mindfulness and physical activity
(both self-reported and accelerometer-measured) [40].

Physical Activity Motivation
A recent meta-analysis and systematic review revealed that
mindfulness can have marked effects on motivation for
health-related behaviors (as conceptualized by
Self-Determination Theory) [44]. To investigate this link in the
context of this study, we evaluated the participants’ physical
activity–related motivation at baseline and after the intervention.
To do so, we administered the 24-item Behavioral Regulation
for Exercise Questionnaire-3 (BREQ-3) [41]. This questionnaire
contains 5 subscales that operationalize Self-Determination
Theory constructs of amotivation, external regulation,
introjected regulation, identified regulation, integrated
regulation, and intrinsic regulation (eg, “It’s important to me
to exercise regularly”). Responses ranged from 0 (Not true for
me) to 4 (very true for me). This questionnaire was found to

have acceptable internal consistency in a sample of 414
survivors of colorectal cancer [45].

Health-Related Outcomes
To measure quality of life and physical functioning, we
administered the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement
Information System-29 profile measure (version 2.1;
PROMIS-29) [42]. The PROMIS initiative is a National
Institutes of Health initiative that aims to create
psychometrically sound self-report measures designed to assess
well-being in various domains of human health [46].
PROMIS-29 includes eight subscales, seven of which (physical
function, anxiety, depressive symptoms, fatigue, sleep
disturbance, ability to participate in social roles and activities,
and pain interference) have 4 items with 5 Likert-type responses
each (eg, ranging from Not at all to very much). The final
subscale (pain intensity) has 1 item with responses ranging from
0 (No Pain) to 10 (Worst pain imaginable). Scores were coded
and summed such that higher scores indicate more of the concept
being measured (ie, higher scores for physical function are
favorable, but higher scores for anxiety are not favorable). Raw
scores were then converted to T-scores using standardized
PROMIS tables [42], which were rescaled such that the mean
was 50 and the SD was 10. This questionnaire has demonstrated
strong psychometric properties across a variety of populations,
including cancer survivors [42,47-49].

Data Analysis
We computed participants’average PEOU, PU, and IMIe scores
in accordance with their recommended scoring procedures. We
calculated the average weekly moderate to vigorous physical
activity using the Godin Leisure-Time Exercise Questionnaire
[37] and the average subscale scores for the PAAQ and BREQ-3,
following the scoring instructions. We followed the
recommended PROMIS procedures to calculate the T-score
metrics from the participant responses. We used listwise deletion
to handle missing data, which assumes that missing data are
completely missing at random [50]. We set the nominal α to
.05 and used R (version 4.0.3) [51] and the tidyverse package
[52] to conduct the data analysis.

Following the CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting
Trials) guidelines [53], we determined the a priori criteria upon
which to base our decision regarding the acceptability of the
ACTive program. These were based on retention rate, adherence
rate, and IMTA-based acceptability questionnaire data. As has
been done elsewhere, we set the criteria for an acceptable
retention rate of ≥70% [54,55]. Our criterion for the adherence
rate was that ≥75% of participants completed at least four of
the modules, which is comparable with other digital behavior
change interventions (DBCIs) for cancer survivors [55-57].
Finally, our acceptability criteria included that the average scores
of PEOU, PU, and IMIe were ≥5 (out of the 7 points of the
Likert-type scales) [58]. To pursue exploratory aims, we
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conducted 2-tailed, paired sample t tests (or paired sample
Wilcoxon signed-rank test, as appropriate) and computed Cohen
effect size values [59] for pre- and postintervention Godin
Leisure-Time Exercise Questionnaire, PAAQ, BREQ-3, and
PROMIS-29 subscale scores.

Results

Overview
We attempted to contact 134 participants who expressed interest
in the study and met the prescreening eligibility criteria. Of the
134 participants, a total of 91 (67.9%) participants were formally
screened. Of the 91 participants, 9 (10%) were found not eligible
to participate (in most cases, because they were taking drugs

for a heart condition), and 2 (2%) were found to be eligible but
did not subsequently take part in the study. We engaged in an
informed consent process with 90% (82/91) of participants, all
of whom agreed to participate in the study. Of these 82
participants, 2 (2%) did not complete the baseline survey or
receive any intervention content. Thus, 80 participants were
included in the study’s analytic sample.

Participant Characteristics
The mean age of the sample was 57.5 (SD 11.4, range 31-79)
years, and the median time since breast cancer diagnosis was 7
(IQR 3-12) years. The study sample was relatively well-educated
(64/80, 80% college graduates), mostly non-Hispanic White
(58/80, 73%), and mostly either overweight or obese (58/79,
73%; Table 3).
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Table 3. Participant characteristics (N=80).

Values, n (%)Characteristic and category

Education level

16 (20)Some college

36 (45)Bachelor’s degree

28 (35)Graduate school degree

Employment status

41 (51)Employed full time

9 (11)Employed part-time

20 (25)Retired

10 (13)Other

Marital status

12 (15)Single

58 (73)Married

1 (1)Living with significant other

5 (6)Divorced

3 (4)Widowed

Race

1 (1)American Indian, Alaska Native, or other

4 (5)Asian

7 (9)Black or African American

65 (83)White

Ethnicity

7 (9)Hispanic

72 (91)Non-Hispanic

Stage of breast cancer at diagnosis

33 (44)1

30 (40)2

10 (13)3

2 (3)4

BMI status

1 (1)Underweight

20 (25)Normal

34 (43)Overweight

24 (30)Obese

Acceptability
Of the 80 participants in the analytic sample, 61 (76%)
completed the follow-up survey after the 8-week intervention,
yielding a retention rate of 76.3%. The participants completed
71.5% of all modules in total, and the adherence rate

(percentage of participants who completed at least 4 modules)
was 75% (60/80; Figure 2). The participants’ average PEOU,
PU, and IMIe scores were 6.17 (SD 1.17), 5.59 (SD 1.40), and
5.43 (SD 1.40), respectively (Figure 3). The retention rate,
adherence rate, and IMTA-based acceptability scores met the
predetermined acceptability criteria.
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Figure 2. Participant completion of intervention modules.
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Figure 3. Acceptability scores. Inconsistencies in the sum of percentages is due to the rounding of the percentages.

Exploratory Outcomes
Table 4 presents the results of the exploratory analyses. On
average, participating in the ACTive program was associated
with an increase in nearly 90 minutes of self-reported moderate
to vigorous intensity aerobic physical activity per week (Cohen
d=1.04; Table 4; Figure 4) and 1.3 additional bouts of muscle
strengthening–physical activity per week (Cohen d=1.02; Table
4; Figure 5). The participants exhibited statistically significant
increases in scores for both the cognitive acceptance (Cohen
d=0.35) and behavioral commitment subscales (Cohen d=0.51)

of the PAAQ as well as for the identified regulation (Cohen
d=0.37) and integrated regulation (Cohen d=0.66) subscales
of the BREQ-3. There was no statistically significant increase
in the intrinsic regulation subscale of the BREQ-3. Finally,
participants exhibited decreased PROMIS-29 scores for fatigue
(Cohen d=−0.33) and sleep disturbance (Cohen d=−0.53), and
increased scores for ability to participate in social roles and
activities (Cohen d=0.18) over the course of the study. The
changes in the other PROMIS-29 subscales were not statistically
significant (Table 4).
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Table 4. Changes in exploratory outcomes associated with the ACTive program (n=59).

P valueChange,
mean (SD)

Follow-up score,
mean (SD)

Baseline score,
mean (SD)

Questionnaire and construct or subscale

Godin Leisure-Time Physical Activity Questionnaire

<.001a91.6 (114.1)127.4 (111.1)36.2 (69.2)Average weekly minutes of moderate to vigorous aerobic physical activity

<.001a1.3 (1.6)1.6 (1.6)0.3 (0.8)Average weekly bouts of muscle strengthening–physical activity

Physical Activity Acceptance Questionnaire

.01b2.3 (6.9)20.4 (6.0)18.9 (6.9)Cognitive acceptance

<.001a2.5 (5.2)23.8 (4.7)21.3 (5.5)Behavioral commitment

Behavioral Regulation for Exercise Questionnaire-3

<.001a0.3 (0.6)2.8 (0.8)2.5 (0.9)Identified regulation

<.001a0.7 (0.9)2.1 (1.0)1.5 (1.1)Integrated regulation

.07b0.2 (0.9)1.9 (1.1)1.7 (1.0)Intrinsic regulation

Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System-29 profile measure (version 2.1; T-scores)

.95a0.2 (7.0)53.3 (5.6)53.1 (6.4)Physical function

.51b−0.6 (7.4)52.9 (8.6)54.5 (9.1)Anxiety

.11a−1.2 (5.6)49.8 (7.1)51.1 (7.0)Depressive symptoms

.02b−2.9 (9.2)50.2 (8.9)53.3 (8.6)Fatigue

<.001b−4.2 (7.1)48.8 (8.0)53.0 (7.8)Sleep disturbance

.03a1.3 (5.5)53.5 (7.3)52.1 (7.5)Ability to participate in social roles and activities

.69a0.5 (8.1)50.2 (8.2)49.7 (7.8)Pain interference

.60a0.08 (2.1)3.5 (1.9)3.5 (2.0)Pain intensity (raw score)

aPaired-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
b2-tailed, paired sample t test.
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Figure 4. Pre- to postintervention change in average weekly moderate to vigorous physical activity as measured by the Godin Leisure-Time Physical
Activity Questionnaire.

Figure 5. Pre- to postintervention changes in the average number of days participants engaged in muscle strengthening–physical activity as measured
by the modified Godin Leisure-Time Physical Activity Questionnaire.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we evaluated the acceptability of the ACTive
program, an acceptance- and mindfulness-based physical activity
DBCI for insufficiently active survivors of breast cancer. The
8-week electronically delivered intervention was centered on
the application of ACT principles to increase psychological
flexibility and acceptance in the context of physical activity.
The study retention rate; participant adherence rate; and PEOU,
PU, and IMIe scores supported the acceptability of this approach
for promoting physical activity in survivors of breast cancer.
Exploratory findings suggest that participation in the program
was associated with increased aerobic- and muscle
strengthening–physical activity, physical activity acceptance,
identified and integrated regulation of physical activity, and
decreased fatigue and sleep disturbance.

Although it met the threshold we determined to be acceptable
for this early phase of research, the retention rate for this study
(74%) was relatively low. High attrition is a challenge
commonly encountered in physical activity–related DBCIs [60],
but our retention rate was modestly lower than some other
studies in cancer survivors [61] and the general population [62].
In addition to extraneous factors such as the possibility of
reduced participation because of the COVID-19 pandemic [63],
this may be in part because of a relatively high participant
burden. Full participation in the ACT-derived content featured
in this study required a considerable degree of concentration
and reflective thought. It may have been that participants who
were lost to follow-up were not able to do so because of
competing demands for time and energy. Future studies should
investigate which subpopulations of survivors of breast cancer
are most amenable to this unique approach to promote physical
activity. Adaptive interventions may feature acceptance- and
mindfulness-based modules for those who may benefit from
this content the most.

Study adherence, operationalized in this study as the completion
of the weekly modules, was relatively high. This is another
known challenge to remotely deliver digital health studies; the
participants commonly cease interacting with DBCI-related
content in health-related studies in less than a week [64]. In this
study, participation was close to 100% for approximately half
of the participants (48/80, 60%) and gradually tapered off over
time for the other half (32/80, 40%; Figure 2). Evidence suggests
that physician referral is associated with markedly increased
adherence to digital health studies and may be a way to improve
adherence to empirically supported DBCIs [64]. Physical
activity–related DBCIs may be a useful tool to supplement
health care providers’ physical activity counseling, which has
been shown to be effective but is often limited by time
constraints [65]. Although the default assumption may be that
more interactions with DBCI content is necessarily better, there
is increasing recognition of the importance of parsing from
intervention interaction that might constitute effective
engagement or the level and type of engagement that is linked
to key outcomes of interest [66]. The ACTive program was
structured such that each module generally targeted specific

ACT processes. It may be that some processes should be
prioritized in the context of physical activity promotion if they
predict a disproportionate amount of variance in physical
activity–related outcomes. Future studies designed to evaluate
intervention effectiveness should investigate what constitutes
effective engagement with physical activity interventions
centered on ACT principles. Furthermore, it may be useful to
investigate the optimal constitution of ACT-based programs for
promoting physical activity.

Findings pertaining to PEOU, PU, and IMIe scores indicated
that the ACTive program was well received. These constructs
predict the use and appraisal of web-based learning platforms
[34,67-69] and the likelihood of cancer survivors sharing
health-related information with others [70]. In this study, PEOU
scores were particularly high (Figure 3). This finding supports
the delivery of ACT-derived content to promote physical activity
via digital means. This is a noteworthy finding, because to date,
most physical activity interventions derived from ACT concepts
have been conducted in person [17]. The findings suggest that
this approach to physical activity promotion may be extended
using DBCI technologies to increase public health impact. In
this study, we used the REDCap survey delivery system.
Although audiovisual program delivery is not its primary
purpose, it seems to be useful for developing and evaluating
beginning stage behavioral interventions. Furthermore, this may
be a particularly attractive option when privacy and data security
are paramount.

High PU and IMIe scores suggest that participating survivors
of breast cancer felt that the application of acceptance- and
mindfulness-based techniques to increase physical activity was
relevant and enjoyable. This is an important finding given the
marked heterogeneity of motivations for physical activity,
physical abilities, and the range of desired DBCI features found
in survivors of breast cancer [71]. This study is among the first
to evaluate the use of acceptance- and mindfulness-based
techniques for physical activity promotion in cancer survivors;
although, ACT is increasingly being used to inform physical
activity promotion interventions in other groups [17] and has
been recommended as a useful therapeutic modality for cancer
survivors [10,11]. The paradigm shifting emphasis to change
your relationship with problematic thoughts and feelings, rather
than changing the thoughts and feelings themselves, appears to
resonate with insufficiently active survivors of breast cancer.
High ratings of the PU of the intervention suggest that
participants felt the program was effective at increasing their
physical activity levels, and this notion was supported by
exploratory findings.

The study participants tended to report substantial increases in
aerobic- and muscle strengthening–physical activity levels from
before the intervention to after the intervention. The participants
averaged approximately 90 minutes per week increases in
moderate to vigorous intensity aerobic physical activity and an
approximately 1.3 bouts per week increase in muscle
strengthening–physical activity. Given the dose response,
negative association between physical activity and overall and
cancer-specific mortality in survivors of breast cancer [72-75]
and recommended guidelines for cancer survivors [76-78], these
increases are clinically meaningful. The results are in accordance
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with a recent systematic review and meta-analysis that
concluded that interventions based on ACT principles hold
promise for increasing physical activity [17] and are supported
by both high PU ratings and corresponding increases in PAAQ
scores. Given the importance of long-term adherence to physical
activity, future research is needed to evaluate the effectiveness
of acceptance- and mindfulness-based interventions for both
initiation and long-term maintenance of physical activity in
survivors of breast cancer.

We observed small and medium effect sizes for changes in the
PAAQ subscales of cognitive acceptance and behavioral
commitment, respectively. This suggests that the participants
experienced increases in both their experiential acceptance of
physical activity–related internal experiences (eg, sensations,
cognitions, and emotions) and their behavioral commitment to
engaging in physical activity. This has implications for
long-term change; increases in cognitive acceptance have been
found to be associated with long-term changes in objectively
measured physical activity [40]. As ACT is centered on
increasing psychological flexibility, and in the context of
physical activity promotion, this is perhaps most clearly
manifested as physical activity acceptance, it may be that
effective physical activity interventions derived from ACT
tenets are partly mediated by this construct. Future studies
should investigate this possibility in survivors of breast cancer.

Participants tended to report an increase in both identified
regulation and integrated regulation of physical activity from
before the intervention to after the intervention. These constructs
are held by Self-Determination Theory to reflect autonomous
forms of extrinsic regulation and have been shown to be
consistently predictive of physical activity [79]. The findings
of this study are concordant with the literature that has found
mindfulness interventions to be associated with increases in
autonomous motivation [44]. Practicing mindfulness exercises,
such as engaging in mindful walking, might be theorized to
increase the interest or enjoyment derived from physical activity
and thus, engender increases in intrinsic regulation [44]. As
changes in this study were observed for identified regulation
and integrated regulation for physical activity but not for
intrinsic regulation, it may have been that participants’ reflection
on the benefits of physical activity alongside value clarification
exercises caused them to value physical activity more deeply
and increasingly identify as someone who prioritizes it. Future
research should investigate this notion and how
Self-Determination Theory and ACT may inform behavior
change interventions in tandem.

Finally, sleep disturbance, fatigue, and the ability to participate
in social roles and activities are challenges faced by cancer
survivors that can begin with primary treatment and persist long
into survivorship [80-82]. In this study, participants tended to
report clinically meaningful decreases in these issues from
before the intervention to after the intervention [83]. This finding
is in accordance with the literature that has found effective
physical activity interventions to impact these health-related
outcomes in cancer survivors [84,85]. Indeed, the American
College of Sports Medicine guidelines for cancer survivors
provide specific physical activity recommendations for
achieving improvements in these domains [77], and such

changes may occur relatively quickly with increasing physical
activity levels [86,87]. Other mean changes in health-related
outcomes were not statistically significant; although, there were
trends toward a reduction in depressive symptoms. However,
the interpretation of changes in PROMIS-29 health-related needs
to be considered in light of the COVID-19 pandemic and its
societal ramifications, which may have influenced these
variables.

Strengths and Limitations
The findings of this study must be considered in the context of
its limitations. The generalizability of this study is limited by
convenience sampling methods that yielded a relatively
well-educated sample and limited diversity in terms of race and
ethnicity. Furthermore, participants who responded to the
recruitment material may have been particularly motivated to
increase their physical activity. The COVID-19 pandemic
precluded more active forms of recruitment that may have
yielded a more diverse sample, but our recruitment methods
allowed individuals from all over the United States to
participate. The study’s high attrition rate has potential
implications for the findings regarding the acceptability of the
intervention. It may have been that those who were lost to
follow-up produced lower ratings. However, the results met the
a priori criteria for determining the acceptability. Our study
design was centered on investigating the acceptability of the
ACTive program and precluded making causal inferences
regarding the efficacy of the intervention. We observed that
changes in reported physical activity along with high ratings of
PU of the intervention and concomitant changes in theorized
determinants and outcomes linked to physical activity are
somewhat encouraging, but alternate explanations may account
for these observations. Salient threats to internal validity include
history (particularly given the COVID-19 pandemic), potential
reactivity to the experimental situation, regression to the mean,
and self-reported assessment of physical activity (which is prone
to social desirability and recall bias). There is also an inflated
chance of type 1 error given that we conducted multiple
statistical tests (eg, evaluating changes in all survey subscales
individually). We did not adjust the P values given the
exploratory nature of this investigation. The strengths of this
study include the use of a theory-based intervention that can be
implemented with high fidelity and has potential for scalability,
acceptability testing informed by the Obesity-Related Behavioral
Intervention Trials model for intervention development, and
predetermined thresholds to ascertain intervention acceptability.
Another strength of this project was the parsimony of design
and low cost of the intervention. The study was conducted with
minimal resource expenditure using in-house scripting or video
and leveraging extant resources (eg, REDCap). This low-end
development was used to achieve considerable positive impact
and demonstrated the ability to compile meaningful,
theory-based applications for increased reach, fidelity, and
acceptability.

Conclusions
We conclude that electronically delivered acceptance- and
mindfulness-based physical activity approaches to physical
activity promotion represent potentially well-received and useful
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intervention option for insufficiently active survivors of breast
cancer. Metrics pertaining to study retention, program
adherence, and ratings of PEOU, usefulness, and intrinsic
motivation all met the predetermined criteria for success. Receipt
of the intervention was associated with increases in reported
aerobic- and muscle strengthening–physical activity, physical

activity acceptance, identified and integrated regulation of
physical activity, and decreases in fatigue and sleep disturbance.
More research is needed to further develop this approach to
promote physical activity and formally evaluate its potential
efficacy in pilot-testing with randomized designs.
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Abstract

Background: The National Clinical Trials Network program conducts phase 2 or phase 3 treatment trials across all National
Cancer Institute’s designated cancer centers. Participant accrual across these clinical trials is a critical factor in deciding their
success. Cancer centers that cater to rural populations, such as The University of Kansas Cancer Center, have an additional
responsibility to ensure rural residents have access and are well represented across these studies.

Objective: There are scant data available regarding the factors that act as barriers to the accrual of rural residents in these clinical
trials. This study aims to use electronic screening logs that were used to gather patient data at several participating sites in The
Kansas University of Cancer Center’s Catchment area.

Methods: Screening log data were used to assess what clinical trial participation barriers are faced by these patients. Additionally,
the differences in clinical trial participation barriers were compared between rural and urban participating sites.

Results: Analysis revealed that the hospital location rural urban category, defined as whether the hospital was in an urban or
rural setting, had a medium effect on enrolment of patients in breast cancer and lung cancer trials (Cohen d=0.7). Additionally,
the hospital location category had a medium effect on the proportion of recurrent lung cancer cases at the time of screening
(d=0.6).

Conclusions: In consideration of the financially hostile nature of cancer treatment as well as geographical and transportation
barriers, clinical trials extended to rural communities are uniquely positioned to alleviate the burden of nonmedical costs in trial
participation. However, these options can be far less feasible for patients in rural settings. Since the number of patients with
cancer who are eligible for a clinical trial is already limited by the stringent eligibility criteria required of such a complex disease,
improving accessibility for rural patients should be a greater focus in health policy.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e33240)   doi:10.2196/33240

KEYWORDS

rural residents; clinical trials; screening; cancer; patients; lung cancer; health policy epidemiology; cancer patients; electronic
screening logs; electronic screening

Introduction

There are numerous barriers for rural residents to obtain health
care. Some of the barriers include but are not limited to lack of
facilities, lack of infrastructure, inability to travel, lack of
specialists, financial barriers, and limited access to clinical trials
[1]. Consequently, patients may avoid or delay care, resulting
in more severe clinical outcomes [2,3].

Within this field, there are several environmental risk factors
such as sun exposure, pesticide exposure, and risk of injury
from farming equipment [4,5]. Among these risks, pesticides
and other chemicals may lead to an increased cancer incidence
among rural populations [6]. Given the nature of cancer, without
early diagnosis, the patient might be left with fewer treatment
options or may even run out of treatment options. Moreover,
treatments for battling cancer are very expensive as they require
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multiple sessions over a long period of time [7,8]. The
medications involved with cancer treatment are also expensive,
and not all are covered through medical insurance leaving the
patient to pay for it [9]. Given most of the rural residents are
either self-employed or employed through small companies,
typically their insurance coverage is very minimal [10]. A lack
of insurance coverage or gaps in insurance coverage can add to
the difficulty of the treatment process for rural patients. In many
cases, these patients must choose between skipping treatment
or taking on debt [9]. In consideration of these obstacles, clinical
trials may represent an underutilized avenue of affordable
treatment for rural patients. However, the availability of these
trials to rural patients is limited by the logistic difficulty of
bringing expensive medical devices involved in cancer treatment
to isolated health centers in nonmetro areas.

The Masonic Cancer Alliance (MCA), which serves as the
outreach network for the University of Kansas Cancer Center
(KUCC), already has a great relationship with most of the rural
hospitals and clinics in the catchment area. The KUCC launched
this network to extend clinical trials at these hospitals and clinics
in rural and health professional shortage areas. The majority of
trials made available to the MCA sites are the National Cancer

Institute’s National Clinical Trials Network studies. To better
understand the volume and patient cohort availability, all of the
screening information gathered at these locations was
documented at each of the sites under a screening log database.
These community sites span across the state of Kansas, covering
the majority of KUCC’s catchment area.

The National Clinical Trials Network (NCTN) program is aimed
to motivate like-minded people across North America and
internationally to coordinate and support cancer clinical trials
that are funded by the National Cancer Institute. The trials that
were part of the NCTN program were used as potential trials
available for patients who received care at 9 community sites.
The community site information is summarized in Table 1,
including the county and state these sites are located, as well
as their Rural Urban Continuum Codes (RUCC) classification,
which designates counties as rural or urban depending on
population and urbanization.

KUCC, in collaboration with MCA, launched clinical trial
screening at the 9 community sites that are located across the
KUCC catchment area for the NCTN trials. Figure 1 provides
a geographical representation of where these sites are located.

Table 1. Community partner sites where participants were screened

Health professional shortage areas
(primary care)

RUCCa classificationCounty, state (population)Site name

NoRural (5)Ellis County, KS (28,553)Hays Medical Center

YesRural (5)Finney County, KS (36,467)Heartland Cancer Center

YesRural (4)Lyon County, KS (33,195)Newman Regional Center

NoUrban (1)Johnson County, KS (602,401)Olathe Medical Center

YesRural (5)Saline County, KS (54,224)Salina Regional Health Center

YesRural (5)Finney County, KS (36,467)St. Catherine Hospital

YesUrban (3)Shawnee County, KS (176,875)St. Francis Comprehensive Medical
Center

NoUrban (1)Jackson County, MO (703,011)Truman Medical Center

YesRural (4)Crawford County, KS (38,818)Via Christi Hospital

aRUCC: Rural Urban Continuum Codes.
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Figure 1. Geographical location of the clinical trial screening sites. RUCC: Rural Urban Continuum Codes. ©Mapbox ©OpenStreetMap.

Methods

Screening Methodology
The MCA, in conjunction with the Biostatistics and Informatics
Shared Resources, have built a screening log survey using
REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture) [11]. The
screening log was targeted to capture high-level information
about participants who were screened at these community sites.
The screening log captured information such as whether there
was a trial available based on the community cancer center’s
clinical trials portfolio. If a potential trial was currently available
for a participant’s cancer type, the participants were screened
and screening information was documented. Documented
screening information for these patients included cancer disease
type, stage, and recurrence. The screening log is attached as a
supplementary document listing all the questions that were
captured during the screening. If a patient was found to be
ineligible for a trial after screen, the corresponding reasons were
also documented. If a patient was eligible for a trial but chose
not to take part, their reasons were also documented. Multiple
disease trials were considered to be available trials for both
patients with lung cancer and patients with breast cancer.

The University of Kansas Medical Center Institutional Review
Board’s approval was given to capture the participants screening
information across the 9 community sites in October 2014. Since
then, information has been captured under the REDCap
screening log project. The data dictionary depicting the
screening information that was captured has been attached as a
supplementary document (Multimedia Appendix 1). The number
of clinical trials that were available across these 9 sites is
illustrated as a bar chart in Figure 2. These results are stratified
by year, and different colors represent the type of disease the
trial was targeting (breast, lung, or multiple disease). The
multiple disease trials are broader studies that allowed screening
for both breast and lung but also other common cancer types.

The 9 sites involved in the screening process span across the
state of Kansas and are described in Table 1. Based on the
RUCC, these sites were classified as Rural (RUCC 4-9) or Urban
sites (RUCC 1-3). For the purposes of this study, we used
hospital location to categorize rural or urban status to compare
factors in breast cancer and lung cancer between the rural and
urban groups. These factors include clinical trial availability,
barriers to treatment, and disease characteristics.
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Figure 2. Clinical trials actively screening during the calendar year.

Statistical Analysis
The data capture for screening were developed with a pure
intention of operational goals, and consequently there was not
a formal study design to determine the sample size for each of
these sites. Moreover, the screening process of clinical trials is
hard to predict, and there is always an ebb and flow with
screening both in urban and rural areas. Due to these sampling
issues, the Fisher exact test P value was determined to be an
insufficient method for comparing rural participants to urban
participants. Additionally, in consideration of the fact that
significant P values are also likely to be found in large sample
sizes even when the size of the effect is negligible, Cohen d was
used to calculate effect size instead [12]. To obtain the Cohen
d, a log odds ratio was calculated and then converted [13]. A
Cohen d value of [0;0.2) implies negligible effect; [0.2; 0.5)
implies small effect; [0.5; 0.8) implies medium effect; and [0.8;
infinity) implies large effect [14].

Cohen d Calculation
Cohen d is calculated using the following standard formula:

Variables included for analysis included the rural-urban
category, with outcomes including the disease-specific
information gathered during the screening process. Among the
disease-specific information, variables varied between patients
who had breast cancer and those diagnosed with lung cancer.

Outcome variables for patients with breast cancer included
clinical trial availability, whether they were a new or existing
patient at diagnosis, tumor stage, histology of the breast, nodal
breast status, metastatic status, recurrence status, stage of breast,
and hormone of the breast. Clinical trial availability was
recorded as yes or no depending on whether a clinical trial was
available. Metastatic status was recorded as yes or no.

Recurrence status was recorded as recurrent or nonrecurrent.
Tumor stage was recorded as T1, T2, T3, or T4. Histology of
the breast was recorded as ductal carcinoma in situ (invasive
carcinoma), or inflammatory carcinoma. Nodal breast status
was recorded as either positive or negative. Stage of breast was
recorded as 0, I, II, III, or IV. Lastly, the hormone of the breast
was recorded as ER/PR+ (estrogen receptor/progesterone
receptor) HER2+ (human epidermal growth factor receptor 2),
ER/PR+ HER2–, ER/PR– HER2+, or ER/PR– HER2–.

Outcome variables for patients with lung cancer included clinical
trial availability, whether they were a new or existing patient
at diagnosis, tumor stage, histology of the lung, nodal lung
status, metastatic status, and recurrence status. Clinical trial
availability was recorded as yes or no depending on whether a
clinical trial was available. Metastatic status was recorded as
yes or no. Recurrence status was recorded as recurrent or
nonrecurrent. Lung histology was recorded as adenocarcinoma,
bronchoalveolar, squamous cell carcinoma, small-cell
carcinoma, or mesothelioma. Tumor stage was recorded as T0,
T1, T2, T3, or T4. Lastly, nodal lung status was recorded either
positive or negative.

Ethics Approval
The University of Kansas Medical Center granted approval
under a central IRB with reliance by the other institutions
(STUDY00002341).

Results

A total of 2258 patients with breast cancer and 1347 patients
diagnosed with lung cancer were screened across 9 sites from
October of 2014 to December of 2020. Some common reasons
why patients were not able to participate in clinical trials are
described in Multimedia Appendix 2. As stated previously, we
sought to assess the relative availability of clinical trials between
rural and urban patients. Additionally, we analyzed the relative
incidence of certain cancer disease features between these two
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populations. These results are detailed in Multimedia Appendix
3.

Among patients with breast cancer, we noted significant
differences in clinical trial availability between rural-urban
categories. For urban residents, 177 (18.7%) of the 945 patients
with breast cancer were eligible for a clinical trial based on their
portfolio. Compare this to rural residents, where 79 (6.01%) of
1313 patients were eligible for a clinical trial. A Cohen d value
of 0.7 represents a medium effect between the rural and urban
groups when it comes to clinical trial availability. Using the
Cohen d calculation formula, this would mean that an urban
patient who has breast cancer would be 3.56 more likely to have
an available clinical trial for their cancer type compared to a
rural patient with breast cancer. This suggests that an urban
participant diagnosed with breast cancer had higher odds of
finding a potential clinical trial compared to a rural patient
diagnosed with the same condition. Hospital Location
Rural-Urban Category (HLRUC) had a small effect on whether
a patient was a new or existing patient at the time of diagnosis
(Cohen d=0.2), suggesting slightly higher odds that a rural
patient would be a new patient at the time of diagnosis. Health
risk control did not display an effect on either the stage of breast
cancer or breast histology. For both outcomes, the Cohen d was
0.1. Health risk control displayed a small effect size (Cohen
d=0.2-0.4) on nodal breast status, metastatic status, recurrence
status, stage of breast, and hormone of breast. This suggests
slightly higher odds for the incidence of these outcomes among
rural patients diagnosed with breast cancer.

Among patients with lung cancer, there was a similar disparity
in clinical trial availability. For rural patients with lung cancer,
84 (10.5%) of 798 patients had an available clinical trial. For
urban patients with lung cancer, 140 (43%) of 325 patients had
an available clinical trial. The residence category resulted in a
Cohen d of 0.8, which would mean that urban patients with lung
cancer were 4.268 times more likely to have an available clinical
trial. HLRUC had a small effect on the incidence of lung
histology categories including adenocarcinoma, bronchoalveolar,
small-cell carcinoma, and mesothelioma. HLRUC did not
influence the lung histology category of squamous cell
carcinoma. HLRUC had a small effect on incidence of the T1
stage of lung cancer (Cohen d=0.2) but had no effect on the
incidence of other stages. HLRUC had no effect on nodal status
(Cohen d=0.1), and a small effect on metastatic status (Cohen
d=0.2). HLRUC had a medium effect on recurrent status of
patients with lung cancer (Cohen d=0.6), suggesting a higher
odds of recurrent lung cancer among rural patients.

Discussion

Key Findings
Our results suggest that clinical trial availability was greater for
urban patients with breast cancer and lung cancer than it was
for their rural counterparts. It stands to reason that the benefit
of expanding clinical trial availability to rural patients could be
significant for an already underserved population. Since the
screening was a part of the data gathering process, the effect
size could also potentially be due to fewer study options that
are available at the rural sites. Stringent eligibility criteria are

a long-standing barrier in cancer trial participation, and there
have been recent initiatives to reevaluate and broaden clinical
trial availability [15,16]. Broadening the criteria has multiple
benefits such as improved clinical trial participation, reflecting
larger patient population and increasing patient access to new
investigational treatment [17]. Even after initial prescreening,
the participants might have to undergo a set of labs before they
are officially enrolled into the clinical trial. Costs for these
additional labs or exams might not be covered by the clinical
trial sponsor and might discourage participants from even
entertaining the idea of participation into these trials [18].
Subsequent studies should consider barriers to clinical trial
participation in the context of cancer stage as well as current
factors. In cases where the participants’ diagnosis is in an
advanced stage, they have very fewer clinical trial opportunities
because of fewer advanced stage trials and the aggressive nature
of the disease [19]. The time-sensitive nature of advanced stage
cancer incentivizes physicians to begin treatment as quickly as
possible instead of searching for potential clinical trials. When
there are additional barriers complicating clinical trial
participation, this could make clinical trials particularly
unavailable for patients in an advanced cancer stage.

Apart from the clinical trial availability metric, our keen focus
was to assess if patients who seek care in rural areas might differ
in care, which could potentially lead to malignancy of cancer
or a diagnosis of a late stage. Our analysis indicated that the
prevalence of certain cancer features was similar between
populations seeking care at rural and urban centers. However,
the limited sample size of patients at rural locations could affect
the interpretation of these results. More data from rural
populations, as well as the inclusion of additional factors in the
screening process, will be required for future analysis.

Recent studies suggest that involving primary care physicians
in the conversation of clinical trial participation can encourage
rural patients to see cancer trials as a treatment option [20]. For
rural participants who are diagnosed with cancer for the first
time, they may lack the experience and information to decide
what treatment options suit them. This can exacerbate the
already present barriers to clinical trial participation for these
patients. If information on clinical trial options is provided to
them by a primary care physician or other familiar health care
worker, they may be more receptive to alternate treatment
options such as clinical trial participation [21]. In this way, some
of the individual and personal barriers to clinical trial
participation can be alleviated.

Multimedia Appendix 2 illustrates some of the common reasons
why participants were not able to find an appropriate clinical
trial that suits their profile. Additionally, if they were qualified
for study participation and decided not to participate, those
reasons have been documented as well. Among both the breast
and the lung cancer group, the major screening failure reason
has been the performance status or the ECOG (Eastern
Cooperative Oncology Group) status. The ECOG status is a
frequently used measure in clinical trial planning, which details
a patient’s ability to care for themselves, as well as their mobility
and activity levels. Typically, most trials under their inclusion
criteria look for participants who have a lower performance
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status; a higher performance status would mean they are limited
self-care or need additional support [22].

As mentioned previously, multiple disease trials were considered
to be available trials for patients with lung cancer and those
with breast cancer. While the lack of specificity in these trials
allows for greater accessibility, the broadness of their typical
premise means the potential benefits of participation are limited.

Some of the common reasons why the patient decided not to
participate includes “time concern,” “travel concern,” “insurance
denial,” “study logistics,” “language barrier,” “social,” and
“physician didn’t offer.” One of the low hanging fruits that can
be easily addressed from the above barriers is to educate the
physicians at these sites and provide them with a comprehensive
list of studies that suits their patient’s profile. For this very
reason, KUCC has developed a mobile app also known as
“Clinical Trial Finder App” that can be used by any physician
to easily screen or refer a patient while the patient is in the clinic
with them [23,24].

Limitations
Due to the data limitation, we are unable to assess if the
screening rate varies by site or based on race or ethnicity. As a
future project, our team proposes to find ways to collaborate
with these sites to gain additional demographics and clinical
information to dive deeper into understanding the various trends.
Another major limitation of the study was that hospital location
was used as a surrogate for patient residence. In future studies,

it would be beneficial to gather data on actual patient residence
in order to determine urban or rural residence categories. The
screening estimates might be on the lower end, as some of the
screened patients who did not follow the standard screening
procedures could have been excluded from the data capture
system.

Conclusion
Even in this day and age, we continue to observe barriers that
discourage participants from participating in clinical trials.
Additionally, the health care availability gap between rural and
urban participants is widening, which limits the generalizability
of clinical trials for rural participants. Technological,
therapeutic, and medical practice advances have had very little
impact on reducing these barriers. A few of the notable barriers
include lack of personnel to screen participants, lack of
technology, commuting issues, and differences among the
population characteristics. We as a cancer center strive to
continue educating our clinical teams at the rural sites about the
potential referral opportunities. Future policy makers must
consider more targeted programs that facilitate the participation
of rural patients. This approach must be multifaceted, involving
earning the trust of rural patients, providing resource to facilitate
clinical trial participation, disseminating the right information,
and continuing to engage and adapt to the dynamic rural
environment. Additional support must be provided to encourage
clinical trial participation through resources such as
transportation, childcare, and tax credits, among others.
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Abstract

Background: The genomic frontier continues to revolutionize the practice of oncology. Advances in cancer biology from
tumorigenesis to treatment resistance are driven by the molecular underpinnings of malignancy. The framing of precision oncology
as both a clinical and research tool is constantly evolving and directly influences conversations between oncologists and their
patients. Prior research has shown that patient-participants often have unmet or unrealistic expectations regarding the clinical
utility of oncology research and genomic sequencing. This indicates the need for more in-depth investigation of how and why
patients choose to participate in such research.

Objective: This study presents a qualitative ethical analysis to better understand patient and provider perspectives on enrollment
in precision oncology research.

Methods: Paired semistructured interviews were conducted with patient-participants enrolled in a prospective head and neck
precision oncology research platform, along with their oncology providers, at a National Cancer Institute–designated academic
cancer center.

Results: There were three major themes that emerged from the analysis. (1) There are distinct and unique challenges with
informed consent to precision medicine, chiefly involving the ability of both patient-participants and providers to effectively
understand the science underlying the research. (2) The unique benefits of precision medicine enrollment are of paramount
importance to patients considering enrollment. (3) Patient-participants have little concern for the risks of research enrollment,
particularly in the context of a low-burden protocol.

Conclusions: Patient-participants and their providers offer complementary and nuanced perspectives on their motivation to
engage in precision oncology research. This reflects both the inherent promise and enthusiasm within the field, as well as the
limitations and challenges of ensuring that both patient-participants and clinicians understand the complexities of the science
involved.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e35033)   doi:10.2196/35033

KEYWORDS

oncology research platform; precision oncology; head and neck oncology; academic cancer center; semistructured interview;
patient-provider dyads; oncology; interview; ethical analysis; patient; provider
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Introduction

The genomic frontier continues to revolutionize the practice of
oncology. Advances in cancer biology from tumorigenesis to
treatment resistance are driven by the molecular underpinnings
of malignancy, and the framing of precision oncology as both
a clinical and research tool is constantly evolving. Introspection
is warranted to examine how conversations between oncologists
and their patients may be affected.

Studies have assessed the motivations of research participants
enrolling in genome sequencing research, such as the HealthSeq
[1] and ClinSeq [2] projects, and reflected the tension between
the risk and potential reward that these platforms offer.
Additional studies have explored the perspectives of
patient-participants enrolled in precision oncology studies, many
of whom reported unfilled expectations [3]. These
patient-participants also reported a higher level of perceived
utility of the study at the time of enrollment than after
enrollment. Specifically, their expectations that participation in
a genome sequencing study would affect future health and
medication decisions were not frequently met [4].

These studies all indicate the need for more nuanced questions
and perspectives. As one study states, “Further evaluation of
whether and how family members and close contacts were
involved in the patient’s decision to pursue or decline
sequencing, and any discussion with family members and friends
preceding sequencing, may help to elucidate how these dynamics
affect decision-making” [5]. A key component when asking
these questions is to address the unique concerns in this field
of research. For example, precision oncology has a more
established clinical utility in certain cancers than others.
Moreover, the role of germline mutations is de-emphasized in
many cancers, which may confuse how patients consider the
issues of heritability and familial risk. In addition, cancer stage,
prognosis, and recurrence will all invariably impact how
patients, many of whom are affected by cancers considered to
be terminal, will consider the prospect of using “cutting edge
science” to save their lives. This is particularly true when most
precision oncology platforms to date have had, at best, modest
impact on survival outcomes.

Our aim is to better understand patient and provider perspectives
related to the decision to enroll in a low-burden precision
oncology protocol. In this study, we employed a qualitative
embedded ethics protocol involving semistructured interviews
of both adult patients with head and neck cancer enrolled in
precision medicine research and their clinicians. This study was
nested within a prospective precision oncology study at one
institution, a National Cancer Institute–designated academic
cancer center. Two other articles have been derived from the
interview data set, one focused on patient and provider
perspectives on enrolling in head and neck cancer research [6]
and the other on commercialization of cancer genomic data [7].
Herein, we focus specifically on patient and provider
perspectives on enrollment in precision oncology itself.

Methods

Overarching Study Design
This inquiry ran alongside the overarching study, “Developing
Precision Medicine Protocols for Head and Neck Cancer
MiOtoSeq (Michigan Otolaryngology and Translational
Oncology Sequencing Center),” an institutional review
board–approved precision medicine study in the Michigan
Medicine Department of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck
Surgery [8]. Patient-participants enrolled in MiOtoSeq were
adults with biopsy-confirmed cancer of the head and neck who
were counseled and consented to participate in upfront, targeted
genomic research sequencing of their tumors and germline
tissues. In conjunction with the MiOtoSeq study, we embedded
this qualitative ethics protocol to better understand and compare
perspectives on their involvement in precision oncology
research. Specifically, we were interested in the motivations of
patients and providers to enroll in the research.

Interviews
A subset of the MiOtoSeq patient-participants were purposively
sampled for interviews based on demographic and clinical
factors to ensure a diverse variety of experiences. All patients
participated in a 1-hour interview conducted by researchers
trained in semistructured interviewing techniques [9]. All
interviews were conducted in 2018.

The interviews were audiorecorded, transcribed by a third-party
service, and deidentified. All interview files were stored on an
institutionally supported secure storage platform. In these
interviews, participating patients and clinicians were asked a
variety of questions related to the goals of precision medicine
research, the risks and benefits as they perceived them, and their
experience with the MiOtoSeq enrollment and consent process.

This analysis includes responses from a total of 20 interviews
from 10 patients and 8 clinicians. In the cases of 2 physicians,
each had treated 2 patients and we conducted 2 separate
interviews with the physicians to focus on each patient.
Patient-participants were recruited until thematic saturation was
achieved [10] and then their physician was recruited for
comparison purposes. One of the clinicians is an author of this
analysis, and his interview responses were excluded from
quotation. Once the interviews were underway, team members
(KSB and MK) iteratively developed the codebook [9].
Transcripts were inductively and deductively double-coded (by
MK and CK) and discordances were reconciled (KSB). Please
refer to our previous publication for more detail regarding these
methods [6]. For the purposes of this article, gender pronouns
for clinicians and patient-participants were randomly selected
for additional privacy.

Ethics Approval and Consent to Participate
Approval was obtained from the ethics committee of the
University of Michigan (HUM00085888). The procedures used
in this study adhere to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants
included in the study.
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Results

Theme 1: Challenges With Informed Consent to
Precision Medicine
Many patient-participants stated that their background
knowledge of genetics came from media or television. For
example, several patient-participants cited the movie Jurassic
Park, coverage of “test tube babies,” or the Discovery Channel
as their main source of genetic information. As one
patient-participant put it, their awareness began “when Francis
(or was it Crick?) first started the Human Genome Project”
(Patient [P] 05). As one clinician aptly joked, “I think most
patients don’t understand [genetics], because I barely do in a
lot of ways” (Clinician [C] 10).

Many clinicians were concerned that the patients’ lack of
understanding of genetics, and research in general, might lead
to conflations between clinical care and enrollment in a precision
medicine protocol. For patients without a strong grasp of the
basics of genetics, the nuanced potential benefit of precision
oncology—where clinical care and research may be
blurred—was complex to understand. For example, the doctor
of one of the patient-participants who said he had learned about
genetics from Jurassic Park admitted that although he explained
to the patient that this was not a therapeutic trial, “…maybe he
didn’t get that. I don’t know [laughs]” (C02). Another doctor
added, “I don’t know if [my patient] actually understood,
because patients express understanding of almost everything I
say…” (CO3). Other clinicians seemed reassured that patients
at least understood that the research would not change their
clinical care or help them directly. However, despite one
clinician stating that he thinks “the personal reward for any
individual patient is very low” (C11), his patient stated that her
expectation from participating in the study was that it “might
save my life” (P11).

Other clinicians emphasized the inherent vulnerability of patients
in a clinical oncology visit and how that might compound
confusion or inadvertent exploitation. Of note, although the
clinicians were MiOtoseq coinvestigators, consent for enrollment
into the study was obtained by a dedicated study coordinator.
One clinician described her realization that “most patients don’t
understand genetic sequencing and simply sign something
because we give [it to] them in a very vulnerable situation”
(C07). She went on to describe asking patients to enroll in
research during a clinical care visit as “really not an informed
consent process.” Another clinician agreed that his patients were
“more worried about not passing away from [the cancer] as
opposed to having their sequencing done” (C10). As a patient
affirmed, “In the whirlwind of things…I really didn’t think
about [enrolling in research] too much…I just consented” (P11).
However, a different patient-participant described the benefit
of learning about precision medicine in the clinical context:
“Wow, you know, I’d like to know more about myself…and
my genetic makeup and kind of what went wrong…” (P08).

Theme 2: Unique Benefits of Precision Medicine
Enrollment
Many patient-participants were excited about the promise of
precision medicine research specifically, referring to current
cancer treatment options as “archaic.” They described precision
medicine as “the future,” and several expressed hope for finding
a cure for cancer.

I think that we have no idea of what we’re doing right
now. We’re dabbling a foot in the pool, but once we
get all the way into that pool, I think we’re going to
have some serious answers. [P07]

Patient-participants were less clear about potential benefits to
themselves in enrolling in precision medicine research. Although
the majority noted that they realized the research was not
primarily for their own benefit, many held out hope for the
“teeny, teeny, teeny, teeny possibility [that] it could help me”
(P07). Several patient-participants specifically described hoping
that the research could help them if their cancer came back in
the future. Clinicians appeared generally aware of their patients’
aspirations to have their cancer cured, which one described as
a “common coping strategy” (C07). Although, as one clinician
said, he explains to patients that the research could not possibly
affect their clinical course, “when it takes 14 months to get the
sequencing back!” (C02).

More uniquely related to a precision medicine protocol than
other types of clinical research, many patient-participants also
described that research participation might help their blood
relatives in the future and protect them from “what is inside me
that came from my ancestors…” (P04). Almost all spoke about
protecting their family and children through research enrollment,
with one patient-participant stating that they “would do anything
to make sure they [their children] don’t go through this” (P08).
Another described this altruistic legacy as “a way for me
watching out for my family later on when I’m gone” (P07).
Another added: “I would hope that this could help, you know,
my family first and then out into other people” (P09). Notably,
some of these themes might relate to other novel cancer research
platforms and are not necessarily specific to precision oncology
itself.

Theme 3: Risks of Research Enrollment
Although patient-participants overwhelmingly spoke of hope
and the potential benefits of precision medicine research, the
majority of those who spoke of risks only brought them up to
dismiss them. Many discussed how enrolling in a precision
medicine protocol had no additional risk or burden to themselves
and did not involve much effort or downside: “If there’s
something that really doesn’t cause you any…discomfort, really
takes up very little of your time, if down the road 30 or 40 years
from now, that could really affect peoples’ lives, you know,
why wouldn’t you want to do that?” (P09). One
patient-participant also discussed the convenience of being able
to complete everything in the same visit; he said that if the trial
required extra visits, he probably would not have enrolled.

If patient-participants or their clinicians mentioned specific
risks that concerned them, the most common was finding out
information that the patients might not want to know. One
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patient-participant described these potential secondary findings
as both “a shield and a sword” (P05). She added, “I can’t see
that ignorance could possibly benefit you…other than a bit of
bliss I suppose.” Another patient-participant dismissed the risk
of finding out unwanted information this way: “Life has twists
and turns. We don’t have a clue what’s going to happen, but
are we going to hold back positive for the thought of a
negative?” (P07). Another concluded that he was already 70
years old, so he did not need to worry about genetic
discrimination or being fired from his job. This common
dismissal of the risks of research enrollment might relate to the
general lack of understanding of genetics as highlighted in
Theme 1.

Interestingly, the most common risk described by clinicians
was not related to stumbling upon an affirmative genetic finding
that patients might not want to know about, but quite the
opposite—that of not understanding what an abnormal variant
meant for their patients in the first place. This relates to an
altogether different category of risk related to transgressions of
professional duty. One clinician described precision medicine
research as having to be “comfortable with that uncertainty”
(C08). Another clinician bemoaned that scientific advancement
regrettably may lead to recognition of missed diagnoses, if they
“look back in 5 years, and you didn’t even know the germline
mutation that was bad was a bad one then, right?...Even if you
didn’t know it was bad, should you have told them that
something could be there?” (C10).

Discussion

This analysis uniquely matches the perspectives of
patient-participants with their corresponding clinicians, offering
insight into the influence of the doctor-patient relationship on
precision oncology research enrollment and satisfaction. Our
findings highlighted nuanced challenges with informed consent
to precision medicine, uniquely perceived benefits of precision
oncology, and relatively discounted risks related to genomic
discovery.

One key component of our findings relates to ensuring that
patients have the capacity to fully understand the research to
which they are being asked to consent. Specifically, although
many patient-participants stated that they understood the basics
of the science, the background they cited was limited to popular
media and fictionalized interpretations, indicating low true
genomic health literacy (defined as “the capacity to obtain,
process, understand, and use genomic information for
health-related decision making” [11]). The relative lack of
genomic health literacy among patient-participants raises
concerns for the maintenance of their underlying autonomy
throughout the enrollment process and beyond.

A component of this genomic health literacy important to the
process of informed consent is understanding the limitations of
genome sequencing, a competency that has been associated with
high levels of education [12]. For example, there is still a lack
of common understanding of the term “actionable,” and there
are differences in understanding “between patients and
clinicians, with patients expecting more personal benefits to
come from actionable results” [13]. Actionability generally

relates to recognition of a germline mutation with implications
for relatives, as well as identifying clinically prognostic
biomarkers and biological targets to be used in the patient’s
treatment. In head and neck precision oncology both remain
rather rare; thus, there are more nebulous outcomes than direct
benefits of enrollment at this stage.

Of the patients that do experience decisional conflict when
enrolling in genomic sequencing, this phenomenon is associated
with lower health literacy and a lack of experience with prior
genetic testing [14]. Unfortunately, disparities in baseline
genomic knowledge often persist longitudinally, despite the
offering of educational materials and genetic counseling
opportunities [15]. In this study, clinicians noted several times
that the inherent vulnerability of their patients to both structural
and individual coercion, or at least undue influence, to enroll
in research was tied closely to clinical caregiving. Past research
has demonstrated that framing potential benefits as aspirational,
direct, and collateral can help clarify the otherwise complex
relationship between research and clinical care in this space
[16,17]. Our findings are consistent with these, confirming the
need for better strategies to educate and counsel patients and
participants alike.

The benefits of obtaining high genomic health literacy are that
greater baseline knowledge of genomics has been associated
with lower levels of distress related to participating in a genome
sequencing study and higher levels of understanding of the
study. Ensuring that both clinicians and patient-participants
understand the risks and benefits of research participation can
serve to clarify decisions and better enable prospective
participants to honor their autonomy.

Although informed consent has been shown to improve
knowledge about both the limitations and benefits of genome
sequencing in a variety of settings [4,12], many oncologists
have little familiarity with newer genetic technologies and have
a low level of genomic literacy themselves, as several of our
clinician interviewees admitted [18]. Clinicians without
backgrounds in genetics also report difficulty understanding
and communicating genomic terminology and the volume of
complex information yielded from genomic sequencing studies
[19]. If clinicians have a limited understanding of genetic
sequencing studies, they may be uncomfortable communicating
the goals or results of these studies to their patients. This could
lead to lower levels of physician satisfaction and less
participation in future studies [18]. This tension was noted by
the clinicians interviewed herein as well, despite the fact that
they are all engaged in academic research in this field.

The theme of altruism is also prominent in studies exploring
subjects’ motivations to engage in genetic research [20]. In the
broadest lens, this reflects contributing to the generation of
generalizable knowledge to help future patients—the cornerstone
of clinical research itself. However, this concept is far more
nuanced when considering the distinctions between germline
and somatic mutations [21]. In this study, in which somatic
mutations are far more common than germline mutations in a
head and neck cancer cohort, the likelihood of family members
benefitting directly from the research is lower. An intriguing
ethical analysis reconceptualizes participation in precision
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medicine “as inextricable from social relationships and their
ongoing ethical obligations. Going beyond altruism, reframing
biospecimen and data collection in terms of socially regulated
gift-giving recovers questions of responsibility and care…and
underscores ethical commitments to reciprocity and
responsibility” [22].

In summary, patient-participants and their providers offered
complementary and nuanced perspectives on their motivation
to engage in precision head and neck oncology research. It is

important to note that the findings reported here represent the
views of a specific group of clinicians and their
patient-participants. Further research is warranted to generalize
their experiences. Nevertheless, this study reflects the
participants’ excitement to be a part of cutting-edge research,
as well as their inherent altruistic tendencies. This enthusiasm
should still be tempered with realistic expectations, and better
systems should be created to educate cancer patients turned
participants about the precision medicine.
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Abstract

Background: The advancement of cancer research has been facilitated through freely available cancer literature, databases,
and tools. The age of genomics and big data has given rise to the need for cooperation and data sharing in order to make efficient
use of this new information in the COVID-19 pandemic. Although there are many databases for cancer research, their access is
not easy owing to different ways of processing and managing the data. There is an absence of a unified platform to manage all
of them in a transparent and more comprehensible way.

Objective: In this study, an improved integrated cancer research database and platform is provided to facilitate a deeper statistical
insight into the correlation between cancer and the COVID-19 pandemic, unifying the collection of almost all previous published
cancer databases and defining a model web database for cancer research, and scoring databases on the basis of the variety types
of cancer, sample size, completeness of omics results, and user interface.

Methods: Databases examined and integrated include the Data Portal database, Genomic database, Proteomic database, Expression
database, Gene database, and Mutation database; and it is expected that this launch will sort, save, advance the understanding
and encourage the use of these resources in the cancer research environment.

Results: To make it easy to search valuable information, 85 cancer databases are provided in the form of a table, and a database
of databases named the Cancer Research Database (CRDB) has been built and presented herein. Furthermore, the CRDB has
been herein equipped with unique navigation tools in order to be explored by three methods; that is, any single database can be
browsed by typing the name in the given search bar, while all categories can be browsed by clicking on the name of the category
or image expression icon, thus serving as a facility that could provide all the category databases on a single click.

Conclusions: The computational platform (PHP, HTML, CSS, and MySQL) used to build CRDB for the cancer scientific
community can be freely investigated and browsed on the internet and is planned to be updated in a timely manner. In addition,
based on the proposed platform, the status and diagnoses statistics of cancer during the COVID-19 pandemic have been thoroughly
investigated herein using CRDB, thus providing an easy-to-manage, understandable framework that mines knowledge for future
researchers.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e35020)   doi:10.2196/35020
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Introduction

Cancer is a category of diseases causing irregular cell growth
with the ability to infiltrate or spread to other areas of the body.
As of 2019, approximately 18 million new cases are reported
per year [1], among which 22% of cancer deaths are caused by
tobacco use and 10% are caused by obesity, an unhealthy diet,
a lack of physical activities, or excessive alcohol use [2]. In the
past 2 or 3 decades, recent data have shown that approximately
5%-10% of cancers are caused by genetic disorders [3]. Patients
with cancer seem to exhibit exacerbated conditions and a higher
mortality rate when exposed to the virus [4]. The COVID-19
pandemic has spread over the world. As in 18 October 2021,
there have been 219 million confirmed cases and 4.55 million
deaths worldwide, with the number of cases continuing to rise
in 216 countries [5]. Patients with cancer are thought to be
particularly prone to SARS-CoV-2 infection and the
development of more severe COVID-19 symptoms, which could
be related to a systemic immunosuppressive condition caused
directly by tumor growth and indirectly by anticancer therapy’s
side effects [6]. Infection can affect people of various ages, but
in most situations, disease severity is linked to age limit and
pre-existing disorders that decrease immunity, such as cancer.
COVID-19 has been linked to an increased risk of severe
sickness and death among patients with cancer, according to
several studies [7]. Brunello et al [8] suggested that people with
cancer are faced with two challenges that potentially lead to
death: one is from getting cancer and the other is
COVID-19—the latter resulting from undertreatment or
overtreatment conditions. Initial investigations revealed that
patients with cancer were more likely to contract the virus and
become infected with COVID-19.

Because of the effects of antineoplastic therapy, supportive
drugs including steroids, and the immunosuppressive qualities

of cancer, people with cancer could be immunocompromised
[5]. The advancement of modern genomic technology—such
as microarrays, proteomics, transcriptomics, and gene
sequencing—and the serious situation resulting from the
COVID-19 pandemic have resulted in the generation of a huge
amount of data [9,10]; therefore, the first challenge of these
multi-omics cancer and COVID-19 data was the design and
usage of electronic databases to store and manage the large
amount of knowledge [11]. A number of databases have been
published in this research area, which have explained the
wide-ranging information about cancer research and COVID-19
[10,12-16], such as The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA),
RespCanDB, cBioPortal, Co-19PDB, and ICGC, these databases
have been exploring, analyzing, and visualizing
multidisciplinary genomics data. Further, we have presented a
comparison table with previously published work, in which we
have noticed a considerable growth in the number of databases,
and we have provided the list of all the cancer databases and
have built a database of the databases named the Cancer
Research Database (CRDB), with the improvement highlighted
in Table 1. To make it easier for researchers and the scientific
community, a well-organized and easily accessible platform is
required, where all cancer research data can be accessed with
a single click. To that end, we have gathered almost all cancer
databases and classified them into six categories based on data
types: Data Portal database, Genomic database, Proteomic
database, Expression database, Gene database, and Mutation
database; this would provide an easy way to search data, and
users can directly type the name of the needed databases in the
search bar or can click the required category, which will lead
them to all the databases with a single click. In addition, we
have obtained deep insight into the link between cancer and the
COVID-19 pandemic, having explained up and down of cancer,
new cases, death ratios, etc, before and during the COVID-19
pandemic.
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Table 1. Comparison of the Cancer Research Database with other published work.

ReferenceJournalComponentYearTypeDatabases, nDatabase

N/AN/AaCancer2022Database+list98Cancer research database

[17]Nucleic Acids ResearchDifferent categories2011List22Munich Information Center for
Protein Sequences

[18]Nucleic Acids ResearchAging2018Database6No name

[10]Computer Methods and
Programs in Biomedicine
Update

COVID-192021Database+list59COVID-19 pandemic database

[19]Nucleic Acids ResearchDifferent categories2016Database12Swiss Institute of Bioinformat-
ics

[20]Oncology ReportsCancer2015List58Human cancer databases

[21]Journal of HepatologyHepatology2014List38No name

[22]Liver InternationalLiver2013Databases53LiverAtlas

[3]Genomics, Proteomics &
Bioinformatics

Cancer2015List16No name

aN/A: not applicable.

Previously, we have published several articles in well-known
journals, such as the database of Phospho-sites in Animals and
Fungi [23] in Scientific Reports, the Circadian Gene Database
[24] in Nucleic Acids Research, Co-19PDB [10] in Computer
Methods and Programs in Biomedicine Update, DataBases
relevant to Human Research [25] in Future Science and
DataBase of Plant Research [26]; we have provided 15 databases
to the scientific community during the COVID-19 pandemic,
which can be accessed on the internet [27].

Methods

Construction of the CRDB and Content
We integrated the data from multiple different sources including
PubMed, Google, Google Scholar, etc. We used various

keywords such as “Cancer database,” “cancer database list,”
and “database of cancer” as search terms to retrieve published
cancer-related databases with the help of PubMed. To
circumvent missing data, we have manually collected the latest
cancer databases from Nucleic Acids Research, and Genomics,
Proteomics & Bioinformatics, which are the leading journals
on the database issue. We only collected all cancer databases
and have removed all nonfunctional links and programming
platforms such as PHP, MySQL, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript
have been used to construct the CRDB. Figure 1 shows all the
procedures of our database. Finally, we provided a compressive
cancer research database to the scientific community, which is
easy to operate and will be updated over time.

Figure 1. Flowchart and procedure for the collection and integration of cancer databases and the construction of the Cancer Research Database (CRDB).

Database Classification
Several articles have been published in this research area
[28-30], each has its their own classification of databases based

on its function, application, technological feature, and organism,
such as human and mouse [29], Plant [26], Drosophila [31],
fungi, COVID-19, etc. According to such published works, we
have also classified the cancer databases into six categories:
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Data Portal database, Genomic database, Proteomic database,
Expression database, Gene database, and Mutation
database—their details are given bellow.

Expression Databases
In cancer expression databases, the expression levels of
thousands of genes can be continuously measured under
particular experimental environments and conditions resulting
from marked advancements in DNA microarray technology.

This technology made it possible to understand life at the
molecular level, and enables us to generate large-scale gene
expression data. It has also been applied in a wide range of
applications such as cancer prediction, diagnosis, and drug
discovery, which are very important issues for cancer treatment
[32]. Some well-known expression databases including
BioXpress [33], miRCancer [34], and Gene Expression Database
[35] are shown in Figure 2A.

Figure 2. Main pages of some commonly using cancer databases. (A) A screenshot of the Expression Database named GXD, (B) a screenshot of the
Data Portal category named CNVs (copy number variations), (C) “IARCTP53”: a database of the Gene category, (D, E, and F) main pages of Proteomic
database, Mutation database, and Genomic database respectively.
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Data Portal Databases
Data Portal is a type of database that provides comprehensive
genomic, epigenomic, transcriptomic, and proteomic data. a
large number of data are publicly available for anyone in the
research community and are used to diagnose, treat, and prevent
cancer [12]. There are different published databases such as
The European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA), which is a
data center for all types of sequencing and genotyping
experiments. Almost 58% of all studies in the EGA are related
to cancer [36]. The “CanEvolve” database fulfills the need for
data integration and interpretation. It contains data from 90
studies involving more than 10,000 patients. Data analysis can
be performed at different levels: primary analysis including
mRNA, microRNA (miRNA), and protein expression, genome
variations, and protein–protein interactions; integrative analysis
of gene and miRNA expression, gene expression, and copy
number variations, and gene set enrichment analysis; network
analysis; and survival analysis [37]; the main page of this
database is shown in Figure 2B.

Gene Databases
Gene databases collect various types of gene data and
information related to cancer [38] and also provide help to
researchers in understanding the genetic architecture of complex
diseases and improve the accuracy of diagnosis and the
effectiveness of therapy [39]. Various databases have been
published such as the “IARCTP53” shown in Figure 2C; this
database compiles various types of data and information on
human TP53 variations related to cancer [38]. The “TGDBs”
gene database includes mechanisms of oncogenic activation,
regulation, frequency of involvement in various tumor types,
and chromosomal location. Data about the encoded proteins
includes the cell type in which they are found, subcellular
location, DNA-, protein-, and ligand-binding, role in
development, and normal biochemical function [40].

Proteomic Databases
Cancer proteome databases encompass tumor tissues, cells, and
biological fluids to interpret signaling pathways, identify
signatures related to tumor initiation, invasion, and metastasis,
and determine analytical, predictive, and prognostic markers
[41], and also help determine the molecular details of proteome
differentiation in various human tissues and organs, thus greatly
improving our understanding of disease and human biology
[23,42]. A number of databases have been published in this
research area such as those shown in Figure 2D: “CanProVar” is
designed to store and display single amino acid alterations
including both germline and somatic variations in the human
proteome, particularly those related to the genesis or
development of human cancer based on the published studies
and sources [43].

Mutation Databases
Mutation databases play an important role in science,
diagnostics, and genetic health care and can play a vital role in
life and death decisions. These databases are extensively used,
but only gene- or locus-specific databases have been previously
reviewed for their utility, accuracy, completeness, and currency
[44]. Mutations in the tumor suppressor gene TP53 are
associated with a variety of cancers [45]. More than 50% of the
human tumors harbor TP53 mutations, resulting in a collection
of over 45,000 somatic and germline mutations in the
UMDTP53 database, as shown in Figure 2E. Analyses of these
mutations have been helpful for improving our knowledge on
the structure-function relations within the TP53 protein [46]. A
number of databases have been published in this research area,
which are of marked utility in the scientific community.

Genomic Databases
The Cancer Genome Database represents one of numerous
international groups dedicated to performing wide-ranging
genomic and epigenomic studies of selected cancer types to
develop our understanding of disease and provide an
open-access resource for international cancer research [47].
This database is aimed at improving the understanding of the
molecular basis of cancer development [48]. Several databases
have been published in this research area; for example, the
MethCNA comprehensive database for genomic data in human
cancer (Figure 2F). Per a most recent publication, this database
contains approximately 10,000 tumor samples covering 37
cancer types. All the data were collected from the TCGA and
the National Center for Biotechnology Information and were
evaluated using a pipeline that combined multiple computational
resources and tools [49]. BioMuta is a single-nucleotide
variation and disease association database where variations are
mapped to genomes and RefSeq nucleotide entries and are
incorporated through UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot positional
coordinates. The recent version of BioMuta contains only
nonsynonymous single-nucleotide variations associated with
cancer [50].

Results and Discussion

Database Statistics
In this work, we have provided almost all cancer databases
(Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1) and shown the year-wise
growth of the CRDB. Figure 3 shows the magnitude of
category-wise growth of the databases. Table 2 shows the
year-wise growth distribution of cancer databases, which marks
tremendous growth and is an achievement for the cancer
scientific community. Further, we have modified or deleted all
the nonfunctional and inaccessible database links and have
provided a new, updated cancer database in the form of a
database named CRDB and a table (Table S1 in Multimedia
Appendix 1).
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Figure 3. The statistics data of the Cancer Research Database (DB)—distribution of the database category.

Table 2. Year-wise growth of the Cancer Research Database.

Database growth, %Year
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142020
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Usage of the CRDB
The CRDB has been developed to provide an easy and
user-friendly search experience; for easier and faster search,
three options are provided for finding cancer databases. First,
browsing can be carried out by typing the name of the database
in the search bar, which is highlighted in Figure 4A, or by

clicking on the name of the category or image expression, which
is shown in Figure 4B. with CRDB statistics as well, which will
lead to the category list page (Figure 4C), and a brief overview
with the original link of the required search will be accessed by
clicking the needed database. Further, for a specific database
search, the “CT Database” is used as an example from the
expression Databases to make it more user-friendly.
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Figure 4. Browse options of the Cancer Research Database (CRDB). (A) Can be browsed by typing the name. (B) Can be browsed by category name
or image expression. (C) An example and the final result.

Example of Cancer Diagnosis During the COVID-19
Pandemic
As of the previously reported reductions in cancer screening
and other preventive care visits during the COVID-19 pandemic,
the number of new cancer cases in 2020 is likely to be smaller
than anticipated. According to one survey of diagnostic results,
there was a 46% decrease in diagnosis of six different cancers
(colorectal, pancreatic breast, lung, esophageal, and stomach
cancer) from March 1 to April 18, 2020, relative to the period
between January 6, 2019, and February 29, 2020, varying from
a 25% decrease in the detection rate of pancreatic cancer to a
52% decrease in that of breast cancer [51,52]. Another study
found that new CRC diagnoses were 30% lower from January
to mid-April 2020 relative to the same timeframe in 2019 [53].
Across the world, similar losses have been noted, including
those in the United Kingdom [54], the United States [54], and
the Netherlands [55]. While these preliminary observations may
provide insight into the pandemic’s effect on cancer diagnosis,
population-based cancer registry evidence and the degree to
which these delays may lead to more advanced-stage disease
will not be available for some time.

COVID-19 and Cancer
People with active cancer are more vulnerable to infectious
pathogens as a result of a compromised immune system due to
the malignancy and its treatment (eg, surgery and
chemotherapy). This has raised fears that COVID-19–related
problems and mortality may be more common among patients
with cancer [56]. According to a 2020 study, patients with
cancer may be at a higher risk of COVID-19 than those without
cancer [57]. COVID-19 infection can impact persons with a
wide range of hematologic diseases; however, the risk of
infection is lower in patients with chronic myeloid proliferative
neoplasms such as chronic myeloid leukemia and greater in
persons on immunosuppressive medication [57,58]. A study at
a tertiary care hospital in Wuhan, China, reported that patients
with lung cancer above the age 60 years are at a high risk of
COVID-19 locally [14,58,59] and worldwide [59,60]. It was
also revealed that of the many cancer types, people with lung
cancer who are over 60 years old are especially susceptible to
COVID-19. Although it may seem intuitive that people with a
defective respiratory epithelium are more susceptible to rapid
virus entry into the lungs [61]. Another study shows a decrease
in 6 types of cancer, with the total number of detected cancers
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being 4310 before and 2310 during the COVID-19 pandemic,
with breast cancer ranking the highest with 2208 cases before
and 2310 cases during the COVID-19 pandemic, followed by

colorectal cancer at 946 cases before and 840 cases during the
pandemic, and Figure 5 shows details regarding all 6 cancer
databases before and during the COVID-19 pandemic [52].

Figure 5. The number of cancers detected before and during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Global Cancer Rate
According to American institute for cancer research [62], the
rates of all cancers have increased in almost in all countries, the
privation of which is the major task for public health in 2021.
Decreasing the cancer rate involves coordinated and
comprehensive intervention from all facets of society,
particularly the public sphere, civil society, and health and other
occupations. Figure 6 shows the top 10 country-wise cancer

rate from Oceania, Europe, and North America, in which the
highest rate of cancer was reported in Australia (468.0 people
per 100,000 population). For these 10 countries, the
age-standardized average was at least 320 people per 100,000
population. With 579.9 men per 100,000 population, the
age-standardized average was at least 360 people per 100,000
population, and with 363.0 women per 100,000 population, the
age-standardized average was at least 300 people per 100,000
population.
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Figure 6. Country-wise cancer rate with an age-standardized average (per 100,000 population).

New Cases and Deaths
The American Cancer Society Cancer Action NetworkSM works
worldwide to increase the quality of care for patients with and
survivors of cancer. With time and the emergence of new cases
worldwide, we have compiled a list of the top 10 cancers
diagnosed in the United States in 2021. Table 3 shows the

number of new cancer cases, with breast cancer in women and
prostate cancer in men ranking first (30% cases) and second
(26%), respectively. Although mortality estimates are shown
in Table 3, lung and bronchial cancer showed the same rates in
both male and female patients and ranked the highest, followed
by breast and prostate cancer.
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Table 3. Rates of new cancers and mortality between male and female patients.

Mortality, %New cancers, %Cancer type

FemaleMaleFemaleMale

N/A11N/Aa26Prostate

15N/A30N/ABreast

22221312Lung and bronchial

8988Colorectal

—4—b7Urinary bladder

——56Skin melanoma

——35Kidney and renal pelvis

3445Non-Hodgkin lymphoma

———4Oral cavity and pharynx

3434Leukemia

8833Pancreatic

4N/A7N/AUterine corpus

33——Brain and other nervous system
regions

36——Liver and intrahepatic bile duct

—4——Esophageal

5N/A—N/AOvarian

aN/A: not applicable.
b—: not determined.

Conclusions
A biological database provides facilities for storing, organizing,
and retrieving biological data such as DNA, RNA,
carbohydrates, proteins, and cancers. It can be easily viewed,
managed, and modified. A number of papers have been
published in this research field, which have their own
classification of cancer databases based on their function, use,
certain technical aspects, and on species such as human, mouse,
plant, and fungi. According to such published studies, we have
classified the cancer databases into six categories: Data Portal
database, Genomic database, Proteomic database, Expression
database, Gene database, and Mutation database. Further, we

have collected almost all cancer databases with a short
introduction and have updated or removed all nonfunctional
links. Furthermore, we have understood the current situation of
cancer and its correlation with COVID-19; for example, the
up-down, mortality, and new case count based on continent and
countries, etc. Our database can be searched through an
easy-to-use, user-friendly method, can be searched by clicking
on category name of image expression, or users can type the
name of needed databases in the given search bar and they will
be updated with time. In addition, we have examined the status
and diagnoses of cancer during the COVID-19 pandemic and
have provided easy and understandable information for future
researchers.
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Abstract

Background: Access to exercise therapy for cancer survivors is poor. Professional development to support exercise professionals
in delivering these interventions is needed. Few online resources exist for exercise professionals to address this issue.

Objective: To develop and evaluate a freely available online toolkit to support exercise professionals working with cancer
survivors.

Methods: A 2-phase, experience-based co-design approach was used to develop and evaluate the online toolkit. The two phases
were as follows: 1) needs identification and co-design of resources and platform and 2) pilot evaluation. Four co-design workshops
were conducted, transcribed, and thematically analyzed to identify key elements for the toolkit. For the pilot evaluation, a
customized survey (the Determinants of Implementation Behavior Questionnaire) was distributed to exercise professionals at
baseline and 3 months after launch of the online toolkit to determine its usability, utility, and effectiveness in improving their
knowledge, confidence, and behavior. Results were reported as the median and interquartile range and changes were calculated
using non-parametric tests. Website analytics described site usage after the initial evaluation.

Results: Twenty-five exercise professionals participated in co-designing 8 key elements of the online Cancer Exercise Toolkit:
the homepage and pages for getting started, screening and safety, assessment, exercise prescription, education, locations, and
resources. For the pilot evaluation, 277/320 respondents (87% of whom were physiotherapists) from 26 countries completed the
survey at baseline, with 58 exercise professionals completing follow-up surveys at 3 months. Exercise professionals’ knowledge,
skills, and confidence in delivering exercise therapy to cancer survivors increased 3 months after baseline (items 1, 6, and 8:
median score 5, IQR 3 to 6) to follow-up (items 1 and 6: median score 6, IQR 5 to 6; item 8: median score 5, IQR 5 to 7; P<.001)
on a 1 to 7 Likert scale. Most participants (35/44, 80%) agreed or strongly agreed they would recommend the toolkit to colleagues.
In the 6 months following the pilot evaluation, the toolkit received an average of 866 views per month.

Conclusions: The co-designed online Cancer Exercise Toolkit was a useful resource for exercise professionals that may increase
their knowledge, skills, and confidence in providing exercise therapy to cancer survivors.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e34903)   doi:10.2196/34903
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Introduction

International guidelines support the integration of exercise into
cancer care to improve cancer outcomes [1,2]. Well-established
evidence shows exercise therapy can reduce cancer-related
impairments such as fatigue and improve the health-related
quality of life of cancer survivors [1]. Exercise may prevent
development of chronic disease, prolong survival, and prevent
cancer recurrence in some cancer cohorts, such as breast,
colorectal, and prostate cancer [3,4]. Despite compelling
evidence that exercise is important for cancer survivors, access
to specialized exercise therapy programs for people with cancer
is poor, with just 1 in 200 cancer survivors able to participate
in an exercise-based rehabilitation program in Australia [5,6].

Skilled exercise professionals are critical for the implementation
and delivery of exercise therapy to cancer survivors [7]. Exercise
professionals, including physiotherapists and exercise
physiologists, are well placed to provide exercise therapy given
their expertise in prescribing exercise and behavior change for
people with chronic health conditions [8,9]. In Australia alone,
there are over 40,000 registered exercise professionals who
could provide services to people with cancer [10,11]. Despite
their professional training, recent surveys of Australian and
Irish physiotherapists found they lack confidence in providing
care, including exercise therapy, to cancer survivors [12,13].
Education and practical support are required for exercise
professionals to safely and effectively prescribe exercise and
monitor progress according to current cancer guidelines [1].

Exercise professionals may be able to develop and consolidate
their knowledge through attendance of in-person courses and
lectures and passive text-based resources. However, these
knowledge sources may be less effective at improving
knowledge and skills than active approaches such as e-learning,
which provide greater flexibility to cater for individual learning
needs [14]. Online material has been shown to be feasible for
educating clinicians about exercise, with multimedia
innovations, such as video, infographics, quizzes, and podcasts,

enhancing clinician engagement [15]. For example, the online
Pulmonary Rehabilitation Toolkit [16], developed in Australia
over 10 years ago, is now considered an essential reference for
physiotherapists and students working in pulmonary
rehabilitation [17]. Currently, few similar resources exist to
facilitate professional development for exercise professionals
working in cancer rehabilitation. With a rapid rise in exercise
and cancer research [18,19], it can be challenging for clinicians
to keep up with best practices. Online resources may overcome
time and cost barriers to professional development and offer
convenience for time-poor clinicians [20].

The primary aim of this study is to develop an online toolkit,
based on experience-based co-design [21] methods, to provide
support to exercise professionals by delivering evidence-based
exercise interventions to cancer survivors. A secondary aim is
to evaluate the initial use of the online toolkit and explore its
effect on exercise professionals’ knowledge, confidence, and
behavior.

Methods

Study Design
An online toolkit called the Cancer Exercise Toolkit was
developed with an experience-based co-design approach [21]
using mixed methods between May 2020 and October 2021.
Qualitative interviews, workshops, and online surveys informed
the toolkit development. The study procedure (Multimedia
Appendix 1) was based on the experience-based co-design
(EBCD) toolkit [21] and a published study using EBCD to
develop a cancer prehabilitation program [22]. EBCD is a
collaborative approach to service improvement completed in
partnership with end users [21]. Co-design helps researchers
build meaningful relationships with research participants [23],
whereby users are recognized as experts in their own experiences
[24]. The study was completed in two phases: (1) needs
identification and co-design of resources for the online platform
and (2) pilot evaluation (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Participant recruitment procedure for the creation and evaluation of the Cancer Exercise Toolkit.

Participants
Two groups of participants were included in the co-design
workshops for toolkit development. Group 1 included
“generalist” exercise professionals, defined as physiotherapists
and exercise physiologists working in other areas who may have
occasional contact with cancer survivors. Group 2 included
“expert” or experienced cancer exercise professionals, defined
as physiotherapists and exercise physiologists who had worked

specifically in cancer for at least 2 years. The workshops did
not include patients, as exercise professionals were intended to
be the end users of this resource. However, patients who had
been diagnosed with cancer and participated in exercise-based
cancer rehabilitation were invited to participate in a brief video
shown to clinicians in the co-design workshops, setting the
scene and direction for the session. Snowball sampling was
undertaken to recruit participants over a 2-week period. Exercise
professionals were invited to participate in the study through
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an invitation email distributed by a health service and through
local professional networks (eg, the Australian Physiotherapy
Association). For workshops 1 and 2, it was estimated that 8 to
10 participants in each group would be sufficient to provide
varied experiences and contribute to new knowledge [21].

For the pilot evaluation phase of the toolkit, a third group of
exercise professionals was recruited. We aimed to recruit a
convenience sample of at least 100 exercise professionals over
a 3-month period. This sample size assumed that 50% of
participants would be confident enough to prescribe exercise
therapy to cancer survivors and that this would be sufficient for
estimating the expected proportion of sufficiently confident
participants with 10% absolute precision and 95% CI [25].
Recruitment was not capped, as participants received recognition
for continuing professional development as part of participation.

Procedure

Phase 1: Needs Identification and Co-Design
One-hour semi-structured interviews (Multimedia Appendix 2)
were completed via teleconference (Zoom Video
Communications) with 3 patients who had participated in cancer
rehabilitation in a public subacute hospital in Australia.
Interviews were conducted by a member of the research team
who had previous experience in conducting qualitative
interviews and did not have any prior involvement in the
treatment of these patients. The interviews included questions
exploring the patients’ journey in participating in an
exercise-based cancer rehabilitation program. The videos were
independently analyzed by 2 research team members (AD and
CT) using an inductive approach to identify key touchpoints of
the overall cancer rehabilitation experience [21]. The videos
were edited into a short video clip and used at the start of
workshops 1 and 2 to set the scene for the sessions.

Separate workshops (workshops 1 and 2, each 1 hour long) with
the generalist and expert exercise professionals were conducted
to explore areas for health care improvement and identify
therapist learning needs. Learning needs identified from the
workshop formed the content outline of the new online toolkit.
A combined workshop (workshop 3; 1.5-2 hours long) was then
held with all the participating exercise professionals to design
key content elements and the overall layout of the online toolkit.
A prototype online toolkit was developed based on findings
from the combined workshop and key cancer rehabilitation
literature [1,26,27]. A weblink was sent to exercise professionals
attending the workshops to trial the toolkit for 1 month.

Following 1 month of access to the prototype, a second joint
workshop (workshop 4; 1.5 hours long) was conducted to
facilitate feedback. In this workshop, participant perceptions
regarding the strengths and limitations of the new resource were
explored. Further refinements to the toolkit were made by the
research team following this workshop before it was formally
evaluated by the broader exercise community (Phase 2).

Workshops were facilitated by a researcher with experience in
EBCD (CT). Two members of the study team (AC and AD)
generated field notes to assist in triangulation and data
trustworthiness. Project team members acted as observers and
additional facilitators for the larger joint workshops.

Immediately after each workshop, project team members
debriefed with the workshop facilitator and discussed their
reflections.

Recordings from all workshops were transcribed, stored, and
managed using Microsoft Word and NVivo (version 12).
Transcripts were coded independently by 2 reviewers (AD and
CT), who used an inductive thematic analysis approach to
identify touchpoints from the workshops [28]. The team then
came together to discuss and reach consensus on the key
touchpoints, which informed the structure and design of the
online toolkit. All but 1 team member had experience in
conducting qualitative research (Multimedia Appendix 3).

Phase 2: Pilot Evaluation
The online toolkit was formally piloted and evaluated with a
broader, international sample of exercise professionals, including
co-design participants (February 2021 to April 2021). An open
online survey, Research Electronic Data Capture (RedCap) [29],
was distributed to a large health service and via local
professional networks (eg, the Australian Physiotherapy
Association and Exercise and Sports Science Australia), as well
as international ones (eg, the Canadian Physiotherapy
Association and the University of British Columbia Clinical
Exercise Physiology Lab) through email and social media pages.
Participants gained access to the website after completion of
the survey. The survey was completed twice: (1) prior to
accessing the website (T0) and (2) 3 months after initially
gaining access to the website (T1). The T1 surveys were sent
only to participants who provided contact details at the end of
the T0 survey. Reminder emails were sent at 7 and 14 days after
distribution of the T1 survey. A free professional development
event held via webinar was also conducted at follow-up to
promote survey completion.

This anonymous online survey (Multimedia Appendix 4) aimed
to explore the website’s effectiveness in addressing knowledge
gaps, confidence, and behavior in prescribing exercise according
to guidelines [1] along with the usability and utility of the toolkit
[16]. It comprised 3 sections and took approximately 10 minutes
to complete. Section 1 included demographic data. Section 2
included questions derived from the Determinants of
Implementation Behavior Questionnaire (DIBQ), which is based
on the theoretical domains framework [30]. Domains in the
DIBQ show high discriminant validity, reliability, and internal
consistency [30]. The 45-item instrument assessed the impact
of continuing professional development activities on health
professionals’ knowledge, confidence, and implementation
behaviors. Each item was measured on a 7-point Likert scale
(ranging from 1, “strongly disagree” to 7, “strongly agree”).
Item 45 was reverse scaled. Section 3 related to the usability
and utility of the website [31] and was included in the follow-up
survey only. This survey was tested by members of the research
team (AD, CB, and CO) for readability and functionality prior
to its distribution. A short quiz created by the researchers was
also embedded as a learning tool within the toolkit to test user
knowledge related to published recommendations on exercise
and cancer [1,26]. Website views at the end of the 3-month trial
period (May to October 2021) were reported to identify
engagement with the website.
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Data analysis
Survey and website metadata were described using proportions,
medians, and interquartile ranges. Content analysis was
conducted on open-ended survey questions by 2 researchers
(AC and CO) independently. Following recommendations for
the analysis of anonymous survey data that cannot be paired
[32], differences in DIBQ scores between baseline and follow-up
were analyzed using the Mann Whitney U test with Bonferroni
adjustment for multiple comparisons. A sensitivity analysis was
applied to account for dependence in the follow-up survey. This
involved using the same sample size at baseline and follow up
in a random sample of data from the baseline survey [32]. Data
were analyzed using SPSS version 27 (IBM Corp).

Ethics Approval
This study was reported in accordance with the Consolidated
Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Studies [33] and Good

Reporting of A Mixed Methods Study [34] checklists and
approved by the hospital and university ethics committees (LR
20-020). Workshop participants provided written informed
consent. Consent for the online surveys was implied by survey
completion.

Results

Phase 1: Needs Identification and Co-Design
Twenty-five exercise professionals (13 experts and 12
generalists) participated in the co-design workshops. The
co-design group included 21 physiotherapists and 4 exercise
physiologists. Thirteen co-design participants worked in hospital
settings in Australia. On average, the exercise professionals had
15 years of total experience (Table 1).

Table 1. Characteristics of co-design participants.

Generalist (n=12)Expert (n=13)All (N=25)Characteristics, n (%)

Profession

10 (83)11 (85)21 (84)Physiotherapist

2 (17)2 (15)4 (16)Exercise physiologist

Setting

3 (25)10 (77)12 (48)Hospital

8 (67)1 (8)9 (36)Community

0 (0)1 (8)1 (4)Both

Funding

7 (58)8 (62)14 (56)Public

2 (17)0 (0)2 (8)Private

3 (23)3 (23)6 (25)Both public and private

12.3 (8.6)17.2 (8.0)14.8 (8.6)Years of total experience, mean (SD)

Workshops 1 and 2 identified 5 key touchpoints describing
successful cancer rehabilitation programs (Table 2). These
touchpoints highlighted the knowledge exercise professionals
required to be included in the toolkit for implementation in
cancer rehabilitation programs. Overall, touchpoints were similar
between the expert and generalist exercise professionals.

Need easy access to latest guidelines for general
knowledge...often difficult to keep up to date... [Expert
group participant]

[Need] access [to] article(s), training... [to be] more
confident to safely advocate...to other health
professionals. [Generalist group participant]

When compared to the generalist group, the experts identified
more nuanced, disease-specific knowledge, such as the need
for strict infection control procedures and cancer-specific
assessments. The importance of practical considerations,
understanding the impact of cancer treatment and side effects,

and education provision and access were common themes
forming the foundational content of the toolkit prototype. These
touchpoints informed 8 key sections of the toolkit: the
homepage; getting started; screening and safety; assessment;
exercise prescription; education; locations; and resources
(Multimedia Appendix 5).

In the joint workshop (workshop 3), the exercise professionals
agreed the toolkit needed to be simple, practical, and not
duplicate existing resources. Participants provided suggestions
for existing resources that could be linked or embedded in the
toolkit and described a need for templates that could be used in
their clinical practice. Website monitoring and updating were
identified as critical for the website’s sustained success. At the
conclusion of this workshop, the research team drafted the
toolkit content. Freely available multimedia resources (videos,
infographics, patient handouts, and podcasts) were sourced to
supplement information provided on the website rather than
creating new multimedia content.
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Table 2. Key touchpoints from workshops 1 and 2.

Generalist onlyExpert onlyCommon themesElements of cancer rehabilitation

Whether to deliver therapy one-to-
one or in groups; uncertainty as to
how to integrate cancer patients
with other disease populations;
standardized templates and letters

Importance of infection control due
to work with immunocompromised
patients

Setting up the environment, including
social support, space, equipment, and
group dynamics; communicating with
patients how to get started with cancer
rehabilitation

Getting started

Emphasis on importance and
challenges of goal setting

Discussion of impairment, perfor-
mance, and quality of life measures
used for assessment, including can-
cer-specific measures

Understanding impact of cancer treat-
ment; precautions and contraindications

Screening and safety; assessment

Patient-centered approach to tailor
exercise based on needs and
symptoms

More emphasis on guidelines and
optimal dosage

Individualization; modification and
progression/regression; monitoring fa-
tigue

Exercise prescription

N/AN/AaRequirement for multidisciplinary in-
put, including psychological and nutri-
tional support and fatigue management;
need for resources for both patients and
clinicians; inclusion of patient testimo-
nials

Education

Difficulty of generating and man-
aging referrals; low confidence of
other health professionals to refer
patients to cancer rehabilitation

Acknowledgement of lack of suffi-
cient suitable programs

Poor access to cancer rehabilitationAccess

aN/A: Not applicable. There were no differences in the themes related to education between the 2 groups.

At the second joint workshop (workshop 4), further refinements
were made (Multimedia Appendix 6) including changing the
website name to the Cancer Exercise Toolkit [35] and creating
a logo. The main feedback was related to navigation and the
addition of content. More content was added on special cancer
populations, including exercise modifications for specific
cancers and side-effects of treatment. The final website was,
and still is, a freely available web-based resource that can be
self-navigated by users. At the time of evaluation, it comprised
8 sections including relevant information related to
implementing exercise-based rehabilitation for cancer survivors
(Multimedia Appendix 5 and Multimedia Appendix 7).

Phase 2: Pilot Evaluation
The website [31] was launched on World Cancer Day (February
4, 2021) and the baseline survey was accessed by 414 people,

37 of whom did not identify as exercise professionals; the survey
was terminated. An additional 57 participants did not complete
the survey. Respondents who were exercise professionals
included 320 clinicians from 26 countries, with most having 5
years or less of cancer-specific experience (Table 3). The
majority were physiotherapists (277/320, 87%). Just 120 of the
320 clinicians (38%) worked exclusively in cancer, palliative
care, or lymphedema care. The main motivations for accessing
the website were for professional development (142/320, 44%)
and to improve patient care (17/320, 22%) (Figure 2).

Contact details for follow-up surveys were provided by 160
respondents, of whom 58 completed the follow-up survey (for
a response rate of 36%). There were no differences in
demographics between those who completed the baseline and
follow-up surveys (Table 3).
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Table 3. Participant characteristics at baseline and in a 3-month follow-up survey.

3-month follow-up (n=58)Baseline (N=320)Characteristics

Discipline, n (%)

51 (88)277 (87)Physiotherapy

7 (12)43 (13)Exercise physiology

Country or region, n (%)

50 (86)249 (78)Australia

3 (5)38 (12)Europe/United Kingdom

3 (5)15 (5)Americas

0 (0)8 (3)Asia/Pacific

2 (3)7 (2)Africa

0 (0)1 (0.3)Middle East

41 (71)228 (71)City-based, n (%)

Setting, n (%)

29 (50)159 (50)Public

21 (36)116 (36)Private

7 (12)36 (11)Both public and private

0 (0)9 (3)Other

15 (10)14 (10)Years of experience, mean (SD)

Years of cancer-specific experience (if applicable), n (%)

9 (16)82 (26)<1

12 (21)60 (19)1-2

12 (21)60 (19)3-5

9 (15)29 (9)6-10

7 (12)25 (8)>10

Primary area of clinical practice, n (%)

23 (40)118 (37)Cancer/palliative care/lymphedema

35 (60)200 (63)Other

Proportion of caseload cancer, n (%)

14 (24)61 (19)76-100%

5 (9)26 (8)51-75%

14 (24)55 (17)26-50%

25 (43)174 (54)≤25%

Highest level of qualification, n (%)

24 (41)138 (43)Undergraduate degree

12 (21)71 (22)Post-graduate certificate

17 (29)73 (23)Masters by coursework

1 (2)13 (4)Masters by research

4 (7)20 (6)PhD

Cancer-specific professional development completeda

0 (0)175 (55)Informal training

0 (0)173 (54)External courses

0 (0)42 (13)Post-graduate education

0 (0)23 (7)Other
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3-month follow-up (n=58)Baseline (N=320)Characteristics

0 (0)45 (14)None

aNo responses were gained at follow-up as this question was not asked at follow-up.

Figure 2. Self-reported motivations for accessing the Cancer Exercise Toolkit website (multiple answers possible).

Usage, Usability, and Utility
After the 3-month pilot period, the toolkit received on average
866 views per month. Toolkit usage peaked in June 2021 at
1205 views and declined to 731 views in October 2021.

The most viewed pages were “Locations,” “Patient Education,”
and “Precautions and Contraindications” (Multimedia Appendix
8).

Participants found the website useful, easy to understand, and
easy to use (items 1 to 4: median score 6, IQR 5-7) (Table 4).
Most participants (35/44, 80%) agreed or strongly agreed that

they would recommend the Cancer Exercise Toolkit to
colleagues. Open-ended feedback received from 11 participants
was positive; the following are representative quotes:

Great source, filling a gap; like the pulmonary rehab
toolkit.

I had difficulties accessing the toolkit and never got
around to sorting out the issue.

Participants suggested some minor improvements to the website
relating to accessibility (n=3), website function (n=2), increasing
website scope (n=2), and dissemination (n=2).

Table 4. Website usability and utility.

Rating 6 or 7 (“strongly agree”), n (%)Median rating, IQRaQuestion

30 (68)6, 5-7Overall, the Oncology Rehabilitation Toolkit website was easy to use
(n=44)

31 (70)6, 5-7The content of the Oncology Rehabilitation Toolkit website met my ex-
pectations (n=44)

28 (67)6, 5-7Overall, it was easy to understand the organization of the Oncology Reha-
bilitation Toolkit website screens, especially the menu levels and the flow
of the screens (n=42)

29 (66)6, 5-7How useful do you find the Oncology Rehabilitation Toolkit website to
be? (n=44)

35 (80)7, 6-7I would recommend the Oncology Rehabilitation Toolkit website to my
colleagues (n=44)

aNumbers are Likert scales ranging from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”)
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Determinants of Implementation Behavior
Questionnaire
At baseline, participants rated themselves highest on items
relating to their capability to deliver exercise rehabilitation
according to guidelines and lowest on items relating to their
training and ability to practice delivering exercise rehabilitation
(Table 5, Multimedia Appendix 9).

At the 3-month follow-up, participants self-reported significantly
higher scores on items related to knowledge and skills (items
1-7, P<.001) and confidence to deliver exercise therapy
according to guidelines (items 8 and 9, P<.001) (Figure 3, Table
5).

Table 5. Determinants of Implementation Behavior Questionnaire. The significance level was set at P<.001 (Bonferroni adjustment). Italics indicate
significance after the sensitivity analysis was applied. A total of 47 subjects did not complete this section of the survey at baseline. At follow-up, an
additional 3 responses were excluded as participants indicated they never accessed the website.

Between-group difference

(P value)

Follow-up

(n=55)

Baseline

(N=273)

Question

Knowledge, median (IQR)

<.0016 (5-6)5 (3-6)I know how to deliver Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation following the
guidelines.

<.0015 (5-6)4 (3-6)Objectives of Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation and my role in this are
clearly defined for me.

<.0016 (5-6)5 (3-6)With regard to Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation, I know what my respon-
sibilities are.

<.0016 (5-6)4 (3-5)In my work with Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation, I know exactly what
is expected from me.

Skills, median (IQR)

<.0016 (4-6)4 (1-5)I have been trained in delivering Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation following
the guidelines.

<.0016 (5-6)5 (3-6)I have the skills to deliver Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation following the
guidelines.

<.0016 (4-6)4 (2-5)I am practiced to deliver Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation following the
guidelines.

Confidence, median (IQR)

<.0015 (5-7)5 (3-6)I am confident that I can deliver Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation following
the guidelines.

<.0015 (5-6)4 (3-6)I am confident that I can deliver Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation following
the guidelines even when other professionals with whom I deliver Exercise
Oncology Rehabilitation do not do this.

<.0015 (4-6)4 (3-5)I am confident that I can deliver Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation following
the guidelines even when there is little time.

<.0015 (4-6)4 (3-5)I am confident that I can deliver Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation following
the guidelines even when participants are not motivated.
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Figure 3. Differences in Determinants of Implementation Behavior (DIBQ) scores between baseline and 3-month follow-up. Figure legend: Shaded
data refer to Likert scales ranging from 1 ("strongly disagree") to 7 ("strongly agree"), numbers refer to absolute number of participants who answered
survey question.

Triangulation of Data
Qualitative data obtained from clinician workshops converged
with quantitative survey data. Participants expressed a need to
access information related to published exercise guidelines and
described information related to exercise screening and safety
as a priority. Areas of traffic on the toolkit were highest for
pages related to safety and education (Multimedia Appendix
8). This aligned with survey item scores related to guidelines
(“I know how to deliver Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation
following the guidelines”; “I have been trained in delivering
Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation following the guidelines”; “I
have the skills to deliver Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation
following the guidelines”; “I am confident that I can deliver
Exercise Oncology Rehabilitation following the guidelines”)
improving at follow-up.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study identified key learning needs of exercise
professionals related to cancer care and facilitated development
of the co-designed online Cancer Exercise Toolkit. Learning
needs included knowledge of practical considerations for starting
a cancer rehabilitation program; how to perform assessment,
screening, and safety; and how to prescribe exercise, including
tailoring and monitoring. Other important elements described
by participants were facilitating access to care, clinician and
patient education, and inclusion of templates and forms to
support practice. The toolkit had international reach and was
described as useful and easy to navigate. The pilot evaluation
suggests the Cancer Exercise Toolkit may also improve exercise
professionals’ knowledge, skills, and confidence to deliver
exercise therapy to cancer survivors.

Knowledge, skills, and confidence of exercise professionals to
provide exercise therapy according to guidelines were rated
higher after access to the Cancer Exercise Toolkit. This finding
indicates that online toolkits such as this could be a useful
knowledge translation strategy, supporting previous research
showing that online platforms can support delivery of
evidence-based practice [36]. The areas of highest traffic on the
website after initial piloting included sections related to
education, safety, and access. This aligns with the learning needs
identified in the co-design workshops and with previous research
indicating that these are the areas exercise professionals most
lack confidence when managing people with cancer [12].
Building workforce capacity through development of
high-quality education and broad dissemination is high on the
agenda for the “Moving Through Cancer” movement to embed
exercise as part of standard care by 2029 [37]. By improving
the knowledge and skills of exercise professionals, it is likely
to lead to better quality of care for cancer survivors and improve
access to specialized cancer rehabilitation programs.

Most toolkit users were exercise professionals who did not
specialize in cancer but were motivated to obtain professional
development and improve patient care. Initial survey
respondents and users indicated that we achieved a global reach,
with more than 400 health professionals from 26 countries
accessing the toolkit. This reach is important considering that
recent national [38] and international guidelines [1] call for
increased access and uptake of exercise services for cancer
survivors. Highlighting the need for resources like the Cancer
Exercise Toolkit, very few exercise professionals registered in
Australia have specialist qualifications or training in cancer
care. Moreover, many exercise professionals feel underprepared
to practice in cancer care after their entry-level training [12].
Many professional bodies have only started developing
post-graduate career pathways in cancer care in the past 5 years
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[39]. This study found that most clinicians receive their
professional development through informal training, which may
reflect the scarcity of professional development opportunities
traditionally available in this area [12]. The Cancer Exercise
Toolkit developed in this study provides generalist and specialist
clinicians new opportunities to improve their cancer-specific
knowledge and skills to meet increasing demand.

The toolkit appeared to meet clinician needs, being described
as easy and useful, with most survey respondents agreeing they
would recommend it to their colleagues. Characteristics of the
toolkit informed by the co-design process reflected effective
web design, such as easy navigation; inclusion of images, logos,
and multimedia content; optimal organization, including a
hierarchical structure; and content utility, determined by
sufficiency, relevancy, quality, and motivational power of the
information [40]. While there was a high initial uptake of the
website, usage decreased over time. It is possible that
participants obtained what they needed from the website when
they initially accessed it, and that they therefore did not need
to continue visiting it. Planning for ongoing promotion of the
toolkit and updates with new content may also be required to
improve user engagement. Planned strategies for ongoing
sustainability include sharing and promotion via social media
and seeking endorsement by key professional bodies.
Maintenance of the toolkit will be imperative to ensure its ability
to disseminate up-to-date exercise and cancer knowledge and
meet clinicians’ professional development needs in the future.

Strengths and Limitations
This is the first study to describe the development of a freely
available toolkit to support exercise professionals working with
cancer survivors. The co-design approach ensured end user
learning needs were met through tailoring the toolkit based on
clinician experience [23]. The effectiveness of co-design in
health is not well established. However, qualitative reports
indicate that participants in the co-design process have a positive
experience, and materials derived from co-design projects are
more applicable and acceptable to end users [23]. Co-design
methods have commonly been used in curriculum design for
secondary and tertiary education [41,42], but not for developing
professional development toolkits in a health setting.
Applicability of the toolkit was optimized by involving exercise
professionals from a variety of clinical settings with a broad
range of experience. Our broad dissemination approach,
including engaging exercise professionals worldwide, also
enhanced the generalizability of the end product.

There were limitations to this study. In the evaluation, only
one-third of the original exercise professional participants

completed the follow-up survey. Despite multiple attempts to
improve engagement with the follow-up survey, including
reminder emails and hosting a webinar where survey completion
was promoted, the follow-up response rate remained low. This
low response rate is consistent with other clinician surveys
designed to evaluate physiotherapy professional development
initiatives [43] and may be due to lack of time or motivation.
To improve response rate, clinicians could be provided with
further incentives to complete follow-up surveys, such as prizes,
accredited professional development points, or certificates of
completion. We were also unable to match participant responses
due to the anonymous nature of the survey. It is also possible
that the follow-up responses we did receive were from
participants who were more interested and invested in cancer
rehabilitation; these participants may have reported higher
scores. However, the demographics of the participants who
completed the follow-up survey were similar to the overall
cohort. Additionally, a sensitivity analysis to account for the
issue of dependence was conducted to increase the confidence
in our results. Our inclusion of exercise professionals involved
in the co-design of the toolkit during the evaluation phase also
could have biased the outcome. However, we included this
group to optimize the sample size available for evaluation, and
to ensure that the changes made following the workshops were
appropriate. Other health professionals, such as occupational
therapists, dietitians, nurses, and doctors, were excluded, as
they are not traditionally involved with specialist exercise
prescription for cancer survivors. The website was developed
for the Australian context. Health systems in other parts of the
world may differ, and the content may need to be adapted to
meet their needs. Despite this, positive feedback was received
from participants from other countries, indicating that
cross-cultural adaptation would likely be acceptable. Lastly,
online resources may not be as effective at improving clinician
behavior as more active learning strategies, such as workshops
and mentoring [44].

Conclusion
This study described the development of the co-designed Cancer
Exercise Toolkit. The toolkit was accessed by physiotherapists
and exercise physiologists who described the website as valuable
and easy to use. Exercise professionals rated their knowledge,
skills, and confidence higher after accessing the website,
indicating that it may be an effective alternative or complement
to traditional professional development. The Cancer Exercise
Toolkit may help improve access to exercise therapy and
improve the effectiveness of care for cancer survivors through
greater capability of the exercise professional workforce.
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Abstract

Background: Gastric cancer is one of the most common gastrointestinal cancers. Patients with gastric cancer experience
disabilities and complications that lead to reduced quality of life. Empowering these patients by providing them with information
and self-management skills can help reduce side effects and improve their quality of life.

Objective: The aim of this study was to identify the user requirements for developing a mobile-based self-management app to
support patients with gastric cancer.

Methods: Data were analyzed using descriptive statistics and frequency distribution reports using IBM SPSS Statistics software.

Results: All of the data elements and functional requirements except “data recording times” and “weight changes in graphs”
were identified as essential by clinical experts and patients. Among the functional requirements required in a gastric cancer
self-management app, the capabilities related to informing, announcing warnings, and reminders are included. In the demographic
data section, most patients (14/26, 53%) did not comment on the importance of recording data such as name, surname, and place
of residence, and the demographic data section was met with less agreement from patients than clinicians.

Conclusions: Applying the requirements mentioned in this study can improve the self-management of patients with gastric
cancer. Such apps can play an important role in empowering patients and improving their quality of life. However, the apps need
to be designed and implemented to see how they can meet users’ requirements.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e36788)   doi:10.2196/36788

KEYWORDS

digital health, eHealth; telehealth; mHealth; mobile app; self-management; patient education; needs assessment, requirements
analysis, stomach neoplasm, gastric cancer

Introduction

Cancer is one of the leading causes of death and disability
worldwide, especially in developing countries. According to a
report (GLOBOCAN), in 2020, 1 in 5 people were diagnosed

with cancer during their lifetime, and 1 in 8 men and 1 in 11
women died due to the disease [1]. In some cases, cancer is
caused not by a person's physical and genetic characteristics
but by the person’s living environment [2-4]. Stomach cancer
is now the fifth most common malignancy worldwide, after
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cancers of the lung, breast, colorectal, and prostate, with
1,033,701 new cases (5.7% of the total) estimated in 2018. It
is the third most common cause of cancer-related death, with
782,685 deaths (8.2% of the total) in 2018 [5]. According to
the National Cancer Institute, gastric cancer is very common in
Japan, Central Latin America, South America, Eastern Europe,
and parts of the Middle East [6]. In Iran, gastric cancer has been
reported as the deadliest cancer. The statistics of disease
incidence rates show the high incidence of gastrointestinal
cancer in the northern provinces of the country, especially
Mazandaran and Golestan [5,7].

Treatment for gastric cancer includes surgery, chemotherapy,
and radiation therapy, which are used based on the stage of the
disease. Surgery is a major and effective treatment in the early
and advanced stages of the disease [8]. After gastrectomy
surgery, there are many complications related to nutrition and
gastrointestinal function. The most common of these
complications are premature dumping syndrome, late dumping
syndrome, and fat malabsorption, which can lead to gradual
weight loss, premature satiety, abdominal pain, postprandial
pain, and chronic diarrhea. Other nutritional problems that occur
gradually include anemia, hypoxemia, vitamin C deficiency,
and calorie and protein malnutrition, which have a significant
impact on all aspects of the quality of life of these patients [9].
Self-management refers to the ability and autonomy of the
individual to accept responsibility for self-care and to manage
the physical, mental, and social consequences of having a
chronic condition [10,11]. Today, self-management is performed
by health care professionals through training booklets, audio
and videotapes, and group meetings.

Currently, in the clinical environment, the most common types
of patient education are using educational pamphlets, audiotapes,
videos, and also oral presentations in personal or group sessions.
These methods have low efficiency because they provide a large
amount of information and rely on the individual's ability to
recall information, which may lead to patient confusion. For
example, about 40%-80% of oral information was immediately
forgotten, and half of this information was not recalled correctly
by patients [12]. Therefore, to solve these problems and
limitations, new tools and approaches are needed, and
smartphones are one of these suitable and well-known tools
[13]. The advantages of using mobile health (mHealth)
intervention include managing the improvement of the patient's
condition during treatment and afterward, improving patient
knowledge, self-management, drug management, and receiving
social support from patients with similar conditions [14].

Therefore, due to the importance of self-management by patients
with gastric cancer, the ineffectiveness of educational pamphlets
and oral information, the role of smartphones in facilitating
education and management [12,15,16], and the high prevalence
of this cancer [1,5], the purpose of this study was to identify
the requirements of mobile-based self-management app for
patients with gastric cancer and help them to improve disease
management.

Methods

Overview
This research was conducted using the quantitative descriptive
method in 2021. The data collection tool in this study was a
questionnaire designed by the research group (Multimedia
Appendix 1). It was used to assess information needs and
determine the data elements and capabilities required for a
self-management app for patients with gastric cancer based on
library studies, global guidelines for gastric cancer management
and treatment, and searches of valid databases and scientific
articles. This questionnaire was considered equal for the two
groups of clinical staff and patients. The questionnaire consisted
of 41 closed questions in 5 sections that included patient data
(1 item), patient clinical data (8 items), disease management (6
items) and educational information (12 items), and app
capabilities and functions in 3 areas of notices, program alerts,
and reminders and screen capabilities of the program (14 items).
At the end of the questionnaire, an open-ended question was
asked to receive the participants' opinions on their issues. This
questionnaire was designed based on a 5-point Likert scale. To
determine the questionnaire content validity, the opinions of 5
experts in the field of cancer and information management were
obtained, and the relevant corrections were made.

To determine questionnaire reliability, we used Cronbach alpha
and invited 5 physicians and 10 patients with gastric cancer to
participate. Cronbach alpha was 83% for the patient's individual
data, 80% for the patient's clinical data section, 87% for the
disease management section, 97% for the educational
information section, and 92% for the app capabilities and
functions section. Data analysis was performed based on the
calculation of frequency distribution (number and percentage),
mean, and quarter deviation index of each questionnaire question
in IBM SPSS Statistics software (version 22; IBM Corp). Thus,
if a total of 75% of the participants in the study or more chose
the first two options (very important and important) in the
questionnaire, that data element was considered in the final
model, the data elements that a total of 50%-75% of the study
population chose the first two options or the last two options in
the questionnaire, were questioned again in the second stage of
Delphi and comments below 50% of the model were removed.
Thus, if a total of 75% of the participants in the study or more
chose the first two options (very important and important) in
the questionnaire, that data element was considered in the final
model. The data elements for which 50%-75% of the study
population chose the first two options or the last two options
were included in the second stage of the Delphi process.
Ultimately, comments below 50% of the model were removed.
This study involved two rounds of the Delphi method. The
scores of the questionnaire options were as follows: 5=very
important, 4=important, 3=I have no opinion, 2=insignificant,
and 1=very insignificant. In addition, if a new data element was
suggested by at least 40% of the participants in the open question
section of the questionnaire, the desired data element was used
in the design of the program. Questionnaires were available to
all medical specialists in the fields of cancer radiotherapy, blood
and oncology, pathology, pharmacy, and head nurses of the
chemotherapy department working in the hospitals of
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Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences, which had an
oncology department (Bouali Sina and Imam Sari) and by
available sampling to 30 patients with gastric cancer who were
admitted to the oncology department and met the criteria for
inclusion in the study. Inclusion criteria were technological
skills, gastric cancer, smartphones, and a minimum age of 30
years and maximum age of 65 years. Finally, the obtained data
were analyzed using descriptive statistics and frequency
distribution reports and using IBM SPSS Statistics software.

Ethical Considerations
This study was reviewed by Mazandaran University of Medical
Sciences and provided with ethics code
IR.MAZUMS.REC.1399.7855.

Results

In the first round, 50 questionnaires (20 for clinical experts and
30 for patients) were distributed, and 42 questionnaires (16 by

clinical experts and 26 by patients) were completed. In the
second round, 50 questionnaires (20 for clinical experts and 30
for patients) were distributed, and 35 questionnaires (15 by
clinical experts and 20 by patients) were completed. Most
participants in the clinical group were male (n=10, 62%) and
in the age range of 40-49 years (Table 1). Most of them had
medical subspecialists degrees (n=9, 56%), and most of them
(n=8, 50%) specialized in radiotherapy. In addition, most
participants in this round (n=9, 56%) had work experience
between 6 and 10 years. Most of the patient participants in the
study were male (n=15, 57%) with a range of 50-59 years (Table
2). Most of them had a diploma (n=20, 77%), and most of them
had a freelance job (n=8, 31%). Tables 1 and 2 show
participants’ characteristics in the first and second rounds of
the Delphi study.

Table 1. Clinical experts’ characteristics in the first and second rounds of the Delphi study.

Round 2, n (%)Round 1, n (%)Delphi study variables

Gender

9 (60)10 (62)Male

6 (40)6 (38)Female

Age (years)

0 (0)0 (0)30-39

11 (73)12 (75)40-49

2 (13)2 (12)50-59

2 (13)2 (12)60-69

Level of education

2 (13)2 (12)BSc

0 (0)0 (0)MSc

5 (33)5 (31)Medical specialty

8 (33)9 (56)Medical subspecialty

Occupation

2 (13)2 (12)Oncologist

7 (47)8 (50)Radiotherapist

3 (20)3 (19)Pathologist

1 (7)1 (6)Pharmacist

2 (13)2 (12)Nurse

Work experience in cancer (years)

2 (13)2 (12)1-5

8 (53)9 (56)6-10

2 (13)2 (12)11-15

3 (20)3 (19)≥16
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Table 2. Patients characteristics in the first and second rounds of the Delphi study.

Round 2, frequency (%)Round 1, frequency (%)Delphi study variables

Gender

12 (60)15 (57)Male

8 (40)11 (43)Female

Age (years)

0 (0)0 (0)30-39

4 (20)8 (31)40-49

10 (50)10 (38)50-59

6 (30)8 (31)60-65

Level of education

16 (80)20 (77)Diploma

1 (50)3 (12)Associate degree

3 (15)3 (12)BSc

0 (0)0 (0)MSc

0 (0)0 (0)PhD or above

Occupation

3 (12)3 (12)Clerk

0 (0)4 (15)Farmer

12 (60)8 (31)Freelance job

5 (25)7 (27)Retired

0 (25)4 (15)Unemployed

Table 3 and Table 4 show participants’ response distribution
regarding data elements and functional requirements. Most of
the data elements were identified as very important or significant
by the majority of participants (Table 3).

Among the data elements required in the patient's clinical data
part, the highest mean was the treatment types used (mean 4.3,
SD 0.91), and appointment time with doctor had the lowest
mean (3.3, SD 1.66). Among the data elements required in the
disease management part, the treatment protocols (ie, surgery,
radiotherapy, and chemotherapy) had the highest mean (4.6,
SD 0.95), and complementary therapies had the lowest mean
(3.8, SD 1.17). Among the data elements required by the
educational information, the highest mean belonged to physical
activity (mean 4.4, SD 0.91), and the lowest mean belonged to
excretory substances (mean 3.6, SD 1.18). Moreover, medication
reminders had the highest mean (4.2, SD 0.95), and the nutrition
reminders had the lowest average of the functional requirements
for mobile-based self-management apps (mean 3.3, SD 0.48).
However, some data elements led to the second round of Delphi,
such as medication, other diseases and medications, appointment
time with a doctor, excretory substances, list of cancer treatment
centers, hopeful quotes notification, nutrition reminder, the
ability to display the date entry time and date, and weight
changes graph (Table 4).

In the second round, 15 specialists and 20 patients participated.
Most of the participants in the study were male (n=9, 60%) and
in the age range of 40-49 years (n=11, 73%). Most of them had

a subspecialty degree (n=8, 53%), and most of them specialized
in radiotherapy (n=7, 47%). In addition, most participants in
this round (n=8, 53%) had work experience between 6 and 10
years. In addition, most of the patient participants in the study
were male (n=12, 60%) and in the age range of 50-59 years
(n=10, 50%). Most of them had a diploma (n=16, 80%), and
most of them had a free job (n=12, 60%).

These results show that in the demographic data section, most
patients did not comment on the importance of recording data
such as name, surname, and place of residence and were met
with less agreement from patients compared to clinicians.
Furthermore, the group of clinical specialists emphasized the
importance of recording the type of treatments, paraclinical
measures (eg, laboratory tests, sonography, mammography,
radiography, endoscopy, and cytology), and their results as well
as introducing the side effects of chemotherapy and their
medication interactions. Patients emphasized the importance of
educational information such as nutrition management,
emotional support, health advice during chemotherapy, and
wound care after surgery. In terms of functional requirements,
the patient group paid more attention to the necessary reminders
for medication, visiting a doctor, and performing paraclinical
procedures in the app, while experts emphasized the need for
reminders to screen the patient's first-degree family. Moreover,
the experts stated as the main treatment for gastric cancer is
related to chemotherapy and surgery, so the list of surgeons and
medical subspecialists in hematology and oncology should be
considered in the field of informing capabilities of the app.
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Table 3. Participants’ response distribution regarding required data elements for mobile-based self-management app (round 1).

AgreementTotal, mean (SD)
Clinical specialists,
mean (SD)Patients, mean (SD)Data elements

✓3.8 (1.15)4.2 (0.93)3.7 (0.82)Demographic data

Clinical patients data

✓4.1 (1.07)4.4 (0.72)3.92 (1)Occurrence of early symptoms (day/month/year)

✓3.8 (1.02)3.8 (1.14)3.9 (0.88)Diagnosis time (day/month/year)

✓4.1 (1.02)4.36 (0.76)3.9 (1.19)Paraclinical test history

✓4.3 (0.91)4.46 (0.74)4.1 (0.98)Treatments type (surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy)

—a3.4 (1.59)3.6 (1.66)3.1 (1.57)Medication

—3.4 (1.32)3.7 (1.12)3.1 (1.44)Other diseases and medications

—3.3 (1.66)3.6 (1.66)3.1 (1.55)Appointment time with a doctor

✓4.2 (0.95)4.6 (0.8)3.85 (1.01)Time for paraclinical tests

Disease management

✓4.2 (0.99)4.5 (0.51)4.0 (1.14)Gastric cancer causes

✓4.3 (0.94)4.7 (0.34)4.1 (0.94)Gastric cancer symptoms

✓3.9 (1.1)4.1 (0.99)3.7 (1.11)Diagnostic methods (test, ultrasound, imaging, pathology)

✓4.6 (0.95)4.8 (0.34)4.2 (1.06)Treatment protocols (surgery, radiation therapy,
chemotherapy, etc)

✓4.3 (0.91)4.4 (0.82)4.1 (0.98)Side effects and Medication interactions

✓3.8 (1.17)4.0 (0.96)3.7 (1.21)Complementary therapies

Educational information

✓4.3 (0.8)4.1 (0.96)4.5 (0.51)Nutrition management

✓4.1 (1.10)4.1 (1.32)4.2 (1.04)Risk factors

—3.6 (1.18)3.8 (1.36)3.4 (1.09)Excretory substances

✓3.9 (1.13)3.7 (1.11)4.1 (0.99)Rest

✓4.1 (1.1)4.1 (1.2)4.2 (0.98)Stress management

✓4.3 (0.91)4.1 (1.02)4.4 (0.82)Emotional support for patient and family

✓4.4 (0.91)4.3 (1.02)4.6 (0.82)Physical activity management

✓3.9 (1.28)3.7 (1.26)4.1 (1.31)Health advice during chemotherapy

✓3.8 (1.13)3.7 (1.17)4.1 (0.99)Warning/danger symptoms during treatment (jaundice,
bloody stools, bloody vomit)

✓3.9 (1.17)3.9 (1.21)4.0 (0.96)Family education

✓4.3 (0.91)4.1 (0.98)4.4 (0.82)Wound care after surgery

✓4.0 (1.07)4.4 (0.72)3.9 (1.13)Frequently asked questions

aNo agreement reached.
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Table 4. Distribution of the participants’ responses regarding functional requirements for mobile-based self-management app (round 1).

AgreementTotal, mean (SD)
Clinical specialists,
mean (SD)Patients, mean (SD)App functional requirements

Notices

—a3.5 (1.28)3.3 (1.45)3.6 (1.19)List of cancer treatment centers

✓4.1 (1.05)3.9 (1.19)4.3 (0.76)List of cancer radiotherapists and hematologist-oncologist

Alerts and reminders

✓4.2 (0.95)4.1 (1.09)4.4 (0.81)Medication reminder

✓3.9 (1.03)3.9 (1.13)4.0 (0.92)Appointment reminder

✓3.8 (1.09)3.7 (1.17)4.1 (0.99)paraclinical test reminder

✓3.9 (1.12)4.1 (0.96)3.6 (1.26)Screening reminder

✓3.8 (1.15)4.0 (0.92)3.6 (1.26)Physical activity reminder

—3.4 (1.23)3.2 (1.45)3.6 (1.19)Hopeful quotes notification

—3.3 (1.48)3.6 (1.46)3.0 (1.50)Nutrition reminder

Display capabilities

—3.6 (1.38)3.7 (1.39)3.4 (1.36)Ability to display data entry date

—3.5 (1.32)3.7 (1.11)3.3 (1.45)Ability to display data recording time

—3.5 (1.23)3.7 (0.98)3.1 (1.50)Show weight changes graphically

✓3.8 (1.13)3.8 (1.05)3.9 (1.16)Ability to record ultrasound images, test results, etc

✓3.9 (1.05)3.7 (1.11)4.1 (0.99)Reports

aNo agreement reached.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The findings of this study showed that from the perspective of
clinicians and patients, most components related to personal
data, patient clinical data, disease management, and educational
information, as well as app capabilities such as notices, alerts,
and reminders, and screen-related capabilities other than “ability
to display data recording hours and display weight changes in
charts” were required. The findings of this study showed that
most patients did not comment on the importance of recording
data such as name, surname, and location, and personal data
were met with less agreement from patients compared to
clinicians. This may be due to concerns about privacy and
confidentiality. Therefore, the results of this study are in line
with the results of Neobek et al [17], who expressed users’
concerns about privacy as the main obstacle in using
health-related self-management programs. In addition, the study
of Malmi et al [18] also mentioned the importance of security
and access to identity information in the design of apps.
Therefore, due to the possibility of data transfer and
communication with clinical specialists in apps, the existence
of demographic information in self-management apps is
essential.

In similar studies, the importance of recording patient clinical
data was reported. In this regard, Sicotte et al [19] has shown
that recording patient data and using electronic medical records
led to improved flow of information, increased quality of care,
and reduced the average waiting time in cancer outpatient

centers. In addition, Yazdanian et al [20] stated it is possible to
record patients’ clinical data electronically and manage the
course of cancer from screening and prevention to treatment
and beyond, despite the breadth of data elements related to
cancer patient care. Levy et al [21] also created a form to collect
data related to the chemotherapy protocol, assess pretreatment
symptoms and provide chemotherapy training in the electronic
health record. This form included data elements such as name,
dose, and method of injection, as well as the expiration date of
the medication. Mukai et al [22] also designed the Advanced
Medical Information Database System (AMIDAS) to record
clinical data and archive radiotherapy information. The data
required by the AMIDAS system included patient demographic
information, tumor data, radiotherapy treatment plan, follow-up
(tumor complications, disease progression reactions, mortality,
etc), laboratory results, and treatment delivery. Therefore, it
seems that designing an app with a mobile phone will provide
a complete view of patients with cancer by considering the types
of data required by the oncology, chemotherapy, and
radiotherapy departments, resulting in the integration of the
data of patients with cancer, improving the quality of care,
making more informed decisions, and reducing the time required
to search for patient information.

The findings showed, due to the need for disease management,
the presence of information on gastric cancer and its causes,
symptoms, types of diagnostic methods, and treatment regimens
are necessary. In a study conducted to develop a tablet-based
app for patients with gastric cancer, Wu et al [15] found that
patients had much less weight loss than the control group by
providing sufficient information on the symptoms of the disease.
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In addition, Wu et al [23] designed a smartphone-based app that
reminded activities related to nutritional status, medical
information management, drainage follow-up, and wound care
in patients with gastric cancer after surgery. This app informed
patients of severe weight loss or possible bleeding by including
clinical decision support. Ultimately, it achieved the highest
level of satisfaction in 93% of users. Therefore, it seems that
patients with gastric cancer need sufficient information about
the causes and symptoms of the disease, diagnostic methods,
and types of treatment regimens to improve their knowledge
about the pathology and the course of the disease and the role
and importance of treatment regimens.

Educational information was another major topic that many
patients and clinicians emphasized, including the importance
of nutrition management, stress management, health advice
during chemotherapy, and more. In a similar study, June and
Park [24] conducted a self-management program with 22 items
in 7 areas of management of dietary restrictions, avoidance of
risk factors, attention deposits, stress management and
psychological support, attention to rest, regular diet, and
follow-up care for patients with gastric cancer after gastrectomy.
In this regard, Davoodi et al [9] emphasized the important role
of the effect of self-care program training on the quality of life
of patients with gastric cancer after surgery, especially in the
psychological dimension. Moreover, Xuan [25] emphasized the
very positive effect of self-management training on weight
changes and quality of life in patients with gastric cancer that
undergoing chemotherapy. In a review study, Mehdizadeh et al
[12] found that mobile apps can provide easy access to
appropriate and reliable information for patients with cancer
and their families. Therefore, it seems providing educational
information for supporting self-management by using mHealth
intervention and mobile app can help patients with gastric
cancer. It could be useful for nutrition management, diet therapy,
improved physical activity, psychological and social effects,
and sharing patients’ experiences with others.

Functional requirements related to informing, warnings, and
reminders were functional requirements identified by
participants as essential features for a gastric cancer
self-management app. Some studies have reported that timely
use of medications can lead to reduced disease recurrence and
progression, reduced risk of mortality, and increased quality of
life in patients with colorectal cancer. In this regard, Slatter et
al [26] helped patients and their families by designing the ONCO

FAMILY APP app, which had a reminder module for taking
medication and seeing a doctor. In another study, Kock and
colleagues [27] designed a LESS app with a calendar and
reminder module for children with cancer. This module
automatically reminds users of their appointments and periodic
tests by specifying points on the calendar. Therefore, it seems
mHealth interventions could be used as a promotional tool for
encouraging people to participate in self-management activities
and improving patient adherence to treatment protocols and
communication between health care providers and patients.

Limitations
This research had some limitations. First of all, although most
medical specialists in the fields of cancer radiotherapy, blood
and oncology, pathology, pharmacy, and head nurses of the
chemotherapy department working in the teaching hospitals of
Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences, which had an
oncology department (Bouali Sina and Imam Sari), took part
in the study, the number of the participants in the first and
second rounds of the Delphi study was limited. However, as
there is no well-defined rule for selecting a specific number of
participants in a Delphi study and representation is assessed by
the quality of the expert panel rather than its number, we can
conclude that the participants were well-experienced clinicians
in cancer care and the results might be generalized to larger
sample sizes. The second issue might be related to the level of
details associated with each data element. Although we reached
a large number of data elements necessary for designing a
mobile-based self-management app for patients with gastric
cancer, it was not possible to include all of them in the
questionnaire. Therefore, more details about other data elements,
which might not be mentioned in this study, should be
investigated before or during designing a real system.

Conclusions
The goal of this study was to identify app requirements for the
self-management of patients with gastric cancer. The features
provided included personal data, patient clinical data, disease
management, educational information, and functional
requirements such as notifications and reminders that could be
used for developing software or apps and made available for
users. These apps can play an important role in empowering
patients and also improving their quality of life. However, the
apps need to be designed and implemented to see how they can
meet users’ requirements.
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Abstract

Background: Cancer and its treatment can adversely affect male fertility. Although sperm banking is an effective fertility
preservation method, there is an unmet need for information and support surrounding these issues.

Objective: This usability study evaluates a mobile health app providing male patients with cancer with credible information
about the impact of cancer and its treatment on fertility and fertility preservation.

Methods: Participants were recruited by a market research firm. Eligibility criteria were men who were 18-45 years of age,
identified as male, diagnosed with new or recurring cancer within 1 year, not in fertility treatment, able to read and write in
English or French, and had internet access. App usage was tracked for 2 weeks. After app use, participants provided qualitative
feedback about their experiences using the app as well as quantitative data regarding their sperm banking decisions, perceived
change in fertility knowledge, evaluation of the app’s information on the Information Assessment Method, and the app’s quality
on the user version of the Mobile App Rating Scale.

Results: The sample included 40 men aged 27-45 years. Approximately 68% (27/40) indicated that no one had previously
spoken to them about the impact of cancer on fertility, and 85% (34/40) had not received information on fertility preservation.
Approximately 83% (33/40) found the app’s information relevant, and 85% (34/40) said that it increased their fertility knowledge.
Approximately 23% (9/40) made a decision about sperm banking after using the app. Participants rated the app’s quality highly,
with mean scores (out of 5) of 4.14 for information, 4.06 for functionality, 3.84 for aesthetics, and 3.63 for engagement.

Conclusions: The app proved to be useful for male patients with cancer, suggesting that mobile health resources could be
beneficial to incorporate into clinical care to enable shared decision-making about fertility.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e33594)   doi:10.2196/33594
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Introduction

About 8600 Canadian boys and men aged 15-39 years are
diagnosed with cancer yearly [1]. Cancer can adversely affect
male fertility by damaging the reproductive organs, disrupting
hormone levels, or impairing sperm production/release [2]. Male
fertility can also be affected by cancer treatment, including
chemotherapy, radiation, and surgery [3-6]. As survival rates
improve [7], patients face long-term consequences of cancer
and its treatment [8]. Psychological distress is common among
men with cancer who may fear disease recurrence or feel
inadequate and for whom cancer might interfere with career
goals and family planning [9]. Cancer treatment may result in
decreased libido, sexual dissatisfaction, erectile dysfunction
[9], and cause difficulties in cultivating intimate relationships
[10].

The most established method to preserve male fertility before
cancer treatment is semen cryopreservation, also known as
sperm banking [4,11]. For most patients, the semen sample is
collected via masturbation [12]. However, in patients with
difficulties providing a semen sample via ejaculation, there are
a variety of alternative sperm retrieval techniques that can be
used (eg, electroejaculation, aspiration of sperm from the testicle
or epididymis) [12,13]. Banked sperm can then be used to
achieve a pregnancy with the use of assisted reproductive
techniques such as in vitro fertilization and intracytoplasmic
sperm injection [4]. There are also options for men who do not
have viable sperm, such as the use of donor sperm in conjunction
with in vitro fertilization and intracytoplasmic sperm injection,
as well as adoption [11].

Although sperm banking is an effective fertility preservation
method [14], there is an unmet need for information and support
surrounding these issues [15-17]. Most male patients with cancer
view receiving fertility information as very important but are
often dissatisfied with the information obtained [16]. The
urgency to begin treatment or fear of passing cancer to offspring
may act as barriers to sperm banking [15,18,19]. Factors that
often prevent fertility preservation conversations include the
potential distress from discussing infertility risk, limited access
to educational materials, and clinicians’ lack of time and
knowledge [20]. Additionally, men may not initiate these
conversations since they are generally less likely than women
to ask questions during medical appointments [21].

There is a need for fertility preservation resources to be better
integrated into cancer care [4,15,18,22]. In a survey conducted
by our team, 80% of male patients with cancer preferred
receiving fertility information at the first oncology consult or
at the time of diagnosis and treatment planning [15]. Loren et
al [18] recommend that referrals to counselling services be
incorporated into routine care for men with fertility concerns.
Thus, it is imperative that clinicians discuss fertility preservation
with patients as early as possible and refer them to reproductive
specialists.

eHealth resources are viewed positively by cancer survivors
[23] and are suitable for men who often value autonomy and
anonymity when seeking information [24]. However, current
web-based information for male patients with cancer is not

comprehensive, less accessible than that for female patients
[25], of inadequate readability and quality [26], and is not
rigorously evaluated [27]. One study has assessed the feasibility
of a web-based intervention targeting fertility distress after
cancer, but their sample includes only 4 men [28,29]. Given the
widespread use of smartphones [30], mobile health (mHealth)
apps show promise as tools to improve the quality of life of
patients with cancer [31].

To address the need for fertility information tailored to male
patients with cancer, our team developed an mHealth app,
Infotility XY, providing information on the impact of cancer and
its treatment on male fertility and fertility preservation. In this
study, we evaluate the app’s quality and information, as well
as its potential to improve fertility knowledge and help patients
make fertility preservation decisions.

Methods

App Study Design
The study design for the Infotility XY app adhered to the Medical
Research Council guidelines for the development and evaluation
of complex interventions [32]. The guidelines include 4 phases:
development, feasibility and piloting, evaluation, and
implementation [32].

In the development phase of the study, our team designed 3
versions of the Infotility/Infotilité XY app for 3 populations in
collaboration with an app development company: men in the
general public, male patients with infertility, and male patients
with cancer. In this paper, only data from the sample of patients
with cancer are presented.

The app content was written by our team and informed by
extensive literature reviews and a needs assessment survey of
the fertility-related informational and support needs of male
patients with cancer [15]. Key stakeholders, including male
patients with cancer, were included throughout the app
development process, informing the app’s content and design
elements. Content was vetted by health professionals and experts
in patient-centered care. All content was available in English
and French.

In addition to information about sperm banking, the app for
male patients with cancer provided information on fertility
treatment in general (eg, in vitro fertilization) as well as the use
of donor sperm. The app also addressed common concerns
among male patients with cancer such as the risk of passing
their cancer onto future children, which was a concern that came
up in the needs assessment survey among male patients with
cancer. The app included 19 articles grouped into 4 categories:
“Fertility and cancer,” “Sperm banking 101,” “After banking,”
and “Talking to my partner about sperm banking” (see
Multimedia Appendix 1 for the list of the articles). Each article
had the option to give a thumbs-up/down to indicate its
usefulness. The app featured pop-up glossary definitions,
infographics, animations, and a Canada-wide map of fertility
clinics (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for screenshots of the app).

Our research team collaborated with an app company to
transform the informational content into a user-friendly app.
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The app company helped develop the look and feel of the app
(eg, color scheme, graphics), the different features in the app
(eg, map of fertility clinics, pop-up glossary definitions), and
the navigation. The app company did not have access to users’
data.

In the feasibility/piloting phase of the study, an interactive
prototype of the Infotility XY app was developed, which allowed
the research team to make changes to the organization of the
information before presenting the app to participants.

In the evaluation phase of the study, we assessed the uptake and
usability of the app by using a pre-post study design. We
determined our 2 main outcome measures (the user version of
the Mobile App Rating Scale [uMARS] and the Information
Assessment Method [IAM]) based on literature reviews of
available tools to assess the quality and information of apps.
The next phase of the study is implementation, which includes
finding partners to disseminate the app and provide long-term
follow-up and monitoring [32].

Ethics Approval and Recruitment
This study was approved by the Medical/Biomedical Research
Ethics Committee of CIUSSS (Centre intégré universitaire de
santé et de services sociaux) West-Central Montreal Research
Ethics Board (MP-05-2016-344). Participants were recruited
between August and October 2020 across Canada by a market
research firm (“recruitment company”). The recruitment
company was selected based on their experience in medical
research, their ability to recruit a representative sample of
participants from Canada, and their adherence to the highest
standards in research methodology, ethical practices, respondent
rights, and personal privacy. The recruitment company did not
have access to participants’data. In the communications between
our team and the recruitment company, participants were
referred to by their unique code, which did not identify them,
to protect participants’confidentiality. The recruitment company
recruited patients with cancer via physicians and patient
advocacy groups and contacted them via email and telephone.
The recruitment company screened potential participants for
the following criteria: identified as male, had internet access,
able to read and write in English/French, aged 18-45 years,
diagnosed with new/recurrent cancer within the past year, and
not in fertility treatment. Individuals who met the eligibility
criteria and provided written informed consent were enrolled
in the study. Once the target sample of 40 participants was
reached, recruitment was terminated.

Participants
Guidelines for this phase of the evaluation of web-based
interventions suggest that a sample of at least 20 users is
required for statistical significance [33]. To account for possible
attrition, we aimed to recruit 40 men. The recruitment company
contacted 586 patients with cancer; 63 agreed to be screened,
43 were eligible and consented, and 40 completed the study.
Of these 40 men, 24 were recruited via referrals from health
care providers, 11 via patient referrals, and 5 via the recruitment
company’s database.

Procedures
After providing informed consent online, participants created
an app account, completed pre–app usage questionnaires, and
gained access to the app for 2 weeks. This period was selected
based on our previous experience [34], where app usage tended
to drop off after 2 weeks. After app use, participants were
blocked from viewing the app and directed to post–app usage
questionnaires. After completing the questionnaires, participants
regained app access. To reduce attrition, participants were sent
up to 3 reminder emails to complete questionnaires and use the
app. Participants received CAD $150 from the recruitment
company upon study completion. See Multimedia Appendix 3
for the study’s procedures.

Measures

Background Questionnaire
Participants provided information about their sociodemographic
characteristics, including relationship status, age, ethnicity,
immigrant status, education, income, religion, and parity.
Participants were also asked whether anyone had spoken to
them about the impact of cancer on fertility, whether they
received information about fertility preservation, and if so,
whether they received all the information they needed, their
most recent cancer diagnosis, and the age at which they received
it, and their current cancer status.

Fertility Knowledge and Preservation
After app use, participants were asked (1) whether the app
increased their knowledge of fertility in relation to cancer, using
a scale from 0 (“No, not at all”) to 3 (“Yes, quite a lot”); (2)
whether they made a decision about sperm banking during the
study (yes/no); and (3) if they selected “yes,” they were asked
what decision they made (eg, I banked my sperm), and what
factors helped them make the decision.

IAM
The IAM was used to evaluate participants’ ratings of the app’s
information. The measure was developed to assess the relevance,
cognitive impact, use, and health benefits of web-based health
information and has been validated with patients and consumers
of web-based health information [35,36]. Our team adapted the
8-item measure from the 2019 IAM version for Fertility and
the IAM4All. All items are considered individually. No total
scores or cutoffs exist.

uMARS
The uMARS was used to measure participants’ rating of the
app’s quality. This 20-item measure consists of 4 subscales.
The Engagement subscale measures whether the app is
interesting, customizable, and interactive; the Functionality
subscale asks about the app’s functionality and navigation; the
Aesthetics subscale asks about the app’s visual appeal; and the
Information subscale asks whether the app contains credible,
high quality information. Each subscale is measured on a scale
from 1-5; higher scores represent higher ratings. The mean score
is obtained by averaging the 4 subscales’ scores. An additional
4 items measuring the app’s subjective quality can be averaged
to obtain a subjective quality score. The uMARS was developed
by Stoyanov et al [37] and tested in a sample of Australians
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aged 16-25 years. The Flesch-Kincaid readability test indicated
that the uMARS required a grade 8 reading level [37]. The total
score demonstrated excellent internal consistency (α=.90) and
interrater reliability (intraclass correlation=0.79) [38]. Each
subscale demonstrated satisfactory consistency, with Cronbach
alpha ranging from .70 to .80 [37].

Qualitative and Quantitative Data on App Usage
To capture participants’ experiences using the app, our team
developed open-ended questions.

1. Please describe any fertility topics or features that were not
included in the app and that you would have liked to be
included. Please tell us why you want those topics or
features to be included.

2. Please tell us what you liked best about the app and why.
3. Please tell us what you liked least about the app and why.

We present quantitative data for the following app usage metrics:
unique pageviews and thumbs-up/down assessments.

Quantitative Analyses
No questionnaire data were missing. Quantitative analyses were
performed using SPSS (IBM Corp). Descriptive quantitative
analyses were used to assess participants’ sociodemographic
characteristics and informational needs, the influence of the app
on treatment decisions and fertility knowledge, and evaluation
of the app’s information and quality. Given the small sample
size (N=40), we did not conduct multivariate analyses. However,
descriptive statistics were sufficient in answering our
overarching question regarding the usability of the app in
conjunction with the qualitative feedback.

App Usage
The app company compiled the app usage metrics. For each
participant, the numbers of unique pages viewed and
thumbs-up/down assessments were extracted. These metrics
were presented as totals and were also classified into categories:
medical (11 articles), legal (3 articles), or psychosocial (5
articles; Multimedia Appendix 1). Developed for analytic
purposes, these categories were not seen by participants. If a
participant visited a page multiple times, it was only counted
once. No app usage data were missing.

Qualitative Feedback
All participants responded to the open-ended questions assessed
in the questionnaires delivered after using the app. Their
feedback was analyzed by 2 researchers (KK and ENG) on a
qualitative data analysis software (NVivo, QSR International)
using directed content analysis with an iterative approach [39].
A directed content analysis approach allows researchers to use
predetermined codes. The uMARS dimensions of aesthetics,
functionality, engagement, and information guided analyses
and were used as the pre-existing codes. These categories
allowed researchers to understand participants’ qualitative
feedback in relation to the quantitative data, which also looked
at users’ perceptions of the app on these quality rating scales.
After the first round of coding, discrepancies were discussed
and resolved between 2 researchers.

Results

Sociodemographic Data
The sample consisted of 40 patients with cancer, all of whom
accessed the app in English (see Multimedia Appendix 4 for
sociodemographics). The age range was 27-45 years (mean
36.93 [SD 5.48] years). Most participants were in heterosexual
relationships (27/40, 68%), followed by single (8/40, 20%), and
in nonheterosexual relationships (5/40, 13%). More than half
of the men had children (22/40, 55%), and most indicated that
they would like to have children in the future (33/40, 83%).
Most were White (25/40, 63%), born in Canada (35/40, 88%),
had an income between CAD $50,000-CAD $89,999 (19/40,
48%), had a high school or CEGEP (Collège d'enseignement
général et professionnel) education level (23/40, 58%), and were
not religious (25/40, 63%). During the study, approximately
68% (27/40) of the participants were in cancer treatment, 25%
(10/40) in partial remission, and 8% (3/40) in remission, with
an average remission time of 1 year (SD 1.73, range 0-3). The
most common diagnoses were prostate cancer (7/40, 18%),
testicular cancer (7/40, 18%), skin cancer (5/40, 13%), and
bladder cancer (4/40, 10%). The average age of diagnosis was
36.1 (SD 5.49) years (range 26-45 years).

Information Seeking
Of the 40 participants, 27 (68%) indicated that no one had ever
spoken to them about the impact of cancer on fertility and 34
(85%) had not received information on fertility preservation.
Of those who did receive this information, 67% (4/6) did not
get all the information they needed.

App Usage
On average, participants viewed 99% (18.80/19) of the app’s
articles (SD 0.97, range 13-19), and specifically 99% of the
medical articles (10.93/11, SD 0.27, range 10-11), and 98% of
psychosocial articles (4.88/5, SD 0.79, range 0-5). All
participants viewed each of the 3 lifestyle articles. Participants
gave a thumbs-up to an average of 7.85 (SD 7.94, range 0-19)
articles and specifically to an average of 4.53 (SD 4.59, range
0-11) medical articles, 1.40 (SD 1.39, range 0-3) lifestyle
articles, and 1.93 (SD 2.24, range 0-5) psychosocial articles.
No article received a thumbs-down.

Fertility Knowledge and Preservation
Of the 40 participants, 34 (85%) said the app increased their
fertility knowledge. Prior to the study, 95% (38/40) of men had
not banked their sperm. During the study, 23% (9/40) of the
participants made a decision about sperm banking: 1 decided
to bank his sperm, 7 are planning to do so in the future, and 1
decided not to. Of the 8 who decided to bank their sperm, 6
(75%) said the app helped them make the decision.

Evaluation of the App’s Information
80% (32/40) of the participants viewed the app to satisfy their
curiosity about a health matter (Table 1). Approximately 83%
(33/40) found the information relevant, 95% (38/40) understood
the information well, and 83% (33/40) learned something new.
Of the 78% (31/40) who used the information for themselves,
90% (28/31) said the information helped them better understand
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a particular health issue. Of the 85% (34/40) who benefited (or
expect to benefit) from the information, 79% (27/34) said the
information helped them feel less worried about a health

problem and 53% (18/34) said it facilitated their communication
with health professionals.
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Table 1. Data on the app’s information evaluated by the Information Assessment Method (IAM) (N=40).

Values, n (%)Information Assessment Method question

Why did you look on this app for information?

27 (68)To answer a question about my health

12 (30)To answer a question about the health of someone else

32 (80)To satisfy my curiosity about a health matter

13 (33)To help me decide if I should see a health professional

8 (20)To prepare myself before talking to a health professional

5 (13)To follow up on the information given by a health professional

6 (12)To find choices different from those given by a health professional

Is the app’s information relevant?

3 (8)Very little relevant

4 (10)Somewhat relevant

19 (48)Relevant

14 (35)Very relevant

Did you understand the app’s information? 

0Very poorly

2 (5)Poorly

23 (58)Well

15 (38)Very well

What do you think about the app’s information?

33 (83)Now I know something new

21 (53)This information says I did or I am doing the right thing

22 (55)Now I am reassured 

10 (25)I am reminded of something I already knew

16 (40)Now I want to learn more about this health matter

3 (8)I am not satisfied with this information

0I think there is a problem with this information

0I think this information could be harmful

Did you or will you use the app’s information for yourself? 

31 (78)Yes

6 (15)No, not for myself, but I used this information for someone else

3 (8)No, I did not use this information for myself or for someone else

If yes, how did you or will you use it?

28 (90)This information helped (will help) me to better understand a particular issue about
my health. 

16 (52)I did not know what to do, and this information helped (will help) me make a decision
about my health.

12 (39)I knew what to do, and I used (will use) this information to be more certain about
my health care.

4 (13)I was doing (going to do) something concerning my health, and I used (will use) this
information to do it differently.

2 (7)I used (will use) this information in a discussion with a health professional

Did you (do you expect to) benefit from the app’s information?

34 (85)Yes
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Values, n (%)Information Assessment Method question

6 (15)No 

If yes, how did you (do you expect to) benefit?

27 (79)This information helped (helps) me feel less worried about a health problem

16 (40)This information made (makes) me more satisfied with health care I receive

18 (53)This information allowed (will allow) me to better communicate with a health pro-
fessional

14 (41)Because of this information, I was (will be) more involved in decisions about my
health

9 (27)This information helped (will help) me to better handle a problem with my health

2 (6)This information helped (will help) me prevent a health problem or the worsening
of a health problem

1 (3)This information helped (will help) to improve my health

Evaluation of the App’s Quality
Participants rated the app’s quality highly (Table 2). The average
quality rating was the highest for information, followed by

functionality. The lowest rated subscale was engagement, though
it was still rated 3.63/5.00 on average. Most men would
recommend the app.
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Table 2. App quality analysis using the user version of the Mobile App Rating Scale (uMARS) (N=40).

ValueuMARS item

Objective quality subscale, mean (SD)

3.63 (0.75)Engagement (range 2.20-4.80)

4.06 (0.74)Functionality (range 2.25-5.00)

3.84 (0.65)Aesthetics (range 2.67-5.00)

4.14 (0.61)Information (range 3.00-5.00)

3.92 (0.62)Objective quality total score (range 3.02-4.84)

3.75 (0.54)What is your overall (star) rating of the app? (range 2.00-5.00), mean (SD)

App rating, n (%)

01 (One of the worst apps I’ve used)

1 (3)2

9 (23)3 (Average)

29 (73)4

1 (3)5 (One of the best apps I’ve used)

Would you recommend this app to people who might benefit from it? n (%)

0Not at all

3 (8)Very few people

12 (30)Maybe

17 (43)Many people 

8 (20)Definitely 

How many times do you think you would use this app in the next 12 months? n (%)

3 (8)None

7 (18)1-2

20 (50)3-10 

9 (23)10-50

1 (3)>50

Would you pay for this app? n (%)

7 (18)1 (Definitely not)

8 (20)2

15 (38)3

8 (20)4

2 (5)5 (Definitely yes)

3.30 (0.696)Subjective quality total score (range 2.00-4.75), mean (SD)

Qualitative Feedback

Engagement
Participants liked the videos because they were “interesting”
(participant #24) and “informative” (participant #14), and they
suggested including more videos. Men would have also liked
the ability to connect with others, for example, to obtain
“…feedback from people who have banked sperm…”
(participant #4).

Functionality
Participants liked the app’s functionality, finding it “extremely
easy to use and navigate” (participant #8) and that it had a “very
intuitive design” (participant #9). Apart from being “neatly
organized” (participant #29), men appreciated that the app
allowed the user to “read at [his] own pace” (participant #29).

Information
Participants found the app “very educational and very useful”
(participant #36) and appreciated that it was a “one stop shop
for fertility info” (participant #23), which helped prevent
information overload: “The link to detailed information is
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available on demand, it prevents from unnecessary information
burden…” (participant #38). Participants liked that the
information was “very comprehensive” (participant #26) and
“… [was] applicable for different scenarios” (participant #39).
However, some thought there was “too much information”
(participant #22).

Participants appreciated that the app included “a lot of good
links and honest information about [w]here to go for help”
(participant #19). They particularly liked the sperm banking
resources, saying that the app “help[ed] locat[e] sperm banks
near me” (participant #5). Participants wanted “more cost-based
information” (participant #16), including the “average cost of
each procedure” (participant #27) and “if [each procedure is]
covered by health care…” (participant #19). Participants also
wanted more in-depth information about the effects of cancer
on fertility, for example, about “… certain types of cancers and
how it affects each one differently” (participant #10).

Participants valued that the app had a “wealth of useful info
from very trustworthy sources” (participant #17). They also
thought the information “was very easy to read” (participant
#11), and “not too complicated or jargon heavy” (participant
#7). However, 1 man would have liked if the information was
“less wordy” (participant #30).

The app’s information made participants feel “reassured”
(participant #25): “This app really made me feel comfortable
about how I was feeling about my diagnosis and how to go
about my family’s future” (participant #2). Men also mentioned
that the information “ma[de] [him] feel safe and confident to
look at donating sperm and how to do it” (participant #36).
Though some found the information “depressing at times”
(participant #6), overall men appreciated the “very supportive
tone” of the app (participant #31).

Discussion

Principal Findings
Overall, participants valued Infotility XY as a source of
comprehensive, relevant, and accessible information. Most
participants had not received information about the impact of
cancer on fertility or fertility preservation prior to the study.
Those who did receive this information did not receive all the
information they needed. After app use, most men felt that their
fertility knowledge increased and that the information promoted
better communication with clinicians, indicating that an mHealth
app may be useful in clinical practice to address the
fertility-related informational needs of male patients with cancer.
Providing patients with written information may help initiate
fertility discussions with medical staff, leading to a referral to
a reproductive specialist [40].

The fact that most participants had not received fertility
information prior to the study might have contributed to the
high engagement level. Men seemed to be motivated to learn
about fertility and sperm banking. Most participants found the
information relevant, credible, and easy-to-read. Given the lack
of oncofertility educational materials suitable for patients with
varying health literacy levels [41], our study highlights the

possibility of presenting scientific content in simple terms that
is accessible to diverse patient groups.

Furthermore, although almost all men had never banked sperm
prior to the intervention, 8 decided to bank during the study.
Owing to lack of information, patients with cancer may not
fully participate in decision-making regarding their future
fertility, which can prevent them from banking sperm [42]. Our
results indicate that an mHealth app can empower patients to
feel more in control of their reproductive health and be proactive
in preserving fertility. Furthermore, the information helped
participants feel comforted and reassured that they were making
the right decisions about their fertility. Thus, our study
demonstrates the potential of an mHealth app to help address
the fertility concerns of patients with cancer by providing
evidence-based information in a supportive manner.
Additionally, based on participants’ feedback, future mHealth
apps should present a significant proportion of content in video
format to help users with different health literacy levels
understand and retain the material. A chat option may also
benefit patients by allowing them to seek social support [43].

Study Limitations and Strengths
This study has several limitations. First, there may have been
selection bias since participants volunteered to enroll in the
study. Thus, our sample may not fully reflect the broader
population of male patients with cancer. As we remunerated
participants in appreciation of their involvement in the research,
they may have felt more inclined to complete the study or
provide more positive feedback about the app, which may have
introduced bias into our results. Second, since our sample was
small and did not include Francophones, French content was
not evaluated, potentially limiting the generalizability of results.
Third, our sample did not include men aged 18-26 years. This
subgroup might not be concerned with family building yet but
should nevertheless be informed about the impact of cancer on
fertility, and thus, it is an important group to include in future
research.

Despite these limitations, our study has notable strengths. We
used quantitative methods and content analysis, allowing for a
nuanced understanding of participants’ experiences using the
app. Our sample was socioeconomically diverse with respect
to income and education. There was also variation in
participants’ relationship and fatherhood statuses, suggesting
generalizability of results to patients at different life stages.
Recruiting people at the hospital bedside who were in active
cancer treatment for a psychosocial research project may have
been challenging, especially given that recruitment took place
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, using a recruitment
company who could recruit participants remotely allowed for
us to successfully recruit our target sample size (N=40).

Conclusions
This usability study provides preliminary support that an
mHealth app may be valuable in clinical practice by assisting
in educating patients about the impact of cancer on fertility,
thereby helping them make fertility preservation decisions and
providing comfort. To our knowledge, this study is the first to
evaluate an mHealth app providing male patients with cancer
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with evidence-based information about the impact of cancer on
fertility and fertility preservation. We are in contact with
professional organizations and patient advocacy groups to
engage in knowledge transfer and to plan future studies.
Randomized controlled trials with larger samples are warranted

to assess the effectiveness of mHealth interventions in improving
patients’ fertility knowledge and influencing their sperm banking
decisions. Further efforts are needed to increase the availability
of evidence-based mHealth apps for patients with cancer.
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Abstract

Background: Patients with breast cancer have a variety of worries and need multifaceted information support. Their accumulated
posts on social media contain rich descriptions of their daily worries concerning issues such as treatment, family, and finances.
It is important to identify these issues to help patients with breast cancer to resolve their worries and obtain reliable information.

Objective: This study aimed to extract and classify multiple worries from text generated by patients with breast cancer using
Bidirectional Encoder Representations From Transformers (BERT), a context-aware natural language processing model.

Methods: A total of 2272 blog posts by patients with breast cancer in Japan were collected. Five worry labels, “treatment,”
“physical,” “psychological,” “work/financial,” and “family/friends,” were defined and assigned to each post. Multiple labels were
allowed. To assess the label criteria, 50 blog posts were randomly selected and annotated by two researchers with medical
knowledge. After the interannotator agreement had been assessed by means of Cohen kappa, one researcher annotated all the
blogs. A multilabel classifier that simultaneously predicts five worries in a text was developed using BERT. This classifier was
fine-tuned by using the posts as input and adding a classification layer to the pretrained BERT. The performance was evaluated
for precision using the average of 5-fold cross-validation results.

Results: Among the blog posts, 477 included “treatment,” 1138 included “physical,” 673 included “psychological,” 312 included
“work/financial,” and 283 included “family/friends.” The interannotator agreement values were 0.67 for “treatment,” 0.76 for
“physical,” 0.56 for “psychological,” 0.73 for “work/financial,” and 0.73 for “family/friends,” indicating a high degree of
agreement. Among all blog posts, 544 contained no label, 892 contained one label, and 836 contained multiple labels. It was
found that the worries varied from user to user, and the worries posted by the same user changed over time. The model performed
well, though prediction performance differed for each label. The values of precision were 0.59 for “treatment,” 0.82 for “physical,”
0.64 for “psychological,” 0.67 for “work/financial,” and 0.58 for “family/friends.” The higher the interannotator agreement and
the greater the number of posts, the higher the precision tended to be.

Conclusions: This study showed that the BERT model can extract multiple worries from text generated from patients with
breast cancer. This is the first application of a multilabel classifier using the BERT model to extract multiple worries from
patient-generated text. The results will be helpful to identify breast cancer patients’ worries and give them timely social support.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e37840)   doi:10.2196/37840
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Introduction

Breast cancer is the most diagnosed female cancer worldwide,
and treatment can last for 5 to 10 years, making this a familiar
disease that women will live with for a long time [1-3]. Patients
with breast cancer have multiple worries about treatment, family,
finances, and so on, and these worries change over time.
Although support for them is provided by medical professionals,
patients’ worries are sometimes overlooked in clinical settings
[4].

Currently, many patients use social media as a source of medical
information [5]. Patient-generated text such as posts and
comments are accumulated on the internet and contain a wealth
of information about patients’ experiences and daily worries.
It may be possible to use this information to help patients solve
their problems and improve their quality of life. However, the
substantial amount of text and the variable reliability of
information on social media make it difficult for patients to get
the accurate information they seek [6]. This large amount of
social media data has become a new source of medical
information and a target for natural language processing (NLP)
[7,8].

Document classification by NLP can be used to extract
information from text. This technique is useful for automatically
identifying worries from patient-generated text and helping
patients with breast cancer obtain appropriate information to
resolve their worries. Although there are many NLP studies on
portals for patients with breast cancer, most of them are content
analyses that objectively analyze the contents of media.
Although content analysis research can find multiple worries,
the extracted worries cannot be defined. In contrast, document
classification can set target worries and find them, but so far,
there have been few document classification studies [9], and
studies targeting worries are particularly rare. Therefore, it is
necessary to create a document classification model that can

automatically extract multiple worries from text generated from
patients with breast cancer.

There has been much research on using NLP to extract topics
and worries from patient-generated text automatically. Many
studies used rule-based, bag-of-words, and topic models such
as latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [10-12], and there remains
room for improvement in extracting worries from the variously
expressed patient descriptions in these models. These models
have particular difficulty in dealing with context, but context
can be used by deep-learning methods such as long short-term
memory (LSTM) and Bidirectional Encoder Representations
From Transformers (BERT), which has proved to be state of
the art in several NLP tasks [13]. While there have been studies
of patient-generated text using BERT to extract adverse drug
effects [14,15], few studies have been conducted on text
describing multiple worries that patients often have at the same
time. There are some previous reports in which sentiment
classification of patient-generated text was conducted using
LSTM [16]. However, these only apply one label to one
document and do not address multiple worries within a single
document.

The purpose of this study was to develop a multilabel
classification model using BERT to automatically extract
multifaceted worries from text generated by patients with breast
cancer.

Methods

Data Set
In this study, blog articles on Life Palette [17], one of the
internet patient communities in Japan, were used. All the articles
were written in Japanese. The data source consists of 13,570
posts written by 289 users from March 2008 to November 2014.
A total of 2272 breast cancer posts were extracted as a data set,
excluding drafts and duplicates (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Overview of data processing and model function. (A) Data selection criteria and model training and testing process; (B) post label prediction
model functions and outputs. *In Japanese sentences, the object is sometimes omitted, so the presumed object was judged from the context and added
in parentheses. BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations From Transformers.

Ethical Approval
This study was approved by the ethics committee of the Keio
University Faculty of Pharmacy (approval No 191218-2,
190301-1). All procedures were performed in accordance with
the Ethical Guidelines for Medical and Health Research
Involving Human Subjects (settled by the Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology and the Ministry of

Health, Labour and Welfare in Japan) and the Declaration of
Helsinki and its later amendments. Consent to use the data from
Life Palette for research purposes was obtained at the time of
user registration. In this study, all data were analyzed
anonymously and informed consent for this research was waived
due to the retrospective observational design of the study.
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Annotation
The annotation criteria were defined based on previous studies
[18]. To assess the reliability of the annotation criteria, 50 blog
posts were randomly selected from the data set and annotated
by two researchers with medical knowledge (authors TW and
SH). After assessment of interannotator agreement (IAA) by
means of Cohen kappa, one researcher (TW) annotated all the
blogs. Cohen kappa takes a value close to 1 if the annotators
are in perfect agreement; less than 0 is poor, 0-0.2 is slight,
0.21-0.4 is fair, 0.41-0.6 is moderate, 0.61-0.8 is substantial,
0.81-1 is almost perfect [19].

Based on the “Shizuoka Classification” [20], which is a method
for classifying the worries of patients with cancer in Japan, the
following five labels were established: “treatment,” “physical,”
“psychological,” “work/financial,” and “family/friends” (Table
S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1). If a single blog post contains
descriptions of multiple worries, multiple labels were allowed.

Model Structure
In this study, a multilabel classifier was built from the annotated
multilabel data set to deal with multiple descriptions of worries.
To develop the classifier, BERT, a state-of-the-art NLP model
that can take context into account, was used. BERT is trained
via a two-step learning process. The first step is pretraining
using a large amount of text data and the second step is
fine-tuning the model from new data.

The model was built by fine-tuning the pretrained Japanese
BERT model of the Inui and Suzuki Laboratory, Tohoku

University [21] (BERT-base model; 12 layers, 768 dimensions
of hidden states, and 12 attention heads, tokenizer: MeCab [22],
external dictionary: mecab-ipadic-NEologd [23]) from the
annotated multilabel data set. Due to the capability of the
pretrained model, the input was limited to 512 words, starting
from the beginning of the sentence.

The [CLS] token and [SEP] token were added at the beginning
of the sentence and at the end of the sentence, respectively. This
was used as input to the BERT model. The model consists of a
pretrained BERT and a fully connected layer, and the activation
function was a sigmoid function that outputs five labeled
positive/negative results. The model was built with reference
to the previous study [24]. The input to the fully connected layer
was the vector corresponding to the [CLS] token in the output
vector of the pretrained BERT. The hyperparameters that could
be adjusted prior to training were defined as follows. The loss
function was cross-entropy, batch size was 16, five epochs were
run, early stopping was not set, and all parameters were
fine-tuned, including the pretrained BERT from Adam with a
learning rate of 1e-5 (Figure 2).

In the BERT model, it is possible to incorporate a self-attention
method that allows indicating which part of the output text has
been paid attention to. Visualizing the attentions can be useful
in interpreting the results of “black box” machine learning
models. Therefore, in this study, the attention parts of each blog
post were visualized and used as a reference for interpreting the
labeling results.

Figure 2. Model structure developed in this study. The input is the post sentence with [CLS] token and [SEP] token added at the beginning and at the
end, respectively. The output is 0/1, corresponding to negative/positive of each label. BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations From Transformers;
dim: dimension.
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Task and Metrics
A multilabel task was performed to classify five labels
simultaneously. The performance was evaluated in terms of
precision, F score, and exact match accuracy, which indicates
the percentage of correct predictions for all labels. As a way to
use the research, we envision the construction of an information
provision system tailored to each patient’s problems. Therefore,
we focused on precision so as not to provide unmatched
information and inadvertently impose a burden on patients with
breast cancer. The data set was divided into training data and
test data in a ratio of 4:1, and the model was evaluated using
the average of 5-fold cross-validation results to confirm its
robustness.

Moreover, to examine the effect of the upper limit of the number
of input words on the model performance, the performance for
blog posts with over 512 words, that for all posts, and that for
posts with 512 words or less were compared.

Results

Data Set Analysis
The mean number of words per blog post in the data set was
464.9, the median was 357, and the maximum was 6746. The

number of documents with more than 512 words was 723
(31.8% of all blog posts; Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix
1).

Annotation
The IAA values were the highest for “physical” and the lowest
for “psychological” (Table 1). This time, the labels except for
“psychological” showed a high degree of agreement with IAA
values higher than 0.61, corresponding to “substantial”
precision. The complete label agreement rate that indicates all
the label-matched blog posts was 0.40.

The number of blog posts was highest for “physical” and lowest
for “family/friends” (Table 1). The number of labels per blog
post was the highest for single label posts and the lowest for
posts with all five labels. Articles with no labels at all amounted
to 544 (23.9%), and articles with a single label and multiple
labels amounted to 892 (39.3%) and 836 (36.8%), respectively
(Table 2). In addition, it was found that there were differences
in worries among users, and the worries expressed by the same
user changed over time (Figure S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Table 1. The IAAa values and the number of posts for the five labels (N=2272).

Posts, nIAAbLabel

4770.67Treatment

11380.76Physical

6730.56Psychological

3120.73Work/financial

2830.73Family/friends

aIAA: interannotator agreement.
bAnnotation agreement was evaluated using Cohen kappa.

Table 2. The number of labels per blog post (N=2272).

Posts, n (%)Number of labels

544 (23.9)0

892 (39.3)1

578 (25.4)2

199 (8.8)3

57 (2.5)4

2 (0.1)5

Model
The precision was 0.59 for “treatment,” 0.82 for “physical,”
0.64 for “psychological,” 0.67 for “work/financial,” and 0.58
for “family/friends.” Both the precision and the F score were

highest for “physical” (Table 3). The exact match accuracy was
0.44.

The performances of posts with more than 512 words and posts
with 512 words or less are presented in Multimedia Appendix
1.
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Table 3. Performance of the model.

F score (SD)Recall (SD)Precision (SD)Accuracy (SD)Label

0.44 (0.09)0.39 (0.15)0.59 (0.09)0.81 (0.01)Treatment

0.81 (0.01)0.80 (0.02)0.82 (0.02)0.81 (0.01)Physical

0.58 (0.04)0.54 (0.08)0.64 (0.04)0.77 (0.03)Psychological

0.38 (0.03)0.28 (0.05)0.67 (0.10)0.88 (0.02)Work/financial

0.41 (0.07)0.33 (0.07)0.58 (0.11)0.88 (0.02)Family/friends

0.52 (0.03)0.47 (0.05)0.66 (0.04)0.83 (0.01)Macro average

Discussion

Principal Findings
This is the first report of a multilabel classifier using the BERT
model to extract multiple types of worries in patient-generated
text, and our results indicate that BERT is effective for this
purpose.

Comparison With Prior Work
Our model can extract multiple worries from a single post. There
have been some NLP studies that have dealt with multiple
worries in patient-generated text [18,25]. However, these studies
used a multi-class classification that allows only one label per
document and could not find multiple worries contained in a
single document. Similar to this study, there was a previous
study on classifying blog sentences with worry descriptions
[18]. However, the previous study dealt with binary
classification and short text, while our study dealt with
multilabel classification and long text. Furthermore, our study
outperformed the previous one in F score. Some studies have
used a multilabel classifier of patient-generated messages based
on the viewpoint of medical professionals [26,27]. In contrast,
a noteworthy feature of this study was the classification of
patient-generated text from the viewpoint of patients.

Strength of the Model
A multilabel classifier may be useful for patients with breast
cancer because they may have multiple worries and the nature
of their worries may change over time. This study has
demonstrated that documents with multiple worries can be
handled using BERT. As another approach, a lot of content
analysis research has been done using topic models such as
LDA for unsupervised learning [10]. LDA is a model that
extracts multiple topics in a single document that would be
suitable for handling a wide range of patient worries. However,
this model is often used for content analysis rather than
document classification, which ultimately requires manual
interpretation of topics. An advantage of our model is that it
automatically outputs the presence or absence of worries based
on the input of sentences, so it does not require a final human
judgment and can present the results quickly. Thus, our
context-aware model is expected to be efficient for dealing with
texts generated by patients with breast cancer that contain
multiple worries and long descriptions because it extracts
worries by paying attention to descriptions based on the human
senses (Figure S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Features of the Data Set
The reliability of the data set was inferred from the annotation
results: the IAA was above 0.61, which was “substantial” for
all labels except “psychological,” indicating a high degree of
agreement. The “psychological” label tended to be judged
differently among researchers, compared with the other labels.
However, it is considered that the data set was reliable enough
as training data because the IAA values exceeded 0.41, which
indicates “moderate” reliability. In the data set of posts written
by patients with breast cancer, more than one worry was actually
described in about 40% of the posts (Table 2), and it was
confirmed that the worries described by the same user changed
over time (Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1), which was
in agreement with previous studies. These results suggest that
the data set was suitable for development of a multilabel
classifier.

Error Analysis
To evaluate the reliability of the model, error analysis was
conducted. Many of the false-positive cases were descriptions
of changes in “physical,” which had the highest precision, and
dealt with conditions that were not covered by the annotation
guidelines. They were similar to the “physical” descriptions,
such as postoperative recovery, chest discomfort before
diagnosis, and changes in physical condition that seemed
unrelated to cancer (eg, “I was surprised that I could lift my
arms more than before surgery!” “One day, I was surprised at
the size of the difference between my left and right breasts,” or
“I drank a little wine and sake and felt dizzy”). Although there
is still room for improvement in the performance of this model
in discriminating between “presence of distress” and “presence
of distress caused by breast cancer,” this model will be useful
in supporting patients with breast cancer because we were able
to extract descriptions of “physical changes that cause distress”
in patients with breast cancer.

Limitations
First, the BERT model used in this study has great strength in
recognizing context, but the upper limit of the number of input
words is 512. Although there was concern that the performance
might deteriorate with posts having more than 512 input words,
it was found that there was almost no difference between the
performance only for posts with more than 512 input words and
that for all posts. On the other hand, the performance for posts
with 512 input words or less was slightly inferior to that for all
posts. Based on these results, it was considered that truncation
after 512 input words had little effect on the model performance,
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whereas the lack of information due to a small number of input
words had a greater effect in this analysis. This suggests that
blog posts containing a larger number of input words than the
upper limit would not degrade model performance (Table 2 and
Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Second, the small number of blog posts for each label in our
data set is also the limitation of this study. Our model was built
from the data set containing descriptions of five worry types.
The prediction performance of the model was different for each
label, and the higher the IAA and the greater the number of
posts, the higher the precision and the F score tended to be. This
suggests that the IAA and the number of posts are important
factors in constructing the classifier. This problem can be
overcome by increasing the number of blog posts for each label.

Third, the patients’ blogs used in this study were written in
Japanese. It is important to develop a classification model in
Japanese, but the lack of applicability to multiple languages
may be a limitation.

Future Directions
Our findings could lead to the development of better patient
support systems and methods that can respond to temporal and

interindividual changes in worries. Our methodology also
facilitates the identification of worries and may promote the
sharing of problems among patients. Furthermore, in the future,
by combining sentiment analysis with our model, it might be
possible to enrich the interpretation of the findings and deepen
the understanding of how breast cancer patients’ worries
influence their emotions. Although this study focused only on
worries about breast cancer, there are many common worries
that are not specific for breast cancer, and it is expected that the
model could be extended to other disease areas.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study showed that the BERT model can
extract multiple worries, such as “treatment,” “physical,”
“psychological,” “work/financial,” and “family/friends,” from
text generated by patients with breast cancer. This is the first
study to deal with multiple patient worries using BERT and
demonstrates the usefulness of NLP techniques in dealing with
patient-generated text. The results will be helpful to identify
breast cancer patients’ worries and give them timely social
support.
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Abstract

Background: Immunotherapy and targeted therapy treatments are novel treatments available for patients with metastatic and
adjuvant melanoma. As recently approved treatments, information surrounding the patients’ and caregivers’ experience with
these therapies, perceptions of treatments, and the effect the treatments have on their day-to-day life are lacking. Such insights
would be valuable for any future decision-making with regard to treatment options.

Objective: This study aims to use health-related social media data to understand the experience of patients with adjuvant and
metastatic melanoma who are receiving either immunotherapy or targeted therapies. This study also included caregivers’
perspectives.

Methods: Publicly available social media forum posts by patients with self-reported adjuvant or metastatic melanoma (and their
caregivers) between January 2014 to October 2019 were programmatically extracted, deidentified, cleaned, and analyzed using
a combination of natural language processing and qualitative data analyses. This study identified spontaneously reported symptoms
and their impacts, symptom duration, and the impact of treatment for both treatment groups.

Results: Overall, 1037 users (9023 posts) and 114 users (442 posts) were included in the metastatic group and adjuvant group,
respectively. The most identified symptoms in both groups were fatigue, pain, or exanthema (identified in 5%-43% of patients
dependent on the treatment group). Symptom impacts reported by both groups were physical impacts, impacts on family, and
impacts on work. Positive treatment impacts were reported in both groups and covered the areas of work, social and family life,
and general health and quality of life.

Conclusions: This study explored health-related social media to better understand the experience and perspectives of patients
with melanoma receiving immunotherapy or targeted therapy treatments as well as the experience of their caregivers. This
exploratory work uncovered the most discussed concerns among patients and caregivers on the forums including symptoms and
their impacts, thus contributing to a deeper understanding of the patient/caregiver experience.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e34073)   doi:10.2196/34073
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health-related social media; patient-centric; melanoma; adjuvant; metastatic; immunotherapy; targeted therapy; natural language
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Introduction

Background
Melanoma is a skin cancer that arises from uncontrolled
proliferation of melanocytes. It is the fifth most common cancer
in the United Kingdom, accounting for nearly 5% of all new
cancer cases [1]. In the last 10 years, the incidence of melanoma
has increased by more than 50% in the United Kingdom and is
further projected to increase by 7% between 2014 and 2035
[2,3]. The worldwide incidence of melanoma has also steadily
increased over the last decades, ranging between 4% and 6%
in North America, Australia, and New Zealand [4].

Survival rates for melanoma depend on the disease stage; for
example, 1-year net survival at stage I is similar to that of the
general population; however, survival at stage IV is historically
much lower [5], with the median reported at just 6 to 10 months
[6]. Surgery, while effective for early stages of melanoma, is a
less effective treatment option for patients with metastatic or
late-stage disease [7]. Newer therapies such as immunotherapy
treatments and targeted therapies (TTs) have shown good
efficacy in the treatment of metastatic melanoma and have
shifted the treatment paradigm [8,9]. TTs block the growth and
spread of cancer by interfering with specific molecules that are
involved in the growth, spread, and progression of cancer. These,
however, are limited to patients who carry the BRAF V600E/K
mutations, the prevalence of which in melanoma is estimated
to be ~40% to 50% [10-12]. Dabrafenib plus trametinib
combination therapy is routinely used as a TT and was licensed
for use in metastatic melanoma with BRAF V600E or V600K
mutations in August 2015 [13]. Dabrafenib with trametinib has
also been recommended for adjuvant treatment of adults with
resected stage III BRAF V600 mutation-positive melanoma
[14]. The European Society for Medical Oncology 2019
guidelines for metastatic melanoma suggest that patients be
treated with nivolumab, nivolumab/ipilimumab, or
pembrolizumab in the first-line setting, and for patients with
BRAF V600 mutation, vemurafenib/cobimetinib (not
recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence in the United Kingdom). Dabrafenib/trametinib and
encorafenib/binimetinib can also be considered [15].

While trial data on these therapies are shown to have survival
benefit, there are few reports regarding patients’ experiences
while undergoing treatment. Social media provides an
opportunity to unveil a more personal and firsthand view on
patients’ and caregivers’ perspectives and experiences with
melanoma receiving treatment.

Health-related social media has substantial potential as a sizeable
real-world data source due to available posts from thousands
of patients and caregivers that would be hard to capture in
traditional data sources. These experiences are reported in a
setting with no researcher or medical professional present.
Furthermore, in June 2018 the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) encouraged the use of social media to
understand the patient perspective [16]. Studies have also
suggested that real-world data from social media can provide a
better understanding of the patient’s behavior, quality of life,
adverse events, and any episodes [17,18].

Objectives
The objective of this study was to use publicly available
health-related social media data (ie, discussions on
melanoma-specific patient online forums) to understand the
experience of patients with adjuvant and metastatic melanoma
receiving immunotherapy or TTs and their caregivers. The
reported symptoms and their associated burden such as physical
impacts, impacts on family, and impacts on quality of life were
of specific interest in this study.

Methods

This was a retrospective analysis of existing publicly available
discussions posted from January 2014 to October 2019 (study
period) in social media forums for patients with self-reported
adjuvant or metastatic melanoma and their caregivers.

Data Source
To determine the feasibility of addressing the study objectives
and to select the forums for inclusion in the study, a feasibility
evaluation was conducted via a manual search and inspection
of existing social media forums (finalized in May 2019). The
search strategy focused on identifying melanoma-specific patient
forums using relevant search terms such as “melanoma patient
forums” and “melanoma discussion boards.” Generic social
media forums (eg, Facebook and Twitter) were not considered
due to the high level of noise (ie, irrelevant material).

Searches for social media forums were conducted using the
Google Search engine for both the United Kingdom and the
United States to get a complete picture of the available
melanoma forum landscape. The first five pages of results were
screened by title, and relevant forums were summarized.

Disease-specific social media forums were selected based on
their relevance to disease experience, user profile (melanoma
patients or caregivers), being currently active (ie, multiple posts
in recent months to accurately reflect the most up-to-date
discussions among parents/caregivers), posts in the English
language, and material being freely available for anyone to
access and read, with no registration required. No geographical
restrictions were applied when selecting the social media forums.

Based on these criteria, forums from the following social media
forums were included: Melanoma International Foundation,
Melanoma Research Foundation, MacMillan Cancer Support,
Cancer Compass, and Cancer Survivors Network.

Data Preprocessing and Subsetting
Posts in the public domain on the included forums were
programmatically extracted using validated algorithms in the
R Programming Language. Upon extraction, data were
deidentified by removal of identifiable personal information
(ie, name, post or zip code, place names, email addresses, phone
numbers, social security numbers, and conversion of raw
usernames to unique identifiers). Data were also processed to
correct for misspellings, remove non–Unicode Transformation
Format-8 text, remove duplicate posts, and standardize all drug
names to generic names.
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Data were restricted to posts of users who began posting on or
after the start of the study period and who mentioned at least
one of the following treatments in their posts: binimetinib,
dabrafenib, encorafenib, ipilimumab, nivolumab,
pembrolizumab, or trametinib. Machine learning (ML) methods
were used to predict whether posts contained actual treatment
experiences as opposed to noise. Supervised ML algorithms
were trained and tested on a random sample of over 1000
sentences from the collected data, which were manually labelled
as “treatment experience related” or “not treatment experience
related” to distinguish posts of interest and those containing
noise. The best performing model was selected and applied to
the data for subsequent analyses so that only users whose posts
were predicted to contain actual treatment experiences were
retained.

Natural language processing (NLP) methods (eg, inspection of
clusters and n-grams) were used to stratify users into mutually
exclusive adjuvant or metastatic groups based on lexical terms
within posts. Terms derived from users’ posts were combined
with those determined a priori (ie, “I had surgery” or “received
adjuvant”) to generate the final list of terms for the population
identification. The adjuvant group contained users with a
mention of having surgery and no indication of metastatic
disease, and the metastatic group consisted of users with terms
relating to metastatic disease or treatments indicated at the
metastatic setting. Users who could not be assigned to one of
the groups were excluded from analyses. NLP methods using
mentions of treatments in posts were used to further classify
users into one of the following treatment subgroups:

• TT: dabrafenib/trametinib, encorafenib/binimetinib
(metastatic group only)

• Immunotherapy: Pembrolizumab, ipilimumab/nivolumab
(metastatic group only), or nivolumab

Treatment subgroups were not mutually exclusive, and posts
were restricted to those containing the respective treatment to
ensure the specificity of the data analyzed.

Data Analysis

Symptom Identification
Symptoms were captured using the Apache Clinical Text
Analysis Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES) [19], a NLP
tool that maps concepts from the Unified Medical Language
System to clinical terms mentioned within posts. cTAKES was
supplemented with custom lexicons to capture lay terms used
by patients and caregivers (ie, nonclinical events). The custom
lexicons were initially compiled by using the FDA Adverse
Event Reporting System reports and further expanded upon

inspection of the most frequently occurring lay terms used by
users.

The output was manually inspected, and revisions were made
where necessary to remove clinical terms incorrectly captured
as symptoms a patient experienced. Rates of symptom
occurrence were calculated as users with a co-occurrence of a
symptom mention and treatment in the same post over the
number of users with a mention of the treatment.

Qualitative Data Analyses
Manual qualitative data analysis (QDA) was performed to
capture the impacts of symptoms and treatment discussed in
the forum. Due to the large volume of posts, random samples
of users were generated from the overall population included.
Full posting histories from those users were qualitatively
reviewed. This exercise was conducted separately for each
treatment group. A random sampling strategy was used to
include a holistic view of the experience of forum users.
Qualitative coding was conducted in ATLAS.ti (version 8.4.4)
by two researchers following thematic analysis principles, and
codes were assigned to data-driven themes, categories, and
subcategories [20,21]. The posts were coded until saturation
was reached. Saturation was defined as the point at which no
new categories of codes were generated by reviewing additional
data. Codes and themes were reviewed by a researcher who did
not code the data.

Ethical Conduct
At the time of conducting the study, no strict guidelines on the
appropriate use of health-related social media data had been
developed. However, this study followed the recently published
ethics framework from the University of Sheffield [22]. Only
public open-access forums were used, where contents were
openly visible and there was no requirement to register or to
create a profile to view content. Terms and conditions of
included forums were carefully reviewed to ensure compliance.
To protect user privacy, no quotations are provided verbatim,
and the original post cannot be traced in search engines using
the text presented.

Results

Study Population
A total of 1037 users (9023 posts) and 114 users (442 posts)
were included in the metastatic group and adjuvant group,
respectively. A breakdown by treatment subgroup for each group
is provided in Tables 1 and 2. As expected, given the timeline
of treatment approvals, the largest treatment subgroups were
nivolumab and pembrolizumab, and the smallest was
encorafenib/binimetinib.
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Table 1. Users included in the metastatic group by treatment group and analyses.

Qualitative data analysisSymptom identificationTreatment subgroupa

Posts, nUsers, nPosts, nUsers, n

98343620Encorafenib/binimetinib

3018659215Dabrafenib/trametinib

92342723499Ipilimumab/nivolumab

109273751443Nivolumab

78283171451Pembrolizumab

aThe treatment groups are not mutually exclusive.

Table 2. Users included in the adjuvant group by treatment group and analyses.

Qualitative data analysisSymptom identificationTreatment subgroupa

Posts, nUsers, nPosts, nUsers, n

27104118Dabrafenib/trametinib

612026363Nivolumab

1002420945Pembrolizumab

aThe treatment groups are not mutually exclusive.

Identified Symptoms
In both groups, fatigue, pain, or exanthema were the most
mentioned symptoms by patients with metastatic melanoma or
their caregivers in the forums (Figures 1 and 2).

In the metastatic group, fatigue was the most mentioned
symptom for patients taking nivolumab (189/443, 42.7%),
ipilimumab/nivolumab (163/499, 32.7%), and
dabrafenib/trametinib (46/215, 21.4%), and pain was the most

common symptom in pembrolizumab (144/451, 31.9%) and
encorafenib/binimetinib (6/20, 30%). In the adjuvant group,
fatigue and pain were the most common symptoms experienced
by users in the nivolumab (n=18, 29%, and n=9, 14%, of 63
users, respectively) and pembrolizumab (n=7, 16%, and n=11,
24%, of 45 users, respectively) treatment groups, and chills and
fever were the most common symptoms experienced in the
dabrafenib/trametinib (n=5, 28%, and 4, 22%, of 18 users,
respectively) treatment group.
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Figure 1. Heat map of the most mentioned symptoms, metastatic group, by treatment group.
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Figure 2. Heat map of the most mentioned symptoms, adjuvant group, by treatment group.

Symptom Impacts

Metastatic Group
Symptom impacts varied by treatment subgroup; however,
physical and psychological effects were the most common
negative impacts reported. Physical impacts included mobility
issues, being unable to drive, and overall reduced activity.
Psychological impacts included feelings of anxiety, depression,
frustration, worry, and loss of dignity. Negative impact on social
life was reported among the dabrafenib/trametinib and
nivolumab treatment groups, and disturbed sleep was reported
among the binimetinib/encorafenib, nivolumab, and
ipilimumab/nivolumab treatment groups; however, they were
reported less frequently. Patients in the immunotherapy and TT
groups reported impacts on their physical ability, including their
day-to-day tasks and ability to perform activities requiring
mobility:

His quality of life has extremely deteriorated and he
is now unable to perform physical activities
[Caregiver]

As treatment continues, I have developed panic
attacks [Patient]

Adjuvant Group
Findings for the adjuvant group were limited due to the small
sample size; however, adverse impacts on family life (“She is
too weak to enjoy spending time with her” [caregiver]) and
physical impacts (“heel pain wasn’t bad at the start, but now I
sometimes feel I can barely walk” [patient]) were identified. In
addition, reduction of perceived quality of life (“the fatigue is
really bothering the husband” [caregiver]) and impact on work
(“I changed my work schedule as I was worried about side
effects” [patient]) was reported [Table 3].
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Table 3. Impacts of symptoms by group.

Adjuvant groupMetastatic group

Physical impacts •• Inability to walkBedridden
• •Less active Taking a break from running

•• Unable to exercise as beforeDifficulty doing physical activity
• Difficulty exercising
• Difficulty getting out of bed
• Difficulty moving
• Difficulty walking
• General impact on quality of life
• Unable to drive

Psychological impacts •• AnnoyanceAnxiety
• •Concern Frustration
• Conflicted
• Depression
• Frustration
• Loss of dignity
• Nervous
• Panic attack
• Worried

Impacts on sleep •• NRaDifficulty sleeping
• Inability to stay awake for long

Impacts on social life •• NRNeeding to plan social outings
• Stopped socializing

Family/caregiver burden •• Inability to enjoy time with grandchildrenFeeling angry with patient
• Emotional impact to family

Impacts on work •• Changing work scheduleInterruption to work
• Taking time off from work

aNR: not reported.

Symptom Duration

Metastatic Group
Symptoms lasting less than a week appeared most common
among patients receiving dabrafenib/trametinib, and longer-term
sequelae appeared most common among patients receiving
ipilimumab/nivolumab. Short-term symptoms (ie, those lasting
up to 1 week) included fever, headache, fatigue, and soreness.
Longer-term ones (ie, lasting longer than 1 week) included liver
issues, nausea, diarrhea, and fatigue.

Adjuvant Group
More than one-third of patients receiving dabrafenib/trametinib
or nivolumab mentioned symptom duration. Similar to the
metastatic group, short-term symptoms appeared more
frequently in patients receiving dabrafenib and trametinib, while
longer-term issues were most commonly mentioned by patients
receiving nivolumab. Examples of longer-term symptoms
included liver problems, headache, colitis, and joint issues.

Impacts of Treatment

Metastatic Group
In the metastatic group, the positive impacts mentioned by forum
users included effects on their general health and quality of life,
physicality, work, and social life or family. Patients mentioned
feeling better and happier, and being able to continue life as

normal because of their treatment. Positive physical effects
included gaining weight, looking better, being able to exercise,
and feeling stronger. Examples of the positive influences for
TTs include:

I can work and complete tasks as usual [patient]

This is the first time in months that I have felt like
myself [patient]

For immunotherapy:

As time progresses, he is getting stronger and gaining
some weight. He is also doing some physical activity
everyday [caregiver]

I am able to spend time with friends and family as I
now believe I have several more years to live [patient]

Negative effects of treatments on social/family aspects and work
included not being able to travel with family, partners wanting
time off from job, and the patient having to work less.

Adjuvant Group
In the adjuvant group, forum users had discussions on
improvements in general health and quality of life, work, and
social/family. Patients reported they felt better, worked as usual,
and spent more time with family. A user treated with TT
expressed their personal family experience:
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my grandson will be born soon. This treatment has
made it possible for me to appreciate moments that
I didn’t think I would see

In addition, a user who underwent immunotherapy reported the
positive impact going to work had on their well-being: “I was
still able to work, which made things seem normal.” Figure 3
illustrates the positive impacts of treatment in both groups.

Figure 3. Positive impacts of treatment. QoL: quality of life.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This exploratory work uncovered the most common concerns
discussed on social media forums among patients with adjuvant
and metastatic melanoma receiving immunotherapy or TTs and
their caregivers. Symptoms and related physical impacts (eg,
inability to perform usual activities) were the most frequently
reported issues in both cohorts, while psychological impacts
(eg, anxiety) were also discussed among metastatic patients.
Where discussed, treatment preferences were primarily focused
on reduced risk of adverse events.

To the best of our knowledge, no published research has
investigated experiences of patients with adjuvant or metastatic
melanoma with immunotherapy and TT using health-related
social media data.

Among the metastatic group, the most common symptom
reported was fatigue in all treatment groups except for
pembrolizumab and encorafenib/binimetinib, where pain was
most common. Treatment included perceived improvements in
general health, quality of life, physicality, ability to work, and
patient’s social and family life. In the adjuvant group, comments
reflected enhancements of general health, quality of life, work,
and social/family interactions.

This study provides a unique perspective on patients’
experiences receiving immunotherapy or TTs. It is crucial to
consider patient perspectives to ensure that real-life experiences
and expectations are understood, especially as new therapies
for melanoma become available. Social media not only allows
patients to share their story but also provides a platform for

patients and caregivers to seek support from others with similar
experiences. This creates a sense of community that allows users
to share positive experiences and burdens. Symptom impacts
varied by treatment subgroups; however, the negative
discussions generally featured work, family, and the physical
aspects. The patients’ and caregivers’ point of view is not often
incorporated in research but does play a large role in patients’
and their families’ well-being.

Comparison to Prior Literature and Interpretation
A study that examined the extent to which social media health
data could provide insight for relative effectiveness assessment
concluded that, within oncology, these real-world data sources
can be used to assess adverse events and evaluate quality of life
[18].

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first published
study examining the impacts of immunotherapy and TT among
patients with melanoma and their caregivers using social media
forums. The most commonly reported symptoms by patients
with metastatic melanoma self-reporting taking pembrolizumab
were pain, fatigue, and exanthema, which aligns with some of
the common side effects previously reported [23,24]. Fatigue
and skin problems are some of the common side effects of
Nivolumab, which aligns with the first and third most common
symptoms identified in this study, respectively [25]. The same
common side effects were identified with ipilimumab-nivolumab
again mapping to those symptoms identified in this study [26].
Fatigue, nausea, diarrhea, vomiting, and abdominal pain have
been previously identified as common side effects of binimetinib
in combination with encorafenib [27,28]; however, our study
identified pain as the most mentioned symptom by patients with
metastatic melanoma who self-reported receiving this treatment.
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Strengths and Limitations
Patients’ and caregivers’ firsthand experiences are potentially
likely to reflect the true opinions of the users as they are
provided spontaneously. Comments are possibly less likely to
be impacted by information bias than traditional interview
studies with no research or medical professionals present. This
exploratory analysis provides insights as to which topics were
most frequently discussed by patients with adjuvant or metastatic
melanoma using forums receiving immunotherapy or TT. These
are likely to reflect those of most importance to patients. The
use of QDA allowed for further insight into factors of
importance to patients and their caregivers, including those that
may not have been considered at study conception.

The study was not free of limitations. First, due to the nature
of the data and to respect patient privacy, the researchers were
restricted by the amount of detail provided by users. Although
all relevant detail on patients’ and caregivers’ experiences were
coded during the qualitative review of posts, researchers could
not ask for clarification in instances where users did not provide
sufficient information; therefore, some detail may have been
missed for a small number of users. Second, as the study was
primarily exploratory in nature, all potentially relevant data
were included in the analysis resulting in varied sample sizes
across treatment groups. Thus, results from the QDA should be
interpreted with caution as no statistical tests were conducted
to assess differences between treatment groups. Findings were
limited in the adjuvant group due to the small sample size, which

is likely a result of recent approvals for the treatments of interest
at this setting at the time of conducting the study. If repeated
for a longer time after approval, a larger sample size could be
achieved. Third, patients posting on forums cannot be considered
representative of the entire melanoma patient population. Due
to a lack of consistent reporting of patient attributes (eg, clinical
and demographical characteristics), representativeness is
challenging to assess in social media forums; however, this
study was exploratory in nature with no comparative analyses.
To capture a broad patient population and mitigate bias from
nonrepresentativeness, multiple social media forums were
included with no geographical restrictions. Finally, biases in
health-related social media studies are not well understood, for
example, the extent of information bias present in users’ posts.
However, no study can be considered free of bias and such bias
is not a limitation unique to this exploratory study.

Conclusions
This exploratory study uncovered the most discussed symptoms
and their associated impacts among patients and caregivers
using health-related social media forums. This suggests that
these are the topics of utmost importance to patients and
caregivers influencing their lives. Future research should aim
to validate and investigate less frequently discussed topics and
could include patient questionnaires, interviews, or focus groups.
Such studies could be used to assess how important these topics
are to patients and caregivers, and to validate the findings of
this study.
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ML: machine learning
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Abstract

Background: Cutaneous melanoma is an aggressive malignancy that is proposed to account for 90% of skin cancer–related
mortality. Individuals with melanoma experience both physical and psychological impacts associated with their diagnosis and
treatment. Health-related information is being increasingly accessed and shared by stakeholders on social media platforms.

Objective: This study aimed to assess how individuals living with melanoma across 14 European countries use social media
to discuss their needs and provide their perceptions of the disease.

Methods: Social media sources including Twitter, forums, and blogs were searched using predefined search strings of keywords
relating to melanoma. Manual and automated relevancy approaches filtered the extracted data for content that provided
patient-centric insights. This contextualized data was then mined for insightful concepts around the symptoms, diagnosis, treatment,
impacts, and lived experiences of melanoma.

Results: A total of 182,400 posts related to melanoma were identified between November 2018 and November 2020. Following
exclusion of irrelevant posts and using random sampling methodology, 864 posts were identified as relevant to the study objectives.
Of the social media channels included, Twitter was the most commonly used, followed by forums and blogs. Most posts originated
from the United Kingdom (n=328, 38%) and Spain (n=138, 16%). Of the relevant posts, 62% (n=536) were categorized as
originating from individuals with melanoma. The most frequently discussed melanoma-related topics were treatment (436/792,
55%), diagnosis and tests (261/792, 33%), and remission (190/792, 24%). The majority of treatment discussions were about
surgery (292/436, 67%), followed by immunotherapy (52/436, 12%). In total, 255 posts discussed the impacts of melanoma,
which included emotional burden (n=179, 70%), physical impacts (n=61, 24%), effects on social life (n=43, 17%), and financial
impacts (n=10, 4%).
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Conclusions: Findings from this study highlight how melanoma stakeholders discuss key concepts associated with the condition
on social media, adding to the conceptual model of the patient journey. This social media listening approach is a powerful tool
for exploring melanoma stakeholder perspectives, providing insights that can be used to corroborate existing data and inform
future studies.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e35930)   doi:10.2196/35930

KEYWORDS

melanoma; social media; social media listening; real-world evidence; patient journey; cancer; mortality rate; health information

Introduction

Melanoma is a poorly differentiated, malignant tumor arising
from melanin-producing cells (melanocytes) primarily in the
skin [1], with incidence increasing in the last 50 years worldwide
[2]. It is an aggressive malignancy with an average 5-year
survival rate of 27% once spread to distant sites [3]. According
to the latest epidemiological investigations, the worldwide
mortality rate of melanoma (standardized for both sexes and
ages) is 0.73/100,000 [4], and it is the main cause of skin
cancer–related mortality, causing up to 90% of deaths related
to cutaneous malignancies [1].

Wide local excision plus sentinel lymph node dissection is the
standard treatment for early-stage melanoma, while patients
with regional or distant metastases present a continuing clinical
challenge. With the introduction of targeted systemic therapies
inhibiting kinases of the mitogen-activated protein kinase
signaling pathway (specifically BRAF and MEK), as well as
immune checkpoint inhibitors, long-lasting or complete
remission can be achieved when treating melanoma. These
treatments can stabilize the disease, reduce its burden, increase
survival, and improve the quality of life (QoL) of patients with
melanoma [5]. However, melanoma remains a major public
health burden in Europe due to its increasing incidence, high
mortality, impact on QoL, and the complexity of care for
advanced stages, and it is estimated to cost >20,000 lives every
year [6].

Melanoma has marked QoL implications for patients, including
emotional, physical, aesthetic, and functional concerns, which
are related to high levels of distress and behavioral alterations
[7]. Furthermore, melanoma-related anxiety and depression
have been noted among patients with high-risk primary tumors
[8]. Surgery also impacts patients with melanoma both
physically and emotionally [9]. These findings show that a
melanoma diagnosis affects patients both physically and
psychologically.

Social media provides large-scale qualitative data across
countries [10]. Around 59% of European citizens use the internet
to access health information, with 47%-48% using
disease-specific websites (blogs and forums) and 16%-23% on
social networks [11]. Social media is increasingly being used
to investigate stakeholder experience in a range of health
conditions, including cancer [12-15]. Social media listening
(SML) may generate concepts that are more relevant to the lived
experience of disease, compared with insights elucidated from
interviews and focus groups [16]. After receiving a diagnosis,
people often use social media platforms to share experiences

and seek answers to health-related questions. Data generated
on these platforms provide key stakeholder perceptions not
typically shared in other real-world data (RWD) sources, clinical
databases (such as registries and electronic health records), and
the published literature [13]. Furthermore, insights from
stakeholders other than patients (such as caregivers and family
members) are also made available through SML. Therefore,
SML can provide health care practitioners (HCPs) with insights
into how patients and other stakeholders feel about a particular
disease and the associated treatment needs [15,17,18]. It can
also provide a platform for social influence, disease surveillance,
risk assessment, and prevention [19].

The aim of this study was to explore how melanoma
stakeholders, including patients, caregivers, and HCPs, describe
their experiences on social media. Specifically, this study
explored the needs and perceptions of melanoma stakeholders
using SML analysis to generate insights from across European
countries, in terms of treatments received, predictors of outcome,
treatment effectiveness/safety, and burden of illness. The
findings provide qualitative insights into the lived experience
of melanoma.

Methods

Search Strategy
This study is a retrospective analysis of publicly available social
media data, including blogs, forums, and social media platforms.
Social media posts were collated between November 1, 2018,
and November 30, 2020, from Austria, Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, the
Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden), and
the United Kingdom in 11 languages (Danish, Dutch, English,
Finnish, French, German, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese,
Spanish, and Swedish). Search strings in each language were
developed to identify conversations relevant to melanoma, using
Boolean operators (AND, OR) to combine keywords
(Multimedia Appendix 1).

Data Collection
The Talkwalker Social Analytics database [20] was used to
conduct searches across countries. Using the predefined search
terms (Multimedia Appendix 1), social media posts were
identified from in-scope geographies, and relevant posts were
downloaded. The identified posts were sourced from blogs,
forums, Twitter, public Facebook, and YouTube. Relevant
forums and blog posts were identified using local online
community websites and discussion boards (including
Healthunlocked, Mumsnet, Medicitalia, 9lives, and
Frauenselbsthilfe; Multimedia Appendix 2).
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Ethical Considerations
Even though social media posts are in the public domain, SML
studies raise unique ethical challenges, as individuals do not
formally consent to the use of their data in the research.
Currently, there is little guidance on the lack of consent or
anonymity of participants in social media research. However,
recommendations include ensuring that the data collected answer
specific research questions and presenting data in a way that
avoids participant identification [21]. Appropriate steps were
taken in this study to follow these recommendations. To
anonymize publicly reported posts, information that could
identify individual patient or caregivers (such as usernames)
was removed before analysis.

Data Analysis
The raw data set was further contextualized by excluding
conversations irrelevant to the study. This was done by both an
automated relevancy approach (containing keyword-based
relevancy algorithms) and a manual review against predefined
criteria (Multimedia Appendix 3). This relevancy check ensured
conversations provided relevant insights to the patient journey
stage and other patient-centric topics.

An iterative random sampling technique was employed to reduce
the number of posts as per the agreed proportions of social
media records by country (and their respective channels), based
on the amount of data available in each country. For countries
with high data volume, sampling reduced the number of relevant
posts from stakeholders to ensure that a manageable amount of
data were obtained for manual review. For countries with low
volume, data were taken without sampling. Relevant posts were
tagged by channel type and, where possible, categorized by
stakeholder (patients, caregivers, family and friends, HCPs, and
others, as based on the language used in the post; eg, “I have
melanoma” and “I have been diagnosed with this condition”),
gender (taking into account profile pictures and content using
gender labels such as “daughter,” “father,” “he”/”she,” and
“lady,” for example), and age group (specific mention of age
in the post). A deep dive into the filtered data set was then
conducted to investigate research domains listed in the inclusion
criteria (Multimedia Appendix 3). The benefit of an automated
methodology is that it allows large amounts of data to be
analyzed quickly and efficiently to dismiss irrelevant posts.
Using this approach does, however, pose the risk that some
relevant posts may have been missed, as the nuances of human
expression may not have been captured in some/all cases. The

sentiments toward a given treatment were also judged based on
the language used to describe the experiences.

Results

Overview of Social Media Posts
A total of 182,400 social media posts were extracted in the
initial search using the predefined keyword strings (Multimedia
Appendix 1), with 2547 posts identified as relevant to the study
objectives (Multimedia Appendix 4). The random sampling
methodology selected 864 relevant posts for further analysis
(Multimedia Appendix 4).

Twitter emerged as the most commonly used social media
channel (n=129,504, 71% contribution to posts), compared with
blogs (n=31,008, 17%), forums (n=20,064, 11%), and other
platforms (n=1,824, 1%). Most of the posts originated from the
United Kingdom (n=69,321, 38%), followed by Spain
(n=29,184, 16%), Italy (n=23,712, 13%), France (n=20,064,
11%), and Germany (n=20,064, 11%).

A peak in social media discussion was observed in the spring
months of May 2019 (12,140 conversations) and June 2020
(8557 conversations; Figure 1). Fewer posts originated from
Nordic countries (n=7296, 4%) and the Netherlands (n=5472,
3%), while posts from Belgium, Switzerland, Portugal, and
Austria, each contributed 1% (n=1824) of the total posts (Table
1). Of the 864 analyzed posts (Multimedia Appendix 4), 536
(62%) were categorized as coming from individuals who had
melanoma, while 190 (22%) originated from caregivers, 104
(12%) from friends and family, 17 (2%) from HCPs, and a
further 17 (2%) from other individuals.

Malignant and metastatic disease accounted for 77% (181/235)
of the melanoma types mentioned (Multimedia Appendix 5).
Advanced stage melanoma (which included the terms “stage
IV,” “late stage,” and “metastatic stage” disease), was the most
frequently discussed disease stage (154/245, 63%; Multimedia
Appendix 5). Conversations were slightly more female-led
(422/768, 55%), which was consistent for most countries, except
in Nordic countries, where male-led conversations were more
common (34/49, 69%), and Spain, where the gender split was
50% (72/145; Multimedia Appendix 5). More males in
Switzerland also contributed to conversations, but the overall
social media population size where gender could be determined
was small (n=17). Most individuals (53%) were aged between
31 and 50 years (Multimedia Appendix 5).

Figure 1. Data volume trend.
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Table 1. Country of origin of social media posts and percentage usage per social media platform.

Percentage of posts, n (%)Country

69,321 (38)United Kingdom

61,696 (89)Twitter

4852 (7)Blogs

2080 (3)Forums

29,184 (16)Spain

26,557 (91)Twitter

2334 (8)Blogs

0Forums

23,712 (13)Italy

11,145 (47)Twitter

9959 (42)Blogs

2134 (9)Forums

20,064 (11)France

13,644 (68)Twitter

4815 (24)Blogs

1404 (7)Forums

20,064 (11)Germany

11,236 (56)Twitter

5217 (26)Blogs

3612 (18)Forums

7296 (4)Nordic countriesa

4961 (68)Twitter

1678 (23)Blogs

730 (10)Forums

5472 (3)Netherlands

3119 (57)Twitter

1313 (24)Blogs

1040 (19)Forums

1824 (1)Belgium

1496 (82)Twitter

328 (18)Blogs

0Forums

1824 (1)Switzerland

1532 (84)Twitter

237 (13)Blogs

55 (3)Forums

1824 (1)Portugal

1094 (60)Twitter

693 (38)Blogs

0Forums

1824 (1)Austria

967 (53)Twitter
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Percentage of posts, n (%)Country

438 (24)Blogs

401 (22)Forums

aDenmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden.

The Patient Journey in Melanoma
This study provided key insights into the patient journeys of
those living with melanoma. Treatment (436/792, 55%),
diagnosis and tests (261/792, 33%), and remission (190/792,
24%) were the most frequently discussed melanoma-related
topics (Figure 2). Discussions around the causation of melanoma
contributed to 14% (111/792) of patient journey-related posts
(Figure 2), where excessive sun or UV light exposure constituted
the majority of discussions (n=95, 87%). Other causes discussed
included genetics, such as having fair skin or a family history
of melanoma (n=12, 11%) and having many/unusual moles
(n=9, 8%).

Only 2% (16/792) of posts referred to postdiagnosis symptoms,
with a further 10% (79/792) discussing prediagnosis symptoms
(Figure 2). New pigmented growths on the skin (n=30, 38%),
suspicious-looking moles (n=20, 25%), and darkening of the
skin (n=8, 10%) were the most frequently mentioned
prediagnostic symptoms (n=79). The most frequently mentioned
postdiagnostic symptoms (n=14) were pain (n=5, 36%) and
hardened nodules under the skin (n=3, 21%). Most discussions
on diagnosis and tests were around confirmed diagnosis (92/255,
36%; Multimedia Appendix 6). Biopsy (46/255, 18%) was the
most commonly mentioned confirmatory diagnostic test
(Multimedia Appendix 6). Only 1% (n=10) of posts mentioned
mutations (most commonly BRAF, MEK, and CDKN2A). A
number of posts (n=170) discussed disease management and

highlighted regular skin checks (n=59, 35%), avoiding the sun
(n=46, 27%), and applying sunscreen (n=36, 21%).
Conversations also mentioned avoiding sunbeds (n=22, 13%),
which mostly originated from the United Kingdom (19/22 posts).

Multimedia Appendix 7A provides an overview of the
melanoma treatments reported in the social media posts
analyzed. The most frequently reported treatment was surgery
(293/437, 67%), followed by immunotherapy (52/437, 12%),
radiotherapy (22/437, 5%), and targeted therapy (17/437, 4%).
Treatment sequence (139/295, 47%) and efficacy (133/295,
45%) were the most commonly discussed topics regarding
melanoma treatment features (Multimedia Appendix 8).
Treatment posts were dominated by first-line (1L) discussions
(n=131), which were mostly about surgery (n=94, 72%;
Multimedia Appendix 7). Few negative sentiments were
associated with posts discussing surgery (n=9, 3%), which was
the lowest among all treatments mentioned (Multimedia
Appendix 7B). Although treatment-related discussions
mentioning chemotherapy were low (n=13, 3%; Multimedia
Appendix 7A), this was the treatment type with the highest
associated negative sentiment (n=6, 45%; Multimedia Appendix
7B). In posts that discussed disease end points (n=226),
remission/cure (referred to as “being all clear” or “finished with
years of check-ups”) was the main clinical end point discussed
by stakeholders (n=169, 75%), with prolonged survival (n=34,
15%) and morbidity/mortality (n=18, 8%) as the other two most
frequently mentioned end points.

Figure 2. Percentage of posts for each stage in the patient journey.

Impacts of Melanoma
A total of 255 posts referred to the impacts that melanoma had
on individuals’ QoL. The social media population discussed
emotional (n=178, 70%), physical (n=61, 24%), social (n=43,
17%), and financial (n=11, 4%) impacts. Frequently mentioned

emotional impacts in conversations (Table 2) were negative
thoughts, including feeling low/upset/sad (n=59, 33%) and being
affected emotionally (n=44, 25%), anxiety (n=30, 17%), distress
(n=25, 14%), and fear (n=23, 13%). Melanoma stakeholders
also reported being affected physically (n=21, 34%), having
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social behavioral changes/affected social life (n=18, 42%), and
facing treatment expenses (n=6, 55%). Table 2 outlines the type

of impacts of melanoma reported on social media.

Table 2. Impacts of melanoma (N=225) reported on social media.

n (%)Type of impact

Emotional impact (n=173)

59 (33)Feeling low/upset/sad

45 (25)Affected emotionally (in general)

30 (17)Anxiety

25 (14)Distress

23 (13)Fear

12 (7)Negative feelings

7 (4)Conscious about looks

5 (3)Confused

5 (3)Change in outlook on life

4 (2)Depression

Physical impact (n=61)

21 (34)Affected physically (in general)

11 (18)Issues due to pain

8 (13)Movement issues

8 (13)Feeling weak/tired/exhausted

7 (11)Scar

6 (10)Struggling with side effects of medications

5 (8)High risk for COVID-19 infection

3 (5)Cannot wear revealing clothes

2 (3)No comfort

2 (3)Insomnia

1 (2)Cannot manage household work

1 (2)Unable to do daily activities

Social impact (n=43)

18 (42)Social behavioral changes

18 (42)Affected social life

4 (9)Affected work

2 (5)Affected school

1 (2)Avoided by others/lost social media followers

1 (2)Affected family life

Financial impact (n=11)

6 (55)Finding treatment expensive

4 (36)Looking for financial support for treatment

1 (9)Struggling with insurance coverage

A lack of available or effective treatments (30/121, 25%), access
to good HCPs/treatments (30/121, 25%), and safe access to care
during the COVID-19 pandemic (25/121, 21%) emerged as key
unmet needs of melanoma stakeholders (Multimedia Appendix
9). Concerns were expressed around the impact of COVID-19
on patients with melanoma, including changes to medical

appointments, safe access to treatment, and self-isolation. In
total, 5% (n=295) of posts on treatment features mentioned
treatments being cancelled/postponed/rescheduled, with this
being attributed to the pandemic in many countries, and 21%
(n=121) of posts discussing unmet needs mentioned problems
with safe access to treatment during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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This was a key unmet need in Belgium, France, Spain, and the
United Kingdom.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study identified key concepts relevant to individuals living
with melanoma, providing qualitative insights into how the
patient journey is discussed online by multiple stakeholders
across Europe. A peak in social media discussion was observed
on May 13, 2019, which was World Melanoma Day.
Interestingly, a peak in posts about melanoma was observed in
the early summer of both 2019 and 2020, which may coincide
with the promotion of prevention resources ahead of the summer
months in the northern hemisphere (such as May being
Melanoma and Skin Cancer Awareness Month). European
countries with larger population sizes (United Kingdom, Spain,
Italy, France, and Germany) contributed to the majority of posts
included in the study (89% in total), compared to countries with
smaller population sizes (Austria, Belgium, Netherlands,
Portugal, Switzerland and the Nordic countries, which
contributed to 11% of the total posts).

Key topics highlighted in this study included melanoma
treatment and diagnosis, as well as patient QoL. This
complements a review of the specific communication needs of
cancer patients (including melanoma) from semistructured
interviews, focus groups, and questionnaire surveys, which
revealed that the main discussion needs were disease-related
information and psychological support [22]. Treatment
sequencing, in terms of how patients were treated in 1L and
later lines of therapy, was the most common treatment feature
discussed. A therapy change is often initiated when a treatment
fails, is not well-tolerated, or following disease relapse,
suggesting that these are experiences that melanoma
stakeholders are eager to discuss. Surgery was the most
frequently mentioned treatment (particularly in 1L) and had the
highest number of positive mentions, which was possibly
attributable to its curative effects. Chemotherapy was often
associated with negative sentiments, perhaps due to its side
effects or noncurative nature. It potentially appears that
positivity was driven by the effectiveness of the treatment, while
negativity was due to patients experiencing side effects or low
efficacy. Among the other treatments mentioned,
immunotherapy, radiotherapy, and targeted therapy were also
discussed on social media, which is not surprising given the
prevalence of their use in the melanoma treatment landscape
[23]. Across all treatment types, stakeholders rarely attached a
sentiment while discussing specific treatment types, brands, or
molecules. Tumor biopsy was the most frequently mentioned
diagnostic test for melanoma. Discussions around 1L treatments
and diagnosis may be indicative of patients, caregivers, and
family members searching for information about melanoma
online following an initial diagnosis. This highlights the
important role of HCPs in providing detailed information about
melanoma early in the treatment journey. Melanoma
stakeholders also discussed impacts of the condition; emotional
impacts were frequently mentioned, with many expressing
negative thoughts.

There is currently limited qualitative research on melanoma in
the social media population. Studies using patient narratives
obtained from cancer support organization websites and
web-based forums have highlighted the psychosocial and
emotional impact following a melanoma diagnosis [24-26],
consistent with the findings from this SML study. Similarly,
proactive management of the condition and treatment by patients
with melanoma have also been reported online [24]. Many of
the topics identified by SML were consistent with those reported
in other qualitative studies, in particular interviews of melanoma
stakeholders [27-30]. These topics include the symptoms
discussed, which, not surprisingly, are dominated by skin
changes [27] and patients engaging in activities to prevent
recurrence, including sun avoidance/protection [28,29]. Negative
emotional impact, anxiety, distress, and fear were identified as
the major impacts of living with melanoma. This is consistent
with other qualitative studies, highlighting the emotional impact
of the treatment journey for patients with melanoma
[24,25,27,28,31,32]. Systematic reviews of qualitative and
quantitative studies demonstrate that major unmet psychological
needs are reflective of the emotional impact of melanoma on
patients [32]. Taken together, the high level of emotional
impacts identified from this SML analysis and other studies
emphasizes the acute need for emotional support for patients
with melanoma. This is an important finding given the
consequences that negative emotional impacts, such as
depression, can have on increasing cancer mortality [33]. It is
also noteworthy that in addition to the psychological and
emotional impacts commonly associated with melanoma and
its treatment journey, this study highlights important unmet
needs for patients with melanoma that might have been
specifically affected by delayed cancer diagnosis and
management due to the COVID-19 pandemic, a concern also
shared by HCPs [30]. In fact, almost a quarter of posts,
especially in Belgium, France, Spain, and the United Kingdom,
were concerned with safe access to treatment during the
COVID-19 pandemic. It is also probable that the pandemic
might have caused heightened levels of anxiety and an overall
negative emotional impact for patients with melanoma and their
caregivers. The findings from this study contribute to the
conceptual model of the melanoma patient journey and treatment
landscape and provide knowledge on how stakeholders discuss
key concepts associated with the condition. SML data provide
unfiltered and uninfluenced insights [13], which can help
enhance HCP-patient communication. Most SML discussions
were around melanoma management and treatment rather than
the early stages of disease prevention, symptom identification,
and diagnosis. This might be due to the fact that a relatively
large proportion (181/235, 77%) of discussions were around
malignant and metastatic disease where treatment and
management might be the highest priority. On the other hand,
patients who were in remission or who had removed their
melanomas successfully through surgery at an early disease
stage were more likely to engage in discussions around
melanoma awareness, for example, by promoting regular checks,
banning tanning beds, and reducing sun exposure.
Communication issues between patients with melanoma and
their treating clinicians, particularly around informational needs
at diagnosis, have been identified before in a United
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Kingdom–based study [34]. SML identified diagnosis as a
popular discussion topic among melanoma stakeholders,
suggesting that patients may have enhanced informational needs
at diagnosis. Aside from helping to improve HCP-patient
communication priorities, SML studies can also inform the
modification of patient-reported outcome (PRO) measures to
help evaluate the QoL of patients living with melanoma. This
can, in turn, inform adequate measurement of QoL-related
parameters in clinical trials and other research studies.

Limitations
The social media population may not be representative of the
whole community affected by melanoma. In this study, most
participants were between 31 and 50 years of age, and while
melanoma disproportionately affects younger people compared
with other solid tumors [35], this demographic may be reflective
of older people being frequently underrepresented on social
media. The SML analysis comprised of a mixed population in
terms of disease stage; therefore, it is challenging to identify
the different needs of patients with late-stage versus early-stage
melanoma due to the lack of patient-level data. Furthermore,
the data set does not distinguish between treatments used in
different melanoma settings (such as adjuvant or metastatic),
and this may impact the interpretation of treatment discussions,
including certain treatment features and treatment sequence.
While there is an inherent methodological constraint of not
having standardized measures to assess the severity of QoL
concerns, SML provides a valuable source of information to
identify relevant health-related QoL aspects, which could be
cross-referenced with current QoL tools and questionnaires to
potentially improve the validity of PRO measures [26].

All data were retrospectively collected from social media posts
in the public domain. As a result, demographic and clinical
information of the social media population could not always be
obtained or confirmed. For example, it was not possible to
substantiate that all individuals were posting on a confirmed
melanoma diagnosis. Therefore, it must be acknowledged that
some data may be incorrectly categorized. For example,
identifying gender through pictures, pronouns, or family
relationships is not necessarily a reliable method to infer a male
or female identity. Although the accuracy of correct gender
assignment has been noted to be as high as >90% in some
studies, other traits including age can be more challenging to
predict [36].

Conclusions
Melanoma has a significant impact on people’s daily lives;
stakeholders affected by melanoma experience significant
emotional impacts that affect their QoL. In particular, 1L
melanoma treatments were frequently discussed online,
especially surgery, which was often associated with positive
sentiments. Despite the aforementioned limitations, the findings
from this study were consistent with published evidence,
supporting insights captured by other RWD studies. This
suggests that SML approaches can identify topics that provide
person-focused, real-world insights into the lived experiences
of melanoma that are not typically available in the published
literature and that can be used to corroborate existing data and
inform future studies. To monitor what melanoma stakeholders
are most concerned about, it is advisable to repeatedly conduct
online analysis such as the one in this study. At the same time,
efforts should be made to increase the visibility of reliable data
sources (such as links to treatment guidelines) on social media.
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Abstract

Background: Electronic patient-reported outcomes’ real time communication of treatment-related symptoms is increasingly
associated with better outcomes including longer survival and less health care resource use, but the primary method of collecting
this information, static questionnaires, has not evolved.

Objective: The aim of this paper is to describe the use of Noona’s three methods of communicating treatment-related symptoms,
which are as follows: (1) Noona symptom questionnaires (NSQ), which incorporate branching logic; (2) a diary; and (3) secure
messaging, the last two of which have NSQ reporting functionality. It also aims to explore, using multivariable analyses, whether
patients find value using these features.

Methods: Noona users (N=1081) who have an active account for more than 30 days, who responded to the satisfaction/loyalty
item, and who were undergoing active cancer treatment (systemic or radiotherapy) in the United States were included in this
study. All study data were collected via software embedded within Noona code. This includes metadata, patient activities (measured
in clicks), and responses to a satisfaction/loyalty question (“How likely are you to recommend Noona to another patient”) displayed
on the Noona home page.

Results: Noona users expressed a high degree of satisfaction/loyalty when asked to rate how likely they would recommend
Noona to another patient. Multivariable analyses indicate small but significant effects for some of the analyses. Use of NSQs
were significantly related to satisfaction/loyalty, users of NSQs had significantly higher satisfaction/loyalty than those who did
not use any, and secure communication use was significantly higher for those who rated the app highly compared to those who
did not. These relationships will likely be further explicated with the use of satisfaction/loyalty questions that focus specifically
on feature use.

Conclusions: Noona is well liked by respondents, and exploratory multivariable analyses demonstrate the potential for using
passively and minimally invasive data to demonstrate value.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e29292)   doi:10.2196/29292

KEYWORDS

electronic patient-reported outcomes; ePRO; cancer; symptoms; health-related quality of life

Introduction

For over 30 years, the systematic collection of patients’
experiences via electronic administration of static measures
have been used to facilitate cancer treatment planning [1]. The
current generation of devices are powerful, portable, internet
accessible, and increasingly loaded with sophisticated

capabilities and features. This has enabled real time
patient-clinical care team communication of treatment-related
symptoms. However, software interfaces have been described
as “rudimentary” [2], and the primary method of collecting
patient-reported data has been relatively static, which may
impede patient engagement and long-term use.
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Generally, research testing the electronic patient-reported
outcomes (ePROs) impact can be divided into three groups. The
first, randomized controlled trials, have consistently
demonstrated the benefits of using this software. Basch et al [3]
found those who used a web-based application and rated their
treatment experiences using a 12-item questionnaire
incorporating Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events
(CTCAE) items remained on chemotherapy longer, reported
significantly slower declines in health-related quality of life,
used emergency department services less, and survived longer
than those who used standard care. Two other studies have
combined patient-reported treatment information with algorithms
to improve functionality and better optimize clinical care. The
first, a trial focusing on patients with lung cancer, found those
in the treatment arm, which involved patients reporting
symptoms via a weekly questionnaire, informed the computed
tomography scan schedule. As a result, they lived longer and
required fewer imaging tests compared to those receiving
standard care (reporting symptoms to the family doctor or
oncologist and attending regularly scheduled imaging
appointments) [4]. The second study found that those who use
an app that combines online symptom self-reporting with a
clinical algorithm to generate automated advice to facilitate
symptom self-management reported less decrement in physical
well-being at 12 weeks and improved health-related quality of
life in study participants at 18 weeks compared to standard care
[5].

Real-world studies have demonstrated that an ePRO can
facilitate reporting of common treatment symptoms (eg,
tiredness, fatigue, and anxiety) compared with standard medical
records [6], and a separate study found population level benefit
in patients with cancer, including improved 1-, 3-, and 5-year
survival [7]. A third group, feasibility studies, has focused on
testing ePRO solutions in various patient populations in which
little or no ePRO evidence has been generated including
radiotherapy [8], immunotherapy [9,10], surgery [11,12], and
palliative care [13].

There has been an increasing recognition that ePRO-associated
benefits can only be accrued through durable patient engagement
[14] and that current methods can be improved [15]. However,
more interactive, engaging, and personalized designs can only
be achieved by understanding user behavior patterns [14]. Varian
Medical System’s ePRO platform, Noona, is a United States
Food and Drug Administration Class 1 device. It is a
multifunction software that includes three modalities that can
be used to communicate and track treatment-related symptoms
via CTCAE-based [3] Noona symptom questionnaires (NSQ)
to the clinical care team in real time. They are (1) questionnaires
administered at regular intervals, which are also available for
ad hoc reporting; (2) a diary; and (3) secure messaging, the last
two of which incorporate NSQ tracking and reporting
functionality. Between November 2020 and January 2021,
Noona implemented a code within its software that collects
objective app use information and assesses satisfaction and
loyalty using a single, minimally invasive question, “How likely
are you to recommend Noona to another patient.” The patients
responded using an 11-point visual analog scale [16]. Variations
of this question and the associated statistic, Net Promoter Score

[16], are used by two-thirds of Fortune 1000 companies to
measure customer satisfaction and loyalty [17]; they have also
been used within the field of medicine to gauge the quality of
various medical services [18-20], implementation of a telehealth
system [21], and evaluation of software developed for patients
with cancer [22,23] and cancer survivors [24].

Previous research has demonstrated the efficacy of using
electronic devices to collect passive exercise data used by
patients with cancer generally [25-27] and that such information
is associated with self-reported treatment symptoms [28]. This
information can be easily collected without inconveniencing
patients or clinical staff; however, it is not clear whether such
data, along with the minimally invasive collection of
satisfaction/loyalty ratings, can be used to demonstrate ePRO
value. Thus, the goal of this real-world study is to report how
Noona users employ the three Noona communication and
tracking features (scheduled and ad hoc CTCAE-based NSQs;
a diary with NSQ tracking functionality; and secure messaging).
This study also aims to rate app satisfaction/loyalty and explore,
using multivariable analyses, whether patients find value using
these features. Our hypotheses are that, regardless of app
features or construction, users should value the most important
component of communication/tracking of treatment-related
symptoms. Thus, the first set of analyses will explore the
association between communication and tracking features and
satisfaction/loyalty. Next, analyses will test whether those who
use these features report greater satisfaction/loyalty than those
who do not. The last set will determine whether there is a
difference between those who rate the app highly and those who
do not, regarding using the three communication and tracking
features.

Methods

Noona, Participants, and Procedure
Noona is an ePRO that has been installed in over 100 oncology
clinics across 10 countries. It is currently available in 8
languages and has over 100,000 active users. Clinical staff at
each site onboard patients and assist them with creating a patient
profile. The participants (n=1081) in this study were experienced
Noona users, which is defined as users who have an active
account for more than 30 days, who responded to the
satisfaction/loyalty item, and who were undergoing active cancer
treatment (systemic or radiotherapy) in the United States
between January 2021 (the first-day objective data and patient
satisfaction/loyalty were both collected) and March 17, 2021
(when the data were downloaded and analyzed).

All study data (metadata, patient activities measured in clicks,
and satisfaction/loyalty scores) were collected via software
embedded within Noona code. Study information was passively
collected. The satisfaction/loyalty question is administered
randomly every 3 months. It pops up on the Noona home page,
and users can either respond to it or opt out.

Ethical Considerations
Data were used for quality improvement purposes and thus not
submitted for IRB approval; however, Noona clearly
communicates patient rights when they sign on to use the app.
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Specifically, when creating an account, they have the option of
authorizing data sharing and are informed of those rights. This
includes a statement that Noona collects information for several
purposes including data analysis for resource optimization,
which is the case for this study. Additionally, Noona ensures
that the data used for any analyses will be deidentified. Further,
patients are told that if they choose not to share their data, it
will not affect the care received from the health care provider,
eligibility for benefits, or payment for health care, and that they
will still have access to the app. Patients are informed that they
can revoke this authorization at any time prior to expiration by
contacting Noona (info@Noona.com). Finally, users are
informed that this authorization ends upon deletion of the Noona
account. When this occurs, any data collected by Noona will
remain with Noona, but the health care provider will not further
disclose any health information concerning the patient to Noona.

Measures

Days Active
Noona reports the number of days since the patient activated
an account. It is a continuous variable and is used as a covariate
in this study.

Time on the App
Noona measures use in the number of total minutes the app was
used since activation. It is a continuous variable and is used as
a covariate in this study.

Age
Approximate patient age was calculated by subtracting the
current year (2021) from the patient’s birth year, which was
extracted as metadata.

Device
Noona captures the operating system of the device that the
patients last used to log into the system (eg, Windows or iOS).
This information was used to create a dichotomous item
representing the device type—computer, smartphone, or tablet.
This variable was used a covariate in this study.

Satisfaction/Loyalty
Noona assesses satisfaction/loyalty by asking users to answer
the question, “How likely are you to recommend Noona to
another patient?” using an 11-point visual analog scale (ranging
from 0 to 10) with the anchors “Unlikely” and “Very Likely”
at opposite ends of the scale. The respondents click on the rating
and then submit it. The information is often grouped into three
categories. Patients who rated the app from 0 to 6 were
categorized as “Detractors,” those who rated it 7 or 8 where
considered “Passive,” and those who rated the app 9 or 10 were
characterized as “Promoters” [16]. For this study, patient
responses were reported using this taxonomy or the original
11-point scale.

Noona Symptom Questionnaires
NSQs were created by an advisory board of physicians who
have clinical and research expertise within the specific treatment
modality. NSQs are used to report treatment symptoms. The
specific questionnaire is predicated on the treatment regimen.

For example, patients receiving systemic therapy may receive
the Chemotherapy-18 module, while those receiving
radiotherapy for a pelvic cancer would be administered NSQs
with that content. All NSQs include CTCAE-derived items in
which patients can report 3 grades of severity (mild, moderate,
and severe) and branching logic which reduces patient burden
by eliminating the need to respond to items that are not relevant
to the patient. Any responses that meet prespecified criteria will
trigger alerts that can be viewed by the clinical care team. In
turn, the team responds by suggesting an intervention, or in the
case of an emergent concern, it instructs the patient to seek
immediate medical attention. Some sites may assign a
questionnaire by sending notifications asking patients to
complete the questionnaire at prespecified times, though patients
always have the option of using it any time. In this study, all
clicks within this Noona feature are recorded and represent its
use. Thus, a patient who clicked on this section once will have
a score of 1, and another who clicked on this area 10 times will
have a score of 10. Depending on the analysis, this variable was
either an outcome or predictor variable.

Diary
Noona’s diary feature gives patients the opportunity to save
personal clinical and nonclinical information that can be used
for a range of purposes including symptom tracking over time.
However, this study focuses on the symptom-reporting
component, which can be used to communicate with the clinical
team in specific circumstances. Thus, similar to the NSQs, every
click within this portion of Noona is recorded and represents a
single use. Therefore, a patient who clicked on that section once
will have a score of 1, and another who clicked within this area
10 times will have a score of 10. Depending on the analysis,
this variable was either an outcome or predictor variable.

Secure Messaging
This feature gives patients the ability to directly communicate
with the clinical care team regarding clinically relevant and
nonrelevant issues. Since this study focuses on clinically relevant
issues, only those data are included. Similar to the other two
features, every click is recorded and represents a single use.
Thus, a patient who clicked on this section once will have a
score of 1, and another who clicked on this area 10 times will
have a score of 10. Depending on the analysis, this variable was
either an outcome or predictor variable.

Feature Preference
The patients were sorted into 1 of 4 categories (“None,” “NSQ,”
“Diary,” and “Secure messaging”) based on the feature they
used most often (defined by number of clicks). Note that those
who did not use any of the 3 specific features were included in
the “None” category.

Analyses
Four sets of analyses are conducted for this study. The first set
used descriptive statistics to report all study variables.
Categorical variables were reported using count and percentage,
and continuous variables are reported using means and standard
deviations.
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The remaining analyses are exploratory and used generalized
linear models (GLMs), specifying a negative binomial
distribution and a log link function, to test the relationship
between the use of the three communication and tracking
features and satisfaction/loyalty in accordance with a priori
hypotheses. Additionally, the grand estimated marginal mean
(the mean response for each factor, calculated as least-squares
means presented at the mean of the covariates) and estimated
marginal means were calculated using a maximum likelihood
algorithm and are reported in their original metric.

The first hypothesis was tested by using separate GLMs to
ascertain whether a symptom or tracking feature was associated
with satisfaction/loyalty, controlling for Noona use (days active
and time on app), age, and device. The next hypothesis, that
patients who do not use any of the tracking features will report
lower satisfaction/loyalty scores compared with those who have
a feature preference, was assessed by testing the association
between the categorical variable feature preference and
satisfaction/loyalty scores, controlling for Noona use (days
active and time on app), age, and device. The reference category

for the feature preference variable was “None.” The final
hypothesis was tested using separate GLMs to ascertain whether
the hypothesis that Detractors use each of the three symptoms’
reporting and tracking features less than Promoters, controlling
for Noona use (days active and time on app), age, and device.
The covariates included in the analyses were not the primary
focus of the study; thus, only those that were significant
predictors across all models are reported at the end of the section
to identify trends more easily.

Results

The participants (Table 1 and Table 2) were generally older
(mean age 65.16 years, SD 12.29), with active accounts for
approximately three-quarters of a year (mean 285.22 days, SD
173.78), spent approximately 1 hour and 15 minutes using
Noona (mean 76.41 minutes, SD 77.28), and were more likely
to use smartphones or tablets (n=786; 72.4%) the last time they
logged in. The overall satisfaction/loyalty rating was 8.05 (SD
2.91).

Table 1. Descriptive data of categorical variables.

Values, n (%)Variables

Device

295 (27.16)Computer

786 (72.38)Smartphone

Satisfaction/loyalty groupings

227 (20.90)Detractors

187 (17.22)Passive

672 (61.88)Promoter

Table 2. Descriptive data of continuous variables.

ValuesCharacteristics

65.16 (12.29)Age (years), mean (SD)

285.22 (173.78)Duration since activation (days), mean (SD)

76.41 (77.28)Time on app (min), mean (SD)

8.05 (2.91)Satisfaction/loyalty, mean (SD)

1.26 (2.64)NSQa, mean (SD)

0.78 (2.21)Diary, mean (SD)

0.69 (1.80)Secure messaging

aNSQ: Noona symptom questionnaires.

Of the total 1081 patients, 308 (28.36%) patients used the NQS,
312 (28.73%) used the diary, and 317 (29.19%) used secure
communication modalities, respectively. Overall use ranged
between 1 and 33 times (Figure 1). Patients tended to use NQS
portions of the application most (mean 1.26 clicks, SD 2.64),
followed by the diary (mean 0.78 clicks, SD 2.21), and secure
messaging (mean 0.69 clicks, SD 1.80). Over half of the
participants gave a satisfaction/loyalty rating to Noona.
Promoters (scores of 9 or 10: n=672, 61.88%; Table 3)
comprised more than 60% of the sample compared to Passives

(scores of 7 or 8: n=187, 17.22%) and Detractors (scores
between 0 and 6: n=277, 20.90%). The mean rating was 8.05
(SD 2.91).

The GLMs testing the relationship between NSQ use and
satisfaction/loyalty were significant (B=0.01, P=.05; Table 4).
This indicates that, for every NSQ module click, a 0.01 increase
in satisfaction/loyalty score is predicted. The grand estimated
marginal mean was 7.91. The confidence intervals were within
a tenth of a point indicating a high degree of accuracy. The other
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two models did not find a significant relationship between diary
and secure messaging use and patient satisfaction.

The next analysis found that patients who used the NSQ most
often reported significantly higher satisfaction/loyalty scores
compared to those who did not use any of the three features
(B=0.71, P=.02; Table 5).

Figure 1. Patients' use of symptom, diary, and secure communication modalities by clicks.

Table 3. Participants’ satisfaction/loyalty scores.

PercentageFrequencyParticipants and NPSa

Promoters

5.25570

1.75191

1.93212

1.38153

1.75194

6.91755

1.93216

Passive

4.88537

12.341348

Detractors

9.12999

52.7657310

aNPS: Net Promoter Score.
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Table 4. Generalized linear models testing the relationship between accessing new modules and satisfaction/loyalty.

ValuesModalities and variables

95% CI for odds ratiosExp (B)P valueSEB

UpperLower

NSQa

1.001.001.00.4700App time

1.001.001.00.2900Days since activation

1.001.001.00<.001b00Age

0.980.890.93.01b0.03–0.07Device

1.021.001.01.05b00.01NSQ use

Diary

1.001.001.00.2000App time

1.001.001.00.2800Days active

1.001.001.00<.001b00Age

0.980.890.94.01b0.03–0.07Device

1.010.991.00.660.010Diary

Secure communication

1.001.001.00.2600App time

1.001.001.00.2800Days since activation

1.001.001.00.01b00Age

0.980.890.94.01b0.03–0.07Device

1.020.991.00.470.010Secure messaging

aNSQ: Noona symptom questionnaires.
bP<.05

Table 5. Generalized linear models testing the relationship between feature preference and satisfaction/loyalty (“None” was the reference group).

ValuesVariables

95% CI for odds ratiosExp (B)P valueSEB

UpperLower

1.001.001.00.4000App time

1.001.001.00.3800Days since activation

1.001.001.00.99a00Age

0.990.890.94.02a0.03–0.06Device

1.100.971.03.390.030.03Secure communication

1.100.961.03.400.030.03Diary

1.141.011.07.02a0.030.07NSQb

aP<.05
bNSQ: Noona symptom questionnaires.

The grand estimated marginal mean was 7.94. The estimated
marginal means for NSQ (8.26) was 0.57 points higher than the
“None” category (7.69). The two other features (diary=7.91;
secure messaging=7.91) were also higher than “None.” The
confidence intervals were within a tenth of a point, indicating
a high degree of accuracy. The final set of analyses (Table 6)

found that Detractors and Promoters significantly differ in their
use of the secure communication feature (B=1.307, P=.04). The
grand marginal mean was 0.11 clicks, and the estimated
marginal mean was 0.13 clicks for Promoters and 0.11 for
Detractors. The confidence intervals were within a tenth of a
point, indicating a high degree of accuracy.
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Examination of the covariates found a general trend for age; it
was a significant predator in all models, but the relationship
was small. For example, in the model testing the relationship
between NSQ and satisfaction/loyalty, for every minute of app
use there was less than a 0.01 increase in clicks predicted.
Additionally, the device patients used was also a significant
predictor across all models, but the relationship differed
depending on the model. For example, for all three models
testing the relationship between communication and tracking
features and satisfaction/loyalty, patients found consistent

estimated marginal means were higher for smartphone or tablet
use (8.14) compared with computers (7.81). In the analyses,
testing whether Detractors and Promoters differentially predicted
the use of the treatment symptom and tracking features, we
found that for the models predicting NSQ and secure messaging,
the estimated marginal means were higher for smartphone or
tablet use (0.25 and 0.13, respectively) compared with computer
(0.10 and 0.20, respectively). It was reversed for the model that
included the diary (computer=0.11; tablet or smartphone=0.12).

Table 6. Generalized linear models comparing those with low and high satisfaction on communication and tracking features (Detractors was the
reference group).

ValuesVariables

95% CI for odds ratiosExp (B)P valueSEB

UpperLower

NSQa

1.011.011.01<.001b00.01App time

1.001.001.00.5900Days since activation

1.031.011.02<.001b00.02Age

1.531.011.25.04b0.110.22Device

1.410.911.13.280.110.12Promoters

Diary

1.011.011.01<.001b00.01App time

1.001.001.00.01b00Days since activation

0.980.960.97<.001b0–0.03Age

1.100.650.85.210.13–0.17Device

1.450.851.11.430.140.11Promoters

Secure communication

1.011.011.01<.001b00.01App time

1.001.001.00.2300Days since activation

0.980.960.97<.001b0–0.03Age

1.600.961.24.10b0.130.22Device

1.660.961.26.10b0.140.23Promoters

aNSQ: Noona symptom questionnaires.
bP<.05

Discussion

Real time reporting of treatment symptoms via ePROs will
increasingly become a critical component of cancer treatment
because patients better recognize symptoms compared with
providers [29,30]. There is increasing evidence that ePRO use
positively impacts critical outcomes (eg, mortality) [4,5,31],
and it will eventually be required for some reimbursement [15].
Therefore, real-world evidence demonstrating patients’use and
satisfaction with ePRO software will be a necessary requirement
for all stakeholders (patients, providers, and payers) who want
to simultaneously mitigate patient distress and realize cost

savings. Noona includes, among an array of features, three
methods of communicating and tracking treatment-related
symptoms that distinguish it among other ePROs and electronic
platforms. The addition of capabilities to collect objective app
use and satisfaction/loyalty with minimal patient burden is the
veritable “win-win” scenario. Certainly, this information can
be used descriptively, but its ability to produce real-world
evidence, such as a demonstration that the use of these tracking
features is associated with patient satisfaction/loyalty, can yield
deeper understanding of how patients use and value the app.

An incontrovertible finding is that patients like the app; more
than half (n=570, 52.76%) gave it the maximum score of 10,
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and 61.98% (n=670) rated it a 9 or 10. The exploratory
multivariate analyses demonstrate some small but significant
relationships between objective data use of the three
communication modalities in the form of clicks and responses
to an item assessing Noona satisfaction/loyalty. They include
the findings that NSQ use was a significant predictor of
satisfaction/loyalty scores; patients using the NSQ reported
significantly higher satisfaction/loyalty scores than those who
did not use one of the three Noona communication features;
and Promoters used the secure-messaging modality more than
Detractors. In general, we think these exploratory analyses are
successful because, by making some slight adjustments, it is
relatively easy to refine the satisfaction/loyalty item so that

respondents can focus on these features to guide ratings rather
than other potential facets of the app. This will also likely
resolve the obvious ceiling effect—patients rated the application
so highly (over 50% reported a score of 10) that it reduced data
variability, which also negatively impacting the analyses.

While we see great potential for the use of Net Promoter Scores,
the data presented in our study have limitations. For example,
we are not able to include more personal or clinically relevant
data because they are not embedded within Noona. Additionally,
we made some assumptions regarding the relationship between
clicks and feature use, which future research may find to be
suboptimal.
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Abstract

Background: Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the leading causes of cancer death in the United States. The incidence and
prevalence of CRC have historically increased with age. Although rates of CRC in the United States have been decreasing over
the past decades among those aged ≥65 years, there has been an uptick among those in younger age brackets. Google News is
one of the biggest traffic drivers to top news sites. It aggregates and shares news highlights from multiple sources worldwide and
organizes them by content type. Despite the widespread use of Google News, research is lacking on the type of CRC content
represented in this news source. 

Objective: The purpose of this study was to analyze content related to CRC screening and prevention in Google News articles
published during National Colorectal Cancer Awareness Month (March 2022).

Methods: Data collection for this cross-sectional study was conducted in March 2022—National Colorectal Cancer Awareness
Month. Using the term colorectal cancer, 100 English-language Google News articles were extracted and coded for content. A
combined approach—deductive and inductive coding—was utilized. Descriptive analyses were conducted, and frequency
distributions were reported. Univariable analyses were performed to assess differences between articles that mentioned CRC
screening and those that did not via chi-square tests.

Results: Of the 100 articles reviewed, nearly half (n=49, 49%) were created by health news organizations, and another 27%
(n=27) were created by television news services. The predominant themes in the content included age at the onset of disease
(n=59, 59%), mortality related to CRC (n=57, 57%), and the severity of disease (n=50, 50%). Only 18% (n=18) of articles
discussed CRC disparities, 23% (n=23) mentioned that there are hereditary forms of the disease, 36% (n=36) spoke of colonoscopy
to screen for the disease, and 37% (n=37) mentioned how the disease is treated. Although most articles mentioned CRC screening
(n=61, 61%), it was striking that sex was only mentioned in 34% (21/61) of these articles, colonoscopy was mentioned in 46%
(28/61), and diet was mentioned in 30% (18/61).

Conclusions: Heightening the public’s awareness of this disease is important, but it is critical that messages related to how
preventable this cancer is, who is the most likely to develop CRC, and what can be done to detect it in the early stages when the
disease is the most curable be the critical elements of dialogue, particularly during National Colorectal Cancer Awareness Month.
There is a need to disseminate information about early-onset CRC and the importance of screening, especially among populations
with low rates of uptake. Web-based news is potentially an underutilized communication mechanism for promoting CRC screenings
as secondary prevention measures for high-risk groups.

(JMIR Cancer 2022;8(2):e39180)   doi:10.2196/39180
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Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the leading causes of cancer
death in the United States [1]. It is estimated that in 2022,
151,030 adults in the United States will be diagnosed with CRC,
resulting in 52,580 deaths [1]. Risk factors for CRC include
family history and lifestyle factors such as physical inactivity,
dietary factors, overweight and obesity, and alcohol and tobacco
use [2]. Emerging research also suggests that disruptions to the
gut microbiome due to oral antibiotic use [3] and other factors
[4-6] related to gut microbiota can also be contributing factors.

The incidence and prevalence of CRC have historically
increased with age. According to recent figures, the median age
of diagnosis is 69 years in women and 66 years in men [7].
Although rates of CRC in the United States have been
decreasing over the past decades among those aged ≥65 years,
there has been an uptick among those in younger age brackets
[7,8]. According to researchers, the “incidence of colorectal
cancer (specifically adenocarcinoma) in adults aged 40 to 49
years has increased by almost 15% from 2000-2002 to
2014-2016” [9]. It is important to note that not only is the
incidence of CRC rising in younger Americans, but the rate of
mortality is as well [10]. The US Preventive Services Task Force
lowered the recommended age for CRC screening from 50 years
to 45 years in 2021 [9].

Screening for CRC can drastically reduce morbidity and
mortality. The US Preventive Services Task Force recommends
stool-based and direct visualization–based (eg, colonoscopy,
flexible sigmoidoscopy, and computed tomography
colonography) tests for screening [10]. Data from the Behavioral
Risk Factor Surveillance Survey indicate that 71.6% of adults
aged 50 to 75 years were up-to-date with all CRC screening test
types, and 69.7% were up-to-date based on the receipt of a fecal
immunochemical test, sigmoidoscopy, or colonoscopy [11].
These numbers do not reflect the 2021 changes that were made
to lower the recommended age for screening [11].

The efforts that have been made to increase screening for CRC
have included interventions, outreach, and targeted
programming, with many aiming to increase knowledge and
awareness. Variations in screening uptake among Hispanic [12]
and Black [13] individuals are influenced by access to health
care [14] and low health literacy [15]. Understudied but
important factors that can contribute to behavior change are
historical factors. Oftentimes, the most notable historical factors
pertain to celebrities’ engagement with a health topic [16-18].
With regard to CRC specifically, researchers noted an increase
in CRC screening after a newscaster, Katie Couric, announced
her CRC awareness campaign in March 2000 on the Today
Show [19]. More recently, the untimely and tragic death of
Chadwick Boseman at the age of 43 has helped to raise
awareness about important issues related to CRC morbidity and
mortality, specifically early-onset CRC and related CRC health
disparities [20].

Researchers have reported on Google News coverage of the
recent update to CRC screening recommendations [21]. Others
have reported on screening changes covered in web-based
newspapers [22], yet research on the extent to which Google
News is used to share general CRC information is unknown.
News coverage is an important channel that is used by the public
to gather health information [23]. Most Americans have shifted
their news consumption methods from using print, television,
and radio sources to using the internet on digital devices [24].
Google News—an aggregate news hub—captures cancer-related
information that is regularly consumed by the general public.
Americans search for cancer-related information through search
engines [25] that funnel their attention to health information
sites that are often reflected in Google News [26].

Google News is one of the biggest traffic drivers to top news
sites [27]. It aggregates and shares news highlights from multiple
sources worldwide and organizes them by content type [28].
Despite the widespread use of Google News, research is lacking
on the type of CRC content represented in this news source. The
purpose of this study was to analyze content related to CRC
screening and prevention in Google News articles published
during National Colorectal Cancer Awareness Month (March
2022).

Methods

Study Design
Data collection for this cross-sectional study was conducted in
March 2022—National Colorectal Cancer Awareness Month. A
search using the term colorectal cancer yielded 100 recent
Google News articles. Relevance was determined based on
mentions of colorectal cancer and the verification that content
was related to CRC in some way. All 100 articles were deemed
to be relevant. The publication dates ranged between June 2021
and March 2022. The articles included for analysis were written
in English and had to mention colorectal cancer or a known
variation (ie, colon, rectal or bowel cancer). The metadata
(URLs, creation dates, and categories selected) for the 100 news
articles chosen for inclusion were captured and organized in
Microsoft Excel. Any duplicate news articles were excluded.

A combined approach—deductive and inductive coding—was
used by a single coder (ETJ). The National Cancer Institute web
page [29] and the researchers' interests guided the selection of
the predefined variables related to the articles that were coded
deductively. Inductive coding commenced while data were
analyzed as new themes emerged. Codes included descriptive
information, such as the source of the posts; whether any specific
individuals were mentioned; and, if so, whether a layperson or
public figure was mentioned. Further categories included CRC
disease–related characteristics (disparities in outcomes,
mortality, the severity of disease, the spread of cancer, treatment,
and related research), CRC risk factors (family history and
hereditary forms of the disease, age at onset, race, sex, and
antibiotic use), and CRC prevention and risk reduction (mentions
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of screening, colonoscopy, diet, the fear of CRC screening, and
insurance coverage and costs of screening).

Descriptive analyses were conducted, and frequency
distributions were reported. Univariable analyses were
performed to assess differences between articles that mentioned
CRC screening and those that did not via chi-square tests. A P
value of <.05 was considered statistically significant. All
analyses were performed by using IBM SPSS version 28 (IBM
Corporation).

Ethical Considerations
This study did not include the participation of human subjects.
Thus, the William Paterson University Institutional Review
Board determined that this study did not meet the criteria for
ethics review.

Results

Of the 100 articles reviewed, nearly half (n=49, 49%) were
created by health news organizations, and another 27% (n=27)
were created by television news services (Table 1). The
predominant themes in the content included age at the onset of

disease (n=59, 59%), mortality related to CRC (n=57, 57%),
and the severity of disease (n=50, 50%). Only 18% (n=18)
discussed CRC disparities, 23% (n=23) mentioned there are
hereditary forms of the disease, 36% (n=36) spoke of
colonoscopy to screen for the disease, and 37% (n=37) discussed
how the disease is treated. Most articles mentioned CRC
screening (n=61, 61%), and when they were compared to articles
that did not mention CRC screening, striking differences were
observed.

Articles that mentioned CRC screening more often talked about
topics related to this particular cancer, such as CRC mortality
(45/61, 74% vs 12/39, 31%; P<.001), the severity of disease
(37/61, 61% vs 13/39, 33%; P=.008), and the risk for CRC
based on age (46/61, 75% vs 13/39, 33%; P<.001). Although
most articles mentioned CRC screening (n=61, 61%), it was
striking that sex was only mentioned in 34% (21/61) of these
articles, colonoscopy was mentioned in 46% (28/61), and diet
was mentioned in 30% (18/61). In articles where CRC screening
was not mentioned, only the treatment of this cancer was
discussed more often than in those that did mention CRC
screening (19/39, 49% vs 18/61, 30%; P=.05).
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Table 1. Characteristics and content of Google News articles (N=100) related to colorectal cancer (CRC; June 2021 to March 2022).

P valueCRC screening mentioned, n (%)Articles, n (%)

No (n=39)Yes (n=61)

Article-related characteristics and content

.20Source of information

2 (5)7 (12)9 (9)Internet news

12 (31)15 (25)27 (27)Television news

22 (56)26 (43)49 (49)Health news organization

0 (0)1 (2)1 (1)Consumer

1 (3)6 (10)7 (7)Educational news

1 (3)0 (0)1 (1)Non–health organization news

1 (3)5 (8)6 (6)Academic journal

0 (0)1 (1.6)1 (1)Government

.36Specific person mentioned

6 (15)14 (23)20 (20)Yes

33 (85)47 (77)80 (80)No

.63Type of person mentioned

5 (83)c11 (79)b16 (80)aLayperson

1 (17)c3 (21)b4 (20)aPublic figure

CRC-related characteristics and content

.11Disparities in outcomes

4 (10)14 (23)18 (18)Yes

35 (90)47 (77)82 (82)No

<.001Mortality

12 (31)45 (74)57 (57)Yes

27 (69)16 (26)43 (43)No

.008Severity of disease

13 (33)37 (61)50 (50)Yes

26 (67)24 (29)50 (50)No

.34Spread of cancer

7 (18)16 (26)23 (23)Yes

32 (82)45 (74)77 (77)No

.05Treatment

19 (49)18 (30)37 (37)Yes

20 (51)43 (71)63 (63)No

.59Related research

12 (31)22 (36)34 (4)Yes

27 (69)39 (64)66 (66)No

Risk

.34Family history or hereditary forms of the disease

7 (18)16 (26)23 (23)Yes

32 (82)45 (74)77 (77)No

<.001Age
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P valueCRC screening mentioned, n (%)Articles, n (%)

No (n=39)Yes (n=61)

13 (33)46 (75)59 (59)Yes

26 (67)15 (25)41 (41)No

.10Race

3 (8)12 (19)15 (15)Yes

26 (92)49 (80)85 (85)No

<.001Sex

2 (5)21 (34)23 (23)Yes

37 (95)40 (66)77 (77)No

.15Antibiotic use

4 (10)2 (3)6 (6)Yes

35 (90)59 (97)94 (94)No

Prevention and risk reduction

.01Colonoscopy

8 (21)28 (46)36 (36)Yes

31 (80)33 (54)64 (64)No

.009Diet

3 (8)18 (30)21 (21)Yes

36 (92)43 (71)79 (79)No

.84Fear of screening

1 (3)2 (3)3 (3)Yes

38 (97)59 (97)97 (97)No

.06Insurance or cost of screening

2 (5)11 (18)13 (13)Yes

37 (95)50 (82)87 (87)No

aThe denominator for this percentage is 20, per the number of articles in which a specific person was mentioned.
bThe denominator for this percentage is 14, per the number of articles in which a specific person and CRC screening were mentioned.
cThe denominator for this percentage is 6, per the number of articles in which a specific person was mentioned and CRC screening was not mentioned.

Discussion

Principal Findings
March is National Colorectal Cancer Awareness Month, and it
was designated as such for the express purposes of highlighting
the importance of screening for CRC and promoting healthy
lifestyles to decrease one’s risk for developing CRC [30,31].
On February 28, 2022, the White House released a proclamation
signed by the president of the United States to kick off the media
blitz [32]. With the heightened public awareness of the disease
during this month, we reviewed Google News articles related
to CRC during March 2022 to evaluate the content of articles
viewed by the public. Notably, only 61% (61/100) of articles
mentioned CRC screening in general, and of those, less than
half (28/61, 46%) mentioned colonoscopy—the most commonly
used method for CRC screening in the United States [23]. As
CRC is a potentially preventable cancer (ie, through the
detection and removal of adenomatous polyps—a known
precursor to malignancy [33]), the lack of mentions of CRC

screening is of special concern. Further, with the recent focus
of research on early-onset CRC following the tragic passing of
Chadwick Boseman from CRC at the age of 43 [34] and the
recent change in the age at which to begin CRC screening (from
50 years to 45 years) [9], it is particularly concerning that less
than two-thirds (61/100, 61%) of the articles mentioned
screening and screening goals were not a topic of coverage.

The results of this study also indicate that news articles
aggregated by Google News did not sufficiently emphasize
disparities in CRC morbidity and mortality. In fact, this was
mentioned in fewer than 20% (18/100, 18%) of the articles
included in our sample. Disparities among racial and ethnic
minorities persist [35-38], and this is an important point that
should be covered in news articles.

Comparisons With Prior Works
The dearth of health-related Google News coverage on CRC
disparities aligns with research studies that indicate that Black
and Hispanic populations are less likely to be advised to undergo
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CRC screenings [39-41]. These results support existing research
that accentuates the need for increased communication efforts
as an approach to influence screening uptake. Heightening the
public’s awareness of this disease is important, but it is critical
that messages related to how preventable this cancer is, who is
the most likely to develop CRC, and what can be done to detect
it in the early stages when the disease is most curable be the
critical elements of dialogue, particularly during National
Colorectal Cancer Awareness Month.

Limitations
This study is limited by the small sample size and cross-sectional
design. The news that was present at the time of this study can
fluctuate over time. As these data represent only 1 point in time,

there is no point of comparison. The findings cannot be
generalized or be considered representative of all web-based
news. Further, these findings cannot be used to evaluate
behavior. Future studies should determine who is accessing this
information and how this does or does not influence actions.

Conclusions
There is a need to disseminate information about early-onset
CRC and the importance of screening, especially among
populations with low rates of uptake. Web-based news is
potentially an underutilized communication mechanism for
promoting CRC screenings as secondary prevention measures
for high-risk groups.
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